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Foreword 

Not only does Learning C: Programming Graphics on the Amiga 
and Atari ST give you the information you need to begin writ
ing your own C programs on the ST or Amiga, but it also 
shows you how to translate advanced mathematical con
cepts-the same ones professional programmers use to create 
graphics-into C source code. 

The first sections of this book explain C programming. 
You'll learn all about C in general and the C language con
cepts and commands you need to program graphics on the 
Amiga and Atari ST. The appendices even include specific 
information about how to compile and link programs on a 
variety of compilers for the two computers. 

The latter sections of Learning C: Programming Graphics on 
the Amiga and Atari ST illustrate how mathematical concepts 
relate to computer graphics, and how to write C code using 
those concepts in creating dramatic three-dimensional 
graphics. 

All the programs work on both the Amiga and ST be
cause of machine.c, a machine-specific library of routines that 
you can add to any of your C programs to create graphics. The 
appendices include specific instructions on how to use this 
powerful library. 

Learning C: Programming Graphics on the Amiga and Atari 
ST assumes you're familiar with your ST or Amiga, have a C 
compiler, and that you know how to program in at least one 
computer language. This book shows you how to write high
quality C source code to create executable programs using the 
most popular compilers for the Amiga and Atari ST. (You 
should, though, be familiar with your compiler's operation.) 

All the programs have been tested and are ready to type 
in, compile, link, and use on either the Atari ST or Commo
dore Amiga. If you prefer, you can purchase a disk which in
cludes all the C source code and executable files by calling 
1-800-346-6767 (in N.Y. 212-887-8525) or by using the coupon 
in the back of this book. 
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Learning C: Programming Graphics on the Amiga 
and Atari ST is intended for the programmer who is new to 
the C programming language. It introduces those aspects of C 
programming which are necessary to understand and imple
ment the advanced graphics algorithms discussed in Chapters 
7-13. In general, we've assumed you are familiar with pro
gramming your computer-that you know how to edit a file, 
run programs, and use the operating system. 

Throughout the text we have tried to emphasize machine
independent graphics. All of the machine-dependent functions 
have been isolated in the file machine.c. This means that the 
sample programs in this book will run on any computer, if the 
appropriate machine.c file has been prepared. In fact, the orig
inal zbuf program was implemented on an Apollo graphics 
workstation. It should be possible to port all of the example 
programs to the Apple Macintosh, the IBM pc, or even other 
graphics workstations such as SUNs or MicroVAX lIs. You 
simply need the necessary machine-dependent functions. 

The graphics algorithms and techniques which are pre
sented in this book are usually only found in books about ad
vanced graphics programming. We've tried to make these 
algorithms and techniques more accessible to the average com
puter programmer. You might think that we talk about every 
algorithm possible, but what's here is really just the tip of the 
iceberg. The last chapter on graphics touches on some aspects 
of graphics programming which haven't been discussed else
where in the book. This gives you a glimpse of what's possi
ble, even on a personal computer like the Atari ST or 
Commodore Amiga. We've listed several good sources of 
graphics material in Appendix K if you want to learn more. 

It was quite a challenge getting all of the programs to run 
on both the Atari ST and the Commodore Amiga. The biggest 
problems were bugs in the compilers or their libraries. Often 
we would get the program running satisfactorily on the 
Amiga, only to find that it didn't compile on the Atari. After 
working around compiler bugs on the Atari, we would bring 
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the program back to the Amiga, only to find that the Atari _ 
"fixes" manifested new bugs in the Amiga compilers. 

As with any large project, there are a number of people 
who deserve our gratitude. We'd like to thank Orson Scott _ 
Card, noted science fiction author and former book editor of 
COMPUTE!, for his early encouragement; Steven Grady, for 
giving us access to USENET and the ARPA Internet during the _ 
summer months; our parents, for their continuing support; and . 
a final thanks to our readers-Michael Littman, Lisa Gragg, 
Steve Roth, Byron Servies, and Rob Woodard-whose com-
ments were invaluable in the weeks just before our deadline. 

Christopher Metcalf 

Marc Sugiyama 
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Are you interested in graphics? Have you seen three
dimensional graphics displays, like the ones used in TRON or 
The Last Starfighter, and wondered, "Why can't my personal 
computer do something like that?" Yesterday's micros just 
didn't have enough horsepower. Today, things are different. 
Smaller personal computers, such as the Commodore Amiga 
and the Atari ST, have more power than the minis of ten 
years ago. 

This book will show you the techniques you need to mas
ter sophisticated computer graphics. You'll learn about two
and three-dimensional graphics programming, line drawing 
and polygon filling, and much more. All of the example pro
grams are implemented in the popular C programming lan
guage. And since Learning C: Programming Graphics on the 
Amiga and Atari ST is written for the first-time C programmer, 
you'll learn C as well as how to program graphics. 

Equipment and Software 
Learning C: Programming Graphics on the Amiga and Atari ST 
has sample source code for the Commodore Amiga and the 
Atari ST. To use the sample programs, you'll need a Commo
dore Amiga with at least 512K. You can also use an Atari 520 
or 1040 ST with either a color or monochrome monitor. The 
programs have been thoroughly tested and work with the Lat
tice and Aztec C compilers on the Amiga and the Lattice, 
Alcyon, and Megamax C compilers for the ST. 

Some Definitions 
Before beginning with C and graphics, we'll need to review 
some basic definitions. The compiler is the program which 
translates your C program into machine language, the only 
language the computer can understand directly. The text of the 
C program is called the source code. The compiler translates 
source code into something called an object module. The ob
ject module must be linked with other object modules before 
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the program can be run. There is a program included as part II 
of your specific compiler package-called something like 
"link" or "In" -which takes care of linking the necessary 
modules for you. _ 

The object modules are often stored in a library. A library _ 
is simply a collection of object modules which are indexed in 
some way so that the linker can get at the ones it needs to II 
make your program work. (Some compilers make your job 
very easy by performing the linking stage for you; others force 
you to go through yet another compilation stage by producing 
an assembly language output which must then be assembled 
before you can get an object module.) 

Working with Many Computers 
All micros have certain things in common. They all have a 
way of getting input from the user (for example: a keyboard, 
or perhaps a mouse), of displaying information (a monitor or 
TV screen), and of storing it (floppy disks, hard disks, and the 
like). In some respects the Commodore Amiga and the Atari 
ST are very similar computers: They have the same processor 
chip (the powerful Motorola 68000) and they both let you use 
windows and icons. On the other hand, the way in which 
they handle the display screen is very different. The Amiga 
has a very complex set of screen-controller chips which fill 
areas, draw lines, and move images around the screen. The ST 
uses a simpler screen controller with all of the fancy things 
(like line drawing) implemented in software. This gives the 
Amiga a speed advantage over the ST: The Amiga can do in 
hardware what the ST must do in software, leaving the 
Amiga's processor more time to do computing. 

In an effort to bring these two machines together, we've _ 
designed a set of graphics routines which utilize a subset of 
each machine's capabilities. It's important to remember the 
goal of this book: to teach graphics. We'll provide you with II 
the tools you'll need to learn more about the specifics of your 
particular computer, whether it's an Atari ST or a Commodore 
Amiga. If you learn C on one computer, you've learned it for _ 
all computers. The same doesn't apply to BASIC, in which ev-
ery implementation is a little different (even for the same com-
puter). In C, you can define your own commands and largely _ 
ignore a machine's specific hardware and operating system. 
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This makes C a highly portable language; that is to say, the 
same C program will work on many machines, with few (if 
any) modifications. 

The History of C 
The C programming language was developed in 1972 by Den
nis Ritchie, then an employee of Bell Laboratories. It devel
oped from a language called B, hence the name C. Band C 
share several characteristics, and were influenced by BCPL, 
but neither is a direct descendent of BCPL. Ritchie designed 
and implemented C on the UNIX operating system on the 
DEC PDP-II. C was designed to be a powerful and versatile 
general-purpose programming language featuring ease of ex
pression, control of program flow, data structures, and a set of 
operators. C is not a beginner's language, like BASIC or Pas
cal. C applications range from low-level operating system 
functions to high-level applications programs, such as word 
processors and spreadsheets. 

C is finding a home in many software-development 
houses. UNIX and MS-DOS are written mostly in C. C is the 
language of choice among most Amiga and ST developers be
cause of its power, speed, ease of debugging, and portability. 

C is a compiled language, but not all C compilers are the 
same. There are a variety of schemes a compiler can use to 
translate C into machine language; some compilers are faster 
at translating the C program into machine language, while 
others produce faster executing programs. 

Features of C 
C includes commands to handle strings, files, and floating
point math as do other high-level languages like Pascal and 
BASIC, but it's just as much at home with bitwise operations 
(AND, OR, NOT, bit shifting) and memory pointers as assem
bly language. (Don't worry if you're not familiar with these 
terms right now. You'll learn about them as you need them.) 
This makes C a very versatile language, since it has the power 
of low-level assembly language operations and many of the 
features found in high-level languages. 
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The Graphics Library 
The graphics library is presented in Appendix G. Before you II 
begin with the rest of the book, you should key in the appro-
priate library for your computer and compiler. You'll find _ 
compiling instructions for a variety of compilers; if your par- _ 
ticular compiler isn't listed, then you'll have to rely on the 
documentation that came with it. 

Once you've entered the appropriate library, try the sam- II 
pIe program hello.c (Program 1-1). When professional pro-
grammers start working in a new language, a "hello world" 
program is usually the first one they write. This gets them fa-
miliar with the compiler and editor they have to use for that 
new language. So let's do the same thing. Make sure you're 
familiar enough with your particular compiler and editor so 
that you can get the program to run. It should print HELLO 
WORLD! to the screen and do nothing else. Appendix F in-
cludes some notes on compiling the various programs in this 
book. In case you're having trouble with your compiler, that 
appendix also includes complete instructions on how to com-
pile hello.c. (Usually the filenames for source code of C pro-
grams are given a .c extender.) 

Program 1-1. hello.c 

/* 
* hello world 
*/ 

~include <stdio.h> 

main() 
( 

printf("HEUD WJRID!\n"); 

One Final Note 
Since it's not possible to cover every aspect of C program- II 
ming, some things just have to be learned though experience 
and by making mistakes. Thus, it's important that you do all 
the examples. This book won't discuss everything there is to _ 
know about C. Only those aspects of C which are important to 
graphics programming are covered. By the time you're fin-
ished, though, you'll know enough C that learning the rest II 
will be easy. 
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Although all of the discussions of graphics and C pro
gramming will be thorough and complete, the advanced na
ture of computer graphics prevents this work from being an 
"introduction" to programming in general. For that, we direct 
you to a variety of programming texts available for a variety of 
programming languages. 
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Our tu to rial begins with functions. Functions 
provide one of the most valuable tools available to C program
mers, for it's impossible to write a C program which doesn't 
use some kind of function. We'll begin by explaining what 
functions are and why we use them, then look at some spe
cific C functions. 

What's a Function? . 
There are many ways to explain the nature of functions. 
You're probably familiar with certain functions in mathemat
ics: sine, tangent, logs, square roots, and so on. You hand 
these functions one value, and receive another. In other 
words, you pass the function an argument, and it returns a re
sult. For example, if you pass 100 to the square root function, 
it will return 10, the square root of 100. 

Functions in C are much the same, except there's a little 
more to them. A C function is capable of more than just cal
culating a number; it can do more tangible things, such as 
writing characters to the screen. Most mathematical functions 
take a single argument and return a single result. C functions 
can take many arguments, but can only return one result. 
(We'll discuss ways around this limitation later.) Some C func
tions don't take any arguments; they simply perform some 
type of action. 

Computing and Cooking: Shorthand 
To understand why functions are used, let's look at an anal
ogy. Whenever you describe to someone how to do something 
you're writing a kind of program. Take cooking, for instance: 
One might think of a recipe as a program and the chef as the 
computer. The chef works through the recipe one step at a 
time. 

Some steps are obvious: "Mix the sugar and shortening 
together." Some might be less obvious: "Knead the dough for 
ten minutes." A bread baker would know immediately what 
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II 
this means and dive right in. But what about someone who's II 
never kneaded before? To our naive chef, the term knead re-
quires more explanation. Knead refers to a whole series of op-
erations which must be performed on the bread dough. Knead 
is cooking shorthand, so that the recipe writers (the program- II 
mers) don't have to include all of the details every time they 
mean Knead the dough. 

For programming a computer, functions are used much II 
the same way. For example, the square root function is really a 
set of operations which are performed on a number. When 
you press the square root key on your calculator, it doesn't 
magically generate the square root of the number. Instead, it 
plods through a simple program of its own which calculates 
the square root. Square root to the calculator is like knead to 
the chef. When we press the square root key, the calculator 
runs through the square root function. When we say knead to 
a chef, he says, "Oh, this means I do such-and-such." 

Machine Dependencies 
Abbreviating and simplifying programs aren't the only reasons 
functions are used. Let's return to the analogy. Another step in 
the recipe might be "Measure out two cups of flour." The 
function measure doesn't say how to do the measuring; the 
idea is just to get two cups of flour. The instructions have to 
be vague since everyone keeps their flour in a different place 
and everyone uses different measuring cups. We might say 
that the measure function transcends kitchen dependencies. It 
becomes the task of the chef to figure out where the flour and 
measuring utensils are kept; the recipe doesn't care how it 
happens, just as long as you get two cups of flour. Notice that 
the recipe writer (programmer) doesn't need to understand the _ 
problems involved in measuring two cups of flour. This lets _ 
the writer treat the measure function as a black box. When we 
use a black box function, we just give it some arguments, and II 
it produces results. We don't care what happens between the 
two, as long as it works. 

Many C functions can be treated as black boxes. They II 
help eliminate machine dependencies; it's the entire concept 
behind the graphics library included with this book. For ex-
ample, the graphics library provides a function to draw a point II 
on the screen. When we use this function, we don't care how 
it draws the dot, just that it does. To you (as a programmer) 
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the function is the same regardless of the computer you're 
using. What actually happens inside the computer might differ 
greatly from machine to machine. The "Draw a point on the 
screen" function abstracts the differences in the computer's 
operating system and hardware, allowing many computers to 
use the same general programs. 

Functions which shield us from the implementational de
tails are called portable or compatible functions. C is full of 
such functions. Most C compilers try to conform to one stan
dard set of portable functions. There are several standards, 
most based on various implementations of the UNIX Operat
ing System. These "standards" overlap a great deal. Usually C 
programs using portable functions may be moved from one 
computer to another without any significant problems. 

You can see how using functions can save a lot of work. All 
that's necessary is to find a function which does what you want 
to do, pass it the right values, and enjoy the results. Further
more, functions allow programs to transcend the differences of 
the computer's hardware and operating system. 

The Essentials of a C Program: main( ) 
All programs written in C must include a main() function 
which is called when the program first begins to execute. 
When the main() function ends, the program ends. The 
names of functions must be unique, so only one main() func
tion per program is permitted. Look again at the hello.c ex
ample in Chapter 1. Programs have the basic form: ,. 

• programmers notes 
• (not compUed) 
./ 

#include <somesuch> 
maine) 
{ 

.. program code .. 
} 

All of the text between the,. and ./ consists of comments; 
they're ignored by the compiler. You can put comments any
where in the program. They're used to make the program eas
ier to understand. You should always use plenty of comments; 
it makes the code easier to read and less confusing when you 
go back to it later. Blank lines and indenting are also ignored 
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by the compiler; they just make it easier for you to understand 
the program. 

The #include is a preprocessor directive which tells the 
preprocessor part of the compile process to include the text of 
the file named in the angle brackets (the, > pair) as part of 
the program. As its name implies, the preprocessor is some
thing which sorts through the source code before the compiler 
starts doing the real work. We'll explain more about the pre
processor in a later chapter. 

The line main() declares the function. It tells the com
piler that everything between the first and last braces ( { and 
} ) defines what the function main() should do. All of the 
text between the braces is called the body of the function. 
When you run your program, all that's really happening is 
that the computer is executing the function main(). Thus, ev
ery C program has to have a function called main(). If it 
doesn't, you won't be able to run the program. (You'll proba
bly get an error from the linker like "unresolved external ref
erence _main". All that means is that the compiler can't find 
the function main() in your program.) 

A word of warning: Unlike most programming languages, 
C is case-sensitive; main() is not the same as MAIN( ), 
Main( ), or mAiN( ). Other languages like Pascal and BASIC 
don't make this kind of distinction; you'll have to keep a spe-

. cial eye out for this mistake if you've programmed in one of 
these other languages. 

main() is the only function which must be defined in 
your program. Usually you'll be able to name functions any
thing you want. By convention the names of C functions are 
all in lowercase letters. 

Using C Functions: printf( ) 
The body ofmain() for hello.c (Program 1-1) has one com
mand in it: a printf(). printf() is a very powerful function 
which can format and print text to any output device-the 
screen, the printer, or even a file. hello.c uses it in one of the 
simplest ways, to print some text to the screen. We've given it 
only one argument, a string. A string is simply a sequence of 
characters. 
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The message in the printf() is "HELLO WORLDI" n". 
The quotes aren't part of the string; they serve to mark the 
string's beginning and ending within the source code. The 
argument itself is enclosed by the () which come after the 
name of the function. These serve to delimit the arguments 
being passed to the function. In this case, there is only one 
argument, the string "HELLO WORLD I "n". 

The Backslash Escape 
You probably noticed something strange going on with 
printf(). When we printed the string "BBLLO WORLDI" n" 
we got the output HELLO WORLD!. Where's the "n ? It's not 
in the output, or is it? The" is called an escape character. It 
tells the compiler that the next character is some kind of code, 
and should not be interpreted as a normal character. When the 
compiler sees "n, it knows to insert a new-line character. The 
new-line character starts output on the next line of the screen. 
Beware: printf() doesn't advance to the next line automati
cally like the BASIC PRINT statement, or the Pascal writeln() 
function. We have to tell printf() that we want to be on the 
next line with the "n escape sequence. There are other legal 
escape sequences: "t is tab, "b is a backspace, and " " is the 
" character. Try changing hello.c and see what other special 
characters you can find; there are some examples below to 
help get you started. 

printf(U"n "n "nHi there"n "n "n "n "n"); 
printf(UT"nh "ni "ns"n "ni "ns"n "nl "ne"ng"na "nl "n"); 
printf(U" t" ttabbingll" n"); 
printf(Uand" n "tthis" n " t" ttoo" n"); 
printf(Ustrings have" "'s around them"); 
printf(UThe escape character is " " "); 
printf("special characters ,/" "I"" ";" n"); 

Escape sequences you may find useful at times follow. 

Escape Character Result ASCII Value 
"b Backspace 8 
"f Formfeed 12 "n Newline 10 "r Carriage Return 13 
"t Tab 9 
" v Vertical Tab 11 
"(number) Octal Value Onnn 
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Writing Your Own C Functions; Declaring 
show_val( ) 
The first function we'll declare is a simple example: a function 
which takes a single argument, and returns no value. We'll 
call this function show_val() and print the value of an inte
ger on the screen. printf() can do all of the hard work for us: 

show_val(x) int X; 
{ 

} 

printf("IJ(,d", x); 
printf(" "n"); 

show_val() looks a lot like the declaration of maine ) in 
hello.c, but there are a few new features. Let's look at the first 
two lines. show_val says that we're going to name the func
tion Show_val. Most compilers put a limit on the number of 
characters which must be unique in a name (the number of sig
nificant characters). The C language definition says that the limit 
should be eight characters. This means that openfilehandle() 
would be the same as openfilewhatever(), since the com
piler would only look at the first eight letters. Most compilers 
extend that range; in fact, some look at the first 31 characters. 
Only alphanumeric characters-letters and numbers-and the 
_ character are permitted in the name of a function. The first 
character in a name must be a letter or the _ character. Thus 
II Greetings", "funcI_as", II _hi", and II a lfdf" are all legal 
function names. "lgds", "a$hello", and "as.ad,fd" are not ac
ceptable names for functions .. 
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The x between the parentheses tells the compiler that we 
have one argument which is referred to as x while we're in
side the function. The same naming conventions apply to the 
names of variables. Only letters, numbers, and the _ can be _ 
used, and the first character cannot be a number. Usually lower-
case letters are used for variable names. 

When we call show_val() we don't have to use an argu- II 
ment called x; x is just the argument's pseudonym while 
we're inside the body of the function. We didn't even have to 
use x; its name was arbitrary. We could have used any II 
name-"arg" or "steven." This name, x, doesn't have any 
meaning outside of this function. In other words, if we had 
another function with an argument called x, the two would be _ 
distinct. Variables used as arguments to a function only have 
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meaning within their respective functions. These concepts con
cerning variables will become clearer later. A variable declared 
to define the arguments to a function is called a formal param
eter. Notice that there's no semicolon at the end of this line. 
The use of semicolons will be explained later. 

The following line, int X; , tells the compiler that the 
variable X is an integer type (in C, integer is abbreviated to 
int). This defines how x should be treated inside the function. 
In other words, we're telling the function what kind of argu
ment it is receiving. An int is only one of several different 
types of variables which are supported by C. The next chapter 
will discuss the others. For now, treat an integer as a whole 
number. Unfortunately an integer's largest and smallest values 
are determined by the machines being used, and not by the C 
language. Generally it's safe to use integer variables in the 
range -32767 to 32767. 

The Body of show_val( ); printf( ) and the Percent 
Escape 
The commands in a C program are executed from left to right, 
and from top to bottom. Thus the printf("%4", x) is executed 
first, followed by the printf("" n"). The semicolons (;) serve 
to terminate each command. C programmers refer to the com
mands as statements. 

The first printf() is being passed two arguments. The 
first argument is the string "%4", and the second argument is 
the variable x. "%4" is the formatting string, and the value 
stored in x is the number which is being printed. Note that ar
guments are separated by commas. The % symbol is a conver
sion specification which indicates where the argument is to be 
substituted, and in what form it is to be printed. "%4" tells 
printf( ) to print the argument as a decimal number. We 
could have used "%x" or "%0", which would print the num
ber in hexadecimal (base 16) or octal (base 8) respectively. 
Other conversion specifications are also possible and will be 
covered later. 

We could have combined the two printf()8 as 

printf("%4" n", x); 

This prints the value of x followed by a new-line character. 
We could add even more textual material to the format string: 
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printf("The number %d was passed into 
show_val(). "n", x); 

This is the same as saying: 

printf("The number "); 
printf("%d", x); 
printf(" was passed into show_vale ). "n"); 

printf() is not part of the C language; there is no input 
or output defined in C. printf() is simply a useful function 
which is part of the standard library of routines (stdio.h) that 
are usually included with a compiler and are available to C 
programs. printf() is different from most C functions in that 
it can take a variable number of arguments. Most functions 
can only take a set number of arguments. With printf( ) we 
pass the number of arguments needed to accomplish the de
sired result. When we're printing out the value of one integer 
variable, we need to pass printf( ) two things, a formatting 
string and the value to print. 

Program 2-1 is a simple program which shows you how 
to call the function show_val(). We pass show_vale ) the 
number 4, so it will print: The number 4 was passed into 
show_val() to the screen. 

Program 2-1. Calling show_val( ) 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 

int x; 

printf("'Ihe rn:unber %d was passed into show_val() .\n", x); 
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Programmers using the 5T without a command line inter
preter are faced with a small problem. Most of the programs 
don't wait for you to press a key when they exit. When run 
from the GEM desktop, the program prints its output and then 
returns to the desktop. This means the output flashes on the 
screen briefly, and is cleared in order to redraw the desktop. If 
you don't have a command line interpreter, we suggest that 
you add the following lines to the end of the programs (just 
before the last closing curly brace at the end of maine ): 

printf("Press B.l!ITUB.N to exit:"); 
getchar(); 

Another Example: sub.c and sub( ) 
Here's a function that takes two arguments and returns their 
difference: 

int sub(numl, num2) 
int numl; 
int num2; 
{ 

} 

int subtr; 
subtr = numl - num2; 
return subtr; 

It's not really that much more complicated than 
show_val(). The sub in the first line tells the compiler that 
the function is called sub. The int in front of the sub says 
that the function is going to return an integer. We didn't de
clare show_val() with a type since it wasn't going to return a 
value. The numl, num2 inside the parentheses indicates that 
sub() takes two arguments-the first called numl and the 
second num2. The next two lines define numl and num2 as 
integers. We could have used int numl, num2 rather than 
the two lines shown. 

The first line of this function, int subtr; , looks familiar. 
It's declaring the subtr variable as an integer. In this case, it's 
not just saying what type of variable subtr is; it's also making 
room for storing it in memory. This is an example of an auto 
variable. In a nutshell, this means that as we enter and leave 
the function, the variable is created and destroyed. Thus, out
side the function sub(), subtr has no meaning, and if we call 
sub() again, the value in subtr probably won't be what it 
was when we last were in the function. We'll discuss more 
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II 
about auto variables later. Notice that the formal parameters II 
are defined outside the first brace, while auto variables are de-
clared in the body of the function. 

In the next line, num2 is subtracted from numl and the _ 
result is stored in subtr. We then return the value stored in _ 
subtr to whatever called sub(). You might have noticed that 
we didn't put a return at the end of the show_val() func- II 
tion. It's not really necessary since there is an implied return 
at the end of the function (at the last} ). 

Program 2-2 is a short program which uses the sub() 
function. Remember, the line #include <stdio.h> is a prepro
cessor command which includes the file stdio.h in your pro
gram. This is needed if you use the standard C library 
functions like printf() . You'd probably never use sub() in a 
real program since you could just use - instead (as is done in
side sub( )). It does show how a function like sub() might be 
used. 

Program 2-2. sub.c 

/* 
* si1l1ple prcgram which uses Stll 0 
*/ 

/* 
* include stdio.h because we're using printf() 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

/* 
* define sOO() so the crnnpiler knows that it is returning 
* an into Notice that we aren't saying WHAT StllO does, we're 
* just telling the compiler that soo() returns an into In addition 
* ',Ie don't actually declare soo() until after the declaration of main(). 
*/ 

extern int soo 0 ; 

/* 
* declaration of mainO. This is the function which the computer 
* will execute first once it starts working on our prcgram 
*/ 

main 0 
( 

) 
/* 

int a=5; 
int b/e; 

b = 8; 
c = sub(a,b) ; 
printf("The result of %d minus %d is %d\n",a,b,c); 

* the ) above is the end of main() , This is where the prcgram 
* execution will stop. 
*/ 
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/* 
* below is the declaration of sub(). We've already told the compiler 
* that sub() returns an int, but we have to tell it again here, 
* so that it knows we're being consistent. 
*/ 

int sub (numl, num2) 
int numl; 
int num2; 
I 

int subtr; 

subtr = numl - num2; 
return subtr; 

Programmers using the ST without a command line inter
preter should add the following lines just before the last clos
ing curly brace at the end of main() 

printf("Press RETl11llf to exit:"); 
getchar(); 

extern. extern (short for external) tells the compiler that 
we are going to define something, but not declare it. (There is 
a difference between define and declare. When we define 
something we're just saying how it should be treated. When 
we declare it, we're actually reserving space in memory for it 
or saying precisely what it does.) What we're defining here, 
int sub(), is actually declared somewhere else (hence the 
command's name, extern). The definition is necessary in or
der for the program to compile correctly. We're telling the 
compiler that the function sub() returns an int . 

Function arguments. When we use sub(), the order of 
the arguments is important. The way we've used sub(), 
numl will hold the value of a, and num2 will hold the value 
of b. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the order 
of the arguments in the function's declaration and when each 
is used. 

Look at the line containing printf(). The formatting 
string has three %d's in it, one for each of the arguments that 
follow. Each of the %d's is filled, first come, first served. The 
output of sub.c looks like: The result of B minus 8 is -3. 
The order of the arguments is important. But there's more to it 
than that. C compilers usually don't check that you're passing 
the right number of arguments. In other words, you could 
code printf("%d") and the compiler wouldn't bat an eye. 
printf() would be a mite confused, as you didn't give it a 
value to print. 
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The mechanics of how the parameters are passed into the 
function are not important to us as C programmers. What is 
important is that the function is given its own working copies 
of the variables. Thus sub() can change the value of numl 
without affecting the value of a. This means that the argu
ments are passed by value, not by reference. We could recode 
sub( ) to eliminate the variable subtr. 

sub(numl, numB) int numl, numB; 
{ 

numl =numl -numB; 
return numl; 

This sub() is functionally identical to the sub() function 
above. Remember, changing the value of numl has no effect 
outside sub(). 

Pre-initialized Auto Variables 
Remember when we talked about sub() and subtr? We said 
that subtr is an auto variable. a and b are also auto variables. 
This helps emphasize the fact that main() is just a function 
like any other C function. In sub.c, we want to give a and b 
initial values. We've used two ways of initializing these vari
ables. The first way is used with the variable a. There, we ini
tialize it to a value as it's declared. In other words, as soon as 
we make space for it, we assign it a value. 

The other way to pre-initialize an auto variable is used 
with variable b; we assign it a value at the beginning of the 
main function. You can initialize auto variables either way. We 
could have used int a=8, b=8; and left the line b=8 out of 
the body. Or, we could have used int a,b; to declare the vari
ables, and then used a=8; b=8; in the program to give them 
their initial values. Use whichever method is clearer. A word 
of warning: The value of any auto variable is undefined until 
it's given some initial value (that is to say, it could hold any 
value until it is initialized). Some compilers (like the Lattice C 
compiler) will complain if auto variables are not initialized 
before they are used. 

Expressions as Arguments 
You probably would never write a program which uses sub() 
as a function, since you can always use subtraction, ( - ). Pro
gram 2-3 shows just how this can be done. Notice how the ex-
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pression a-b can be used as an argument to a function. When 
we talked about 8ub(), we said that all of the arguments are 
passed to the function by value, not by reference. printf() is 
a function just like 8ub(), so its arguments are also passed by 
value. This means that the expression a-b is evaluated to a 
single value and that value is passed to printf(). Even the 
most complex expression can be the argument to a function. 
As you can see from new8ub.c, this can eliminate a number 
of temporary variables. 

Program 2-3. newsub.c 
/* 
* another simple program which eliminates sub() 
* notice that the temporary variable c was also eliminated 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 
( 

int a=5, b=8; 

printf("'Ihe result of %d minus %d is %d\n",a,b,a-b); 

Programmers using the ST without a command line inter
preter should add the following lines to the end of the pro
gram (just before the last closing curly brace at the end of 
maine)~: 

printf("Pre88 Bl!ITlJllN to ent:"); 
getcharC); 

Sample Program: figs.c 
The last example program in this chapter makes heavy use of 
functions and has been designed to demonstrate the graphics 
library. It draws three overlapping figures on the screen: a 
square, a triangle, and a five-pointed star. The program uses 
six different graphics functions. Notice that we have to put the 
line 

#include "machine.h" 

in the program. This inserts the file machine.h in the source 
code. This is necessary because you're going to use the graph
ics library. This is a little different from the other #include, 
which reads: 

#include <8tdio.h> 
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With machine.h, we use double quotes, but with 
stdio.h, we use angle brackets. The exact interpretation of 
double quotes and brackets varies from compiler to compiler. 
Generally, if you use double quotes with #include, the com
piler tries to find the include file in the directory which holds 
the source code. The angle brackets usually mean that the 
compiler is to search the include path instead. The include 
path is generally specified as an environment variable or as a 
command line argument when you run the compiler. Often, 
one puts the system include files (like stdio.h) in one direc
tory, and include files which are specific to one program or 
project in another. This helps keep them separate. 

When the figs.c first starts, the function init_graphics( ) 
is called. This does whatever is necessary to set up the screen 
for the particular computer you're using. init_graphics() 
takes one parameter: either COLORS or GREYS. COLORS tells 
init_graphics() that you want to work with a color screen. 
GREYS says that you want to use grey shades. On the Atari 
monochrome screen, the "colors" are simulated with patterned 
lines. Each color has a different broken-line pattern. 

COLORS and GREYS are preprocessor definitions. All pre
processor commands must be on their own line, and must be
gin with a #. Basically, the #define command does simple text 
substitution. If used as follows: 

#define LINELENGTH 12S 

every time the text LINE LENGTH is in the program, the text 
128 is substituted. This makes self-documenting code very 
easy to write. All of the program's arbitrary constants (like the 
resolution of the computer's display) can be defined like 
LINELENGTH. This has two advantages over using the num
ber directly: It's clearer where the number came from, and it 
makes the program much easier to change. If you're careful 
about the way you use defined constants, modifying a pro
gram's arbitrary constants is no harder than finding the right 
definition and changing it. These simple text substitutions 
make the programs more easily portable from computer to 
computer and compiler to compiler. We've also used them to 
simplify the graphics routines. COLORS and GREYS are a lot 
easier to remember than 0 for colors and 1 for grey shades. 
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Next, we draw a square on the screen. Depending on 
which computer you're using, it might look more like a rectan
gle than a square. We decided to draw the square in green, so 
we call the function set_pen() with the color GBl!JEN. There 
are eight predefined colors you can use: BLACK, WHITE, 
Bl!JD,GBl!JEN, BLUl!I, CYAN, YELLOW, and lIIIAGENTA. You 
must callinit_graphics() with COLORS for this to work. 

The box is drawn using a combination of the move() and 
draw() functions. move() takes two arguments, the x and y 
position, to move to. Thus: 

move(x,y); 

changes the current position to (x,y). It doesn't draw anything 
on the screen. (0,0) is in the upper left-hand corner of the 
screen, with increasing x to the right, and increasing y down
ward. x can range from a to (x-size - 1) and y can range 
from a to (y_s1ze - 1). x-size and y_size are integers whose 
values are set during init_graphics(); in machine.h, they're 
defined as extern into 

Figure 2-1. x and y Coordinates of a Typical Computer 
Screen. 
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10 --- --------------------------------. (30,10) 

(y-size-1)- L.-________________ -----' 

draw() also takes two parameters, x and y, but rather 
than simply move to (x,y), draw() draws a line from the cur
rent position to the position you've specified. That position be
comes the current position for the next call to draw(). You 
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must use draw() and move() together to draw lines on the 
screen. Thus: 

move(10,10); 
draw(100,100); 

draws a diagonal line from (10,10) to (100,100) in whatever 
color is specified in seLpen(). Don't try to draw lines outside 
the boundaries of the screen. That will probably crash the 
computer. 

This same draw() and move( ) procedure is used as a tri
angle and star are drawn. 

When you've finished using the graphics screen and are 
ready to exit from your application, call exit_graphics() 
before leaving the program. exit_graphics() "undoes" what 
init_graphics() did. It takes one argument, a string which 
can hold some message to print out. If you don't want to in
clude a message, pass exit_graphics() the value NULL. 
NULL is defined in stdio.h. If you use NULL, you include 
stdio.h: 

#include <stdio.h> 

(Note: If you're using the Alcyon C compiler for the Atari, 
NULL hasn't been defined in stdio.h. A definition for NULL 
is included in the version of machine.h for the Alcyon com
piler.) Thus: 

init_graphics(GB.EYS); 
exi t_graphics(1lULL); 

initializes and then leaves the graphics environment. 

II 

II 

A final word of warning: Don't call exit_graphics() 
without first calling init-graphics(), and don't call any 
graphics routine without first calling init_graphics(). Doing II 
things out of order can cause trouble for the computer. 

If you need help compiling the program, please refer to II 
Appendix F. Remember that figs.c must be linked to the 
graphics library for it to work properly. This is explained in 
Appendix F also. Appendix G explains all of the graphics 
routines, and the appendices I and J explain how the graphics II 
routines work. 

II 
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II So far, we've only talked about the integer variable 
type. Even though integer variables are very versatile, you 
can't do everything with them. It wouldn't be easy to work 
with angles or fractional numbers, for example. C has four 
basic data types: characters, floating-point numbers, double
precision floating-point, and integers. These go under the 
names of char, float, double, and int, respectively. 

I 
II 

II 

Characters 
A char is a single character, like the letter a or the symbol •. 
".n is also a single character (new-line), and it can be assigned 
to a variable of type char. In Chapter 2, we said that there are 
a number of these backslash escape characters. These let you 
work with characters which would be very difficult to deal 
with otherwise. Unfortunately, there isn't a backslash escape 
for every nonprintable character. If you want to print a charac
ter which doesn't have a backslash escape (for example, char
acter 27, ESC) you can follow a backslash with a three-digit 
octal number. Thus ".011 is character 9 (a ctrl-I) and ".033 is 
character 27 (ESC). For all of the compilers, a char is an eight
bit number, a single byte. If you're at a loss about bits and 
bytes, you should probably read Appendix C. When you need 
to specify a char to the compiler, you surround the character 
in single quotes ('), not double quotes. Only strings are sur
rounded by double quotes. This distinction is important, and 
will be explained in more detail later. 

Floating Point 
Another variable is the type float, which stands for floating 
point. Floating-point numbers are numbers which may have a 
fractional part (similiar to the type real in Pascal, or a normal 
variable in BASIC). There is another type of float called a 
double. Type float is a single-precision floating-point num
ber, while double is a double-precision floating-point number. 
double is just a larger, more precise version of a float. To 
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specify a floating-point constant, you just include a decimal 
point. For example, 3.0 is the floating-point representation of 
the number 3. The compiler makes a distinction between 3.0 
and 3-the first is in floating-point notation and will be 
treated as a float, while 3 is an integer. This distinction 
usually isn't that important since the compiler readily converts 
from one type to another, but there are times when it can be 
crucial. Beyond the more typical floating-point numbers we've 
mentioned so far (like 3.4, or 13.43), you can also specify a 
floating-point number which has a power-of-ten exponent as
sociated with it. People often say that such numbers are repre
sented in scientific notation. In C, the following notation is 
often acceptable: x.xxe+xx. For example: 2.3e+ 2 is 230; 
6.2324e-3 is 0.0062324. 

Integers 
As was stated above, the exact size of an int type is not speci
fied by the C language definition. The int type is the most 
convenient size that the host computer can handle. On most 
typical 68000-based microprocessors, variables of type int 
usually can contain values in the range -32767 to 32767. By 
definition, int is the length of a machine word. Type int is 
used as a kind of C language default-C will assume that 
everything is an int unless it's told otherwise. Thus, all func
tions are assumed to return an int, all variables are assumed 
to be int, and all numeric constants are into 

Having a default type has a number of useful conse
quences. In Bum.c, for example, there was no reason to use 
the extern to define sum() (remember, we said that the com
piler needed to know what sum() returned). If we'd left the 
extern out, the C compiler would have first encountered 
sum( ) inside the printf(). There, it would have made the 
assumption that sum() returns an integer. In other words, we 
didn't have to tell it explicitly that sum() returns an into It 
would have figured it out by itself. You cannot do the same 
thing with variables-you can't just use a variable without de
claring it. The C compiler will display an error message when 
it encounters an undefined variable. Not only have you not 
told the compiler what type the variable is, but you haven't 
told it where to make space for the variable in memory. Thus, 
functions which return ints need not be defined, while vari
ables always have to be defined and declared. 
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On most small computers, the convenient size for an int 
is 16 bits (an integer in the range -32767 to 32767), though, 
of course, there are exceptions. We're fortunate in that the ST 
and the Amiga are basically the same machine, as they are 
both based on the 68000 and, consequently, use the same ma
chine language. We'd expect that all of the compilers for these 
two machines would use the same sized integers. We're al
most right. The one dissenter is Lattice C (for both the Amiga 
and the ST) which uses 32-bit integers rather than 16-bits (giv
ing Lattice integers a range of -2,147,483,647 to 2,147,483,647, 
but slower performance on arithmetic operations). Thus, the 
size of an int depends on the compiler which you're using, as 
well as the machine the compiler is running on. 

long, short, unsigned, and register 
C provides for two qualifiers to be attached to int which 
allow the size of int to be specified, short and long. Gener
ally a short int is 16 bits, while a long int is 32 bits. This is 
true on every compiler except one: the Atari Megamax com
piler, which uses 8 bits for a short into When you want a 16-
bit int with the Megamax compiler, use a normal into It's 
acceptable shorthand to just use short when you mean short 
int and long when you mean long into 

Remember that any number floating around in your 
source code will be treated as an int unless, of course, it's in 
floating-point notation or between quotes. If you really mean 
a long, then you need to attach an L (a capital L; some com
pilers are picky about this) to the end of the constant. Thus 
234 is an int while 834L is a long. short int constants are 
handled automatically by the compiler; it's not necessary to 
use a special suffix on the constant to tell the compiler that it's 
a short into 

Two other qualifiers which may be applied to an int are 
unsigned and register. When unsigned is used, the value 
stored in the int (long, short, or "unadorned") is regarded as 
always positive. If we limit ourselves to positive numbers, we 
just about double the possible range of values. In other words, 
the range of a 16-bit value is 0-65535 unsigned. You can use 
an unsigned int if you need a larger numeric range and 
know all of your values are going to be positive. 
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The remaining qualifier is register. Any variable with the 
qualifier register will be stored in a register of the processor 
rather than in the computer's memory. This allows for faster 
access to that variable. In practice, the actual interpretation of 
this qualifier is left to the particular compiler being used. 
Some compilers ignore all references to register, while others 
actually try to use processor registers if they are available. 
Some compilers, though none of the ones we've used here, 
will use registers even if they're not declared as register vari
ables. You'll have to consult the documentation that came 
with your compiler to find out precisely how your compiler 
deals with register variables. Placing heavily used local vari
ables into registers often improves performance, but in some 
cases, declaring a register variable may degrade performance 
somewhat. In any event, judicious use of the register quali
fier may improve your program's performance when you are 
using a compiler which supports register variables. Some of 
the programs in the later chapters will make extensive use of 
declaration register into 

Putting all of these together can often be tricky. It's sim
ple, just as long as you apply the qualifiers one by one. Here 
are some examples: 

unsigned long int a; 
short int b; 
register unsigned long c; 
unsigned short d; 
register unsigned int e; 
short f; 
unsigned g; 

All of these are valid variable declarations. Can you pick 
out the two variables which are identical? Which of the vari
ables are the same size? (b and f are identical, while a and c, e 
and g, and band d are merely the same size). 

Table 3-1 lists the different variable sizes for the five com
pilers supported by this text. Given is the number of bits allo
cated for a variable of that type. 

Table 3-2 lists the number of significant characters in a 
function or variable name, as well as the number of register 
variables each compiler supports. Data registers are registers 
which can be used for ints and chars. Addressing registers are 
for pointers (we'll talk about pointers in Chapter 5). 
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Table 3-1. Compiler Information 

int 
normal long short float double char 

Atari ST 
Alcyon 16 32 16 32 64 8 
Lattice 32 32 16 32 64 8 
Megamax 16 32 8 32 64 8 

Amiga 
Aztec 16 32 16 32 64 8 
Lattice 32 32 16 32 64 8 

Table 3-2. Other Compiler-Dependent Information 

significant registers 
characters data addressing 

Atari ST 
Alcyon 7 5 3 
Lattice 8 4 4 
Megamax 10 4 2 

Amiga 
Aztec 31 4 2 
Lattice 31 6 4 

Declaring Variables 
Remember, auto variables are variables which appear when 
you enter a function, and are destroyed when you leave it. 
These facts have some important consequences. You won't 
know what value an auto variable is going to have when you 
first enter the function; hence it is important to initialize all of 
the variables before you get started with the real work. In 
Chapter 2 we discussed a variety of ways to initialize auto 
variables. 

Probably of greater significance is the fact that the vari
ables are destroyed when you leave the function, since you 
have no way of retaining values that the function might need 
the next time it is used. For example, let's think about a rou
tine which writes characters to the screen. Among other 
things, it needs to know the position of the cursor. We could 
pass the position of the cursor as two arguments (row and col
umn) whenever we wanted to write a letter, but that would be 
cumbersome. After all, we don't really care where the cursor 
is; we just want the letter on the screen. The simplest solution 
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is to have the "write character" function itself "remember" 
where the cursor is and change the position of the cursor in
ternally. This obviously can't be done with auto variables, 
since they are destroyed when we leave the function. Local 
variables which "stick around" after the function has been 
called are needed. There are two solutions to this problem. 
The first is to add the qualifier static to the variable. 

Static Variables 
When we talk about static variables we are using the word 
static in the sense of stationary and not dynamic. For example, 
static electricity is electricity that isn't flowing. Using the 
static qualifier means that the variables won't be created and 
destroyed each time the function is called. Instead, they will 
only be created once and will "stick around" after we leave 
the function. They won't lose their values like auto variables. 
The qualifier static is used just like any of the other qualifiers 
we've talked about (long, short, register, and so on). static 
may be used with any type of variable. 

static variables are treated exactly like auto variables ex
cept that a static variable is only created once. When a func
tion declares a static variable: 

somesuch() { 
static int a; 

r misc. code *' 
} 

the int a can only be used inside the function somesuch(). It 
won't be defined outside somesuch() and you won't be able 
to get at its value. This is just like auto variables declared in
side functions. However, a retains its value each time the 
function is called. If the variable a is incremented by the code, 
the next time the function is called, a will contain the new 
value. 

Global Variables 
The other solution to the problem of a permanent variable is 
to use a global variable. Program 3-1 uses global variables. 
There are four functions: funca(), funcb(), funcc(), and, of 
course, main(). Notice how the global variable abc is de
clared. In form it's just like the auto variables you're familiar 
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with; it's the position of this variable declaration that's new. 
abc is declared outside all of the functions, but it is defined for 
any of them. Thus we can use abc inside main(), funca(), 
funcb(), or funcc(), and we'll always be using the same int 
abc. 

Program 3-1. global.c 

1* * program to help derronstrate the scope of variables 
*1 

int abc; 

IrainO 
( 

float jk; 

1* global variable 

1* local to Irain 0 

*1 

'III 

abc = 12; 1* global to program *1 
jk = 3.1415; 1* local to IrainO *1 
printf{"Irain: abc: %d, jk: %f\n",abc,jk); 
funcaO; 
printf("Irain: abc: %d, jk: %f\n",abc,jk); 
funcbO; 
printf("Irain: abc: %d, jk: %f\nll ,abc,jk); 
ftJn=O; 
printf("Irain: abc: %d, jk: %f\n" ,abc, jk) ; 

funca() 
( 

float abc; 

abc = 2.7; 
printf("funcaO: abc: %f\n" ,abc); 

funcb() 
( 

1* local to funca 0 

1* local to funca 0 

*1 

*1 

static int jk; 1* local, but static *1 

abc = 23; 1* global change 
jk = 43; 1* local change 
printf("funcbO: abc: %d, jk: %d\n", abc, jk); 

ftJn=O 
( 

abc = 12; 
printf("funcc0 : abc: %d\n" ,abc) ; 

1* global change 

*1 
*1 

*1 

Programmers using the ST without a command line inter
preter should add the following lines just before the last clos
ing curly brace at the end of main(): 

printf("Pre88 BETU'lUV' to exit:"); 
getchar( ); 
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Be sure to include the line #include <stdio.h>. 

You might already see a problem. We have declared an- _ 
other variable abc inside funca(). How is this conflict dealt 
with? We already have a global int abc; how is the locally de- _ 
clared float abc dealt with? In cases like this, the local variable _ 
takes precedence over the global one. Inside funca(), abc is 
the locally declared float. This makes it impossible to use the II 
globally defined int abc. The locally defined float abc is just 
like any other auto variable: It will be created and destroyed 
as we enter and leave the function. Remember, the two vari-
ables, abc, are completely independent of one another. When 
we enter funca(), the global abc is unimportant to us, since 
we'll be using the local abc instead. 

Now let's turn to funcb(). Here, we've declared jk to be 
an int, but in main(), we use jk as a float. You might think 
that we have a conflict here as well, but actually we don't. 
The float jk which we declare in main() is completely inde
pendent from the int jk we declare in funcb(). Each is local 
to its own function. So, as far as main() is concerned, the jk 
declared in funcb() doesn't exist. 

In funcc( )we have assigned a value to abc. The float abc 
declared in funca() only has meaning inside funca(); thus, 
when we use abc in funcc(), we are referring to the globally 
defined abc. Things would have been different if we'd used 
this version as funcc() instead: 

funcc() { 
int abc; 

abc = 87; 

} 
printf("funcc(): abc: %d "n" ,abc); 

Here we're declaring a local abc, and assigning it a value. 
The value of the globally defined abc does not change, and as 
far as anything outside funcc( ) can tell, nothing has hap
pened. All of the action is internal to funcc(). 

There's no clear rule as to whether to use a static variable 
or a global variable. At first it might look easier just to define 
global variables and not worry about using static or auto vari
ables at all. All of the variable declarations would be together. 
If you needed to change one, there would be no need to go 
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hunting throughout the program to find it. At the same time, 
it's convenient to have the needed variables with the function 
which is using them. Any function can change the contents of 
a global variable. Sometimes this is good; you might use 
global variables to allow different functions to communicate 
with each other. But this can be very dangerous. Perhaps a 
function changes the value of a global variable when it 
shouldn't or when you don't expect it to. This kind of bug is 
very difficult to track down. In general, it's considered good 
programming style to use as few global variables as possible. 

Review of Variable Types 
There are basically four kinds of variables: 

formal parameters variables which act as arguments to a function 
auto variables local variables which are created and destroyed 

as you enter and leave a function 
static variables local variables which are only created once and 

don't disappear when you leave a function 
global variables variables which can be used and changed in any 

function in the program 

Formal parameters and auto, static, and global variables 
each have their own rules for when a variable is defined and 
when it isn't, and for how long it holds its value. 

Expression Operators 
In Chapter 2, we wrote a simple function called sub() which 
found the difference of its arguments. C could have been de
signed so that all of the mathematical functions were done this 
way. We could have had an add( ) function, a multiply( ) func
tion, and so on. There is a language called LISP which acts 
this way, but having C do likewise would have made it very 
difficult to use. So instead of functions being used, all of the 
simple mathematical functions are implemented as operators. 
An operator is just a symbol which means do something. For 
example, the + (addition) operator means "Find the sum of 
the expressions on either side of the symbol." So 1/2 + 4" 
means "Find the sum of 2 and 4." 

C offers a plethora of operators. Operators could be orga
nized by the number of operands they take (an operand is to 
an operator what an argument is to a function). There are 
unary operators (operators which take one operand), binary 
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I 
operators (two operands), and trinary operators (three II 
operands). However, we have chosen to organize the oper-
ators by what they do. There are arithmetic operators, bitwise 
operators, logic operators, address operators, and the condi- II 
tional operator. 

Arithmetic Operators • 
You're probably well aware of the more familiar arithmetic 
operators: 

+ addition 
subtraction 

• multiplication 
/ division 

These are all binary operators; they require two operands to 
make sense. When you work with integer math, division ig
nores any remainder; for instance, 10/3 is 3. The remainder, 
1/3, is ignored. The - (negation) operator (such as is used to 
change the sign of a number) is an example of a unary oper
ator: When you use negation, you only need one operand, the 
number you're negating. 

There is another operator related to division which hasn't 
been mentioned. It's called modulus. Its symbol is %. The mod
ulus operator calculates the remainder of the division rather 
than the quotient. For example, 19/7 will produce a result of 
2, but there is also a remainder of 5. Five is the result calcu
lated by modulus division ( 19 % 7 is 5). The % operator is 
usually pronounced "mod," as in "19 mod 7 is 5." 

Introduction to Expressions 
Operators are like verbs in English: They indicate what kind 
of action is taking place. In English, we put nouns and verbs 
together to make sentences. In C, we use operators and vari
ables to build expressions. These expressions are evaluated 
down to a single value or action. Let's look at some simple ex
pressions and make sure we can evaluate them ourselves: 

B + 7 ,. evaluates to 18 ./ 
4 • 8 ,. 8 ./ 
18/ B ,. 3 ./ 
89 % 16 ,. 13 ./ 
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These are all pretty straightforward; but what happens when 
we start making them more complicated? 

B + 34 + 12 

This is all right, since it really doesn't matter which way we 
evaluate it. We could work the expression from left to right, or 
from right to left. In either case, we'll get the same answer. 
But what about the following? 

B· 2 + 29/18 

There are a number of different ways we can evaluate 
this. We could evaluate it from left to right: multiply 5 by 2, to 
get 10; add 29 to get 39; and divide by 16 to get 2 (remember, 
we're dealing with integer math, which ignores the remain
der). Or, we could group the multiplication and division, and 
leave the addition until the end: Multiply 5 by 2 to get 10; di
vide 29 by 16 to get 1; and add the result to get 11. C uses 
this latter approach. The preceding expression is the same as: 

( B • 2 ) + ( 29 I 18 ) 

To use the first interpretation, it is necessary to group the 
numbers with parentheses this way: 

( B • 2 + 29 ) I 18 

Multiplication and division are carried out before addition 
and subtraction. Table 3-3 is a subset of the complete table of 
mathematical precedence used in C. Operators are listed in or
der of their precedence (from highest to lowest), and associativity. 

Table 3-3. Abbreviated Table of Precedence 

operator associativity precedence 

negation right to left highest 

• multiplication left to right 
/ division 
% modulus 

+ addition left to right 
subtraction 

assignment operators right to left lowest 

To override the default precedence of operators you can 
include parentheses. Operators inside the parentheses are 
evaluated before the operators outside. 
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The column associativity in Table 3-3 indicates the direc- _ 
tion in which evaluation takes place if all of the operators -
have the same precedence. In other words, an expression like 
3-6-2-6 _ 

where all of the operators have the same precedence, is evalu-
ated from left to right. Thus, the evaluation looks like this: _ 

((3 - 6) - 8) - 6 
(-3 - 8) - 6 
-8 - 6 
-11 

Program 3-2 is a short sample program which uses some 
of the concepts developed here. The program gets two num
bers from the user (using Bcanf( )), divides them, and prints 
the result. 

Program 3-2. divide.c 

/* 
* divide.c -- fractional division using integers 
*/ 

/* 
* include file; we're using printf() and scanf() , so we should 
* get some of the definitions from stdio.h so the compiler 
* knows what's going on. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 
( 

/* 

int divd, 
divs; 
quot, 
rem3.in; 

/* dividend 
/* divisor 
/* quotient 
/* remainder 

* get the number to be divided using scanf(); the use of 
* scanf () and the & operator will be discussed later. 
*/ 

/* 

printf("Input the dividend: "); 
scanf("%d", &divd); 

* get the number to divide by using scanf () 
*/ 

/* 

printf("Input the divisor: "); 
scanf("%d", &divs); 

quot = divd / divs; 
remain = divd % divs; 

/* calculate the quotient 
/* and the remainder 

* print the results using printf (). Notice that we have to 
* keep the argrnnents ordered the same way we want them to 
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* fill in the "%d" escapes. Notice also that we're allCMed 
* to break program lines if they get too long to fit 
* on the screen. 
*/ 

printf("%d divided by %d is %d %d/%d\n", 
divd, divs, quot, remain, divs); 

Programmers using the ST without a command line inter
preter should add the following lines at the end of the pro
gram (just before the last closing curly brace at the end of 
maine»~: 

printf("Press lU!ITUlll'l to exit:"); 
getchar(); 

Increment and Decrement 
These arithmetic operators are just the tip of the iceberg when 
it comes to C's list of operators. There are two other arithmetic 
operators which are somewhat different: increment (+ +) and 
decrement (- -). These allow you to increase and decrease a 
variable by 1 without having to use an equals sign. This is 
called incrementing and decrementing a variable. In terms of 
precedence and associativity, they are identical to negation. 
Using them is easy. Suppose you have an int called fred. 

+ + fred; 

increments fred by 1. Thus if fred initially holds 10, it holds 
11 after this expression is evaluated. In other words, it's func
tionally equivalent to 

fred = fred + 1; 

- - will subtract 1. So: 

--fred; 

is the same as 

fred = fred - 1; 

+ + and - - can be used on either side of the variable 
they're working on. If the increment or decrement operator is 
placed before the variable, it is called a prefix operator. A post
fix operator is one which is placed after the variable. In both 
cases the result of the operation is incrementing or decrementing 
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the variable by one. However, the expression + +a will incre
ment a before using its value, while a + + increments a after its 
value has been used. 

a = ++b; 

This statement increments b and then assigns the value of b to 
a. If b equals 23, what will a hold? We said that b is incre
mented before the value is used, whereby b will hold 24, and 
then the value of b will be assigned to a. Thus b and a will 
both hold 24. What do you suppose the following means? 

a = b++; 

Following the same logic, the value of b is assigned to a, and 
then b is incremented. If b holds 23 before this assignment, b 
leaves holding 24 and a still has 23. Decrement (- -) can be 
used in the same way. 

One word of warning: It's considered a bad programming 
practice to write code which depends on the order of evaluation. 

Assignment 
Although it may not be obvious, = is also an operator, and is 
called the assignment operator. Clearly, we want the prece
dence of = to be very low, so that we don't have to use pa
rentheses every time we want to assign a value to a variable. 
In fact, in the scheme of Table 3-3, the = is at the bottom. Its 
associativity is from right to left. The fact that = is an operator 
has a number of interesting consequences. For example, you 
can assign values to variables this way: 

a = b = c = B; 

Evaluation of this line is from right to left, so the first 
thing evaluated is c = B. The value of 5 is assigned to c. b is 
also assigned to 5, as is a. In the end, a, b, and c are all set to 
5. This technique can come in very handy for initializing a 
large number of variables to the same value. 

There are even more complex things which can be done. 
For example, this: 

a = 10 • (b = c + 10 I d); 

is functionally equivalent to 

b = c + 10 I d; 
a = 10· b; 
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(Notice that the parentheses surround the assignment of b be
cause the precedence of = is lower than that of ., and we 
want the assignment evaluated before the multiplication.) 

There are still more ways that the assignment operator 
can be used. Consider the following: 

a += 10; 

It's functionally equivalent to 

a = a + 10; 

In other words, the + = operator adds the value of the oper
and on the right to that of the operand on the left, and stores 
the result in the operand on the left. Thus 

a = 8; ,. a has the initial value of five ./ 
a + = 3; ,. add three to a ./ 

would result with a holding 8. There are assignment operators 
for each of the binary arithmetic operators; thus -=, .=, /=, 
%=, and += are all valid. So, for example, a /= 10 is the 
same as saying a = a/10. In terms of precedence and asso
ciativity, these assignment operators are exactly like =. Given 
this, we now have four ways to increment a variable: 

fred = fred + 1; 
+ + fred; 
fred + +; 
fred += 1; 

They all accomplish the same thing, but some are terser than 
others. 

Mixing Floats, Chars, and Ints 
All of the operators we've mentioned so far and the bitwise 
operators (see below) will work with char variables and any 
kind of int variable. If you're using floats or doubles, you can 
only use +, -, ., or /, the arithmetic operators. You're not al
lowed to use % with floats. Conceptually, everything is fairly 
straightforward as long as you keep floats with floats and ints 
with ints. 

It's important to understand what is happening before 
you start mixing variables of different types. For example, 
when you divide an int by a fioat, is the division carried out 
by converting the int to a fioat and then doing floating-point 
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division, or is the fioat converted to an int and integral divi
sion performed? This can make a difference in the answer. For 
example, if the operation: 

as / a.s 
is conducted with floating-point division, the result is 10.0. If 
it's done with integer division, the 2.5 gets truncated to 2, and 
the result of 25 / 2 is 12. 

C avoids this problem with the following rule. In general, 
if an operator, such as + or -, has two mismatched operands, 
then the operand with the lower type is converted to match 
the operand of the higher type. The result returned is in the 
higher type. 

For each arithmetic operator, the following sequence of 
conversion rules is applied. char and short are converted to 
int, and fioat is converted to double. If either operand is a 
double, then the other is converted to a double and the result 
is a double. If either of the operands is a long, then the other 
is converted to a long and the result is a long. If either oper
and is unsigned, the other is converted to unsigned and the 
result is unsigned. Otherwise, operands must be int, and the 
result is an into 

Conversions take place across assignments; the value of 
the right side is converted to the type of the left, which is the 
type of the result. A character is converted to an integer. The 
reverse operation, int to char, is simple. Any excess high
order bits are dropped. 

If an operator has two operands, one a fioat and another 
an int, the int is converted into a fioat; then the operation is 
performed and the result is a fioat. For example: 

10/3.0 

results in floating-point division, since 3.0 is a float. But 

10/3 

results in integer division because both operands are integers. 
C tries to maintain the highest possible precision in its calcula
tions. To this end, the Lattice C compiler always converts 
floats to doubles before it does any floating-point math. The 
results which are returned are always doubles. This can cause 
problems, so when you're dealing with floats and Lattice C, 
use caution. 
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Remember, this only takes care of opera tors like +, -, ., 
and /. Operators like &, I, A, and,.., (see bitwise operators be
low) require ints or chars. They can't be used with floats. 

The assignment operators also have their own rules. For 
them, the operand on the right is converted into the type of 
the operand on the left before the assignment is made. Sup
pose a is an int, and b is a float in the following example. 

a = b /4.2; 

will perform floating-point division (b divided by 4.2) and 
then convert the result to an int before storing it in a. 

Type Casting 
Unfortunately, this business with automatically converting one 
type to another is a place where some compilers fail. In some 
cases it's important to insert type-casting operators into the ex
pression. This forces the conversion of a variable from one 
type to another. Type-casting operators aren't much to look at. 
The operator (float) means, "Convert what follows into a 
float." (int) says that what follows should be converted into 
an into 

Type-casting operators are easy to use. Suppose b is an 
int you want to divide by 4.2 with the resulting going into 
the unsigned short a. 

a = (unsigned short) ((float) b / 4.2) 

would make certain that the compiler knows what's going on. 
First, b is forced into a float before the division. Then the 
floating-point representation of b is divided by 4.2 and the re
sult is converted to an unsigned short before the result is 
stored in a. In general, you won't have to make explicit type
casting arithmetic operations. 

This is not to say that you'll never have to use type cast
ing. Suppose a is an into 

printf("Answer is %d "n", a • 1.423); 

Since a is an int, it should be printed as an int, so %d is 
used. But in this case, a is not printed as an into a is going to 
be cast to a float because the other operand is a float. The re
sult is also a float, and will be passed to printf( ) as such. 
printf() expects the next argument to be an int, so the float 
will be printed as if it's an into The number displayed won't 
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II 
be anything like what you expect. There are two ways to work II 
around the problem: 

printf("Answer is %f'.n", a • 1.483); 

or 

printf("Answer is %d '.n", (int) (a • 1.483)); 

The first solution is just to print the result as a fioat (with II 
%f rather than %d). The second approach is to cast the result 
of the division to an into This forces an int to be passed to 
printf( ) rather than the fioat. 

Notice that 

printf("Answer is %d '.n", (int) a • 1.483); 

won't work because the cast operator (int) has a higher prece
dence than •. Thus the cast would be performed before the 
multiplication, accomplishing nothing. The result would still 
be a fioat, and a fioat would be passed to printf( ). 

Bitwise Operators 
C also has a number of bitwise operators, some for the Boolean 
functions (or, and, xor, and not) and some for bit shifting. C 
uses the following symbols: 

not, also called one's complement 
« shift left 
» shift right 
8c and 
I or 

xor 

All of these are binary operators, except for -, which is 
unary. These operators only work with ints or chars. You can't 
use them with fioat or double. 

Bitwise not. The - operator is probably the easiest of the 
bitwise operators to understand. It inverts all of the bits of its 
operand. In other words, all of the bits which were 1 are set to 
0, and vice versa. For example, consider the binary number 
010011010. -(010011010) is 101100101. This isn't quite the 
same as negating a number, but it's as close as you get with 
bitwise operators. For example: 

--1 is 0 
-8SS is -8&6 
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II 
II Negating a number is the same as 

-- number + 1; 

II 

II 

II 

II 

The reasons for this are, needless to say, rather obscure. 
As a C programmer you really don't need to worry about 
them. In any event, -- is used like any unary operator. 

Bit shifting. The shift-left and shift-right operators are 
also fairly straightforward. They are used as follows: 

nu mber _being----Shifted operator numbeLof_times_to----Shift 

For example 

10 «3; 

shifts the bits in the number 10 to the left three times. This 
has the effect of multiplying the number by 8 (2 to the power 
of 3). If you can visualize a binary number as a bunch of bits 
chained together, shifting the number to the left is like shov
ing a zero bit onto the right edge of the number. All of the 
other bits slip one position to the left. The bits which were at 
the left edge of the number fall off the end, and are ignored 
(Figure 3-1). 

Figure 3-1. Bit Shifting to the Left 

-I 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 0 1-- 0 (10«1) 

111111/ 
1 0 :0 :0 > :0 > :0 :0 1 (20) 

The shift-right operator is used similarly. For example, 

1848» 4; 

shifts 1542 to the right four times. This is like dividing 1542 
by 2 four times (or dividing by 16). Thus, 1848 » 4 evaluates 
to 96 (we're dealing with ints here). Again, if you can picture 
a binary number as a chain of bits, shifting to the right shoves 
a zero bit onto the left edge of the number. The rest of the 
digits slip one position to the right. Those bits which fall off 
the right edge of the number are ignored. 
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Figure 3-2. Bit Shifting to the Right 

0-1 0 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 1 1- (91)>1) 

\\\\\\\ 
1 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 1 1 (45) 

The and operator. The three remaining bitwise oper
ators are somewhat more complicated. They're the basic oper
ators in a different kind of math called Boolean mathematics, 
named in honor of George Boole, a nineteenth-century English 
mathematician. 

The simplest of these operators is and, which works just 
as it does in English. Consider the following sentence: If it's 
hot today and I have the car, I'm going to the beach. This sen
tence has two conditions in it: if it's hot and if I have the car. If 
both of these are true, then I'm going to the beach. If either or 
both of them are not true (if it's cold or if I don't have the car 
today, or both), then I'm not going to the beach. We can build a 
table which represents the and operator (it's called a truth ta
ble). The A column represents the first condition (it's hot) and 
the B column, the second (I have the car). The (A & B) tells if 
I'm going to the beach: 

Table 3-4. Truth Table for AND 

It's hot I have a car BEACH 
YES YES YES 
YES NO NO 
NO YES NO 
NO NO NO 

A B (A & B) 
TRUE TRUE TRUE 
TRUE FALSE FALSE 
FALSE TRUE FALSE 
FALSE FALSE FALSE 

A B (A & B) 
1 1 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
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Notice how we can connect the notion of TRUE with bi
nary 1, while the notion of FALSE is connected to binary O. 
Given this, we use the & (and) operator like any of the binary 
arithmetic operators (such as +, -, and so on). & looks at 
each bit of the two operands one by one and and's them to
gether. For example: 

1 & 1 is 1 
1&2isO 
3 & 2 is 2 

Try converting each of the numbers into binary, and then look 
at what's happening. For example, 23 & 43 is 

00010111 (23) 
& 00101011 (43) 

00000011 (3) 

The & operator is often used with a mask. Using a mask is 
a lot like using %. It limits a number to a certain range. For ex
ample, suppose we use the mask 3. In binary, 3 looks like 
00000011. Any number & 3 will be reduced to a number from 
o to 3. 

The or operator. or is the second Boolean operator. It's 
similar to and. Let's look at an English example again: If I can 
get the day off or it's a holiday, I'll go shopping. Clearly, the 
only time I'll not go shopping is if it's not a holiday and I can't 
get the day off. If either condition is true then I'm off to the 
shops. The truth table for the or operator is shown in Table 3-5. 

Table 3-5. Truth Table for OR 

A 
TRUE 
TRUE 
FALSE 
FALSE 

B 
TRUE 
FALSE 
TRUE 
FALSE 

(A I B) 
TRUE 
TRUE 
TRUE 
FALSE 

The xor operator. If both conditions are true (if it's a holi
day and if I can get the day off), then I go shopping. This makes 
an inclusive or. C uses the I symbol to indicate the or operator. 
The xor operator is an exclusive or. This means that if both 
conditions are true, then xor is false (see Table 3-6). 
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Table 3-6. Truth Table for XOR 

A B (A A B) 
TRUE TRUE FALSE 
TRUE FALSE TRUE 
FALSE TRUE TRUE 
FALSE FALSE FALSE 

This is sometimes a little awkward in English, since the 
conjunction or is usually inclusive, but there are sentences 
which use an xor operator-for example, Tuesday night, I plan 
to take out Katie or Susan, not both. C uses the A to represent 
xor. 

& (and), 1 (or), and A (xor) work on each of the bits of their 
operands one by one. For example: 

decimal 
1 14 is 5; 
3 1 1 is 3; 
314 is 7; 
1 A 2 is 3; 
7 A 2is5; 
3 A 3 is 0; 

binary 
0001 10100 is 0101; 
0011 10001 is 0011; 
0011 1 0100 is 0111; 
0001 A 0010 is 0011; 
0111 A 0010 is 0101; 
0011 A 0011 is 0000; 

Bitwise assignment operators. Just as the arithmetic op
erators have analogous assignment operators, the bitwise oper
ators have corresponding assignment operators. Thus the 
following are allowed and encouraged: 

&= ,. and·/ 
1= ,. or·r 
A= ,. :xor./ 
«= ,. shift left ./ 
»= ,. shift right ./ 

a &= 3 is the same as a = a & 3 and a «= 2 is equiva
lent to a = a « 2. 

The Boolean operators (and, or, and xor) are very impor
tant when it comes to decision making. When we begin to dis
cuss decision making, we'll add yet another twist to the list of 
C's operators. Decision making is the topic of the next chapter, 
and we'll talk about the logical operators there. 
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Computers would not be nearly as useful as they 
are if they couldn't make decisions. Though there are some 
programs which don't involve decision making (the ones pre
sented so far, for example), some form of decision making 
must be incorporated to write useful programs. 

The if instruction is the basic decision-making command 
in C. It has the following form: 

if (conditional expression) 
<statement to execute if expression is true> 

else 
<statement to execute if expression is false> 

The else part is optional; you could simply have: 

if (conditional expression) 
<statement to execute if expression is true> 

Let's take a closer look at this basic decision -making tool. 
We'll begin by looking at expressions and then move on to 
statements. 

Logic Expressions 
An expression involves any of the operators discussed in the 
last chapter (+, -, ~, A, -, and so forth). When we need to 
make decisions on the basis of expressions, the following rules 
apply: 

1. If the expression evaluates to nonzero, then the expression 
is considered TRUE. 

2. If the expression is zero, then it is FALSE. 

If you're familiar with other languages like Pascal, you 
may have noticed that C does not have a Boolean type. In
stead, zero is treated in C as FALSE, and one (or any nonzero 
value) as TRUE. 

This leads naturally to two more sets of operators: the re
lational operators and the logical Boolean operators. 
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II 
The relational operators allow you to compare the relative II 

values of two expressions. There are six relational qperators: 

> greater than 
< less than II 
> = greater than or equal to 
< = less than or equal to 

equal _ 
1 = not equal _ 

Notice the differences between C and other languages. 
First, C uses = = to denote the equality operator, while most 
languages use a single equal sign (so that assignment and 
equality are not distinguishable). Furthermore C uses 1= for 
inequality, not" <>" as is used in Pascal and BASIC. In other 
respects, C's relational operators are similar to their Pascal or 
BASIC counterparts. 

These relational operators are used like any of the other 
binary operators previously discussed: 

10 > 3 
8 <8 
3 == 1 
a 1= 3 
j <= k 

They can be used any place you would use operators like 
+ and -. But how are the relational operators evaluated? 
Since C uses 0 for false and 1 for true, 10 > 3 evaluates to 1 
(since 10 is greater than 3), while 5 < 2 evaluates to 0 (5 is 
not less than 2). After the following code fragment, what will 
the variable a hold? 

b = 3; 
c = 8; 
a = c > 8 + b; 

Remember to check the precedence of the operators carefully. 
Which is evaluated first, 8 + b, or c > 8? The precedence of 
the + operator is higher than that of the> operator, so 8 + b 
is evaluated first. Then the result of this evaluation is evalu
ated with regard to c. Since c is equal to 5, and 2 plus 3 is 5, 
then the value of c (5) is not greater than 5 and the variable a 
holds 0 (false). 

C also provides a set of special Boolean operators for 
dealing with conditional expressions. These make up the sec-
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ond set of logical operators mentioned above. In form and 
usage they are very similar to the bitwise Boolean operators: 

&& and (like &) 
II is or (like I) 
1 is not (like -) 

These are called the logical Boolean operators to make 
them distinct from their bitwise counterparts. They differ 
somewhat in terms of how they are evaluated. && (and), II 
(or), and 1 (not) work much like their bitwise counterparts, ex
cept they return 1 for any result which is nonzero (true) and 0 
for any result which is zero (false). Some examples will help 
make this clearer: 

2&&3 isl 
411 8 isl 
o && 843 is 0 
18432 is 0 

Both 2 and 3 are nonzero, so && returns 1. Both 4 and 5 are 
nonzero, so II returns 1. The 0 in the next example makes that 
&& zero. Finally, 5432 is nonzero, and, since 1 of a nonzero 
number is 0, 1 returns O. 

The && and II operators are used to build compound con
ditional expressions. For example: 

(a> b II c > d) 

will be true if either a is greater than b, or c is greater than d. 

(f > 10 && j < 8) 

This is only true if f is greater than 10 and j is less than 5. 
It's important to point out that these operators are han

dled somewhat differently in C than in other languages such 
as Pascal or BASIC. First, consider what && does. It checks for 
the truth of both of its operands. If one of them is false, then 
the entire expression is false. The C language definition states 
that if the first operand evaluates to false, then the second op
erand is never evaluated. Thus, in 

(10 < 8 && a > b) 

the expression a> b is never evaluated. 
Likewise, the II operator checks its first argument to see if 

it is true. If so, the second argument doesn't get evaluated. 
However, if the first argument is false, C checks the second 
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II 
argument to determine whether the expression as a whole is II 
true or false. Thus, for an expression like 

(x < 0.0 II sqrt(x) < 3) 

if x is negative, the sqrt() will never be called. II 
The I (not) operator can be used to invert the meaning of 

an expression. Thus if an expression evaluates to 0, I(expres- II 
sion) will be 1, and if the expression evaluates to nonzero, 
then I(expression) will be O. The I (not) operator can be used 
as follows: 

if O(a > b)) printf("a is not greater than b 'n"); 

is true when a is less than or equal to b. So why not just say 
the following? 

if (a <= b) printf("a is not greater than b'n"); 

Perhaps in the context of the code I(a > b) makes more sense, 
or perhaps the expression is more complicated than that. Can 
you think of the alternative form for 

O(a > b II c > d && a = = d)) 

as quickly as you can add the I (not) operator and the extra 
parentheses? This brings up an important point. The extra pa
rentheses around the expression are necessary; 

Oa> b II c > d) 

doesn't work because the I has a much higher precedence than 
either the > or the II. 

There are a number of interesting things you can do with 
I. For example: 

IIfred 

evaluates to either 0 or 1, depending on the value of fred. If 
fred is nonzero, it evaluates to 1. If fred is 0, then the result 
is also O. 

Precedence 
A complete list of precedence can be found in Appendix B. 
Notice where these new operators fall into the precedence 
scheme. It has been set up in such a way that you can build 
compound conditional expressions involving && and II without 
having to add lots of extra parentheses. Note, however, that 
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you have to put parentheses around assignments involving 
relationals if you want the expression to evaluate properly. 
How does this evaluate? 

a=b>3 

As a = (b > 3) or as (a = b) > 3? Since = has a lower prece
dence than >, b > 3 is evaluated first. Clearly, if you intend (a 
= b) > 3, then you need to add those extra parentheses. Gen
erally, it's a good idea to put in extra parentheses when you're 
not sure. Problems with precedence can be very difficult to 
track down. 

Parentheses and if 
So, how do the logical and relational operators fit into the def
inition of the if statement? Any legal expression can go after 
the if. Note that the expression must be surrounded by paren
theses; thus: 

if (a > b) printf("%d", a); 

is an example of a legal if statement, while 

if a > b printf("%d", a); 

is not acceptable. Of course this means that the following 
won't work either: 

if r(a > b) printf("%d", b); 

Instead, you have to use: 

if (I(a > b)) printf("%d", b); 

The Conditional Expression 
The conditional expression, ,: , is C's only ternary operator: 

(conditional expression)' (if true) : (if false); 

The ,: operator first evaluates the conditional expression. If it 
is true, then the value (if true) is used. If the conditional ex
pression is false, then (if false) is used. For example: 

c = (a > b) ? a : b; 

This says the following: If a is greater than b, then c equals a; 
otherwise, c equals b. 
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Statements 
Our current working definition of a statement is that it's a 
command-like printf(), or any other function call. It turns 
out that an expression is also a statement, as are the built-in C 
statements such as if. You may have noticed that all state
ments end in a semicolon. Semicolons are used to terminate 
statements. 

Now return to the definition of the if command presented 
at the beginning of the chapter. It says that only one state
ment can follow the expression. If this were true, it would 
mean that if you wanted to do a whole bunch of things on the 
basis of one if, you would either have one if for each of the 
things you wanted to do, or you'd make up a new function. In 
a sense, it's the second approach which C uses, but you don't 
really make a new "function." Instead, you build a compound 
statement, a statement made up of a group of other 
statements. 

A compound statement is initiated with a { and is termi
nated by } . In a sense, functions are simply named compound 
statements. Of course, you could turn that around and say that 
compound statements are just "nameless" functions. In either 
case, wherever you can use a statement, you can also use a 
compound statement. For example, you might have an if 
statement which looks like this: 

if (a >b) { 

} 

--a; 
printf("CJLd ", a); 

else ++b; 

The indenting lets you make sure that there are just as 
many} as there are { . This is important, as you're allowed to 
have nested compound statements (compound statements in
side other compound statements; remember that you can use 
compound statements any time you can use a single state
ment). For example, we could nest statements like this: 

if (a> b) { 
--a; 
if (b > c) { 

} 
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C doesn't care how you indent or space out your code. 
You could write this as: 

if(a>b){ - -a;if(b>c){ + +c;printf("%d",c);}} 

The style of indenting is up to you. You might want to ex
periment with different styles until you find one you like. (The 
style used in this book is typical of C programming in gen
eral.) Once you start using one style, though, stick to it. C 
source code can start to look very mysterious if the indenting 
style confuses you. 

{ 

} 

In genera1, a compound statement has the form: 

variable declarations; 
statements; 

This means you're allowed to declare variables anywhere 
in your program. All you have to do is open a compound 
statement. These variables are only defined while you're in
side that compound statement. Once you venture outside that 
compound statement, the variables' meaning (and contents) 
are lost. You can even declare static variables inside com
pound statements. These simply lose their meaning when you 
leave the statement, but always retain their values. Using local 
variables like this is probably not a good idea, since you could 
wind up with variable declarations scattered around the pro
gram. At the same time, if you desperately need a very local 
variable, this isn't a bad approach. Mostly, though, it's just a 
matter of style. 

if Again 
At this point let's create a statement by combining expressions 
and statements. To recapitulate-the if statement takes on the 
following form: 

if (expression) 
statement; ,. statement if expression true ./ 

else ,. the else part is optional ./ 
statement; ,. statement if expression false ./ 

If the (expression) evaluates to TRUE (remember, nonzero 
means true), then the first statement is executed. If (expres
sion) is FALSE (it's zero), then the statement after the else is 
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executed. Either or both statements can take the form of a 
compound statement. Let's look at a few examples: 

if (a> b) 
printf("a is greater than b" n"); 

else 
printf("a isn't greater than b "n"); 

If a is greater than b, then the first printf() is performed, 
as the expression a> b is true. If a isn't greater than b, then 
the printf() after the else is executed. Using an if with an 
else lets the program choose between two alternatives. 

if (e == d) 
printf("e and d hold the same value" n"); 

printf("and this is always printed "n"); 

In the code fragment above, the first printf() is only per
formed if e and d hold the same value. The second printf() 
really isn't part of the if structure. Regardless of how the con
ditional expression works out, the second printf( ) is 
performed. 

else if 
There are two facets of ifs that need explaining. First, you can 
chain ifs. Suppose, for example, you want to write a program 
which determines which of the four basic arithmetic operators 
(+, -, ., t) are typed. All you have to do is check each one 
out, one by one: 

r the char infune holds the function symbol·, 
if (infune = = 'I') 

printf("division"); 
else if (infune = = '.') 

printf("multiplieation"); 
else if (infune = = '+') 

printf("addition"); 
else if (infune = = '-') 

printf("subtraetion"); 
else 

printf("invalid symbol"); 
domath(infune); 
r more code follows ., 

If infune is not',', then check to see if it's '.', then '+', and 
finally '-'. If it's not any of them, then use the default condi-
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tion and print an error message. Notice that this works be
cause it's an exclusive test; we're only looking for one possible 
match. Suppose Infunc is '/ '. The first if is true, so 
prlntf("dlvlslon") is executed. After that, we skip all the 
way down to domath(lnfunc). The other ifs are never per
formed. In this case, this is what we want; in other cases it 
might not be. 

Nested if. The other facet of ifs that needs special atten
tion has to do with else. Consider the following example: 

if (a> b) 
If (c > d) J = k; 

else f = a; 
Which If owns the else? Contrary to the indenting style, 

the else really belongs to the second if. Remember, the com
piler doesn't look at the indenting. You have to make clear 
what you want to do in other ways. The rule for If-else pair
ing is really quite simple: An else belongs to the closest, else
less if. For example, this is legal: 

if (a> b) 
if (c > d) J = k; 
else f = a; 

else i = 1; 

The else f = a is associated with the if (c > d) and the else I 
= 1 belongs to the If (a > b). 

If you don't want the else f = a, but still want the else I 
= 1 to belong to the if (a > b), then you have to surround the 
If (c > d) in braces to make the if-else pairing clear: 

if (a> b) { 
If (c > d) J = k; 

} 
else i = 1; 

Now, it's clear the else I = 1 belongs to the first if, since the 
second if is isolated inside the compound statement. 

Reading Information Into a Program: scanf( ) 
We've shown one way of getting information out of a pro
gram-the prlntf() function. printf() has a complement 
function which allows information to be read in. This function 
is called scanf(). Like printf(), scanf() takes a format string. 
Take a look at the first reference to scanf() in Program 3-2. 
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printf("Input the dividend: "); 
scanf("%d", &-divd); 

The printf() is used to print a string, prompting for in
put. Clearly the scanf() is trying to read in a value for the 
int divd. The formatting string %d tells scanf() that it should 
read in an integer. %ld would make scanf() read in a long 
integer, %f would mean a float, and %c, a character. In fact, 
the percent escapes used by printf() are the same as those 
used by scanf(). Thus %0 would read in an octal int, and 
%x, a hexidecimal into 

The Ie in front of the variable divd is called the address 
operator. It returns the address of divd. This means that 
rather than pass the contents of divd to scanf(), we are pass
ing the address of divd; in other words, we're passing where 
divd is stored rather than what's stored there. This way, 
scanf() knows where to put the value it reads in. Passing 
scanf() what's stored at divd doesn't do much good, since 
that doesn't tell it where to store the information you've 
typed. (The address operator can be distinguished from the 
Boolean and operator, Ie, since the address operator is unary 
and the and operator is binary.) 

In a previous chapter it was mentioned that functions can 
only return one value. The Ie (address) operator lets us work 
around this limitation. We can use the Ie (address) operator to 
transfer the address of a variable; then we can store the result 
there. When the address of the variable is passed rather than 
its contents, computer people say that the argument is being 
passed by reference rather than by value. In the next chapter 
we'll explain the Ie (address) operator and its complement, the 
• (indirection) operator, more fully. 

Loops 
So far, all of the programs have been linear: We start at the 
top and work our way down through the code until we reach 
the end at the bottom. That's fine for some programs, but 
often you'll need to repeat some action from within a pro:
gram. Older versions of BASIC offer only one looping con
struction, the FOR loop. Pascal offers WHILE-DO, FOR-DO, 
and REPEAT-UNTIL. C, like Pascal, offers three different loop
ing constructions: while, for, and do. 
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while. The while loop is probably the easiest of the three 
looping constructions offered in C to understand. It has the 
general form: 

while (expression) 
statement; 

As long as the expression is true, the statement is executed. A 
simple while loop might be 

while (i < 100) + +i; 

The expression is i<100 and the statement is + +i. This sim
ple loop will increment i until it reaches 100. Of course, it's 
possible to have a compound statement rather than a simple 
one: 

J .... 0; 
while (j < 100) { 

printf("%d 'n", J); 
++J; 

} 

which will print the numbers 0-99. The C language definition 
guarantees that the statement will not be executed if the ex
pression in the while statement starts out false. This means 
that in 

while (a < b) { 
++a; 
printf("%d 'n", alb); 

} 
the compound statement { ++a; printf("%d'n", alb)} will 
not be executed if a is greater than or equal to b when the 
loop is first entered. 

do. The do construction is similar to the while loop con
struction, except that the decision-making part is at the end of 
the loop rather than at the beginning: 

do 
statement; 

while (expression); 

The statement is executed as long as the expression is 
true. In a do loop, the statement is always executed at least 
once. The reason for this is that the test to continue the loop is 
performed after the statement rather than before it. Again, you 
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can use a compound statement and the expression can be any 
valid C expression: 

a = 0; 
do { 

++a; 
printf("counter holds: %d 'n", a); 

} while (a < 10); 

The program fragment will print the numbers 1-10. Notice 
that a is incremented before the first printf(), and the check 
to continue the loop is after the printf( ) is performed. This 
brings up the primary difference between while loops and do 
loops. The compound statement { + +a; printf("counter 
holds: %d 'nIt, a); } will be performed at least one time. This 
isn't true of while loops. 

for. The for looping construction is functionally similar to 
the while loop, but often has a cleaner appearance. The for 
statement has the following format: 

for (initializing statement; test expr; 
looping expression) statement; 

A concrete example will make this much clearer: 

for (i = 0; i < 100; + +i) printf("%d 'nIt, i); 

The statement i = 0 is the initializing expression. This ex
pression is evalulated once, when the program first enters the 
loop. It's customary to put here any initialization of variables 
that the loop requires. The i < 100 is the test expression. It's 
evaluated every time before the loop is executed. If the expres
sion evaluates to true, then the statement (in this case, the 
printf() is executed. Otherwise, the loop is over. This is 
analogous to the expression in a while loop. Finally, the + +i 
is the looping expression. It's executed after every iteration of 
the loop. Generally you put here any expression which up
dates the counting variable. 

But suppose you need to initialize more than one counting 
variable. To do this, you need to use the one operator which 
we've neglected up to now, the comma operator: 

int i, j; 
for (i = 0, j = 0; i < 10; i+ +) 

{ something }; 
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The comma operator separates two expressions. The ex
pressions are evaluated from left to right, and the type and 
value of the combined expression are those of the rightmost 
expression. 

Sample Loops 
We've seen a number of ways we can count from one number 
to another using the while, do, and for loops. Often, you'll 
have to decide which looping construction is best for a par
ticular situation. Generally, which one you use depends on 
your own personal taste. In any case, the following examples 
all do the same thing: They print the numbers 1-9, but we've 
used each of the looping constructions we've just introduced. 

Example loop using the while construction: 

i = 1; ,. initialize our counting variable ./ 
while (i < 10) { 

} 

printf("count: %d '\.n", i); 
++i; 

Example loop using the do construction: 

i = 1; ,. initialize our counting variable ./ 
do { 

printf("count: %d '\.n", i); 
++i; 

} while (i < 10) 

Example loop using the for construction: 

for (i = 1; i < 10; + +i) printf("count: %d '\.n", i); 

Looping Commands: continue, break 
C offers two looping control commands. These generally aren't 
found in programming languages like BASIC and Pascal. 
They're very simple to use, and can be very useful when you 
start writing large programs. 

In languages like Pascal, when you enter a loop, you're 
essentially committed to seeing it out. In C, this is not the 
case. Here you're allowed to "bail out" of a loop by using 
either the continue or break commands. continue aborts the 
current run through the loop and makes the program go to the 
next iteration of the loop. In other words, it lets you skip to 
the next iteration of the loop without finishing the one you're 
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on at the moment. For example, suppose you want to print all 
of the numbers 0-100, except for those that are evenly divis
ible by 7: 

for (i = 0; i <= 100; ++i) { 

} 

if (i IJIi 7 = = 0) continue; 
printf("lIumber: IJIid' n", i); 

The continue statement aborts the iteration of the loop if 
i mod 7 is zero (that is, when i is evenly divisible by 7). You 
might ask why we can't program the loop this way instead: 

for (i = 0; i <= 100; + +i) 
if (i IJIi 7) printf("lIumber: IJIid 'n", i); 

(Remember, any nonzero expression is considered true.) In this 
case, the latter coding scheme is probably easier to under
stand. When things are more complicated than this example, 
the continue statement might make more sense. 

The break statement is a little stronger than continue. 
break, rather than causing the next iteration of the enclosing 
loop, aborts the innermost enclosing loop immediately. When 
you're inside a loop, break takes the program execution to the 
statement following the loop construction. For example: 

while (a < 100) { 

} 

++a; 
if (a = = 0) break; 
printf("lOO/a: IJIid 'n", 100 I a); 

if (a = = 0) printf("can't divide by zero' n"); 

The break here prevents a division-by-zero error. When 
the break is executed, the next command which is performed 
is the if (a = = 0) printf •••. Here, we're checking to see if the 
reason we left the loop was an error (we're guaranteed, in this 
case, that a will be zero only if an II error" has occurred). 

Recursion 
There's actually one more way you can do a loop in C. When 
we talked about functions, we didn't mention one important 
fact. All C functions are recursive. This means that they can 
call themselves. One operation which lends itself nicely to re
cursive programming is the factorial function. The factorial of 
x is x*(x-l)*(x-2) ... (1). In other words, the factorial of 5 is 
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5"'4"'3"'2"'1, or 120. Program 4-1 is a simple C program which 
calculates factorials. 

Program 4-1. fact.c 
/* 

* fact.c -- program which finds the factorial of a number. 
* demonstrates recursive functions; some of the floating
* point libraries aren't very reliable, so don't trust 
* the really large factorials to more than about 5 or 6 
* significant figures. 
*/ 

/* 
* using scanf () and printf ( ) 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

rna in 0 
{ 
/* 

* give ourselves a working variable, and tell the 
* compiler that factO returns a float 
*/ 

float number, fact 0 ; 

for (number = 1.0; number < 20.0; number += 1.0) 
printf("%.Of! = %.Of\n", number, fact(number)); 

/* 
* find the factorial of a number by recursion 
*/ 

float fact (x) 
float x; 
{ 

if (x == 1.0) return 1.0; 
else return (float) (fact(x - 1.0)*x); 

Programmers using the ST without a command line inter
preter should add the following lines just before the last clos
ing curly brace at the end of main{): 

printf{"Press lll!ITUlUI to exit:"); 
getchar{ ); 

Consider how the function fact{ ) works by looking at 
some sample cases. First, what happens when the program 
tries to find the factorial of 1? If this is the case, then the if 
will be true, and the function will return 1. The factorial of 1 
is 1. 

Now let's try 3. We enter with x as 3. The if is false, so 
the program returns fact{a)·s. But this means the program 
must call fact{) again. In this new incarnation of fact{), x is 
2, the if is again false, so the program returns fact{l)·a. It is 
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necessary to call factC) once again. In this third image of 
factC), x is I, and the if is true. Thus, this call to factC) re
turns I, which means fact(l) is evaluated to I, so the second 
incarnation of factC) returns 1 *2, or 2. This is returned to the 
first call to factC), which sees that factO&) has been evaluated 
to 2. Thus the initial call to factC) returns 2*3, or 6. Designing 
good recursive functions is extremely difficult, and they are 
often hard to understand. 

Sample Program: plot.c 
Now let's try to put all the pieces together into a graphics pro
gram. plot.c (Program 4-2) will read in some x,y data points 
and plot them on the screen. This program introduces a num
ber of new features of C programming. 

First is the void type. Although not defined as a specific 
data type in the C language, void is recognized as a data type 
by most compilers. void applies only to a function declaration. 
It indicates that the function does not return a value. For ex
ample, a function declared as void, like promptC) in plot.c, 
doesn't return a value. void could have been used with the 
function show_valC) in Chapter 2. You generally want to de
clare all functions which don't return a value as void. Another 
use for void would be in a function which prints an error 
message and terminates a program. Also, a function that per
forms a calculation and stores the result in a global variable, 
or one that returns no value, should be declared void. Func
tions must be defined as void at the beginning of the program 
as well. Otherwise the compiler will think that they are int 
type variables if you use them before they are declared. 

Another new feature is the array: 

char inline[8S6]; 

This line declares an array of characters (for instance, a string) 
to hold the program's input. Strings and arrays will be dis
cussed in the next chapter. 

Plot.c uses sscanfC). This function works just like 
scanfC), but rather than taking its input from the keyboard, 
sscanfC) takes its input from the buffer pointed to by the first 
argument. A buffer is just an array of characters defined like 
inline[]. You might also have noticed some ·'s and ~'s in the 
source code. The ·'s are pointers to arrays and the ~'s are 
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unary operators which give the address of an object. These 
features will be covered in detail later. 

We've made heavy use of the else if construction 
(parse() and execute() are good examples). Notice also the 
careful use of type casting. Some of the arguments are cast so 
that the functions get the right values-for instance, the calls 
to set-pen(), move(), and draw(). Here, we cast the argu
ments to SHOB.T. The SHOB.T type (in all capitals) is defined 
in the machine.h file. A variable of SHOB.T type is guaran
teed to be a 16-bit value. This is the size of the variable which 
the graphics routines expect. We couldn't use an int type, 
since the Lattice C compiler thinks that ints are 32 bits. Nor 
could we just use short since the Megamax compiler thinks a 
short is only 8 bits. We make the programs more portable by 
defining a new type called SHOB.T which we change to match 
the particular compiler. Thus, for Lattice, SHORT is a synonym 
for short, while for Megamax, SHOB.T is a synonym for into 

We've used some new graphics function calls. The first, 
geLinput(), takes an array of characters as its argument. It 
prints a prompt and then gets a line of input from the user, re
turning it in the array of characters inline[]. Another new 
function is plot(). Like the functions move() and draw(), 
plot() takes two arguments, an x and y coordinate pair. 

plot(lO, 10); 

places a dot at the position (10,10). The dot will be in the 
color last specified by a call to set_pen(). plot() doesn't 
change the current drawing position, so: 

move(lOO,lOO) 
plot(lO,lO); 
draw(BO,7B); 

will draw a dot at (10,10), and then a line from (100,100) to 
(50,75). 

Another function is exit(). exit() is a standard C library 
function which allows you to leave any program in an orderly 
fashion. First each open output file is cleared of any buffered 
input. You can put an exite) anywhere in the program: It 
doesn't have to be in maine), or even in the module which 
holds main(). Once exit() is called, the program ends. 
exit( ) takes one parameter, the "error code" to return to the 
program which called it. If another program called your pro-
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gram, it could use the error code to determine if something 
had gone wrong. Programs generally exit(O) if all is well, and 
exit() with some other number (often 1) when there has 
been a problem. (Usually a 0 indicates all is well, and any 
nonzero values signal that something is amiss.) 

You might have noticed the small size of the main input 
loop. This deserves some explanation. First, get-input( ) re
turns lI"ULL if there's been an error or if you've typed the 
end-of-file character. If either of these things has happened, 
we want the program to exit. Thus the first check. As long as 
get-input() doesn't return lI"ULL, we want to run the pro
gram. Now let's turn to execute(). execute() returns 1 (true) 
as long as you don't enter the quit command. If execute() 
returns 0 (false) then the user has asked to leave the program. 
Remember how •• works; if the first operand is false, then 
the second operand is never evaluated. This works out in our 
favor, since, if get-input() returns lI"ULL, we don't want to 
call execute(). 

The Preprocessor 
plot.c makes more use of the preprocessor than the sample 
programs we've examined so far. The preprocessor is basically 
a text processor. In its pass through the source code, it strips 
out the comments and executes the preprocessing commands. 
These commands must begin on a new line, and their first 
character must be a ". 

#inc1ude. One preprocessor command we've talked about 
already is "include. This command inserts the named file into 
your source code. Usually, these are .h (header) files which in
clude definitions for the commands you're going to be using in 
your program. There are a number of "standard" include 
files; 8tdio.h is among them. 

#define parameters; macros. "define is probably the 
most powerful preprocessor command. You've already seen 
how it can be used to make simple text substitutions (see 
Chapter 2). But "define allows more than just simple text sub
stitution. It can also be used to write macros. Rather than just 
substituting text verbatim, a macro has parameters the way a 
function has arguments. A very simple macro is one which 
finds an absolute value of a number: 

#define ABS(x) (((x) > 0) '? (x) : -(x)) 
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To use the macro, you just write it out in your source code 
like a call to a function. One thing to remember when using a 
macro is that there can be no space between the macro name 
and the left parenthesis of the argument list: 

k" AB80); 

The preprocessor will change this into 

k =- ((0) > 0) '? 0) : -0)); 

When you write macros, you should be very careful about pa
rentheses. You don't know what the parameter of the macro 
might be, or how it relates to operators around it. Generally, 
it's a good idea to surround everything in parentheses as is 
done in this example. Remember, this is a text macro, not a 
function. This means that what's really compiled is 

k = «(j) > 0) ? (j) : - (j»; 

not a call to function AB8(). 
This brings up an important issue when you're using mac

ros. Notice that our ABS macro will fail if we use it like this: 

k = AB8(++j); 

After the preprocessor is done with that, the compiler will see 

k =- (((+ +j) > 0) '? (+ +j) : -(+ +j)); 

This isn't going to work very well, at least as an absolute 
value function. Suppose j is 3. The expression ((+ +j) > 0) 
will increment j. The expresion (4 > 0) is true, so the expres
sion right after the'? (the (+ +j) ) will be evaluated. Thus j 
will be incremented again. k will get the value 5, and j is in
cremen ted twice. If AB8() were a real function, then j would 
only be incremented once, as you would expect. 

Be careful to avoid side effects when you use macros. 
Many of the functions defined in st4:1.o.h are macros. The doc
umentation which came with your compiler should tell you 
which are macros and which are functions. By convention, 
definitions and macros are often in uppercase, while functions 
and variables are in lowercase. 

Macros are used because they have less /I overhead" than 
functions. It takes time to organize and pass arguments to a 
function. For this reason, simple, timp.-critical functions are 
often implemented as macros. 
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conditional compilation: #if, #ifdef, #ifndef, #endif, 
#else. The preprocessor also has a number of conditional 
commands. We've used these, with #define, to customize the 
graphics library for different compilers and machines. The 
general structure of the conditional commands is: 
#if expression 
some text 
#else 
more text 
#endif 

The expression can be any expression you'd use with C's 
if command, except that you can't use assignments. In other 
words, you can use (), and the operators +, -, ., I, %, I, &, A, 
--, II, &&, and I. You can't use program variables, since they 
aren't defined during the compilation-only during the run of 
your program. Instead, you use the text definitions you've cre
ated with the #define command. If the expression is true 
(nonzero), then the text after the #if, but before the next #else 
or #endif, is compiled. If the expression is false, then the text 
after the #else (if there is one) is used. 

Take, for instance, a situation where a program had to 
compile under both UNIX and MS-DOS. You could allow the 
user to select one or the other by choosing the appropriate 
#define and setting it to 1. 

#define VNIX 0 
#define MSDOS 1 

In our code, we could then conditionally compile different 
routines-for example, to control the screen display. 

#if UNIX 

II 

II 
II, 

••• handle Unix terminal driving ••• II. 
#else _ 
#if MSDOS 
••• handle writing to the PC's screen ••• II 
#endif 
#endif 

Notice that #if/#endif can be nested. • 
#ifdef and #ifndef can be used just like #if, except that 

#ifdef checks whether the expression which follows it has 
been defined in the preprocessor. If the expression has been II. ' 
defined by using the #define command, the expression evalu-
ates to nonzero (true). 
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#ifndef is the opposite. It's true only if the expression has 
not been defined. All three forms-#if, #ifdef,and #ifndef
may be followed by a number of lines. These lines may con
tain a command, such as #e18e and #endif. If the expression is 
evaluated as true (nonzero), then any lines between #e18e and 
#endif are ignored. If the expression is evaluated as false 
(zero), then any lines between the test and #e18e (or if there is 
no #e18e, #endif) are ignored by the preprocessor. 

#define EXAlIIIPLE 
#ifdef EXAlIIIPLE 
prin tfC' 'example' '); 
#endif 

#ifndef NOTDEl'IlOID 
printf("compiled "); 
#endif 

In this example, EXAlIIIPLE is defined. Thus, the printf 
("example") command will be compiled. NOTDEFIlOID isn't 
defined, so the printf(" compiled") will also be compiled. If 
you should find that you need to un-define something, then 
you can use the #undef command: 

#define EXAMPLE 
#undef EXAMPLE 

defines and undefines EXAlIIIPLE. 
C programmers often use #define and #ifdef to put de

bugging commands into their programs. You may want to 
compile the program initially with debugging commands 
which will later be removed. An easy method is to place the 
line #define DEBUG at the beginning of the program for the 
preprocessor, and then surround all of the debugging code in 
#ifdef DEBUG ... #endif. When you're satisfied the program 
works properly, the debugging code may be removed simply 
by taking the line #define DEBUG out of the source code and 
then compiling the program again. The debugging commands 
will be ignored by the preprocessor and none will be com
piled. There's no need to search through the source code for 
any debugging commands you've used. 

Using plot.c 
plot.c has seven commands. The program will prompt with a 
=> on the text screen. If you're using an Atari ST, you can 
switch between the text and graphics screens by pressing Re-
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turn on a blank input line. Amiga users can switch between II 
the screen with the c1osed-Amiga-N and -M key combina-
tions. Commands are one letter (in upper- or lowercase) fol-
lowed by some arguments. .. I 

The following commands are valid: c, h, 1, m, n, p, and q.. . 
c changes the current color. Follow c with a number be-

tween 0 and 7. The colors are defined as in machine.h. For II 
example, the command c 1 will change the drawing color to 
white, and c 7 will change the color to magenta. 

h (or ?) will print a brief help menu. 
1 draws a line. The syntax of this command is 1 followed 

by two numbers. The program will check for a valid input for 
your computer. The point must be on the screen. The first 
number is the x coordinate of the line's endpoint, and the sec
ond number is the y coordinate. 

m moves the drawing cursor to a point without drawing 
anything on the screen. It, like 1, takes two numbers-the x,y 
coordinates to move to. To draw a figure, use a combination of 
the 1 and m commands. For example, the sequence 

c 1 
m 100 100 
1 200 100 

draws a white horizonalline, 100 pixels long, from the point 
(100, 100) to (200, 100). 

P plots a point on the screen and also takes two argu
ments: the x,y coordinate of a point to plot. This point will be 
drawn in the current color. Thus 

c 3 
P 150 100 

places a green point at (150, 100). • 
q, quit, exits the program. ~ 
Program 4-3 is a short script file which makes plot.c draw 

the same figures on the screen as the PIGS program from II 
Chapter 2. This demonstrates some of the capabilities and 
command syntax of the program. 

plot.c should be compiled just like figs.c (Program 2-4). , 
Refer to Appendix F for any problems. Atari Megamax C users, 
please see the special note in that appendix. 
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Program 4-2. plot.c 
/* 
* plot.c -- graphics program to let user play with the different 
* graphics functions supplied in the graphics library. 'Ihe different 
* commands map directly into the differe.."1t routines . 
*/ 

/* 
* include some header files to get necessary definitions; we use 
* printfO and the like, so we should include stdio.h. plot.c uses 
* the graphics routines, so it must include machine.h 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include "machine.h" 

/* 
* define constants for the different program states; these "states" 
* let the routine which figures put what camnarrl has been issued 
* and the routine which actually executes the ccmnand communicate 
* with one another. 
*/ 

#define ERROR -1 
#define NONE 0 
#define MJVE 1 
#define LINE 2 
#define roINI' 3 
#define <X>IDR 4 
#define HELP 5 
#define CIEAR 6 
#define ~ 7 

/* 
* tell the CO!1piler ahead of time that these functions don't 
* return an int, but, instead, return no value at all. All of the 
* other functions are assumed to return into 
*/ 

extern void die(), prompt(), help(); 

/* 
* the main program loop 
*/ 

main() 
( 

char inline[256]; /* inp.It line buffer 

init _graphics (<X>lDRS) ; /* initialize the graphics 

/* 
* main program loop; Remember, execute () will never be called if 
* get inpJ.t() returns NULL (end of file, or error condition). 
*/ -

while (get_input (inline) && execute(inline)) 
, 

die(NULL); /* leave the program 

/* 
* dieO: 
* leave the graphics nr:xie and return to the operating system via 
* a call to exitO • 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
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exit grap1i.cs(e); 
exit(O) ; 

/* exit the gr<iI:hics routines */ 
/* leave the program */ 

/* 
* execute () : 
* haOOle a canmaril line; figure out what cammand is beiD;J 
* requested and then execute the cammand. 
*/ 

int execute(c) 
char *c; 
( 

int =1 ~ -1, x ~ -1, Y ~ -1, cammand; 

/* 
* ask the parse() function what cammand has been typed. 
*/ 

cammand ~ parse(e[O]); 
/* 
* haOOle the line cammand - sscanf() fills in x and Y with the 
* values in the striD;J. We don't want to pass sscanf() a line 
* which begins with the cammand character (since sscanfO will just 
* say: "No ints", and return without changiD;J x and y). '!bus, we 
* pass scanf () a striD;J startiD;J at the second character in the 
* striD;J, skippiD;J Oller the camrnand 1 ine. scanf () doesn't care 
* about ''white-space" (spaces, tabs, or the like). 
*/ 

/* 

if (camrnand = LINE) { 
sscanf(&c[l] , "%d%d", 
if (checkyos(x, y» 

draw ( (SHORr) 

* haOOle the move camrnand 
*/ 

/* 

else if (camrnand = MJVE) { 
sscanf(&e[l], "%d%d", 
if (checkJXlS(x, y» 

lI¥:IVe ( (SHORr) 

* haOOle point ccmnand 
*/ 

else if (cammand = romr) 

&x, &y); /* extract input 
/* valid input? 

x, (SHORr) y); 

&x, &y); /* extract input 
/* valid input? 

x, (SHORr) y); 

sscanf(&e[l], "%d%d", &x, &y); /* extract input 
if (checkyos(x, y» /* valid input? 

plot ( (SHORr) x, (SHORr) y); 

/* 
* haOOle =lor command 
*/ 

else if (camrnand = CDLDR) ( 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

sscanf(&c[l], "%d", &=1); /* extract input */ 
if (col !~ -1) { /* was a value input? */ 

if (col >= 0 && =1 <= 7) /* valid input? */ 
set yen ( (SHORr) =1); 

else 
printf("Color value out of range\n"); 
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/* 
* the new screen comrnarrl 
*/ 

else if (comrnarrl = ClEAR) elear(); 
/* 
* the HElP comrnarrl 
*/ 

else if (comrnarrl = HElP) help(); 
/* 
* let the user leave the program gracefully 
*/ 

/* clear the screen */ 

else if (comrnarrl = QUIT) return 0; /* do nothing for quit */ 
/* 
* parse() could return NONE or ERROR; if there was an error, we've 
* already seen an error message, so don't print another; NONE 
* means we weren't asked to do anything, so we don't. 
*/ 

else if (comrnarrl = NONE I I oatIt1al'd = ERROR) return 1; 
/* 
* panic! we're confused 
*/ 

else printf(''Unknown oatIt1al'd in execute() !\n"); 
return 1; 

/* 
* checkyos(): 
* check a position to make sure it's on the screen. If either x or y are 
* -1, then no input or insufficient input was enteral. Returns FAISE 
* if that's the case. 
*/ 

int checkyos(x, y) 
int x, y; 
( 

if (x = -1 II y = -1) return 0; 
else if (x < 0 II x >= x size II y < 0 I I y >= y size) ( 

printf("Position-coordinates out of bc:lI.lnds\nll); 
return 0; 

return 1; 

/* 
* parse(): 
* given a cormnand letter, figure out what comrnarrl it was, 
* and return the appropriate comrnarrl value. 
* Print an error message if we're confused. 
*/ 

int parse(e) 
char e; 
( 

if (e >= 'A' && e <= 'Z') e = e - ('A' 
if (e = '?' II e = 'h') return HELP; 
else if (e = '1') return LINE; 
else if (e = 'p') return roINI'; 
else if (e = 'm') return MJVE; 
else if (e = 'q') return QUIT; 
else if (e= 'n') returnCIEAR; 
else if (e = 'e') return COIDR; 
else if (e = '\0') return NONE; 
else ( 

printf(''Unknown ccmrand\n") ; 
return ERROR; 

- 'a'); 
/* HElP!! */ 
/* line comrnarrl * / 
/* point cormnand */ 
/* llOVe comrnarrl * / 
/* quit cormnand */ 
/* clear the screen */ 
/* color comrnarrl * / 
/* just a blank line */ 
/* an unknown cormnand * / 
/* print error message */ 
/* return an error */ 
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* help() : 
* print out a help menu 
*/ 

void help() 
{ 
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printf ("Conuna.rrls available: \n") ; 
printf("c <value> -- c:harBe color\n") ; 
printf(lIh -- print this help message\n") ; 
printf("l <x> <y> -- draw a line from the current position\n") ; 
printf(''m <x> <y> -- move the plotting cursor\n"); 
printf("n -- clear the screen\n") ; 
printf(lIp <x> <y> - draw a point at the given position\n"); 
printf("q -- quit\n") ; 

Program 4·3. plot.c script file 

C 

3 
m 
10 10 
1 
100 10 
100 100 
10 100 
10 10 
-1 -1 
c 
4 
m 
75 75 
1 
150 175 
a 175 
75 75 
-1 -1 
c 
6 
m 
300 125 
1 
119 159 
231 5 
231 195 
119 41 
300 125 
-1 -1 
q 
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II C has only three basic numeric variable types: in1i, 
char, and fioa1i. Nevertheless, there are many ways in which 
these simple types can be enhanced to store a wide variety of 
information. In this chapter we'll begin to see how these siru
pIe data types can be put together to form more complex data 
storage schemes. 

II 

Arrays 
We've seen how to use singular variables: a single integer, a 
single float, a single character. But suppose it's necessary to 
represent a whole table of information-for instance, the 
phone numbers in your address book? You could use lots of 
single variables, but it would quickly become rather tedious. 
For this reason, arrays are implemented in almost every com
puter language. 

Declaring an array in C is no more difficult than declaring 
a single variable. This line declares an array of four integers: 

in1i example[4]; 

An array is simply a table with some arbitrary number of 
elements in it. The array example[4] has four elements which 
C numbers 0-3. 

Figure 5-1. An Array 

base of the elements 
array of the array 

~ ~ 
I [0) I [I) I [2) I [3) I [4) I [5) I [6) I [7] I --- ~ 

• 
increasing memory 

addresses 
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The first element of the array always starts at the lowest II 

address (see Figure 5-1). element[a] is immediately after ele-
ment[l] and element[l] follows element[O]. This organiza-
tion is important when you're using arrays as arguments to _ 
functions. 

The number between the brackets ([]) is called the index. 
When an array is declared, the index determines its size. _ 
When you use the array, the index says which element you 
want to work with. For example, this line stores the number 
23 into the third element of the example[] array (remember, 
C starts counting from zero): 

example[a] = a3; 

No other element of the array is changed-only the value 
stored in the third element. The elements of an array may be 
used the same as any other variable: 

example[a] = example[l] • la - example[3] I 3; 

for instance, or 

printf("%d 'n", example[example[l]D; 

Side Effects 
When using arrays, you must be careful to avoid the side ef
fects. Some side effects of using macros were mentioned in 
Chapter 4. The side effects involving arrays are more compli
cated. Here's an example of a method of writing C code which 
should be avoided: 

int i; 
i = 3; 
a[i] = ++i; 
Does this put 4 into a[3] or a[4]? 

The results of this method of writing code depend on 
your compiler. Although you could write test programs and 
figure out how your particular compiler will compile the code, 
don't rely on it when you write C programs. Suppose you 
later wanted to install your program on a different system 
using a compiler which behaves differently? Your program 
wouldn't work. This defeats the purpose of working in a 
highly portable language like C. To maintain maximum porta
bility, avoid writing programs which rely on the quirks of your 
particular compiler or machine. 
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Using Arrays as Arguments 
The individual elements of an array can be assigned to a func
tion just as can any other variable. The entire array may also 
be passed as an argument: 

samplefunc(example); 

Just use the name of the array and leave off the brackets. The 
declaration of samplefunc( ) will look something like: 

samplefunc(array) 
int array[]; 
{ 

} 

The brackets say that you're passing an array. sample
func() doesn't need to know how big the array is. In other 
words, you could pass samplefunc() any array of ints, not an 
array limited to a particular size. In general, be careful when 
you use arrays. You don't want to use indices which aren't 
valid. Most C compilers won't complain if you write 

{ 

} 

int example[2]; 

if (example[4] = = example[-lD 
printf("%d "n", example[lB3D; 

You won't see an error message as you would with BASIC, 
but the results can be rather unpleasant. 

All of a function's arguments are passed by value, not by 
reference. This does not mean the entire array is passed into 
the function; the compiler passes the address of the array 
rather than the array itself. Thus 

samplefunc(example); 

is basically the same as saying 

samplefunc(~example[OD; 

which passes the address of the first element of the array. This 
is the address of the base of the array. The result of passing 
the array's address is that the function isn't working with a 
copy of the array. Any values which are changed by the func
tion are available to other functions throughout the program, 
not just within the called function. 
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Two-Dimensional Arrays 
The arrays discussed aboved are one-dimensional arrays; they 
only have one index, making them linear in nature. C allows 
multidimensional arrays (arrays with more than one index). 
The syntax of declaring a two-dimensional array demonstrates 
how C treats it: 

int newexample[2][8]; 

This array has ten elements, extending from 0 to 1 in one 
dimension, and 0 to 4 in another. Another way to look at it is 
that we've declared two arrays with five elements each. Figure 
5-2 illustrates a two-dimensional array. 

Figure 5-2. A Two-Dimensional Array 

int example [2][5] 

[O][] [1][] 

[ ](4] 

[ ](3] 

[ ](2] 
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[0][1] 

[0][0] 

[1][4] 

[1 ][3] 

[1][2] 

[1][1] 

[1][0] 

memory organization 

increasing memory 
addresses 

C places no limit on the number of indices you can use. 
As with the simpler C variables, arrays can be initialized. 

An array of ints can be initialized with this line: 

int example[8] = { 8, 3, 3, 4, 1 }; 

An array of integer variables is declared with five elements. 
Each of the elements has been given an initial value. ex
ample[O] holds 5, example[l] and example[2] hold 3, ex
ample[3] holds 4, and example[4] holds 1. 

Suppose you wanted to leave out some of the initial 
values: 

int newex[18] = { 12,43 }; 
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Here newe:x[O] holds 12, and newe:X[l] holds 43. newe:X[8] 
through newe:X[14] will be set to zero. Only static or global 
arrays can be initialized. Arrays which are declared as auto 
variables can't be initialized. 

Vectors 
In physics and engineering, almost all quantities are repre
sented by vectors. A vector is simply a one-dimensional array 
which holds some closely related values. For simplicity, we're 
going to limit ourselves to a two-dimensional world and to po
sition vectors (vectors which tell us where something is in our 
world). 

Lost in Flatland 
Suppose we're stranded somewhere on an infinite plane (our 
two-dimensional "world"). Somewhere, off in the distance, is 
civilization. How can we tell where we are and where we're 
going? We don't want to start walking in circles. We need to 
define some kind of coordinate system. 

We need a point of origin, a point from which all other 
points will be relative. How do we measure our position rela
tive to the origin? How many pieces of information do we 
need to say exactly where we are? 

The system most people think of first is a Cartesian co
ordinate system. That's the familiar (x,y) or (column, row) 
scheme (Figure 5-3). 

Figure 5-3. Cartesian Plane 
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This is one of several solutions. Another choice is to use a 
radial system, measuring how far we are from the origin, and 
an angle relative to a fixed axis (see Figure 5-4). This is like 
the ranging system you would use with radar: The enemy ship 
is at 45 degrees, range 300 meters. 

Figure 5-4. Radial Coordinates 

• 

---------_" axis 

origin 

In any scheme two pieces of information are necessary to 
determine precisely where you are. If we are on a plane, there 
are only two "ways" we can go; that is to say, there are "two 
degrees of freedom." Two pieces of information are needed to 
pin down the precise values for each of the degrees of freedom. 

The two values for a coordinate are intimately related. 
One is useless without the other. For convenience, the two 
values are combined into a vector. In that sense, a vector is an 
array. Each element holds one of the two coordinate values. 

Using Vectors: Addition and Subtraction 

II 

II 

II 

Vector arithmetic is really an extension of the arithmetic you II 
learned in grammar school. Suppose we have a position vector 
like the one in Figure 5-5. It's pointing to the position (8,5). If 
we were at the origin and wanted to get to (8,5), we could fol- II 
low that vector directly. We could also travel to (8,0) and then 
head up to (8,5). For the second path, we sum two vectors, 
one pointing to (8,0) and another pointing to (0,5), to get to II 
(8,5). In other words, (8,0) + (0,5) is (8,5) (Figure 5-6). 

II 
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Figure 5-5. Vector 
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Figure 5-6. Vector Summation 
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II 
Graphically, you would draw one vector, and then draw II 

the next one onto the end of the first (this is called the head to 
tail method). Mathematically, you add up all of the cor-
responding parts of the vector. In other words, the x's add up II 
to make the total x, and the y's add up to make the total y. 

Subtracting vectors works exactly the same way. When 
you subtract graphically, you go in the opposite direction from II 
addition; mathematically, you subtract the corresponding parts 
of the vectors rather than add them. In other words, if the 
vector we want to subtract is (0,3), we move 3 units down 
rather than up (Figure 5-7). 

Figure 5-7. Vector Subtraction 
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Vector Scaling and Normalized Vectors 
There are actually several ways in which we can "multiply" 
vectors. One method is called scaling. 

So far we've used position vectors with x and y compo
nents (Cartesian coordinates). We said earlier that we could 
also use vectors with a radial and angular part (radial coordi- _ 
nates). With radial coordinates, a vector has a length and a di-
rection. By using some simple mathematical formulas, it's easy 
to relate one system to the other. The "length" of the vector II 
(called its magnitude) is the square root of the sum of the 
squares of its components (reread that slowly). You may rec-
ognize this as the distance formula which is derived from II 
Pythagoras' law relating the lengths of the legs and hypote-
nuse of a right triangle. For example, if we have the vector 
(3,4), its magnitude is: II 
v'32+42 =5 
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Figure 5-8. Right Triangle 
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So that takes care of the magnitude of a vector, but what 
about the direction? Let's look again at the information we 
have available. Only two pieces of information are necessary 
to know exactly where we are. We have some additional infor
mation: position (3,4) with a magnitude of 5. All we really 
need is the position-(3,4). 

We need to reduce the amount of information stored in 
the vector. This can be accomplished by normalizing the vec
tor-that is, converting its length into a unit vector. Convert to 
a unit vector by dividing each component of the vector by the 
vector's magnitude. The normalized vector (3,4) is (0.6, 0.8). 

It's not obvious, but normalized vectors always have their 
head on some point of the unit circle (see Figure 5-9). In a 
sense, this gives us a direction. The mathematically astute 
have probably noticed that the components of the normalized 
vector are really the cosine and sine of the vector's angle. 

When we scale a vector, we are really changing its length. 
To scale a vector, multiply each component of the vector by 
some value. For example, (5,21) scaled by 3 would be (15,63); 
we've increased the length of the vector by three times. This 
doesn't affect the direction in which the vector points; it only 
changes the vector's length. By normalizing a vector first, we 
can determine exactly how long a vector should be, since the 
length of a normalized vector is 1. If we wanted a vector 
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which points in the same direction as (5,21), but is exactly ten 
units long, we would first normalize (5,21) and then scale it 
by 10. 

Figure 5-9. Unit Circle 

Dot Product 
The dot product is yet another method of multiplying vectors. 
Vector scaling requires a vector and a simple number (called a 
scalar quantity) and gives you a new vector. Dot products re
quire two vectors but produce a scalar quantity. A dot product 
may be calculated by taking the sum of the products of the 
corresponding components of the two vectors. For example, to 
find the dot product of (4,5) and (7,9), multiply 4 by 7, and 5 
by 9, and then find the sum of the two multiplication opera
tions: (4*7)+(5*9) = 73. 

But what does this 73 mean? The dot product indicates 
the degree to which the two vectors point in the same direc
tion. If two vectors are perpendicular to one another, then 
their dot product is O. If the two vectors are the same vector, 
then the dot product is the square of the magnitude of the 
vector. 

Cross Products and Three Dimensions 
The final way to multiply vectors that we'll discuss is the cross 
product method. In order for you to understand cross products, 
we must deal with three dimensions. Three-dimensional vec-
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tors are really no more complicated then two-dimensional vec
tors. As with our two-dimensional example, the first thing to 
do is define the coordinate system. In two dimensions, the x
axis goes off to the "right," and the y-axis goes "up" (east and 
north on a map). For three dimensions, another axis, Z, is 
needed to indicate depth (the "space" above and below the 
map). The definition of the Z coordinate depends on whether 
you're in the U.S. or Europe. In the U.S., the Z coordinate goes 
out of the paper; if you're from Europe, z goes into the paper. 

The U.S. system is called a right-handed coordinate sys
tem. If you position your right hand with your index finger 
pointing in the direction of x and your middle finger pointing 
in the direction of y, your thumb will pOint in the direction of 
z. Using your left hand and the same fingers will give you the 
European system (see Figure 5-10). This is where the right
hand and left-hand systems got their names. 

Figure 5-10. Left- and Right-Handedness 

left-handed 
coordinate 

x 

right-handed 
coordinate 

The cross product requires two vectors, as did the dot 
product. However, rather than produce a scalar quantity, the 
cross product produces a new vector. The properties of this 
new vector make the cross product very important. Consider 
the two vectors in Figure 5-11. These two vectors can both be 
drawn on the surface of a single plane. We can build an area 
in the plane shaped like a parallelogram using the two vectors. 
The result of the cross product is a vector which is perpendicular 
to the plane which contains the other two vectors. The magni
tude of this new vector is the area of the parallelogram. 
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Figure 5·11. Cross Product 
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Unfortunately, calculating a cross product is more compli
cated than scaling a vector or taking a dot product. The easiest 
way to do a cross product is to use a simple set of formulas. If 
we have two vectors-(a,b,c) and (d,e,f)-the cross product is 
(b*f - c*e, a*f - c*d, a*e - b*d). Don't worry; it's not particu
larly important where this comes from. All that's really impor
tant to us is the result. 

There's a quick way to figure out where a cross product is 
going to go, and it doesn't even require any math. Point the 
fingers of your right hand in the direction of the first vector; 
then curl them in the direction of the second. Your thumb will 
point in the direction of the cross product (Figure 5-12). 

Figure 5·12. Simple Cross Product 
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If you work with the notion of a cross product for a 
while, you'll find that if you have two vectors, a and b, then 
a X b is the same as -(b X a). Try it with your hand. Note 
that (a dot b) is the same as (b dot a). 

You can see why we needed to go into three dimensions 
to describe the cross product. We can't have a vector per
pendicular to a plane if we are working in only two dimen
sions. You can also see why the cross product can be very 
useful. If you need to find a vector which is normal (math
ematician's lingo for perpendicular) to a plane, then all you 
have to do is take the cross product of two vectors which are 
in that plane. 

C Code for Vectors 
Before we go any further with our quick tour of linear algebra, 
it's time to take stock of what we've just discussed and try to 
put together some C functions to handle some of these opera
tions. First, let's consider how we'll define our vectors. The 
simplest solution is to use small arrays of floats: 

noat first[3], second[3]; 

defines two vectors, first[] and second[]. We'll use vectors 
with three components so we can talk about the cross product. 

The simplest function to write would be one which calcu
lates the magnitude of a vector: 

noat magnitude(v) 
noat v[3]; 
{ 

extern double sqrt(); 
return (no at) sqrt((double) v[l]*v[l] + v[8rv[8] + 

v[3]*v[3D; 
} 

That's a fairly simple function. We've included an external 
reference to sqrt() so that the compiler knows sqrt() returns 
a double. Most of C's floating-point commands take and re
turn doubles rather than floats. It's probably a good idea to 
type cast the arguments and return values, just to make sure 
the compiler knows what you're doing. 

Since C doesn't have an exponentiation operator, we have 
to write the square of vel], above, as v[l]*v[l]. 

Now consider something more complicated, calculating 
the cross product. The first problem is to grapple with where 
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to return the value of the cross product. Many C compilers 
don't allow functions to return complex data types the way ar
rays do. (Lattice is an exception to this rule.) To keep things 
simple, we'll pass our cross-product function three objects: two 
vectors, and the address of another vector to return the cross 
product in: 

cross_product(v, w, result) 
fioat v[3], w[3], result[3]; 
{ 

} 

result[O] = v[lrw[8] - v[lrw[l]; 
result[l] = v[Orw[8] - v[lrw[O]; 
result[l] = v[Orw[l] - v[lrw[O]; 

To call this function, we use: 

fioat one[3], two[3], result[3]; 
one[O] = 1.0; one[l] = 3.1; one [I] = 11.0; 
two[O] = 43.1; two[l] = SI.3; two[l] = 4.1; 
cros8...product(one, two, result); 

and result[] will hold the cross product of one[] and two[ ]. 

Matrices 
A matrix is simply a two-dimensional array. Multiplication is 
the primary operation concerned with a matrix. Matrix multipli
cation is not really very complicated. It consists mainly of dot 
products. The basic idea is that you take the dot products of 
every row from the first matrix and every column from the sec
ond. Here's a simple example multiplying two 2 X 2 matrices: 

e :)x(: :) 
2 X 2 means that the matrices have two rows and two col
umns. A 3 X 3 matrix would have three rows and columns, 
and a 4 X 2 matrix would have four rows and two columns. 

To multiply two 2 X 2 matrices, begin by taking the dot 
product of the first row of the first matrix and the first column 
of the second. This is the number that should go in the first 
row and column of the product matrix. The dot product of the 
second row of the first matrix and the first column of the sec
ond matrix is the entry for the second row, first column of the 
product matrix. Repeat this sequence for the second column of 
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the second matrix to complete the second column of the prod
uct matrix. 

In other words, if these are the relative positions within a 
2 X 2 matrix: 

(
IA IB\X(2A 2B\ 

lC 10) 2C 20) 

then to find their dot product you would 

(
IA * 2A) + (18 • 20\ X (IA * 28)' + (18 * 20)\ 

(IC * 2A) + (10 • 2C») ~IC * 28) + (10 • 20») 

Or, using the above matrices: 

(2 • 6) + (3 * I~X (2 * 7) + (3 • 9~ 

~4 • 6) + (5 * 1~ ~9 * 7) + (5 * 9>) 

Or;li) (~:! ;;) 
which equals the product matrix: 

15 41 
29 73 

Note that if a and b are matrices, then a X b is not the 
same as b X a. When using matrices, be careful not to acci
dentally reverse the multiplicands (the matrices being multi
plied together). This is a very common mistake. In scalar 
multiplication, a X b is the same as b X a. 

This same method of multiplying matrices may be applied 
to larger matrices. The matrices don't even have to be square. 
There are some restrictions. You can't multiply a 2 X 3 matrix 
by a 2 X 2 matrix. There aren't enough rows in the second 
matrix to match all of the columns in the first matrix. 

However, it is possible to multiply a square matrix by a 
vector, resulting in another vector, as shown below. Think of 
the vector as a 3 X 1 matrix and perform matrix multiplication. 

(~ ~ ~)X(:) =G! t ~~ ! ~~)=(!:) \8 3 8 \2 \32 + 18 + 16 66 
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II 
All of this seems tedious and time-consuming. Math oper- II 

ations of this type are very important in many aspects of 
physics and engineering. Engineers used matrices to determine 
the flight characteristics of the Apollo lunar module. The most 8 
important aspect of a matrix, for our purposes, is that it can be 
used to transform a vector from one coordinate space into an-
other. This makes rotating a point around an axis an almost II 
trivial undertaking. 

A vector can be scaled by multiplying all of its compo
nents with the same scalar quantity. 

To scale the vector (5,4) by 3, you could use a 2 X 2 
matrix: 

(3 0\ X(5 15) 
o 3) 4 12 

In effect, this multiplies both parts of the vector by 3. 
The following matrix exchanges the x and y parts of the 

vector. Graphically (Figure 5-13), it reflects the vector across 
the line y = x. 

1 0 
o 1 

Figure 5-13. Reflection About y = x 
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From these simple examples, you can see what we mean 
by transforming a vector. Rotating a vector is only a matter of 
picking the right matrix. The matrix we want to use is 

cosine(theta) - sine(theta) 
sine(theta) cosine(theta) 

where theta is the number of degrees we want to turn. 

Figure 5-14. Rotation About a Point 

Let's run through some simple examples to see how it 
works. First try changing the matrix for a theta of 0 degrees. 
The matrix becomes 

1 0 
o 1 

This matrix has a special name; it's called the identity matrix. 
We're scaling the vector by 1 and it's not changing. You'd ex
pect this for a rotation of 0 degrees. Now let's try something 
more interesting. Suppose the theta is 90 degrees. Now our ro
tation matrix becomes: 

o -1 
1 0 
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Try applying it to some simple vectors. (1,0) works; it be- _ 
comes (0,1), a rotation of 90 degrees. (1,1) goes to (-1,1) as -
we would expect. You can see how it's possible to "move" the 
point a vector points to in some coherent fashion just by pick- _ 
ing the right matrices. • 

Suppose we want to both scale and rotate a vector. We 
can multiply the vector by a scaling matrix and then by a rota- II 
tion matrix: 

(scale the vector by 3) 

(rotate 90 degrees) 

This can get tedious if you have a lot of vectors you need 
to scale by 3 and rotate 90 degrees. If the scaling and rotation 
matrices are multiplied, the combined matrix will both scale 
and rotate a vector: 

This concept of combining matrices is very general. You 
can combine any number of matrices. It's only necessary to 
multiply the matrices once and to do one matrix-vector multi
plication per vector rather than two. 

More Sample C Code 
There are no new concepts involved in writing functions 
which multiply matrices by matrices and matrices by vectors. 
It's more tedious than anything else. Let's start by writing 
code to multiply a matrix by a vector: 

1* 
* multiply a vector an:l a matrix together 

*/ 

mv2mul t (outv, matrix, vector) 

float outv[2], rnatrix[2] [2], vector[2]; 
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outv[O] = vector [0] *matrix [0] [0] + vector[l] *matrix [0] [1]; 

outv[l] = vector[O]*matrix[l] [0] + vector[I]*matrix[l] [1]; 

We're using the fact that arrays are passed by references, 
so it's possible to change the contents of outv[ J and have 
other parts of the program recognize the change. 

This function demonstrates what is probably the most 
straightforward approach to multiplying a matrix by a vector. 
Just do each multiplication explicitly. If the vectors or matrices 
were any larger, you'd probably choose to use loops. This 
would reduce the amount of typing you have to do (and, ulti
mately, the size of the program), but it takes a little extra time 
to control the loops. We've used register variables for the 
counters in the following example in order to reduce the over
head as much as possible. To achieve the fastest possible 
routines, write out each multiplication, as was done in the first 
example. 

/* 

* multiply a vector ani a matrix together with loops 

*/ 

mv3nult(outv, matrix, vector) 

float outv[3], matrix[3][3], vector[3]; 

register int i, j; 

for (i = 0; i < 3; ++i) 

outv[i] = 0; 

for (j = 0; j < 3; ++j) 

outv[i] += vector[j] *matrix[i][j] ; 
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We're using a nested loop in this example; one statement II 
is inside another. Multiplying two matrices together is an ex-
tension of this second example. Although you could write out 
every multiplication explicitly, it's simpler to use loops: II 
/* 

* IlI.Iltiply tINO matrices together with locp; 

*/ 

IIIIl2III..Il t (CAItm, ml, tn2) 

float CAItm[2)[2J, ml[2)[2J, tn2[2)[2J; 

register int i, j, k; 

for (i = 0; i < 2; ++i) for (j = 0; j < 2; ++j) { 

outm[i] [j] = 0; 

for (k = 0; k < 2; ++k) 

outm[i][j] += ml[k][j]*tn2[i][k]; 

You might want to trace through this routine with some 
sample values. outm is used as the address of an array in 
which to return the product. Extending this to 3 X 3 matrices 
isn't much of a challenge. As an exercise, write a version of a 
2 X 2 matrix multiplication in which every multiplication is 
written explicitly. (Hint: You'll end up with four assignments 
with a total of 16 multiplication operators). 

If you're interested in learning more about linear algebra, 
we recommend the following texts: 

Konvisisser, Marc C. Elementary Linear Algebra with Applica
tions. Prindle, Weber, & Schmidt. 1981. 

Rorres, Chris, and Howard Anton. Applications of Linear Alge
bra. John Wiley and Sons. 1984. 

Strings 
So far, we've seen how arrays can be used as vectors and ma
trices. C can also use arrays to hold strings of characters. 
Rather than using arrays of floats or ints, we'll be using arrays 
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of chars. We mentioned that arrays could be initialized using 
special notation. Constant values may be assigned to character 
arrays, as is done with ints: 

char text[18S] = { 'h', 'i', , " 't', 'h', 'e', 'r', 'e', "n', "0' }; 

The string is terminated with a zero byte (not the charac
ter 0, but a byte with the value of 0). This allows the various 
string-handling functions to find the ends of strings. The char
acter '0 is the zero value. Also, 128 characters have been al-
lotted for the array. That's a lot more space than we need for 
this message, but it's often a good idea to allow extra room. 

Using this style of notation would be very tedious, espe
cially with long messages. Instead, C permits the use of dou
ble quotes (") for character strings: 

char text[18S] -= "hi there' n"; 

As before, strings are always terminated with a zero byte. 
Where is it here? When you use the" " notation, it's not nec
essary to put a zero byte at the end of the string. That's done 
for you by the compiler. 

Take a look at some string functions, beginning with 
prin1if() and scanf(). prinU() prints the contents of a 
string variable if you use the 9{,s escape in the format string. 
9{,s is just like any of the other escapes previously mentioned. 

char text[18S] = "hi there'n"; 
printf("9{,s", text); 

prints hi there on the screen. This is the same as using just 

printf(text); 

This is like printing a formatting string which doesn't have 
any escapes in it. So why is the 9{,s escape necessary? Suppose 
you wanted to print "text holds: ' ... ' If. You could do it with: 

prin1if("text holds:' "); 
prinU(text); 
printf(" , ,n"); 

However, the following would probably be a lot clearer: 

prin1if("text holds:'9{,s', n", text); 

_ Besides, 

prin1if(text); 
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won't work properly if the string defined as text contains a 
percent sign, which would be evaluated as part of an escape 
sequence. If text held the string "Print decimals with 
IJIid 'n", then printf() would see the IJIid and try to print an 
int there. But you didn't pass it an int, so printf() would be 
confused. One way around this problem is to use IJIiIJli when
ever you want to print a percent sign. The string "Print deci
mals with %lJIid 'n" makes printf() write out Print 
decimals with IJIid followed by a new-line character. 

The compiler treats string constants in a way which is 
compatible with arrays of char. When a function call like 
printf("hi there"); is written, the compiler creates the string 
hi there in memory, and then passes printf() the address of 
that string. That's the same as if we'd declared an array to 
hold the string, and then passed printf() the address of the 
array. 

scanf() also has a IJIis escape. The command 
scanf("lJIis", text); 

reads in the next "string" and puts it in the character array 
text. We didn't have to use the Ie operator here because ar
rays are always passed by reference. In other words, the vari
able text is treated as a pointer to an array of characters. 

strlen(). The C libraries offer a wide variety of string 
functions. strlen() returns the number of bytes used to store 
a string-not including the zero byte, often referred to as a 
null terminator. So: 

char text[la8] = "how long am I?' n"; 
printf("the length of text is IJIid' n", strlen(text)); 

reports that the length of text is 15 (don't forget to include the 
'n in your count). 

strcpy(). strcpy() copies the contents of one string into 
another string. For example: 

char text[laS]; 
char mess[laS] = "This is a test message' n"; 
strcpy(text, mess) 

will copy the string "This is a test message \. n" into the array 
"text[ ]". You could also use 

char text[la8]; 
strcpy(text, "This is a test message' n"); 
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which does the same thing, but without the intermediate array 
mess[]. 

strcmp(). strcmp() compares two strings, returning 0 if 
the strings are identical, -1 if the first string occurs earlier in 
the alphabet than the second (in ASCII sequence), and 1 if the 
first string occurs later in sequence than the second. 

strcat(). streat() appends the contents of one string onto 
another. Thus: 
char text[12S]; 
strcpy(text, "Hello there"); 
strcat(text, " you all" n"); 
printf("CJ&s", text); 

results in the output Hello there you all. These and the other 
string functions should be documented in the manuals which 
came with your C compiler. 

Pointers 
When a variable is declared, space is allocated for the infor
mation in the computer's memory. This gives the program 
somewhere to store the information for that variable. It 
doesn't matter what kind of variable it is: static, global, or 
auto. The exception to this rule are the register variables. Reg
ister variables only use the processor registers, without using 
any memory. Since no memory is used with a register vari
able, the & (address) operator cannot be used. 

The variable refers to some address in memory (or a regis
ter of the processor; from now on we're going to limit the dis
cussion to nonregister variables). Whenever you use a variable, 
the computer "looks up" the address of that variable. When 
the & operator is used, the location of the variable, rather than 
what's stored there, is used. In other words, & gives us a pointer 
to the variable. It's often convenient to declare pointers. This 
is particularly important for the string functions, where point
ers are often required to return modified character strings. 

Here's how to declare a pointer variable. This line de
clares a pointer to an int: 

int ·p_to-1nt; 
The only difference between this line and actually declar

ing an int is the •. The • is a pointer operator. When you use 
it for declaring variables, it simply means that you're declaring 
a pointer. It doesn't assign any value to the pointer; it reserves 
space in memory for the pointer itself. 
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II 
When you first declare it, it could be pointing anywhere, II 

just as a newly declared int could have any value. In this 
case, the random value is an address in the computer's mem-
ory. If you use the pointer without initializing it, your chances 8 
of crashing the computer are great. It's best to initialize all 
pointers to NULL: 

p_to-1nt = NULL; II 
A value may be assigned to a pointer, as with any other 

variable. NULL is guaranteed to be 0, so NULL pointers are 
always considered false. NULL is generally defined in the file 
8tdio.h, which means that if you want to use NULL in your 
source code, you must have the line 

'include <stdio.h> 

at the beginning of your code. This isn't meant to imply that 
you have to initialize a pointer to NULL before you can use it. 
You can initialize it to the value it needs directly. 

Before you can use a pointer, you must assign p_to-1nt 
to point to some place in memory which you've put aside to 
hold ints: 

int tmp[18], ·p_to-1nt; 
p_to-1nt = "'tmp[4]; 

This points p_to-int to the fifth element of the array of ints 
called tmp[]. You can store a value in the location pointed to 
by a pointer by using the • (pointer) operator: 

·p_to-1nt = 84; 

puts the value 54 in the location pointed to by p_to-1nt. 
N ow if you use 

printf("%d'\ n", tmp[4D; 

you get 54. 
Many beginning C programmers get confused when they 

start working with pointers. Declaring a pointer doesn't declare 
any space for it to point to. That must be provided separately . 

. This is a very easy mistake to make. If you forget to give a 
pointer a value, it could wind up pointing anywhere, even at 
the part of your program which holds the executable code. 

Pointers to ints aren't usually used. More often, you'll see 
pointers to char. A pointer to chars is declared with 

char ·p_to_char; 
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and can be used to point into any array of chars (or a single 
char for that matter). In addition to assigning values to point
ers, you can also do simple math with them. The following 
code might be used as a substitute for strlen{): 

int strlen{x) char ·x; 
{ 

} 

int length = 0; 

for ( ; ·x; + + x) + + length; 
return length; 

x is the input argument. It's to be treated as a pointer to 
char. Next an int is declared to hold the length of the string. 
The for has no initializing expression. You might be taken 
aback by the for's looping condition. It's just ·x. ·x returns the 
value which is stored where x is pointing. The loop will con
tinue to run as long as ·x is true. Remember, true for C means 
nonzero. That's the condition we want to look for. If x sud
denly points to a 0, then we've reached the end of the string. 
The + +x increments the pointer, and makes it point to the 
next element in the array. The only statement in the loop is 
the + + length which increments our count of the length. We 
could have coded it this way: 

int strlen{x) char x[ ]; 
{ 

} 

int length = 0; 

whUe (x[length] 1= 0) length + +; 
return length; 

Notice that ·x and x[] mean the same thing. Strings (like 
all arrays) are always passed as pointers. Remember, 1= is the 
not equal to relational operator. 

vector .c: Sample Program 
vector.c allows you to work with a simple two-dimensional 
shape coded directly into the program. This program includes 
commands to scale (enlarge and contract), rotate, and move 
the object. The first new concept in the program is the fioat 
type. 

draw-fig{ ) is responsible for drawing the figure on the 
screen. It also keeps the angle of the object between 0 and 360 
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degrees. This makes the sine ) and cos{) routines a little more 
accurate. Next, rotate{) is called to rotate all of the points in 
the figure. rotate{), in turn, calls make-rot{), which returns 
a rotation matrix for the requested angle. rotate{) then calls 
mvmult{ ) on each of the vectors in the figure to rotate them 
with the rotation matrix. drawJig{) then calls scaleJig{) 
to scale the figure to the appropriate size. Next, a loop is en
tered which adds offsets to :x: and y and checks to be certain 
that the figure will fit on the screen. If it won't fit, 
drawJig{) prints an error message, erases the screen, and 
returns to the calling routine. Otherwise, it enters another loop 
to draw the figure. 

vector.c has the same user interface as plot.c from the 
previous chapter. The program will prompt with a =>. If 
you're using an Atari ST, you can switch between the text and 
graphics screens by pressing return on a blank input line. 
Amiga users can switch between the screen with the closed
Amiga-N and -M key combinations. A command is a letter 
followed by some arguments. There are seven commands: h, I, 
q, r, 5, t, and v. h (or? ) prints a brief help menu. q is the way 
out of the program. r lets you rotate the figure a certain num
ber of degrees. It takes one argument, the number of degrees 
to turn. The angle is relative to the last position. Thus the 
command r 20 is the same as doing two r 10's. The positive 
direction of rotation is counterclockwise. 5 changes the size of 
the figure. s also takes one argument, the scale factor. The ini
tial scale factor is 2. The size you can make the figure depends 
on the size of your screen. 

t takes two arguments, and is the command which lets 
you move the figure. The first argument is the number of 
pixels the figure should move. The second argument is the di
rection. Thus t 20 0 moves the figure 20 pixels to the right, 
while t 10 90 moves the figure 10 pixels up. The v command 
prints out some statistics about the figure: how large it is, 
where it is on the screen, and what direction it's pointing. 1 is 
the looping command. The general syntax of the 1 command is: 

1 <count>:<command> 

where <count> is the number of times the <command> 
should be executed. You have to put in the colon, and there 
can't be any space between the colon and the command you 
want to loop. You can loop any command, including v and h. 
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In general, though, the only commands you'll probably loop 
are rand t. 1 commands are handy if you want the figure to 
turn smoothly. For example, 
1180:r 2 

rotates the figure all the way around in two-degree incre
ments. Similarly, 

1 50:t 20 

moves the figure 100 pixels to the right in 2-pixel increments. 
The result is very smooth-looking motion. 

One of the commands uses a feature of C we haven't 
really emphasized. Take a close look at how the LOOP com
mand works in the execute() routine. Notice that it loops the 
command by finding the count, and then passing execute( ) 
the string which is after the: . Remember, all C functions are 
recursive. This means we can have a function call itself. 

vector.c isn't a very versatile program, but it has all of the 
parts in it you'll need if you want to build something more so
phisticated. As a simple exercise, try to change the shape of 
the object. As written, the program uses a simple dagger 
shape. Modifying the shape is just a matter of changing the 
initialization of the array fig[][]. If your new figure doesn't 
have nine data points, adjust the global int figsize and the 
array cur[][] as well. A more difficult challenge is to change 
the program so that it doesn't recalculate the display matrix as 
frequently. The program now recalculates the display matrix 
each time the object is displayed (after every command). This 
is all right for a small object, like the little dagger, but can get 
slow if you create a much larger object. 

This program begins the journey into graphics. By exam
ining the source code, you can see why linear algebra and ma
trices are so important. 

Program 5-1. vector.c 

/* 
* vector. c -- delronstrate the use of vectors in 2d gra~cs. 
* '!he program is designed to draw a dagger am can be used 
* to manipulate it on the screen. 
*/ 

/* 
* include header files 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
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,include ''machine.hl! 

/* * definitions of program states; as with plot.c, these are used to 
* let the function which figures out what CXI11l'I1aJ'rl has been typed 
* am the function which actually executes the CXI11l'I1aJ'rl to 
* CCIlI1ILII1icate with one another. 
*/ 

#define ERroR -1 
#define NONE 0 
#define IDI'ATE 1 
#define TRANS 2 
#define SCAlE 3 
#define HEIP 4 
#define STMUS S 
#define lOOP 6 
#define (JJlT 7 

/* 
* these have to be defined so the catpiler doesn't OCIIplain 
*/ 

extern void die(), pra!pt(), draw fig() , help(); 
extern void status(), rotate(), make rot(), scale(), scale figO; 
extern void mvnultO; - -
extern <bJb1e oos (), sin () ; 

/* 
* the figure, as (x,y) coordinate pairs; global variable figsize 
* holds the mnnber of points in the figure. Don't forget to 
* charge it if you ch.ange the shape of the figure. 
*/ 
~ fig[9] [2] = { 

(-6.0, 0.0 ), 
{-S.O, 2.0 }, 
{ 6.0, 0.0 }, 
{-S.0,-2.0 }, 
{-S.O, 2.0 }, 
{-4.0, 4.0 }, 
{-2.0, 0.0 }, 
{-4.0,-4.0 }, 
{-6.0, 0.0 } 

} ; 

/* 
* global variables to store state of the screen image; cur [ 1 [l is the 
* set of vectors which need to be drawn on the screen. theta indicates 
* which direction the dJject is point:in:;J. sfactor is the size 
* of the ooject. off[] is a vector which points to where the 
* center of the ooject should be drawn on the screen. Remember, the 
* screen's center isn't at (0,0). (0,0) is in the tJI:tler left =rner 
* of the screen. 
*/ 
~ cur[9] [2], 

theta = 0.0, 
sfactor = 2.0, 
off[2]; 

/* the vectors to draw on the screen 
/* what direction the ooject points 
/* initial size of the ooject 
/* offset of the ooject from (0,0) 

int figsize = 9; /* size of the figure 

main 0 
( 
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init_graprics(CDICR:l) ; 

/* ruffer for get_inputO 

/* initialize the graIillC5 
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set JleI'l ( (SIDRl') WHITE); 
off[D] = x size/2; 
off[l] = y-size/2; 
draw_fig(); 

Arrays 

/* draw the figure in white 
/* initial position 

/* draw the figure 
/* 

* the main =ntrol loop; get inp.rt: () fran the user, and then try 
* to parse it with execute()-:- Remember, execute() will never 
* be called if get_inp.rt:() returns NULL (end of file condition). 
*/ 

while (get input(inline) && execute(inline)) 
draw fig() ; /* draw the figure 

die(NUIL); - /* leave ''vector'' 

/* 
* do any cleanup in order to leave vector 
*/ 

void die(msg) 
char *msg; 
( 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

exit ~cs(msg) ; 
exiteD) ; 

/* exit the graJ;hics routines */ 
/* leave the program */ 

/* 
* execute a CCIlII!I2Ini based on the current Jrode of the program 
*/ 

execute (c) 
char *c; 

/* 

float tmp = 0.0, rad = 0.0, dir = 0.0; 
int camnan:l.; 

* call parse () to find out what the CClIm!IaJ'd is 
*/ 

camnan:l. = parse(*c) ; 
/* 

* IOOP camnan:l. calls executeO recursively in order to deal with 
* the command that's supposed to be looped. 'lhe routine works 
* by finding the first ':', and then passing execute the rest of 
* input line which follCMS the ':'. 
*/ 

if (command = IOOP) { 
register char *begin = c; 
int count = 0; 

/* local vars 

while (*begin ! = ':' && *begin) /* find ":" 
++begin; 

if (! *begin) ( 

} 

printf("No \":\" for loop construct.\n"); 
return 1; 

*/ 

*/ 

++begin; /* get past ":" */ 
sscanf(&c[l], "%d", &count); 
if (count <= 0) ( 

} 
for 

printf("<count> ~ was bad. \n") ; 
return 1; 

count; -count) 
execute (begin) ; 
draw_fig() ; 
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1* 
* RCYI'ATE adjusts the global theta variable. Actual rotation of the 
* figure is done within drawjigO· 
*1 

1* 

else if (comnrurl = ROI'ATE) ( 
sscanf(&C[l] , "%f", &tnp); 
theta -1= tnp; 

* SCAlE adjusts the global sfactor variable. As with rotation, the 
* actual scaling is performed within draw_fig(). 
*1 

1* 

else if (cxmnarrl = SCAlE) ( 
sscanf(&C[l], "%f", &tnp); 
sfactor = tnp; 

* TRANS IrOdifies the offset variables (relatively); faked by adjusting 
* the offsets with good old sinO and cosO. When the figure is 
* redrawn, it will be in the neN position. 
*1 

else if (cxmnarrl = TRANS) ( 
sscanf(&C[l], "%f%f", &rad, &dir); 
off[O] -1= rad * cos(dir * 3.1415927/180); 
off[l] -1= rad * sin(dir * 3.1415927/180); 

1* 
* print the help menu 
*1 

else if (c:xmnarrl = HEIP) helPO; 
1* 
* print a status report 
*1 

else if (c:xmnarrl = STA'IUS) status 0 ; 
1* 
* return FAISE if we're ready to quit the program 
*1 

else if (canmand = CUIT) return 0; 
1* 
* parseO ca.!ld return NONE or ERFOR; we ignore these here, since 
* none means do nothing, and if ERFOR is returned the user has 
* already been alerted to the problem 
*1 

else if (c:xmnarrl = NONE II cxmnarrl = ERROR) return 1; 

1* 
* ack! we're not in a knc:Mn state. o..ttp..rt; an error and then 
* p.rt: the program in a knc:Mn state. This is a bad sign, the 
* <X1Iplter is probably al:x:A.It to crash. 
*1 

1* 

else printf(''Unknown program cx:mnand!\n"); 
return 1; 

* draw the figure on the screen. Clears the screen before it tries 
* to do any drawing. If the figure doesn't "fit" on the screen, then 
* it prints an error message, clears the screen and does nothing. 
*1 

void draw figO 
{ -
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F'I..ClAT tx, ty; 

if (theta >= 360.0) theta ~ 360.0; 
else if (theta < 0.0) theta -1= 360.0; 

1* keep theta 0 <-> 360 *1 
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rotate (theta, fig, cur, figsize); 
scale_fig (sfactor, cur, cur, figsize); 

/* rotate the figure 
/* scale the figure 

/* . 
* check to make sure that the entire figure is goin:J to fit 
* on the screen. y-coordinate is inverted so that (0,0) a~ 
* to be in the bottan left, rather than the upper left corner 
* of the screen. 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i < figsize; i++) { 
tx = cur[i] [0] + off[O]; 

} 
clearO; 

ty = y size - (cur[i] [1] + off[l]); 
if (tx-< ° II tx >= x size II 

} 

ty < ° I I ty >= y size) ( 
printf(IIFigure is-off the sc:reen\n"); 
clear() ; 
return; 

curCi] [0] = tx; curti] [1] = ty; 

/* clear screen 
/* 
* draw the figure with the draw() cc::mnand. By rtJW, we know that 
* the figure will fit on the screen, so there's no need to check 
* the values goirg into m::J\Te() and draw(). 'l11e type casts are 
* absolutely necessary, since m::J\Te() and draw() both expect SHORl's, 
* not floats. 
*/ 

m::J\Te( (SHORT) cur[O][O], (SHORT) cur[0][1]); 
for (i = 1; i < figsize; i++) 

draw( (SHORT) cur[i][O], (SHORT) cur[i][l]); 

/* 
* parse an inp.lt cc::mnand, and return the cc::mnand which was 
* requested. Print an error message if an unknown oomnand 
* was entered. 
*/ 

int parse(d) 
char d; 
( 

if (d>= 'A' && d <= 'Z') d ~ ('A' - 'a'); 
if (d = 'h' II d = '?') return HEIP; 
else if (d = '1') return lOOP; 
else if (d = 'q') retlm1 CUlT; 
else if (d = 'r') return ROrATE; 
else if (d = 's') retlm1 SCAlE; 
else if (d = 't') return TRANS; 
else if (d = 'v') return STA'IUS; 
else if (d = '\0') return NOOE; 
else ( 

printf(''Unknown cc::mnand\n"); 
return ERROR; 

/* 
* print out a help menu 
*/ 

void help() 
{ 

printf("Available cx:mnarXls:\n"); 
printf("h -- this help nenu\n") ; 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
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printf("l <count>:<command>-- loop <command> <count> times\n"); 
printf("q -- quit\n"); 
printf("r <angle> -- rotate the object (relative)\n"); 
printf("s <factor> -- scale the object\n") ; 
printf("t <offset> <angle> -- move the object\n") ; 
printf(''v -- current program settings\n"); 

/* 
* print the status of the program (any lilI1portant" variables 
* which might be of interest to the casual user) . 
*/ 

void status () 
{ 

printf("Position: (U,U)\n", off[O], off[l]); 
printf("Direction: U degrees\n", theta); 
printf("Scaling: %f times nonnal \n", sfactor); 

1* 
* scales each vector in the :image by "factor" 
* '!his routine works by calling scale (), which scales only one 
* vector, on each of the vectors in the figure. 
*/ 

void scale fig (factor, in, out, size) 
FlOAT factor, in[][2], out[][2]; 
int size; 
{ 

register int i; 

for (i = 0; i < size; i++) scale (factor, in[i], out[i]); 

/* 
* work horse routine number one: scale a single vector by "factor" 
*/ 

void scale(factor, in, out) 
FlOAT factor, in[2], out[2]; 
( 

out[O] = factor * in[O]; 
out[l] = factor * in[l]; 

/* 
* rotate all of the vectors in a figure aroun:l (0,0) 
* '!his function calls make_rotO to get the right rotation 
* matrix. 
*/ 

void rotate(theta, in, out, size) 
FlOAT theta, in[ ][2], out [ ][2]; 
int size; 
( 

1* 

register int i; 
FlOAT rotrnat[2] [2]; 

make rot(theta, rotmat); /* build matrix 
for Ti = 0; i < size; i++) rnvnrult(rotmat, in[i], out[i]); 

* build a rotation matrix for a turn of "angle" degrees (notice that 
* it's converted to radians before any "real" work is done with it). 
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* Also notice that sinO and cosO expect doubles, so the cast is 
* necessary for sane canpilers. 'Ibis might not be clear, but the 
* matrix is defined as ''matrix[=lumn] [reM]". 
*/ 

void make rot(angle, matrix) 
FIDAT angle, matrix[2] [2]; 
{ 

angle *= 3.1415927/180.0; 
/* ~ bug, can't have cosO alone *1 

matrix[l] [1] = matrix[O] [0] = 0.0 + cos( (double) angle); 
1* ~ can't negate a floatin:J point value */ 

matrix[O] [1] = ZERO - (matrix[l] [0] = ZEro - sine (double) angle»; 

/* 
* work horse routine number tINo: nrultiply a 2x2 matrix by a vector. 
* Assumes that the matrix is defined as matrix[=lumn] [reM] 
*/ 

void mvnult(matrix, in, out) 
FIDAT matrix[2] [2], in[2], out[2]; 
{ 

out[O] = in[O] * matrix[O] [0] + in[l] * matrix[l] [0]; 
out[l] = in[O] * matrix [0] [1] + in[l] * matrix[l] [1]; 
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Computers are heralding a new age in informa
tion processing because of the computer's ability to manage 
iriformation and process it more efficiently than humans. 
You've probably thought about writing programs to manage 
data-for instance, to replace your address book. 

You'd need to collect all the information about each indi
vidual in the address book and keep it grouped together 
within your program. In Pascal, such a collection of data is 
called a record. In C, it's called a structure. Though the names 
differ, they are exactly the same thing. A structure is a group 
of one or more variables grouped together under a common 
name for convenience in handling. These variables may be of 
different types. 

Defining a Structure: struct 
Data structures are defined with the struct command. Imme
diately following the struct is a an optional structure tag. This 
identifies the structure so that you can use it over and over 
again. The following example demonstrates the use of the 
struct command: 

struct sample { 

}; 

int integer; 
float floatingpoint; 
long longinteger; 

The sample structure has three fields: an int, a float, and 
a long into When you want to declare a variable of type 
struct sample you use 

struct sample example; 

This line declares a variable example of the type struct sam
ple. The variables or parts of a structure are called members. 
To access the various members of a structure, use the " or 
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member operator. For example, to refer to the longinteger 
member of this example, use 

e:x:ample.longinteger = 18L; 

(Remember, the suffix L on the 18 tells the compiler that 
you're defining a long int constant.) When you declare a 
structure variable, it's not actually necessary to use a structure 
tag. You could use 

struct { 
int integer; 
float floatingpoint; 
long longinteger; 

} e:x:ample; 

to declare the variable example. It accomplishes the same 
thing as first defining a struct sample and then using it to 
declare e:x:ample. Doing things this way simply eliminates the 
intermediate sample part. You'd only do this if the structure 
were used only once in the program. Generally, you'll want to 
use a structure tag so that you can refer to the structure over 
and over again without retyping its entire definition every 
time it's needed. 

Pointers and Structures 
In the last chapter, pointers to simple data types and to arrays 
were used. Pointers can also be used inside structures. For 
example, 

struct filespec { 

}; 

char *drive; 
char *directory; 
char *filename; 

declares a structure with three pointers in it. One points to an 
array of chars called drive, the next to an array of chars called 
directory, and the last points to an array of chars called file
name. Here's how to assign values to the various fields of the 
structure: 

struct filespec name; 
name.drive = "dfO:"; 
name. directory .... "/fonts/topaz"; 
name.filename = "II"; 
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Each of the pointers may be treated as an array: 

printf("%c' n", name.drive[ID; 

This line will print an f. First, the %c escape for printf() 
makes it treat the corresponding argument as a single charac
ter. name.drive[l] is the second element in the array of char 
called name.drive. name.drive holds the string dfO:, and the 
second letter of that (the second element in the array of char) 
is f. printf(), then, prints the letter f. You could treat them 
with the • operator: 

printf("%c' n", ·name.filename); 

would print a 1. ·name.filename returns what name.filename 
is pointing to. It's pointing to the first character in the array 
11. Thus, ·name.filename returns the character 1. Remember, 
however, that declaring a pointer does not declare room for the 
thing the pointer refers to. Thus the definition of filespec 
above is very different from 

struct newfilespec { 

}; 

char drive[66]; 
char directory[66]; 
char filename[64]; 

even though it can be referenced in exactly the same way. 
This brings up an important point about assigning values to 
strings. The = operator assigns the pointers to the strings, not 
the strings themselves. Thus 

char ·example; 
example = "hi there' n"; 

is valid, since it points example to the text hi there 'n which 
has been stored somewhere within the program (as constant 
data). Here's an example that won't work: 

char example[18S]; 
example = "hi there' n"; 

example is no longer a pointer, but an array. It's necessary to 
use the C library function strcpy(), which copies the contents 
of one string to another string as shown below. 

char example[18S]; 
strcpy(example, "hi there' n"); 
copies the message hi there 'n into the string example. It 
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doesn't change where example points, but changes the con- II 
tents of the memory that it points to. In either case, you can 
use [] or * to access various parts of the array. Since example _ 
is declared as an array, you can't change where it points. A _ 
true pointer to char can be moved to point to any location in 
memory. The compiler treats arrays as static pointers: The _ 
pointers themselves can't be modified; only the memory they _ 
point to can be changed. 

Self-Referential Pointers 
There are times when an array is too limiting. What's needed 
is some organizational method which is more versatile. Pro
grammers may resort to something called linked lists. In a 
linked list each structure keeps track of the next structure in 
the list by having a pointer to it. It works out like a chain, 
where each link is connected to some other link in the chain. 
A linked list could be built to hold the information associated 
with a simple address-book program: 

struct entry { 

}; 

struct entry *next; 
char name[BO]; 
char address[BO]; 
char city[80]; 
char state[8]; 
long zipcode; 

The structure entry has six fields. A long is used to store 
the zip code, as it is a little more space-efficient than an array 
of chars. The only field which might seem peculiar is the first. 
This field defines next, a pointer to an entry structure. This _ 
field will be used to pOint to the next entry structure in the 
list of address entries. 

Dynamic Memory Allocation 
We've come across a problem already. How can we declare 
the structures as variables before using them? Do we pre
declare as many as we think we're going to need, and then 
just use them one by one as need be? That is one approach, 
but not the best one. It's better to allocate an entry structure 
only when necessary. This makes the program smaller when 
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it's running, since we don't have all of the empty entry struc
tures taking up space. In complete terms, we want to dynami
cally allocate a block of memory when we need it, and then 
treat that block of memory as an entry structure. 

In a single-tasking environment (that is, in a computer 
that can only run one program at a time), the concept of allo
cating memory might seem a little strange: "My program is 
the only program running, so I can use all of the computer's 
memory./I This is the approach that was formerly used with 
personal computers. Many newer operating systems support 
multitasking. Both AmigaDOS and GEMDOS offer a degree of 
multitasking ability. When you are using a multitasking envi
ronment, it's important that the co-resident programs share 
the computer's resources (such as memory or the disk drives) 
properly. 

When memory is allocated, it is allocated from a heap of 
memory. Once an area of memory has been allocated, the pro
gram which allocated it is the only one that is supposed to use 
that memory. Other programs should keep out. You wouldn't 
want one program writing its data on top of data being used 
by another program. Some minicomputers and mainframes 
have hardware devices which cause a program error when a 
program steps out of its allocated memory. Such computers 
have what's called protected memory. 

malloc( ), sizeof( ), free( ) 
The easiest way to reserve an area of memory with C is by 
using the C library function malloc(), which takes one pa
rameter, the number of chars of memory allocated. malloc() 
is usually defined as returning a pointer to ehar. malloe() 
may be used whenever you need to dynamically allocate 
memory. It's not always feasible to interchange pointer values. 
For some types of data (actually, any data type except char), 
pointers must start at an address of memory which is evenly 
divisible by a certain number. Such a pointer is said to be suit
ably aligned with memory. Pointers to char aren't always suit
ably aligned, but pointers to int must be so aligned. You 
should never assign a pointer to a char to a pointer to an into 
However, malloc() returns a suitably aligned pointer. You 
may assign the pointer returned by malloe() to any kind of 
pointer. 
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To determine how many chars are held in any particular 
structure, use the sizeof operator, a unary operator: 

struet entry temp; 
printf("entry takes up %d chars. "n",8izeof(struet 
entry»; 

We could have used sizeof(temp) instead. Generally, it's up 
to you to decide which you want to use, the variable which is 
declared as that type, or the type itself. Note that you can also 
do something like sizeof(int) to find out how large an int is. 
When you're working with strings, the sizeof() the ehar ar
ray might be different from the length of the string. sizeof() 
will tell you how many chars you allocated to the string, while 
strlen() will tell you the length of the string you've stored 
there. 

Even though aizeof() might look like a function, it isn't. 
sizeof() is evaluated when the program is compiled, not 
when it's run. The compiler substitutes the "call" to sizeof() 
with the appropriate numeric constant. 

With malloe() and aizeof(), you're ready to dynamically 
allocate memory. If we want to allocate an entry structure, we 
use 

struet entry ·pentry; 
extern char ·malloe( ); 
pentry = (atruet entry .) malloe(sizeof(atruet entry»; 

Most compilers will generate a warning if you don't put 
in the type-cast (the (struet entry .) operator). The reason 
for this is simple. The compiler knows that pentry is sup
posed to point to an entry structure, but malloe() returns a 
pointer to ehar. The type-cast eliminates that problem. Thus, 
mismatched pointers are generally considered a noncritical 
warning rather than an error requiring modifications to the 
source code. malloe() returns a Nl1LL pointer if it can't allo
cate any memory. You should always check for this condition 
and take some appropriate action (like print an error message 
and exit). 

When a previously allocated area of memory is no longer 
needed, it's a good programming practice to free the memory 
so that other programs can use it. Most compilers allocate 
memory so that when you exit the program all memory allo
cated by the program is freed automatically. This was not the 
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case for the first release of the Lattice compiler for the Amiga 
(v3.02). This has since been corrected. In any case, it's a good 
idea to use the C library function free( ) to free up memory 
that you've allocated via malloc(). free() takes one argu
ment, the pointer to the memory you want to de-allocate. Thus 

char -memory; 
extern char -malloc( ); 
memory = malloc(108400); 
if (memory = = l'lULL) printf("couldn't allocate 
memoryl" n"); 
else free(memory); 

quickly allocates and releases lOOK of memory. You have to 
be careful when you use free(). Most implementations of 
free() don't check to make sure that the memory you're free
ing is really allocated to the program. The results are unpre
dictable if you accidentally use free() with the pointer set to 
an area of free memory. 

Another function useful in managing memory is calloc(). 
calloc() returns a pointer to enough space for a number of 
objects of a specified size, or returns a NULL if the request 
cannot be satisfied. The storage area is initialized to O. The fol
lowing program lines will initialize an array of 12 floating
point variables: 

float -array; 
array = calloc(la, sizeof(float)); 

Linked Lists 
The general idea of a linked list is to point the next field at 
the next structure in the list. It's customary to set a pointer to 
l'lULL if it's not pointing to anything at all. This makes it easy 
to know if you're at the last structure on the list. 

Consider this small routine to add one structure to a 
linked list: 
.truet entry ·a44node(where) 
.truet entry ·where; 
{ 

} 

.truet entry ·temp; 

if (where - - RVLL) { 
temp - (.truet entry *) malloc(.izeof(.truct entry)); 
temp->nest - RVLL, 
return temp; 
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temp - where->nert; 
where->nert - (atruct entry 0) malloc(aiaeof(atruct entry)); 
where->nert->next - temp; 
return where->nert; 

The first line, struct entry *addnode(where), declares 
the function and tells the compiler several things: that 
addnode() is going to return a pointer to an entry structure 
(that's the struct entry * part of the line); that addnode() 
will be passed one argument called where; and that addnode 
is the name of this function. 

There's a new operator in this structure: the -> (structure 
pointer) operator. -> is really shorthand for something more 
complicated. The first occurrence of -> could be written: 

Ctemp).next = lIVLL; 

Even that might not be too obvious. What we want to do 
is use the pointer temp to address an entry structure, and 
then look into the next field of that structure. The *temp al
lows us to look at the entry structure pointed to by temp. 
The .next means that we're looking at the next field of that 
structure. We need to use the parentheses because • has a 
lower precedence than •. *temp.next won't work. Unfortu
nately, we're going to have this problem every time we use a 
pointer to a structure. In order to make life easy on the pro
grammer, a new operator was created which is shorthand for 
the Cwhatever).unimportant notation. This is -> . In a 
sense, it looks like what it means. temp->next seems to say, 
"temp pointing to next." 

The actual operation of the routine is also fairly easy to 
understand. First check to see if a NULL pointer has been 
passed. If a NULL has been passed, assume this is the first 
call to the routine. A new entry structure is allocated, the 
.next field is set to lIVLL, and the pointer to the newly allo
cated structure is returned. If the NULL pointer hasn't been 
passed, then insert the new entry into the linked list. First 
store where the old next pointer goes. Then allocate a new 
entry structure and point .next to it. Finally, relink the list so 
that the .next of the new entry structure points to the portion 
of the list that used to follow the old entry structure (see Fig
ure 6-1). Finally, a pointer to the new structure is returned. Of 
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course, the return from malloc() should be checked to make 
sure it's actually able to allocate memory. If you use addnode(), 
you should insert those checks. 

Figure 6-1. Adding a Node 

addnode (where) where 

c]-D~D-D-NULL 
temp-where--next where temp 

where--next-(struct entry*)malloc (sizeof(struct entry)) 

where temp 

D-D~D ~D_NULL 
\D 

where--next->next - temp 

where temp 

~ ~ 

D-D-D\D/D-NULL 
Here's a routine to remove an entry in the linked list: 

remnode(where) 
atruct entry ·where; 
{ 

} 

atruct entry ·temp; 

temp ... where->nezt; 
where->nezt - where->nezt->nezt; 
free(temp); 
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remnode() removes the structure immediately following 
the structure pointed to by where. The general scheme is to 
"remember" the structure we want to remove, snip it out of 
the linked list, and then free the memory allocated to that 
structure. 

Figure 6-2. Removing a Node 

remnode (where) 

where 

"-... []-[]-[]-[]-NULL 
temp - where .... next 

where temp 

[]~[]~[]-[] 
where-+next-where .... next .... next 

where temp 

'\.. '\.. 

D-[]~DJD 
free(temp) 

where 

It would be impractical to write a routine which removes 
the structure pointed to by where because there aren't any 
pointers from this structure to the structure preceeding it. We 
wouldn't know how to link the part of the list after where to 
the part of the list which comes before it. This is a limitation 
of linked lists of this kind. This is an example of a singly linked 
list. It is only linked in one direction, from front to end. 
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There are also circularly linked lists. These are linked so 
that the last structure points to the first one. You could also 
have a doubly linked list which is linked in both directions. 
Each structure would have a pointer to the next structure and 
to the previous structure. 

Figure 6-3. Linked Lists 

sing! y linked list 

O--O--O--O--O--NULL 
circular linked list 

(J0\) 
i t 

\){[J.o 
doubly linked list 

NULL-D~II IFD~D91 II--NULL 
doubly-linked circular list 

~D\) 
r~ t~ 

~Dt7 
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A general rule of programming is to keep things as simple 
as possible. To this end, singly linked lists are the most fre
quently used of these schemes. Programmers usually do not 
resort to doubly linked or circular lists unless forced to. Linked 
lists are extremely important for graphics programming; you 
may wish to review this section before continuing. 

Sample Program: graph 
You might find the graph program useful in school or busi
ness work. It's a simple graphing program which lets you load 
data files and plot them on the screen in different styles and 
colors. You can also use the program to find the best-fit line 
though the data points. There are options to plot the data as it 
would appear on semi-log or log-log paper. Semi-log graphs 
are useful if one axis of the data is exponential in nature 
(chemical reaction rates are this way). Log-log graphs come in 
handy for doubly exponential data, as in frequency reponse 
curves. 

Program Modules 
The graph program is the largest sample program thus far. 
Unlike the other programs, this one has been broken into a 
number of program modules; each program file (something. c) 
is a module. All of the functions and global variables which 
you define within that module are considered part of that 
module. Large programs are often split into several small 
modules. Generally, functions relating to one aspect of the 
program are collected together. This makes maintaining the 
program easier than having all of the functions jumbled to
gether. If a certain part of the program isn't working, you 
don't have to go searching through the entire source code to 
find the problem. You only need to examine the one set of 
routines which you think is at fault. 

All of the global variables and function names must be 
unique for the entire program. This means that for all of the 
program's modules, you can have only one main(). The link
ing program combines all of the modules into one program. It 
also looks for those functions which you've used but not writ
ten yourself (printf(), for example). Those functions it looks 
up in an object-module library and inserts into your program. 
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Making Something Local: static 
Suppose you don't want all of the functions you've put into a 
certain module to be defined for the entire program. Perhaps 
they are just local to that particular module. If you put the 
static keyword in front of the declaration of the function or 
global variable, then it will only be defined for that module. 
For example, here is an outline of two program modules 
which make one program: 

fileio.c: 
input() 
{ ... } 

static getllne( ) 
{ ... } 

output() 
{ ... } 

static outline() 
{ ... } 

main.c: main() { 
input( ); 

output(); 

. } 
Any function in fileio.c can use input(), output(), 

getline(), and outline(). The module main.c can only use 
the functions input( ) and output() from fileio.c. main.c 
can't use getline() and outline() because they are local to 
their module and aren't defined throughout the entire program. 

Why would you want to do this? Perhaps you don't want 
to create a naming conflict. Remember, all of the function 
names have to be unique; otherwise there will be a linking er
ror (after all, if you've defined two input() functions, how's 
the linker to know which one you mean?). If you use static 
on the functions, then they are only defined for their module; 
the rest of the program doesn't know they exist. 
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A Specialized Else-If: switch 
When the if command was introduced, we explained how you 
could build an if ... else if ... else if ... construction with this 
example: 

r the char infunc holds the function symbol·/ 
if (infune = = '/') printf("division"); 
else if (infunc = = '.') printf("multiplication"); 
else if (infunc == '+') printf("addition"); 
else if (infunc = = '-') printf("subtraction"); 
else printf("invalid symbol"); 
r more code follows ./ 
domath(infunc); 

C offers a much more elegant way of handling this kind 
of construction. We can use the switch and case commands: 

switch (infunc) { 

} 

case '/': printf("dlvision"); break; 
case '.': printf("multiplication"); break; 
case '+': printf("addltion"); break; 
case '-': printf("subtraction"); break; 
default: printf("invalid symbol"); break; 

domath(infunc); 

The switch evaluates infunc, which must be an integer 
expression, and then compares its value to all of the cases. 
Each case must be labeled by a character constant or an inte
ger expression. If none of the cases match, then the default 
case is used. The default case doesn't have to be at the end; it 
can go anywhere. You must put a break command at the end 
of every case, however, or the computer will execute the fol
lowing case. The break command causes an immediate end 
to the switch. When a break is encountered, we immediately 
go to the call to domath(). Each case can only have one ob
ject for evaluation. You cannot do this: 

switch (infunc) { 

} 
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Instead, you must use 

switch (infunc) { 

} 

case 'I': 
case '.': 

printf("mult/div"); 
break; 

case '+': 
case '-': 

printf("add/sub"); 
break; 

default: 
printf("unknown"); 
break; 

Unfortunately, many compilers won't detect an error if 
you do try to write code with more than one object for a case; 
however, the program will not compile properly. 

The <stdio.h> Library 
One feature of the C language is that it has no input/output 
(I/O) routines included as part of the language. Instead, a file 
is included with each compiler for the specific computer that 
the compiler was written for. This file, stdio.h, consists of 
computer-specific input/output functions. stdio.h contains 
macros and variables used by the I/O library. The input/ 
output functions used by the C language have been derived 
from the UNIX operating system. 

When a program writes data to the screen with printf( ), 
what it's really doing is sending characters to the standard 
output device (called stdout)-in this case, the monitor 
screen. The seanf() function then reads the character from 
the standard input device, called stdin. These devices can be 
the terminal (the keyboard and screen) or a disk file, making it 
easy to redirect input and output to and from a program; just 
redirect it to the appropriate device. 

There is another standard device: stderr. Any error mes
sages are sent to stderr. The reason for separating stdout and 
stderr is simple. If an error condition is encountered and an 
error message is sent to stdout, and the output has been redi
rected to a disk file, the user won't see the error message un
less the file is read. By using stderr, the error messages can 
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II 
be directed somewhere else (usually to the screen) even II 
though the program's output is directed to a disk file. 

Sending output to stderr with the fprintf() is exactly 
like printf(), except that its first parameter is the stream II 
which you want to receive the output. Thus, 

fprintf(stderr, "Brror number IJLd occurred; HBLP"n", 
errno); II 

prints a generic error message to stderr. printf() is really 
just a synonym for fprintf(stdout, ... ). 

You may create your own data streams. fopen() is used 
to open a data stream so that data can be read from or written 
to it. C keeps track of the various streams by using a pointer 
to a FILB structure. fopen() returns a pointer to a particular 
file: 

FILB *myfile; 

myfile = fopen("generic.txt", "r"); 

myfile is a pointer to the FILB structure. The FILB structure 
is defined in stdio.h. fopen() takes two arguments. The first 
is the name of the file to open. The second is the mode, or 
how the file should be opened: "r" means for reading; "w" 
means for writing. In the event of an error, a NULL will be 
returned. 

After you've opened the file, you need to close it. Not 
closing a file which has been opened for reading is no great 
sin, but not closing a file which has been opened for writing 
can cause problems. C buffers all output to the file in memory. 
If the file isn't closed before you exit the program, the charac-
ters remaining in the buffer will not be written to the file. This 
means the tail end of any file you may be writing to disk will 
be lost forever. To close a file, just call fclose() with the 
FILB pointer set to the file to be closed. fclose() clears the 
buffer of any remaining characters, closes the associated file, 
and then breaks the connection between the file pointer and 
the external name that was established by fopen( ): 

fclose(myfile); 

fopen( ) and fclose( ) both return error values if some
thing goes wrong. These are generally pretty self-evident. 
Please refer to your compiler's documentation for more com
plete information. 
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typedef 
The new type, I'IL., can be considered a special variable 
type. When we talked about structures, we said you were de
fining your own data type. C lets you take this concept one 
step further with the typedef command. typedef lets you 
"create" your own data types, which you can use as you use 
int, char, and so on. For example, 

typedef char *STRING; 

defines a new type called STRING which is char *. Any place 
you would use char *, you could use STB.Il'lG. Thus, 

STB.Il'lG input; 

is the same as 

char *input; 

typedef is similiar to #define. typedef is used with types 
which are too complicated to do with #define. We haven't 
talked about any of these cases, but the definition of PI'UNC 
below is a good example. PFUNC is defined as a pointer to a 
function which returns a pointer to a fioat: 

typedef fioat *C*PJ'UNCX); 

Once you've done that, then 

PI'UNC something; 

defines something as a pointer to a function which returns a 
pointer to a fioat. 

Command Line Arguments: argv[ ], argc 
The declarations in main() of the graph.c module of Program 
6-3 are different from what you've seen before. We're letting 
the program get at the command line arguments. The method 
is handed down from UNIX. The command line arguments are 
passed to mainC) in two variables, a count of the arguments 
(how many there were), and an array of strings which are the 
arguments themselves. 

To get at these variables, you declare mainC) as we've 
done in graph.c: 

mainCargc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[ ]; 
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You don't have to use the names argc and argv[], but 
these are the names used by convention. argc holds the num
ber of arguments which are passed to the program. argv is a 
pOinter to an array of character strings that hold the actual ar
guments (argv[ ]). Generally argv[O] is the name of the pro
gram which is being executed. Thus, argc is usually at least 1. 
(There is one exception to this rule: On the Amiga, a program 
run from the Workbench will normally have argc = 0.) The 
rest of the argv[] array holds other arguments. Before you 
start working on graph, take a look at Program 6-1. It's a sim
ple program which will print all of the command line 
arguments. 

Program 6-1. options.c 

/* 
* sinple program to print comman:i line arguments 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

main (argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 
{ 

int i; 

/* 

/* number of arguments 
/* pointer to an array of strings 

/* counting variable 

* print oo.t each argument, one by one 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i < argc; ++i) printf("%s\n", argv[i]); 

Using graph 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 

To run graph on the Amiga, you simply issue the command 
graph from the CLI. On the ST, double-click the graph.tos 
icon to run it from the desktop. The graph program can also 
use command line arguments. These command line arguments 
will be a list of files which hold coordinate data that the pro
gram can use for drawing the graph. The first number in the 
data file is the number of data points in the data file. The data 
points are given as x,y-coordinate pairs. The program auto
matically scales the data so that it uses the entire screen. The 
sine.c program, Program 6-8, generates a data file called 
sine.dat which is compatible with the graph program. To 
graph sine.dat, use the command graph sine.dat on the 
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Amiga, or on the ST, rename graph.tos as graph.Up ; then 
type sine.dat as the parameter in the TOS Dialog Window. If 
you are using a command line interpreter with the ST, pass 
the parameters the same as with the Amiga. 

graph has ten commands. The first letter of each com
mand is unique, but you can type as many letters as you want. 
After you've issued a command, the screen is redrawn to re
flect the changes. Note that the display is drawn in the order 
in which graphs were loaded into memory. So, if you have 
two datasets, then the dataset which was loaded first will be 
displayed first. This will set the scaling of the screen, so the 
graphs which follow will be drawn using the same scaling as 
the first graph. This lets you intermix related datasets. The 
scaling is re-evaluated every time the screen is redrawn. 

If you're using an Atari ST, you can switch between the 
text and graphics screens by pressing return on a blank input 
line. Amiga users can switch between the screen with the 
c1osed-Amiga-N and -M key combinations. 

The commands are as follows: 

color <dataset> <color>. Change the color of the speci
fied dataset to the specified color. If you want to change the 
color of graph "sine. datil to blue, use the command c sine.dat 
blue. You can find out what colors are valid with the com
mand help colors. 

fit <dataset> <new dataset>. Do a least-squares best 
line-curve fit on the named dataset and put the fitted line 
into new dataset. The new dataset will be drawn on the 
screen. If you want to find the best-fit line of sine.dat, use 
the command f sine.dat fit, which will put the fitted line into 
a dataset called fit. 

help. Print a help menu. You can also use help colors 
and help modes to learn more about the available colors and 
modes. 

log <dataset>. Converts the named dataset into log-log 
dataset. Doing this makes the graph look the way it would if it 
were plotted on log-log graph paper. This is generally done 
with any data which is exponential in both the x and y coordi
nates (like frequency-response curves). 

mode <dataset> <style>. Changes the style of the speci
fied dataset to the specified style. There are four different 
styles which you can use: 
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none. Suppress the drawing of this graph. This can be useful 
if you have a number of graphs loaded into memory, and 
don't want some of them displayed. 

dot. Draw each data point as a dot. 
line. Draw a line between each data point. 
diamond. Draw each data point as a small diamond. This 

makes the data points easier to find than the dots, but 
doesn't imply any kind of extrapolation you might get 
from line. 

new. Erase and redraw the screen. 
quit. Leave graph. 
read <fne>. Read in a dataset file. The name of the 

dataset is the name of the file. Thus, the command read 
sine.dat will read in the data from the file sine.dat and cre
ate a dataset called sine.dat. 

semi <dataset>. Converts the specified dataset so that it 
will be plotted as it would appear on semi-log graph paper 
(we only take the log of the y coordinate). This can be useful 
for data which is only exponential in one coordinate (like the 
rate of a chemical reaction). 

verify. Print the program's status (this command is poorly 
named, but s was already taken for semi). This includes infor
mation about the graph which is already on the screen, as 
well as data about each of the datasets which is loaded. 

There are a few things which you have to be careful 
about when using graph. First, it doesn't check to make sure 
you have unique dataset names. Thus, you can do f sine.dat 
sine.dat, and the program will generate a fitted dataset called 
sine.dat and maintain the old (unfitted) dataset sine.dat. Try 
it, and then use the v command. This can cause problems, 
since you won't be able to change the style or color of the sec
ond sine.dat. The program will find the first one, and work 
with it. It will never see the second sine.dat. The routines 
which plot the graphs on the screen, however, never look at 
the dataset names, so they will plot both sine.dat's. 

Other Notes About graph 
The primary purpose of graph is to demonstrate the use of 
program modules, local functions, and global variables, and to 
firm up your understanding of C in general. graph also makes 
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use of a simple linked list to keep track of what is being dis
played on the screen. 

The graph.h header file, Program 6-2, includes defini
tions for the different graphing modes as well as some of the 
program's arbitrary constants. Note that the input line length, 
the default style and color, and the margins used on the dis
play screen can be set simply by changing the appropriate def
initions and recompiling the program. 

Next, three structures are defined with the typedef com
mand. The DATA structure holds the x,y-coordinate data for 
the points to be plotted. The data points will be stored in an 
array of DATA structures. 

The PLOT structure holds data relevant to a particular 
dataset. We will build a linked list of these for all of the plots 
which are to be drawn on the screen. A structure tag plot_s 
must be defined in order to build a self-referential pointer. We 
can't use the type we're defining, since C doesn't know what 
that type is until it's gotten all the way through the definition. 
In other words, we have to use struct plot-s ·next rather 
than PLOT ·next. The PLOT structure includes a pointer to a 
DATA structure. This will be a pointer to an array of DATA 
structures. We also make room for the name of the dataset, its 
size (how many data points are in it), its color, and its style. 

The DISPLAY structure holds the information which is 
relevant to a particular display. This includes the x and y scal
ing factors, the smallest x and y values, and the x and y off
sets-all needed to get the graph centered on the screen-and 
a flag to determine if the screen needs to be rescaled. The 
DISPLAY structure really isn't needed, since there's only go
ing to be one of these. In this case, it was convenient to have 
all of the global variable types grouped together in one structure. 

Finally, at the end of graph.h, we define the global func
tions which don't return into Notice that many of the func
tions are declared void, and two are defined to return a 
pointer to a DATA structure. 

The principal program module is graph.c, Program 6-3. 
This module contains the main{) function in it. It declares 
two global variables, a PLOT structure called base, which will 
be treated as the first in the linked list of PLOT structures, and 
tail, a pointer to a PLOT structure which will point to the last 
PLOT structure in the linked list. Some local variables are also 
defined as static. 
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maine ) is declared to utilize command line arguments. 
main() begins by declaring some local variables, an array of 
char to hold the input line, a pointer to a PLOT structure, and 
a counting int i. Next, the graphics routines are initialized by 
calling init_graphics() and assigning the default color and 
style to the first PLOT structure. Then each command line 
argument is evaluated. Each argument is treated like a file
name, and is passed to load-data( ). p is made to point to 
base, the starting point for the dataset, and is moved along 
the linked list as the loop progresses. If load-data() was not 
able to open the file, then a 0 is placed in the size field of the 
PLOT structure. When this happens, the program terminates. 
At the end of the loop, p->next points to a new PLOT struc
ture. This means that there is one extra PLOT structure at the 
end of the linked list. taU points to this last structure as we 
leave the loop. Finally, the screen is redrawn and the program 
enters the main input loop, get-input(inline). 

The die() routine is called as the program is exited to 
free the memory which has been used by the program. The 
routine does this by following the linked list of PLOT struc
tures, freeing them as it goes along. The DATA structures 
which are associated with the PLOT structures are also freed. 

The rest of graph.c is fairly well commented, as are the 
other associated modules. Remember that there is an extra 
PLOT structure at the end of the linked list; this structure is 
pointed to by taU. Some of the routines use PLOT structures, 
while others work only with arrays of structures. 

The graphing program could be made much more com
plex. You might try modifying the program to improve some 
areas. You could include the ability to draw bar charts and pie 
graphs, or consider adding axes and a means of saving data 
which has been changed or created. 

Program 6-2. graph.h 

/* 
* include file for the m::xiules of the gra{:tl program 
*/ 

/* 
* plot nodes which 1IIIe can use 
*/ 

#define NCm 0 
#define DOT 1 
#define LINE 2 
#define DIAlOID 3 
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/* 
* sane amitral:y oonstants 
*/ 

#define LINEIEN 
#define STYIE 
#define CDIDR 
#define lEFlli 
#define RIGHIM 
#define rom 
#define 00I'ICM1 

1024 
LINE 
WHITE 

/* len:Jtll of inpJt line */ 
/* default style */ 
/* default =lor */ 

5 
5 
5 
5 

/* left margin * / 
/* right margin */ 
/* top margin */ 
/* bottom margin */ 

/* 
* structure to hold the data bein:J plotted 
*/ 

typedef struc:t: { 
FI.Cl!cr' x, 

y; 
} or.TA; 

/* 
* structure to hold infonoation about a particular plot; we I::Juild 
* a linked list of these as we add rore to the screen. '!he program 
* follows the linked list of PIDl' structures to redraw the screen. 
*/ 

typedef struct plot s { 
struct plot s-*next; 
or.TA *data;-

/* pointer to next plot */ 
/* pointer to array of data */ 

char filename [LINEIEN] ; 
int size; 

/* name of the data file */ 
/* number of data points */ 

SlKlRI' =lor; /* =lor to do the plot in */ 
int style; /* style of line drawin:J to use */ 

PLOl'; 

/* 
* data regarciim the particular display 
*/ 

typedef struc:t: { 
FI.Cl!cr' xscale, /* heM nuch to scale x ooord 

/* how much to scale y ooord 
/* smallest x 
/* smallest Y 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

yscale, 
minx, 
miny, 
xcff, /* center of screen in x */ 

int 
DISPIAY; 

/* 

yoff; 
scaled; 

/* center of screen in y */ 
/* has the screen been scaled? */ 

* define these, so the cc::arpiler knows .mat they are gain; 
* to retllln. Each m:x:lule (in theory) needs to have access 
* to at least sate of these roltines 
*/ 

extern void han:ileylot(), loacl_data(), help(); 
extern void semi log(), log log(), clear screen(), g_status(); 
extern or.TA *fit(), *allocjIata(); -

Program 6-3. graph.c 

1* 
* graph. c -- silnple graphing program using the graphics library. 
* The program can plot data in a limited number of modes and 
* =lors. It can draw the data as it would appear on log-log 
* or semi -log paper and it can do least-square curve fitting. 
*/ 
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/* 
* we use many stdio.h functions, so we need to include stdio.h; 
* graphics library routines require us to include machine.h; and 
* this program has its own include file which has the definitions 
* of the special types, and some of the functions. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include "machine.h" 
#include "graph.h" 

/* 
* 'These are the programs global variables. 
*/ 

PIOr base, 
*tail; 

/* 

/* base of splot chain 
/* pointer to tail of splot chain 

* these functions are all in this module, and shouldn't be 
* accessible fram modules outside this one 
*/ 

static void status() , set style(), set =lor(), redraw(); 
static Pwr *alloc ylot () -;- *find _ data (T ; 
static char *sstyle(), *scolor(); 
static int istyle(), parse(); 
static SHORT icolor(); 

/* 
* declare the main ( ) function so that we can get at the 
* command line arguments. For rv::M, the arguments are just 
* the names of the data files we want to plot. 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

rnain (argc , argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 

/* count of arguments */ 
/* pointer to array of strings */ 

( 
char inline [LINEIEN] ; 
Pwr *P; 
int i; 

init graphics (OOIDRS) ; 
base-:-=lor = OOIDR; 
base.style = STYlE; 

/* input buffer */ 
/* pointer to a Pwr structure */ 
/* =unter */ 

/* initialize graphics routines */ 
/* set the default color */ 
/* and style */ 

/* 
* try to load the data files specified in the command line 
* arguments. Pass the name of the data file to load data 
* along with a pointer to a PIOr structure. 
*/ 

/* 

for (i = 1, P = &base; i < argc; i-++, p = p->next) 
load data (argv[i], p); 
if (!p->size) die (NULL) ; /* no size, no data 
p->next = allocylot(); 

* keep track of the tail of the linked list of pwr structures; 
* this sinplifies things later on. Note that the structure 
* pointed to by tail is allocated, but doesn't hold any 
* data which needs to be plotted. 
*/ 

tail = p; 
/* 
* put the graph on the screen, using the program's default 
* values for all of the graphs 
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*/ 
redrawO; 

/* 
* main command loop; this loop 1IIOrks just like the one 
* we used in plot.c and vector.c 
*/ 

while (get_input (inline) && parse (inline) ) 
, ; 

die(NULL) ; /* return to OS 

/* 
* do program clean-up and return to the operating system 
*/ 

die(msg) 
char *msg; 
{ 

register PIDl' *p, *q; 

/* 
* free up the I inked list of PlDI' structures 
*/ 

p = base.next; 
while (p) ( 

*/ 

if (p->data) free(p->data); 
q = p->next; 

/* free DA.TA structures */ 

/* 

free(p) ; 
p = q; 

} 
exit graphics (msg) ; 
exit(O) ; 

/* cleanup graphics routines 
/* return to command shell 

* figure out what a command tells us to do 
*/ 

static int parse(inline) 
char *inline; 

/* 

PIDl' *p; 
char cornmand [LINEIEN) , 
dataset[LINEIEN) , 
param[I..INEUN) ; 

/* tenpJrary pcinter 
/* cammarrl typed 
/* first argt.mleI1t 
/* second argument 

* set each of strings to a string with no characters 
* in it (assign the first char in each string to be 
* 0, so they appear to be strings of no length). 
*/ 

*command = *dataset = *Param = I \0 '; 
/* 

* use sscanf ( ) to find up to three valid strings in the 
* input line. strings are delimited by spaces, tabs or new-line 
* characters 
*/ 

sscanf(inline, "%5%5%5", command, dataset, param); 
/* 
* use the first character of the "command" to figure 
* out what command was typed 
*/ 

switch (*cornmand) { 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
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/* 
* c:hange the color of the requested dataset; find the dataset 
* which wants a new color, and then pass a pointer to that 
* PIDr structure along with the name of the new color to 
* set color 0 . redrawO the screen. 
*/ -

/* 

case Ie': 
if «p = find data (dataset) ) = NUIL) break; 
set_color(p, Param); redrawO; break; 

* try to do a least square data fit using the requested 
* dataset, and name the fitted data the name entered as 
* the second argument. First, check to make sure that 
* the user typed a second argument. 'Ihen find the dataset 
* the user wants to fit, and pass the appropriate information 
* to the fitO routine. Notice that we're already setting 
* up the new PIDl' structure (remember, tail points to an 
* allocated PIDl' structure). 'Ihen copy in the name of the 
* new PI.Or structure, and allocate a new PIDr structure. Notice 
* how a new tail 'is fonned, and linked into the list all in 
* one program line. Redraw the screen. 
*/ 

/* 

case 'f': 
if (! *param) ( 

) 

printf("Need to specify fitted data set name\n") 
break; 

if «p = find data (dataset) ) = NUIL) break; 
tail->data = fit(p->data, tail->size = p->size) ; 
strcpy(tail->filename, param); 
tail = tail->next = alloc~lot(); redraw(); 
break; 

* the user is askin;r for help 
*/ 

case 'h': 
case I?,. 

help(dataset); break; 
/* 
* convert the named dataset into log-log data; find the requested 
* dataset in the linked list, and then pass log logO the a pointer 
* to the data, and the rn.nnber of data points. Redraw the screen. 
*/ 

/* 

case 'I': 
if «p = find data (dataset) ) = NUIL) break; 
log log(p->data, p->size); redrawO; 
break; 

* c:hange the gra~ lOClde of the named data set to the 
* lOClde specified in the second argument. Find the requested 
* dataset, and then call set styleO to c:hange the m::xl.e of that 
* particular dataset. -
*/ 

case 'm': 

/* 
* redraw the screen 
*/ 

if «p = find data (dataset) ) = NUIL) break; 
set_style(p, Param); redrawO; break; 

case In': 
redrawO; break; 
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/* 
* leave the program 
*/ 

case 'q': 
return 0; 

/* 
* read in a new dataset fran the named file. The name of the file 
* becanes the name of the new dataset. Read in the new dataset 
* using the load data () routine. Remember, tail already points 
* to a valid PLdr structure. tail is reassigned to point to 
* a new PIDl' structure after the data has been read in. Notice 
* that we can chain in the new PLOI' structure AND move tail to 
* point to the last PLOI' structure in one line. Force a redraw(). 
*/ 

/* 

case 'r': 
load data(dataset, tail); 
tail-= tail->next = alloc-plot(); 
redraw(); break; 

* convert the data into a semi-10)" plot; find the requested data 
* set in the linked list, arrl pass a pointer to the actual data 
* arrl the size of the data set to the semi 10)"0 function; then 
* force a redraw() of the screen. -
*/ 

/* 

case '5': 
if «p = find data(dataset» = NUIL) break; 
semi 10)" (p->ctata, p->size); redraw(); 
break; 

* print out the status of the program 
*/ 

case 'v': 

/* 

g status(); 
status (); break; 

* a blank line was typed, ignore it 
*/ 

case '\0': 
break; 

/* 
* a ccmnand that wasn't un:ierstood was entered, so print 
* an error message, incll.ldin;J the name of the ccrnmarrl 
* which was typed 
*/ 

default: 
printf("Bad oomman::l \"%s\".\n", ccmnarrl); break; 

} 
return 1; 

/* 
* redraw the plots on the screen. start by clearing the 
* screen ani resetting sane of the plotting functions. 
* '!hen, follow the linked list of PLOI' structures, drawing each one. 
*/ 

static void redraw() 
( 

PIDl' *p; 

clear() ; 
reset_screen() ; 
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r . .. tthelast * when p->next is NULL, then p ~s pomtJ.n:l a 
* dataset in the linked list (i.e., the one pointed to by tail) . 
* we don't want to do anythin:J with that one 
*/ 

for ( p = &base; p->next; p = p->next) 
harrlleJllot(p) ; 

/* '_',...... PLOI' * print out a status report; follow the l~~ l~st of 
* structures, ani print rut the pertinent infornation in 
* each stJ:ucture. 
*/ 

static void status() 
{ 

PWl' *P; 
/* 

* if base.size is zero, then we haven't loaded ANY datasets yet 
*/ 

if (!base.size) { 

} 

printf("No data sets loaded\n"); 
retunl; 

for (p = &base; p->next; p = p->next) { 
printf("data set: %s\n", p->filename); 
printf("\t%d point%s.\n",p->size, p->size = 1 ? "" "5"); 
printf("\tin color \"%5\" ani style \"%s\"\n", 

scolor(p->color), sstyle(p->style»; 

1* 
* Set the graphing style for the specified PLOI' stnlcture; call 
* istyle() to get the "number" of the specified style. 
*/ 

static void set style(p, inline) 
PLOI' *P; -
char *inline; 
{ 

int newstyle; 

if «newsty1e = istyle(inline» != -1) p->style = newstyle; 
printf ("set style of \"%5\" to \"%5\". \n", 

p->filename, sstyle(p->style»; 

1* 
* convert a textual style specification into a numeric 
* style specification. This can't be done with 
* a switch() because we have to call the strcmp() 
* routine to check each case. 
*/ 

static int istyle(inline) 
char *inline; 
{ 
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else if (stratp(inline, "diaIroro") = 0) return DIAK>ND; 
else printf("Bad gra~ style (%s)\n", inline); 
return -1; 

/* 
* the CCI"Iplement function of istyleO; in other words, convert 
* a numeric style specification into a string style specification; 
* this one, we can do with a switchO. Notice that we seem to 
* be returnin} strin}s; what's really happening is that the 
* CCI"Ipiler has stored these strings away somewhere, and is 
* returnin} pointers to them. 
*/ 

static char *sstyle(i) 
int i; 
{ 

switch (i) { 
case NONE: return "none"; break; 
case oor: return "dot"; break; 
case LINE: return "line"; break; 
case DIAK>ND: return "diamoro"; break; 
default: return "unknown"; break; 

/* 
* Set the specified color in the PI.Dl' structure; works by 
* callin} icolor() to convert a string color into a numeric 
* color 
*/ 

static void set color(p, inline) 
PIar *p; -
char * inline; 
{ 

int tJrp; 

if «tJrp = icolor(inline)) 1= -1) p->color = tq;l; 
printf ("Set Color of \"%s\" to \"%s\". \n" , 

p->filename, scolor(p->color)); 

/* 
* convert a textual color specification into a numeric color 
* specification. As with istyleO, we can't use switchO 
*/ 

static SHORT icolor(inline) 
char * inline; 
{ 

if (strcnp(inline, ''white'') = 0) return WHITE; 
else if (strcnp(inline, "black") = 0) return BLACK; 
else if (strcnp(inline, "red") = 0) return RED; 
else if (straup(inline, "green") = 0) return GREEN; 
else if (strcnp(inline, "blue") = 0) return BIlJE; 
else if (strcnp(inline, "cyan") = 0) return CYAN; 
else if (strcnp(inline, "yellow") = 0) return~; 
else if (straup(inline, "magenta") = 0) return MlIGENTA; 
else printf("Invalid color (%s)\n", inline); 
return -1; 
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/* 
* 'lhe complement of ioolor(); oonvert a rn.nreric oolor specification 
* into a textual oolor specification. See notes with istyle () . 

*/ 
static char *scolor(i) 
int i; 
{ 

switch (i) ( 
case WHI'IE: 
case BlACK: 
case RED: 
case GREEN: 
case BllJE: 
case CYAN: 
case YELI.!:M: 
case MAGENTA: 
default: 

return "white"; break; 
return "black"; break; 
return "red"; break; 
return "green"; break; 
return "blue"; break; 
return "cyan"; break; 
return "yellow"; break; 
return "magenta"; break; 
return "unknown"; break; 

/* 
* allocate a PlDl' structure am set some of the fields to 
* the default parameters. 
*/ 

static PI.OI' *alloc ylot () 
{ 

PlDl' *p; 

if «p = (PLOl' *) malloc(sizeof(PLOl'))) = NULL) 
die(''Unable to allocate memory for plot structure\n") ; 

p->color = COIDR; 
p->style = STYlE; 
p->size = 0; 
p->next = NULL; 
p->data = NULL; 
* (p->filename) '\0'; 
return p; 

/* 
* a utility function to fin:! a particular dataset in the 
* linked list of datasets. Makes use of the globally defined 
* "base" of the linked list. It uses st.ratp() to oompare 
* the requested dataset name with the names of the datasets 
* in the linked list. If the dataset oouldn't be fO\.ll'Xl., 
* fiIrl data () prints an error message am returns NULL. 
*/ -

static PI.OI' *fin:! data(c) 
char *c; -
( 
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if (!*c) ( 

) 

printf("No data set specified\n"); 
return NULL; 

for (p = &base; p->next; p = p->next) 
if (stratp(p->filename, c) = 0) return p; 

printf("data set \"%s\" not fO\.ll'Xl.. \n" ,c) ; 
return NULL; 
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Program 6-4. fileio.c 
/* 

* this module takes care of reading data in from a file 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include ''machine.h'' 
#include "graph.h" 

/* 
* load data from the specified file 
* pointed to by p 
*/ 

into the PlOT structure 

void load data(filename, p) 
char * filename ; 
PIm *P; 

/* name of the file to open */ 
/* a pointer to PIm structure */ 

( 
FIlE *infile, *fopen(); 
register int i; 
float tx, ty; 

/* file pointer 
/* counter 
/* floats to read in values 

/* 
* try to open the file for reading 
*/ 

if «infile = fopen(filename, "r")) = NULL) ( 
/* 

* unsuccessful, print an e=or message 
*/ 

printf (''Unable to open %s\n", filename); 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

p->size = -1; /* set to an unlikely value */ 
return; 

/* 
* set the name of the data set 
*/ 

strcpy(p->filename, filename); 
/* 

* if we're using the same structure again, first free the old memory 
*/ 

if (p->data) free(p->data); 
/* 

* read in some key values 
*/ 

fscanf(infile, "%d", &p->size); 
/* 

* allocate a new data structure of the right size 
*/ 

p->data = alloc_data(p->size) ; 
/* 

* scanf ( ) functions return the number of fields they were able to 
* fill from the input line. 'Ihus, fscanf() should always return 2. 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i < p->size; i++) ( /* read in data points */ 
if (fscanf(infile, "%f%f", &tx, &ty) != 2) { 

} 

printf("Bad data point (%d)\n", i); 
fclose(infile) ; 
p->size = -1; 
return; 

p->data[i].x = tx; 
p->data[i].y = ty; 
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1* 
* this function allocates an array of Dll.TA structures of the 
* requested size. We could have used calloc() ; 
*1 

Dll.TA *alloc data (size) 
int size; -
( 

Dll.TA *q; 

1* 
* call malloc{) to get a block of memory of the right size; check to 
* make sure we have a valid size. Remember, if (size <= 0) is true 
* the expression with the malloc() in it will never be evaluated. 
* If malloc() fails, the program bails out through die() . 
*1 

if (size<=oII 
(q = (DI\.TA *) malloc(size * sizeof(Dll.TA») = NULL) { 

printf(''Unable to allocate data array (%d)\n", size); 
die(NULL); 

} 
return q; 1* a pointer to the array 

Program 6-5. math.c 

1* 
* math.c has all of the math modules to do the curve fitting 
* and lcq conversions. 

* 

*1 

* Avoiding the Amiga Aztec compiler subscripted-float bug required major 
* hacking. Under this compiler, if an expression has two or more 
* subscripted floats, then chances are that the expression will not 
* compile correctly. 
*1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include "machine.h" 
#include "grarh.h" 

1* 
* define these so the compiler doesn't think they return ints 
*1 

extern double log () ; 
extern double sqrt(}; 

1* 
* convert all of the y cocrdinates to lcqs, and leave the x's alone 
*1 

void semi lcq(d, size} 
Dll.TA *d; -
int size; 
( 

int i; 

if (!d) return; 
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/* 
* run thl:'cRlgh the data once, looking for negative or O. 'lhese 
* don't work well with logO, since the logO of a negative 
* number is undefined, am the logO of a is negative infinity 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i< size; i++) 
if (d[i].y <= 0.0) ( 

printf("Some y is zero of negative\nll) ; 
return; 

/* 
* now actually take the log of the data. separating the two loops 
* keeps the the data from being =rrupted if only some of the data 
* points can be turned into logs. 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i< size; i++) d[i].y = log( (double) d[i].y); 

/* 
* =nvert both the x am the y values to logs 
*/ 

void log log(d, size) 
DATA *d;-
int size; 
( 

int i; 
register FIDAT tx, ty; 

if (!d) return; 

/* counter 
/* temps 

/* is there data? 
/* 

* run thl:'cRlgh the data once, making sure we can take the log 
* of both the x and y values 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
/* 

* use temp variables to get arourxi AZTEC bug 
*/ 

/* 

tx = d[i].x; ty = d(i].y; 
if (tx <= 0.0 I I ty <= 0.0) ( 

printf("Some x or y is zero or negative\n") ; 
return; 

* now take the log of both the x and y values. 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i < size; i++) ( 
d[i].x = log( (double) d(i].x); 
d[i].y = log( (double) d[i].y); 

/* . 
* use least-squares linear regression to f:in::i the best fit 
* curve; then use the equation for a line to f:in::i the 
* y values to match the given x values. 
*/ 

DATA *fit(d, size) 
DATA *d; 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
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int size; 
{ 

/* 

Dl\.TA *f; 
FlOAT sxy = 0.0, sx = 0.0, sy = 0.0, sxs ~ 0.0, sys = 0.0; 
FlOAT m, b, tx, ty, t; 
int i; 

* check to make sure we have enough data points. It' 5 hard to find the 
* best fit line if you only have one point to work with. 
*/ 

if (size < 2) return NULL; 
/* 
* allocate a new array of Dl\.TA structures to hold the best fit 
* line. 
*/ 

if «f = alloc_data(size)) = NULL) return NULL; 
/* 
* Now tile real work begins: find the sum of the x's, sum of the y's, sum 
* of the x squared, the sum of the y squared, and the sum of the xy 
* products. 
*/ 

/* 

for (i = 0; i < size; i++) ( 
tx = d[ij.x; ty = d[ij.y; 
sx += tx; 
sy += ty; 
sxs += tx * tx; 
sys += ty * ty; 
sxy += tx * ty; 

* use the values we've just calculated to firrl the best fit line: 

* * '!he slope is fOl.ll1d uslig the relationship: 

* * n * sum(xy) - sum(x) * sum(y) 
* slope = -------------------------------------
* n * sum(x squared) - (sum(x)) squared 

* * and the intercept is given by: 

* * sum(y) * sum(x squared) - sum(x) * sum(xy) 
* intercept = -------------------------------------
* n * sum(x squared) - (sum(x)) squared 

* * where n is the number of data points 
*/ 

/* 

t = 1/ (size * sxs - sx * sx); 
m = (size * sxy - sx * sy) * t; 
b = (sy * sxs - sx * sxy) * t; 

* print out the best fit line 
*/ 

printf("best fit line : y = %fx + %f\n", (float) m, (float) b); 
/* 
* print out sane other "interestlig" data 
*/ 

printf ("Average values : (%f, %f) \n" , 
(float) (SX/size), (float) (sy/size)); 

/* 
* The standard deviation of the x and y values tell you how well the 
* data points cluster arourrl the average values. If you're dolig 
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* experimental 'WOrk, you'd generally take the same measurement several 
* times an:i report the average value plus or minus some uncertainty 
* (due to experimental error, faulty equipnent, etc.). The 
* stan::Iard deviation tells you what that uncertainty ought to be. Thus 
* you'd probably report: 
* 
* (average value) +/- (standard deviation) 

* 
* Where the sta.rrlard deviation is calculated with: 

* * I n * sum (x squared) - sum (x) squared 
* s = V---------------------------------
* n * (n - 1) 

* 
* where n is the number of data points. The standard deviation of 
* y was found by replacing all of the x's in the equation with y's. 
*/ 

/* 

t = 1.0/ (float) «size - 1) * size); 
tx = sqrt( (double) «size * sxs - sx * sx) * t»; 
ty = sqrt( (double) «size * sys - sy * sy) * t»; 
printf("Stan:1ard Deviation: (%f,%f)\n", (float) tx' (float) ty); 

* calculate all of the data points for a line with the best fit slope 
* and intercept (use the standard Y = rnx + b formula for a line) 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i < size; i ++) { 

} 

tx = d[i].x; f[i].x = tx; 
f[i].y = m * tx + b; 

return f; 

Program 6-6. draw.c 

/* 
* this Jrodule of graph takes care of plotting data to the screen 
*/ 

/* 
* required include files 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include ''machine.h'' 
#include "graph.hl! 

/* 
* variable only defined in this module; holds all of the information 
* regarding what's being drawn on the screen. 
*/ 

static DISPLAY display; 

/* 
* define these functions so the compiler doesn't =mplain; make them 
* static so they are only defined in this module 
*/ 

static void range(), plot data(); 
static ~TA *scale() ; -
static int check(); 

/* 
* clear the screen and reset the scaling status variable 
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*1 
void reset screen() 
( -

display. scaled = 0; 1* first plot will scale 

1* 
* Take appropriate action for the various possible plotting modes 
*1 

void handle-plot(d) 
PI.OI' *d; 
( 

~TA *toplot; 

1* 
* only try to plot if there's data 
*1 

1* 

if (!d->data) retw:n; 
switch (d->style) ( 

* no mode was set 
*1 

1* 

case NONE: 
printf("\"%s\" not plotted. \n", d->filenarne); 
break; 

* for any of these, scale, plot, and tree() the ~TA structure array 
* holding the scaled data points 
*1 

1* 

case oor: 
case DIAM:lND: 
case lmE: 

toplot = scale(d->data, d->size); 
set~«SHORI') d->color); 
plot data(toplot, d->size, d->style); 
free(toplot) ; 
break; 

* unknown plotting JOOde. Print an error na;sage and set 
* the style to sanething we know about 
*1 

retw:n; 

1* 

default: 
printf(''Unknown plotting mode for \"%s\". \n", 

d->filenarne) ; 
break; 

*1 

* scaleO uses range() to find the range of the x and y values. It then 
* calculates a scale and offset so that all of the values in the output 
* array are positive and within the confines of the screen with a margin 
* of five pixels all arourrl. Scaling is only perfonned if the variable 
* scaled is false. 'Ibis allows several graphs to be overlapped on the 
* screen with the same scaling and offset. 
*1 

static ~TA *scale(d, size) 
~TA *d; 
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int size; 
( 

register int i; 
FI.DAT maxx, maxy, t; 
D.l!.TA *new; 

if (!d) return NULL; 

Structures 

if «new = alloc _ data (size» = NULL) return NULL; 

/* 
* only redo scaling if it's necessary. 'Ibis allows many graphs 
* to be put on the screen with the same scaling. Clearing the 
* screen forces the scaling and offset values to be recalculated 
*/ 

if (!display.scaled) ( 
range(d, size, &maxx, &maxy, &display. minx, &display.miny); 
if (maxx = display. minx II maxy = display.miny) ( 

printf("no variation in x or y. \n"); 
return NULL; 

display. xscale = (FLOAT) (x size - (IEFIM+RIGtmol» 
/ (maxx - display.minx); 

display. yscale = (FLOAT) (y size - ('IOFMtEOrI'CMIJ» 
/ (IDaxy - display.miny); 

display.xcff = LEFTM - display.minx: 
display.yoff = TOPM - display.miny: 
display. scaled = 1: 

/* 
* scale all of the data points 
*/ 

for (i = 0; i < size; i++) ( 
t = (d[i].x - display. minx) * display.xscale: 
new[i].x = t + display.xcff: 
t = (d[i].y - display.miny) * display.yscale; 
new[i].y = t + display.yoff: 

return new; /* return a pointer to the scaled data points */ 

/* 
* actually plot the data on the screen. <llecks plot m:xle to see 
* how the data should be represented. calls check() -to see if the 
* data point is going to be on the screen. If it's not, then the 
* point is not plotted. Uses the last-set =lor. 
*/ 

static void plot data(d, size, nroe) 
D.l!.TA *d; -
int size; 
int nroe; 
( 

register int i, rt, yt: 

if (!d) return; 
switch (nroe) { 

case LINE: 
for (i = 0 ; i < size; i++) 

if (c::heck(rt = (int) d[i].x, yt = MAXLINE - (int) d[i].y» ( 
!IDVe( (SHORr) rt, (SlK>RI') yt); 
break; 

} 
for ( i < size; i++) 
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if (check(xt = (int) d[il.x, yt = MAXLINE - (int) d[il.Y)) 
draw ( (SOORr) xt, (SOORr) yt); 

break; 
case lX1r: 

for (i = 0 ; i < size; i++) 
if (c:heck(xt = (int) d[i] .x, yt = MAXLINE - (int) d[ i].y)) 

plot ( (SR:IRI') xt, (SR:IRI') yt); 
break; 

case DIAM:JND: 
for (i = 0 ; i < size; i++) 

break; 
} 

if (check(xt = (int) d[i].x, 
yt = MAXLINE - (int) d[i]. y)) { 

lOOVe( (SOORr) xt, (SR:IRI') (yt + 2)); 
draw ( (SOORr) xt - 2, (SOORr) yt); 
draw ( (SR:IRI') xt, (SR:IRI') (yt - 2)) ; 
draw( (SR:IRI') xt + 2, (SHORr) yt); 
draw( (SR:IRI') xt, (SR:IRI') (yt + 2)); 

1* 
* check to see if a data point is going to be on the screen 
*1 

static int check (x, y} 
register int x, y; 
{ 

if (x < 0 II x >= x size II y < 0 II y >= y_size) 
retuIn 0; -

else 
retuIn 1; 

1* 
* this rcutine fin::ls the ran:Je of the x and y so that the graph 
* can have maximJm scaling 
*1 

static void ran;re(d, size, maxx, maxy, minx, roiny) 
register Di\TA *d; 
register int size; 
register FI.OAT *maxx, *maxy, *minx, *miny; 
( 

1* 

register int i; 

if (!d) retuIn; 
*maxx = *minx = d[O].x; 
*maxy = *miny = d[O].y; 
for (i = 1; i < size; i++) { 

if (*maxx < d[il.x) *maxx = d[i].x; 
if (*maxy < d[i].y) *maxy = d[i].y; 
if (*minx> d[i].x) *minx = d[il.x; 
if (*miny > d[i].y) *miny = d[i].y; 

* print rut the "status" of the plotting routines 
* this includes the current offsets, scaling, and color 
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*/ 
void g status 0 
{ -

if (display. scaled) 

Structures 

printf(IIOffsets (U,U); Scaling (%f,U)\n", 
(float) display.xcff, (float) display.yoff, 
(float) display.xscale, (float) display.yscale); 

else printf("No scaling set\n/l); 

Program 6-7. help.c 

/* 
* print a help module 
*/ 

/* 
* get definition of void in case the compiler doesn't support it 
*/ 

#include /lmachine.h" 

void help(inline) 
char * inline; 
{ 

if (*inline = 'm' II *inline = 'M') ( 
printf(/lAvailable graphing rnodes:\n/l); 
printf(/lnone -- don't allow plotting\n/l); 
printf(/ldot -- plot as dots\n/l); 
printf(/lline -- plot as lines\n"); 
printf(/ldiarrond -- plot as diarronds\n/l) ; 

) 
else if (*inline = 'e' II *inline = 'C') ( 

printf("Colors available are:\n/l); 
printf("black, white, red, green, blue, cyan, yellCM, and magenta\n"); 

) 
else ( 

printf("Available CCIt1lnaJljs:\n/l); 
printf("e <dataset> <coloI'> -- set the color\n/l); 
printf("f <dataset> <dataset> -- do least-squares fitting on the data\n") ; 
printf(/lh - print this help list\n"); 
printf(/Il <dataset> - \/llog\/I the data (log both x and y)\n/l); 
printf(''m <dataset> <style> - set the plotting m:xle\n"); 
printf(/ln - clear and redraw the display\n"); 
printf(/lq - quit\n/l); 
printf("r <file> -- read in another data file\nll); 
printf("s <dataset> - \"semi-Iog\" the data (log only the y)\n"); 
printf('Iy - print program status\n") ; 

) 

Program 6-8. sine.c 

/* 
* Generate some data to play with for the graphing program; build 
* a sine wave with 100 data points. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
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extern double sinO; 

/* chan;Je this definition if you want m:lre or less data points */ 
#define SIZE 100 

/* c:han;)'e this if you want to change the name of the file */ 
char filer] = "sine.dat"; 

main 0 
{ 

/* 

int i; 
float ang; 
FIlE *outfile; 
extern FIlE *fopenO; 

* try to open the output file 
*/ 

/* counter 
/* angle we're on 
/* file pointer for output 
/* define fopenO 

if «outfile = fopen(file, "w")) = 0) { 
fprintf(stderr,"can't open %s\n", file); 
exit(l); 

/* 
* output the size of the data array 
*/ 

fprintf(outfile, "%d\n", SIZE); 
/* 

* loop for the rn.nnber of data points. Increment. ang 2 PI/SIZE to get 
* a catplete cycle of the sine wave for the data 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

for (i = 0, ang = 0.0; i < SIZE; ++i, ang += (6.2832/ SIZE)) 
fprintf(outfile, "%f %f\n", ang, (float) sin ( (double) ang)); 

fclose(outfile); 

Program 6-9. Sample Graphing Script 

r sine.dat 
m sine.dat diannr:rl 
c sine.dat blue 
f sine.dat fit.dat 
c fit.dat green 
q 
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So far we've been discussing the day-to-day graphics 
that many programmers use. In this chapter, we'll turn our at
tention to how graphics work. 

Computer graphics is one of the most fascinating aspects 
of the modern microcomputer. More and more, games, utili
ties, and even business packages employ the computer's abil
ity to dazzle and fascinate. As computers continue to grow in 
power and sophistication, powerful graphics which once were 
only available on dedicated graphics workstations are now 
available on personal computers. 

One facet of graphics is the computer's ability to mimic 
the real world with the illusion of depth and perspective. Ar
cade games have shown an increasing trend towards three di
mensions: first Battlezone, a perspective tank war; more 
recently, the Star Wars and Zaxxon video games, along with a 
variety of other fabulously realistic three-dimensional arcade 
simulations, with ever flashier illusions of perspective. 

Three-dimensional computer graphics is almost a world to 
itself in the computer field. Using mathematics only slightly 
more complex than most computing applications, you can pro
duce some amazing results on a computer screen. In the fol
lowing chapters, we will work through the elements of 
computer graphics, starting with some fundamentals, then 
moving on to more complex aspects of computer graphics. 

Raster Graphics 
Before you can draw anything, it's necessary to become famil
iar with the screen on which you will be drawing. All micro
computers have essentially the same type of graphics display. 

The images on the screen are displayed as pixels, or pic
ture elements, which are small dots of color. The number of 
pixels a computer can display is an important factor in deter
mining the quality of its graphics; the more pixels on the dis
play surface, the better the image. Most microcomputers have 
a resolution of at least 320 X 200 pixels (measured horizon
tally and vertically). Many can support 640 X 200, though 
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often in fewer colors. Some go as high as 640 X 400, usually II 
in black and white, as with the ST. The Amiga, by a technique 
known as interlacing, can display color in 640 X 400 pixels. 

The most fundamental ability of any microcomputer is the _ 
ability to draw dots. The basic point-plot operation has al- -
ready been introduced: 

set_penecolor); _ 
plotex, y); 

The plote) function attempts to plot any point given to it; 
if the point is within the boundaries of the screen, it will be 
plotted in the given color. (For monochrome displays, the 
plote) routine dither plots the point; this method of shading is 
explained later.) 

Line Drawing 
Perhaps the most basic element in computer graphics is draw
ing a line. For modern microcomputers, it's a trivial task; a 
simple BASIC command will usually suffice. But to draw com
plex three-dimensional pictures, it's necessary to know how 
such a line is drawn. 

The equation for the slope of a line is 

rise y2 - yl 
slope = __ = ___ _ 

run x2 - xl 

where rise is how far up the line goes, and run is how far 
across. For our line-draw equation, rise is y2 - yl, and run is 
x2 - xl. The slope may be easily calculated. 

Once the slope is known, a line can be drawn point by 
point in a very simple and straightforward manner: We start at 
xl,yl and proceed across to x2,y2, adding 1 to x at each step, 
and adding slope to y. In effect, we're using one of the stan
dard formulas describing a line (where m is the slope): 

y = m(x-xl) + yl 

The following function (Program 7-1) draws a line using 
only plote): 

Program 7-1. Une1.e 
#include "machine.h" 

1* 
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* Draw a line from (XI,yl) to (x2,y2). 
*/ 
line (xl, yl, x2, y2) 
int xl, yl, x2, y2; 
{ 

float x, y, slope; 

y = yl; 
slope = (float) (y2 - yl) / (x2 - xl) ; 
for (x = xl; x < x2; ++x) ( 

plot ( (SHORr) x, (SHORr) y); 
Y -+= slope; 

/* step variable for y */ 
/* = rise / run */ 
/* loop from left to right */ 

/* add "slope" to y */ 

Since this function only plots one point per column (it in
crements x by 1 at each step of the loop), it won't plot a very 
good vertical or near-vertical line. There's another problem 
with the routine: It always increments from xl to x2. What if 
x2 is less than xl? In this case, the program must decrement 
from xl to x2. 

Figure 7-1. line1.c output 

7 • 
6 

5 

4 • 
3 

_ 2 

1 • 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

badly plotted line from (2,1) to (4,7) 

There are two possible solutions to handle the first prob
lem (where the line routine fails on vertical and near-vertical 
lines). One is to plot many y's each time we increment x if the 
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line's slope is greater than 45 degrees. Another method is to II 
make the function advance along the y-axis for steep lines, 
and add fractions to x. The program would check the slope of 
the line and decide whether to advance along x, adding frac-
tions to y, or advance along y, adding fractions to x. This may _ 
seem a little backwards, but it will become necessary as we 
speed up the line() function. Program 7-2 is a revision of the II 
line-drawing routine, line( ). 

Program 7-2. line2.c 

ilinclude ''machine.h'' 

/* 
* Draw a line fran (xl,y1) to (x2,y2) 
*/ 

line (xl, y1, x2, y2) 
int xl, y1, x2, y2; 
{ 

float x = xl, Y = y1, slcpe; 
int sign_x, signJ'; /* now we don't just increment */ 

sign x = (x2 > xl) ? 1 : -1; 
sign:::Y = (y2 > y1) ? 1 : -1; 

if (sign_x * (x2-xl) > signJ' * (y2-y1» { /* is Cln3"le < 45? */ 

) 

slope = (float) (y2 - y1) / (x2 - xl) ; 
while (xl != x2) ( 

plot «SHORr) xl, (SHORr) (y+.5)); 
xl += sign x; 
y += slope-* sign_x; 

else { /* reverse y am x am plot alOlYJ the Y axis */ 
slope = (float) (x2 - xl) / (y2 - y1) ; 
while (y1 != y2) ( /* loop through y, instead */ 

plot «SHORr) (x+. 5), (SHORr) y1); 
y1 += signJ'; 
x += slope * signJ'; 

Programmers using the ST without a command line inter
preter should add the following lines just before the last clos
ing curly brace at the end of the maine ) function: 

printf("Pre88 BBT111llf to exit:"); 
getchar(); 

Make sure to include the line -include <8tdio.h>. 
Program 7-3 is a simple program that calls the line() 

function, then uses the 8in() and COB() functions to generate 
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360 "spokes" for a "whee1." The result is a surprisingly intri
cate, mandala-like shape. 

Program 7-3. mandala.c 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include ''machine.h'' 
double sinO, cosO; 
#define PI 3.14159265359 

/* 
* Use our lineO routine to draw 360 "spokes" of a wheel. 
*/ 

main 0 
( 

SHORl' i; 
float len; 

init graphics(CDIDRS) ; 
len ~ .8 * «y size < x size) ? y size/2 : x size/2); 
set~(WHITE); - - -
for (i = 0; i < 360; ++i) 

line(x size / 2, Y size / 2, 
(SHoRT) (x size/2 + len * cos(i / 180.0 * PI)), 
(SHORT) (y-size/2 + len * sin(i / 180.0 * PI))); 

exit_graphics (NULL); -

Programmers using the ST without a command line inter
preter should add the following lines just before the last clos
ing curly brace at the end of the main() function: 

printf("Pre88 Bl!JT'UB.N to exit:"); 
getchar(); 

Make sure to include the line 'include <stdio.h>. 
This simple line-drawing function is very slow. Floating

point math is not a simple operation for most computers. 
Speed considerations are extremely important in all graphics 
programs. Often, graphics programmers are forced to optimize 
their code to the extreme just so the program will work at all 
(as with flight-simulator programs, for example, which use the 
same techniques that we'll be developing in later chapters). 
We will not discuss the difficult methods for making code 
work as fast as possible at any price. Rather, you'll see some 
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of the simpler ways to improve code speed by using integer II 
math rather than floating-point. 

Often floating-point math is used simply because it's not 
clear how close in spirit to integer math the problem is. The _ 
line function we developed above can be converted to integer _ 
math very easily. The slope variable is the only explicit use of 
floating-point math, though x and y, of course, also take on II 
floating-point values. 

The floating-point variables can be eliminated from the 
program by keeping rise and run as separate variables, rather 
than combining them into slope as in Program 7-4. Normally 
we would be adding rise / run to y each time through the 
loop. Instead, we can create another variable, yd, and add 
rise to it each time through the loop. Then, to figure out our y 
position, we can compute y + yd / run. (Actually, we use 
y_dis and 1-dis as the absolute values of rise and run, so in 
the code we plot x against y + yd/x-dis.) In the same way, 
we can compute x + xd / rise when we're plotting lines 
greater than 45 degrees. So now, rather than using floating
point math, we've limited ourselves to integer addition and di
vision. The line() function in line3.c, Program 7-4, is written 
using integer-only arithmetic. 

Program 7-4. line3.c 

#include ''machine.hl! 

/* 
* Draw a line fran (Xl,X2) to (yl,y2) usin;J only integer math. 
*/ 

line (Xl, yl, X2, y2) 
int Xl, y1, X2, y2; 
( 

int rise, run; 
int yd, Xli; 
int sign_x, sign3; 
int x_dis, y_dis; 

/* "deltas" that 10Ie add to x and y */ 
/* sign of y2-y1, and X2-Xl */ 
/* distance Xl to X2, y1 to y2 */ 

II 
rise = y2 - y1; /* 10Ie leave rise am run as ints */ _ 
run = X2 - Xl; _ 
sign3 = (rise> 0) ? 1 : -1; /* calculate the signs */ 
sign x = (run > 0) ? 1 : -1; 
x_diS = run * sign_x; /* dis = abs(run or rise) */ 
y_dis = rise * 8ign3; _ 
yd = rise /2; /* initialize "fractions" to ".5" */ _ 
Xli = run / 2; 

if (x dis > y dis) /* the line is less than 45 degrees */ II 
- while-(Xl 1= X2) { 

plot «SlDRI') Xl, (SHORr) (yl + ydfx _dis» ; 
Xl -+= sign_x; 
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yd -+= rise; /* as if adding rise/nul (slope) */ 

l>hlle (yl ! = y2) { 
plot ( (SHORr) (xl + xdiLdis), (SH9Rr) yl); 
yl -+= signJ; 
xc. -+= nul; /* as if adding (l/slope) */ 

Although Program 7-4 is faster, it's not as fast as we can 
get. Division is a very slow operation, typically ten times 
slower than other, more "computer-natural" operations like 
addition and subtraction. We can make one final modification 
to the program to eliminate even the division; all we'll be do
ing is addition and subtraction during the loop of the program. 

Let's begin the conversion to pure integer math by consid
ering how to separate the integer part of a float from the frac
tional part. In the number 3.8, we can store 3 in the integer 
part, and somehow represent .8 in the fractional part. If all of 
the fractional parts of the float are just simple fractions, with 
some constant denominator, all we need to know is the nu
merator of the fractional part. For example, suppose we take 
our value above, 3.8, and assume that the fractions are always 
some multiple of 1/20. Then we can represent 3.8 as 3-16/20, 
and store it as two integers, 3 and 16. 

What we need to do is add and subtract numbers using 
our split integer/fraction technique of storing values. Adding 
an integer is easy enough; we just add the number to the inte
ger part of the value. Adding fractions isn't much harder. Since 
the denominators have to be the same, all we have to do is 
add the numerator of the number to be added to the "frac
tion" part of our value. If the numerator becomes greater than 
the denominator (as if the fractional part has become greater 
than 1) we can add 1 to the integer part and subtract the de
nominator from the fractional part. Subtracting the denomina
tor from the fractional part is equivalent to subtracting 1 from 
the number as a whole, since denominator/denominator = 1. 

Consider the previous version of the line-draw function, 
Program 7-4 (again, we'll look at the x-loop by way of ex
ample). We added rise to yd each time through the loop, and 
then divided by L-dis each time we wanted to plot. If we 
think of the problem in terms of an integer and a fraction, we 
can see that the fraction's denominator is L-dis, and each 
time through the loop we add rise to the fraction variable. 
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II 
Thus, when the fraction variable becomes greater than run, II 
we add 1 to the y coordinate, and adjust the fractional part by 
subtracting rise from it. 

Our fourth (and last) version of line includes these im- II 
provements (Program 7-5). To keep the function as short as 
possible, it also has only one main loop, not two. Thus, we 
treat the x and y coordinates equivalently. To do this, we cal- II 
cui ate the distance between xl and xa (run) and between y1 
and ya (rise). The greater of the two becomes the numera-
tor. The roles of yd and xd have been replaced with the vari-
ables frac-y and frac-x. These are the numerator for the x 
and y fractions. Each time through the loop, we add run to 
frac-x, and if it's larger than numerator, we increment x, and 
subtract "1" from the denominator; we do likewise for y. If 
run equals numerator (that is, if run was greater than rise 
when we assigned the numerator), x will be incremented ev-
ery time through the loop; if rise equals numerator, y will 
be incremented. (While we're using the word incremented, x 
or y may actually be either incremented or decremented dur-
ing the loop.) The fractional parts of the variables are initial-
ized to 0.5. This means that the fractions are rounded, rather 
than truncated, as we loop. Rounding in this way helps to 
give the line a more balanced and even look. 

Program 7-5. line4.c 

#include "machine.h" 

/* 
* Draw a line fran (xl,x2) to (y1,y2) usin:J only integer add ard subtract. 
*/ 

line(xl, y1, x2, y2) 
register int xl, y1; rt x2, y2; II 
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register SHORr denominator; 
register SHORr frac_x, fracy; 
register SHORr i; 
register SHORr nm, rise; 
register SHORr sign_x, signy; 

nm = x2 - xl; 
if (nm > 0) sign x = 1; 
else { -

sign_x = -1; 
nm = -nm; 

rise = y2 - y1; 
if (rise> 0) signy = 1; 
else { 

/* max of nm, rise */ 
/* fractional =rponent of x,y pes */ 
/* counter for point-plottin:J */ 
/* x, y distance from start to end */ 
/* x, y direction from xl,y1 */ 

/* break down distance from xl to */ 
/* x2 into two parts, the absolute */ 
/* value "nm" ard the sign value */ 
/* "sign_x". */ 

/* break down vertical distance */ 
/* into silllilar c:arponents "rise" */ 
/* ard "signy". */ 

II 

II 

II 
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signy = -1; 
rise = -rise; 

/* for CXJr rise/nm or runjrise calculations, 1Ne need to choose the */ 
/* greater of "rise" and "nm" as the denaninator of CXJr fractions. */ 
/* We then initialize the fractional ~ to .5 by settin:] */ 
/* them to half the value of the dena:ninator. */ 

denaninator = (rise > nm) ? rise : nm; 
fracy = frac_x = dena:ninator » 1; /* divide by two */ 

/* In the main loop 1Ne loop "denominator" times (advancin:] along */ 
/* either "rise" or "nm"), plottin::J (xl,y1) and adding frac x and */ 
/* fracy to the x and Y c:arponents. - */ 

for (i = denaninator; i; --i) ( 
plot (xl, y1); 
if «frac x i= nm) > denominator) 

fmc x ~ denominator; 
xl ~ sign_x; 

} 
if «fracy i= rise) > denominator) 

frac y ~ denominator; 
y1 -+= signy; 

/* frac overflows? */ 
/* decrement frac */ 
/* increment x * / 

/* likewise for y */ 

It's instructive to compare the differences among these 
functions. When the Lattice C compiler was used on the 
Amiga, for example, a sample test program took over a minute 
and a half using the floating-point line function; 14 seconds 
with integer divide; and only 6 seconds with pure integer 
math. However, let's rewrite the line() function to use the 
Amiga's built-in line-drawing capabilities, Program 7-6. 

Program 7-6. line5.c 

#include ''machine.h'' 

/* 
* Draw a line from (xl,y1) to (x2,y2) usinJ system primitives. 
*/ 

line (xl, y1, x2, y2) 
int xl, y1, x2, y2; 
( 

IrDII'e(xl, y1); /* use the rootines fran machine.c instead */ 
draw(x2, y2): 

Now the mandala program takes only 2/10 second. 
This dramatic increase in speed demonstrates one point to 

remember when using a complex operating system: Calling a 
single system routine can often take longer to execute than all 
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your other code put together. The overhead for the Amiga, as 
can be seen above, is so high that drawing a line with calls to 
plote) takes 30 times longer than calling the Amiga's movee) 
and drawe) routines. With the integer-math line function on 
the Amiga, the call to the plote) function takes more than 10 
times as long as the rest of the loop. 

Displaying "Color" on a Monochrome Monitor 
One of the annoying characteristics of monochrome monitors 
(such as the Atari's SM124) is that they are, in fact, mono
chrome. Flashy graphics requires shades of color, or, at least, 
shades of grey. How can this problem be overcome? 

The obvious way to represent a picture with many grey 
levels is to declare that any pixel with brightness above a cer
tain intensity is white, and black otherwise. This technique 
(called thresholding) doesn't give very good results. Typically, 
much of the detail of a picture is lost. 

Another solution is to trade off resolution for grey shades. 
A 2 X 2-pixel box can be treated as a single pixel with five 
intensity levels: 

Figure 7-2. Patterning 

- __ ----------___ bright 

This technique is called patterning, and is similar to the 
newspaper technique of printing varying-size dots on news
print to establish a grey scale for photographs (half toning). 

Neither of these solutions is fully acceptable, however. 
Thresholding loses too much visual detail; patterning loses too 
much resolution (a reasonable pattern size of 4 X 4, generat
ing 17 intensity levels, can reduce a 320 X 200 display to 80 
X 50). 

It's possible to compromise. One approach is the Floyd
Steinberg algorithm. This algorithm uses a threshold cutoff to 
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determine whether to plot black or white for each pixel, but 
then determines the amount of error-that is, the difference 
between the threshold value and the actual pixel value. Then, 
this error is distributed to the pixels below and to the right; 
3/8 to the right, 3/8 downward, and 1/4 diagonally. Thus, if 
a pixel's value were 380 out of 1000, and the cutoff were 500, 
the error would be -120; the Floyd-Steinberg algorithm 
would subtract 45 from the intensities of the pixels below and 
to the right, and 30 from the diagonal pixel. This distribution 
of error tends to preserve the information in the original pic
ture, and the picture is displayed fairly well. Of course, the 
pixels that the error is distributed to are subsequently con
verted to black or white as the algorithm continues across and 
down the screen. 

Figure 7-3. Distribution of Error 

% 
I" distribution of error 

i 1'- with Floyd-Steinberg algorithm 

% ',4 

The Floyd -Steinberg algorithm has a problem itself, how
ever: It's difficult to use lion the fly," when you're plotting 
points onto the screen. For that, the algorithm of choice (and 
the one implemented in machine.c for the Atari) is called 
dithering. Dithering gives greatly improved visual resolution of 
grey shades, but does not greatly affect the resolution. 

Central to dithering is the dither matrix. This n X n matrix 
consists of the numbers from 1 to n2, scattered in a random
appearing, but strictly determined, sequence about the matrix. 
The smallest dither matrix, the 2 X 2, looks like this: 

D2 = (~ i) 
To dither a point onto the screen, consider dither matrices 

packed onto the screen, horizontally and vertically repeating. 
Then, you can examine the dither-matrix number at your x,y 
position. If the intensity you want to plot there is greater than 
the dither-matrix number, set the pixel to white; if not, set it 
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II 
to black. Thus, for the 2 X 2 dither matrix, you can have 5 in- II 
tensities, 0-4. 

Keep clear in your mind the difference between dithering 
and patterning. With patterning, we reduce the resolution and 
then plot "big pixels" on the screen. Dithering, on the other _ 
hand, uses the same resolution as the screen itself. The inten-
sity can change from pixel to pixel, and the dither matrix re-
flects this: If we increase the intensity of a given area of the II 
screen, more and more pixels will turn on as their intensity 
becomes greater than the dither-matrix value at that point. 

Larger dither matrices are often used, particularly the 4 X 
4 and 8 X 8. Larger matrices are formed from smaller ones re
cursively; to generate a matrix of size n X n, put the matrix of 
size nj2 X nj2, but with every number multiplied by 4, in 
the top left corner; the same matrix, but with 1 added to every 
value, in the bottom right corner; the matrix plus 2 in the up
per right; and the matrix plus 3 in the lower left. 

_ (40(n/2) 40(n/2) + 2) 
On - 40(n/2) + 3 40(n/2) + 1 

For example, the 4 X 4 matrix that's derived from the 2 
X 2 matrix above is 

04 = (~2: ~4 !O) 
3 11 1 9 
15 7 13 5 

In machine.c, we used a 4 X 4 dither matrix to generate 
17 intensities; we could have used an 8 X 8 matrix, but 17 
shades of grey are adequate. When we plot a point at a given 
x,y location, it is easiest to modify the x,y coordinates to be 
within the dither matrix; for a 4 X 4 matrix, you would examine 
the dither-value at location (x % 4, Y % 4) in the dither array. 
(In fact, you would normally use (x & 3, y & 3) to take advan
tage of the much greater speed of bitwise logical operations.) 

In the next chapter we will take up the issue of filling 
large areas with color, the first step to genuine three-dimensional 
graphics. 
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The three-dimensional world does not consist only 
of lines and points. Solid surfaces make up most of what you 
see when you look around. A computer must be able to present 
solid surfaces, areas filled with color, to be able to depict this 
feature of real life. These areas can have any shape at all. The 
image of an angled cube, for example, is three distorted squares 
of different colors. 

In this chapter (and throughout this book) we'll condense 
the notion of color-filled areas to filled polygons. Admittedly, 
an area can't always be exactly represented by a polygon, but 
it can be closely approximated, to the limits of resolution if 
necessary. The concept of filling a polygon is a critical one in 
computer graphics. 

There are two fundamental methods for filling an area. 
One is the seed fill, in which the computer starts at a given 
location and expands outward in all directions seeking to fill 
the inside of a shape with some specified color. The other 
method of filling is the scan-line fill, in which the computer 
scans from top to bottom of the screen, creating the filled 
polygons as it goes. 

Seed Fill 
The first method, the seed fill, is the more common among 
microcomputer users; those who have programmed in Micro
soft BASIC, or experimented with MacPaint, are familiar with 
the concept of painting. The user draws an enclosed area (with 
a mouse or with LINE commands), selects a point in the inte
rior, and instructs the computer to perform a fill. The Amiga's 
seed-fill routine is called Flood(), and can be accessed from 
AmigaBASIC with the PAINT command. The Atari supports 
similar commands; the Virtual Display Interface (VDI) library 
supports a v_contourfill() command, and Atari BASIC in
cludes a FILL command. 
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On most machines, the computer can be seen slowly fill
ing the interior of the shape line by line or pixel by pixel. But 
even on the faster machines, a seed fill still takes a significant 
amount of time. This method is generally avoided by serious 
graphics programmers. Its one advantage is the ability to fill 
arbitrary areas. In this book, we won't be exploring the seed 
fill in much detail. 

Scan-Line Fill 
Scan-line fill routines accept a list of edges and then draw the 
polygon that the edges define. The algorithm to perform the 
fill is quite simple: Start at the top of the screen (pixel row 0) 
and proceed to the bottom; for each row compute which of 
the polygon's edges intersect the screen as well as where they 
intersect. Then draw lines connecting each pair of intersections 
together, and you have a filled polygon (Figure 8-1). 

Figure 8-1. A Polygon Filled with Scan Lines 
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Polygon Filling 

Users of AmigaBASIC may have used the AREA and 
AREAFILL commands, and experienced Amiga C program
mers may have explored the ArealllIove(), AreaDraw(), and 
AreaEnd() functions already. These functions control the 
scan-line fill routines that the Amiga's graphics coprocessor 
provides. The Atari also provides a built-in scan-line fill func
tion, called vJillarea(). It is, however, executed by the 
microprocessor itself, not by a coprocessor chip, and thus is 
somewhat slower than the Amiga's AreaFill routines. 

Let's consider a simple example, a triangle with vertices at 
(100,50), (200,100), and (150,150)-Figure 8-2. When we exam
ine pixel row 0, we find that none of the triangle's edges inter
sects that row, so we go on to the next. When we reach row 
50, we find that two edges intersect the scan line: the top ends 
of the two lines (100,50)-(200,100) and (100,50)-(150,150). 
Calculating their intersections with row 50 gives us (not sur
prisingly) 100 for both lines. Drawing a line from (100,50) to 
(100,50) gives us the single point at the top of the triangle. 

Figure 8-2. Before a Scan-Line Fill 

(100,50) 

(200,100) 

(150,150) 

AS' we continue to scan down the screen, the intersections 
of the two lines diverge, until finally at row 99 we're filling in 
pixels on the scan line from 125 to 200. When we get to row 
100 we find that a different pair of edges is intersecting with 
the scan line: (100,50)-(150,150) still intersects, but now the 
right-hand edge of the polygon consists of the line 
(200,100)-(150,150); see Figures 8-3 and 8-4. 
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Figure 8-3. Beginning the Scan-Line Fill 

scan line at y-50 

Figure 8-4. Partially Filled Triangle 

scan line at y-IOO 

As we continue to fill in the polygon row by row, the x 
coordinates of the intersecting edges get closer and closer to
gether. Finally, at row 150, both edges come to an end, and 
no edge intersects the rows from 151 to the bottom of the 
screen (Figure 8-5). 

Algorithms such as this are very useful in professional 
graphics. Since this algorithm generates output row by row 
rather than moving somewhat arbitrarily about the screen as a 
seed fill would, it can be implemented in hardware to generate 
displays in realtime. Such hardware doesn't maintain a 
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Figure 8-5. Completely Filled Triangle 

scan line at y-l50 

screenful of pixels in memory, as microcomputers do, but in
stead maintains a list of polygon edges and colors. The scan
line routine calculates the necessary signals to send to the 
display directly from the list. This technique reduces memory 
overhead and makes it much easier to modify the display; 
however, there is a limit on the number of polygons that such 
a routine can handle. Too many polygons slow the algorithm 
down. Often it's not possible to achieve the same resolution 
with a hardware scan-line routine that can be achieved by a 
simple raster display. 

The problem with the algorithm we outlined above is that 
it is extremely slow. Calculating intersections is a technique 
that requires a fair amount of processor time. For a complex 
display, calculating intersections for each scan line and each 
polygon edge would require a very long time. 

Ordered-Edge-List Fill 
To speed up this algorithm, we can use the line-drawing tech
nique developed in the last chapter. In the ordered-edge-list 
fill routine, we run our line-drawing algorithm on each of the 
lines in the figure, but rather than plotting the points, we add 
them to a list of polygon-edgejscan-line intersections. When 
we've finished, a long list of points has been created, each 
point marking one of the intersections of a scan line and a 
polygon edge. Now all we have to do is sort the list so that 
points on the earlier scan lines (the lower y values) precede 
those on later scan lines, and (on the same scan line) lower x 
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II 
values precede higher ones. To draw the image, all we have to II 
do is pull pairs of points off the list, and draw lines between 
them. When this ordered edge list is empty, the polygon is 
drawn. III 

A certain amount of work has to be done to keep the list 
consistent, however. For example, horizontal edges are thrown 
away altogether; they're not needed, since the top or bottom 'I 
of a polygon will be defined by that polygon's filled interior 
anyway. Furthermore, we have to examine the output of the 
line function to insure that each polygon edge produces only 
one intersection per scan line. For nearly horizontal lines, the 
line routine produces many pixels on one scan line. We can 
either throwaway these extraneous pixels, or rewrite the line 
routine so that it always increments or decrements y each time 
through the loop. We'll be using the latter alternative in our 
programs. 

Another problem occurs at the vertices of the polygon. 
When two edges intersect at the top or bottom of a polygon (a 
local maximum or minimum), both generate an intersection 
point. Then, when we display the polygon, we draw a one
pixel line connecting the two identical points. 

However, when two edges intersect on the side of a poly
gon (not a local maximum or minimum), a problem arises: For 
one scan line there are two edges on one side of the polygon. 
Counting the polygon's other edge, this means that there are 
three intersections on this scan line (see Figure 8-6). 

Figure 8-6. Three Intersections on One Scan Line 

/ 
one edge 
at left 

two edges 
at right 

Since our algorithm pulls points off the intersection list in 
pairs, an odd number of intersections creates a great deal of 
difficulty. 
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Consider the polygon with vertices at (2,1), (7,3), and 
(4,6). The two lines (2,1)-(7,3) and (7,3)-(4,6) intersect at (7,3), 
so on scan line y = 3 the polygon has two right-hand edges. 
The easiest fix for this problem is to shorten one of the edges 
slightly: In this case, we might start the line that goes from 
(7,3) to (4,6) one scan line further down, at (6,4); see Figure 8-7. 

Figure 8-7. Adjusting a Polygon's Edge 

x position 

1 234 5 6 7 8 

1 
2 \~ 
3 \ ~ 

scan line 4 \ 
5 \ / 
6 V 
7 

8 

The other two intersections, at (2,1) and at (4,6), are, re
spectively, a maximum and a minimum point on the polygon, 
so we don't need to shorten any edges to make them work out. 

Let's examine what happens when we apply the algorithm 
to the sample triangle above. First, we run the line routine on 
the three lines defined by the three vertices to generate the list 
of intersection points. Remember, we only want one intersec
tion per scan line from each polygon edge. Also, we need to 
shorten the edge from (7,3) to (4,6) to avoid incorrect intersec
tions. This gives us the following list of points (Figure 8-8): 

for (2,1)-(7,3): (3,1), (5,2), (7,3) 
for (7,3)-(4,6): (6,4), (5,5), (4,6) 
for (4,6)-(2,1): (4,6), (4,5), (3,4), (3,3), (2,2), (2,1) 
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Figure 8-8. Triangle Endpoints 
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All the points are placed in a single list and sorted, by 
scan line and x coordinate, to give us the following list: 

(2,1), (3,1), 
(2,2), (5,2), 
(3,3), (7,3), 
(3,4), (6,4), 
(4,5), (5,5), 
(4,6), (4,6). 

Drawing lines between each of these points gives us a 
neatly filled triangle (Figure 8-9). This is considerably faster 
than calculating all the intersections, as we would have had to 
do using the first method we described. 

For larger and more complex polygons, however, the list 
of intersections becomes very large, and sorting it becomes 
very slow. To speed up the routine we can employ yet another 
refinement to the algorithm: the active-edge list. 

Active-Edge-List Fill 
The key to the active-edge-list concept is that we can calculate 
the scan-line intersections as we draw them, rather then first 
computing and then displaying. To do this, we need to have 
some idea of which edges are currently intersecting the scan 
line. These edges are placed on an active-edge list, which is 
much shorter than the the overall list of edge intersections in 
the last algorithm. To maintain the active-edge list correctly, 
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Figure 8-9. Final Triangle 
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we have to check for newly active edges and drop just-finished 
edges every time we process a scan line. For each line, we cal
culate intersections for each active edge, sort the resulting list 
by x coordinate, and draw lines between pairs of points. 

Again, let's remember how inefficient it is to actually cal
culate intersections. Instead, we can modify the line-plotting 
routine somewhat so that for each scan line it will produce a 
new x coordinate for each edge, rather than calculating an en
tire edge at one time. To accomplish this, we can store the 
line-draw routine's data in a structure that will represent an 
edge. Thus, the edge structure will remember the x, X-frac, 
x....sign, x....add, and x....baS8 values, which hold all that we 
need to know about the line; each time we process a new scan 
line, the line routine will update all the appropriate values, 
yielding a new x value for the current scan line. 

The other difficulty lies in adding and deleting edges from 
the active-edge list. Adding is fairly easy; we can sort the 
overall list of edges by the y coordinate of their upper vertex 
and add them as necessary to the active-edge list as soon as 
we reach the appropriate scan line (see Figure 8-10). 

Deleting is also fairly easy; if we include in the active
edge structure a field for the length (how many scan lines it 
crosses), we can decrement the length each time we process a 
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Figure 8-10. Upper and Lower Vertex 
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Figure 8-11. Removing an Edge 
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scan line, and remove those edges whose length has become 0 II 
(Figure 8 -11 ). 

One step that might appear somewhat slow at first glance II 
is to sort the list by y coordinate. In fact, it's possible to do 
this very quickly. We can set up an array with one component 
for every scan line on the screen; thus, for a 200-line screen _ 
we make an array of 200 elements. Then, to sort the list, we -
just check the line's upper vertex, and put it in the array ele-
ment with the appropriate y coordinate. So, a line from (20,10) II 
to (50,100) would be placed in element 10 of this scan line 
array. 
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One small modification is necessary, however, since more 
than one line can be placed in a single bucket, or array ele
ment (consider the two lines at the top of our triangle from 
the last example). To allow for this, the array consists of point
ers to edge structures. To add an edge to a given bucket, we 
make that bucket's pointer point to the new edge.Then the 
next-edge pointer points to the new edge, which is what the 
bucket used to point to. In effect, we insert the new edge at 
the head of the edge list for the appropriate bucket. 

With this scan-line array pointing to lists of edges, it be
comes very simple to add new edges to the active-edge list 
when we actually display the screen. When we advance to a 
new scan line, we simply make the end of the active-edge list 
point to the beginning of the list attached to the appropriate 
bucket. Deleting an edge (when its length becomes 0) is simply 
a matter of freeing the edge structure and juggling pointers. 

poly.c 
Now that you have an understanding of area fill, type in Pro
gram 8-1, polygon.c. When you have compiled and linked it 
correctly, type in the two data files accompanying the pro
gram, poly.l and poly.I (Programs 8-2 and 8-3). To see the 
program in action, type polygon poly.l or polygon poly.I on 
the Amiga, or, on the Atari, change the name of the program 
to polygon.ttp, and install it as a TOS-takes-parameters pro
gram; then double-click POLYGON.TTP and type poly.l or 
poly.I as arguments in the dialog window. poly.l contains a 
few sample polygons; poly.8 contains polygons defining a 
shaded cone. 

Program 8-1. polygon.c 

/* * '!his program displays filled polygoos. Input is from a file (specified 
* on the command line) =ntaining polygon descriptions. 
*/ 

#include <stclio.h> 
#include ''machine.h'' 
char *get item () ; 
void area:= lIKlVe () , area_draw () , area_em () ; 

/* routine to do malloc */ 

main (argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char **argv; 
{ 

SHORr i, 

/* polygon draw routines */ 

/* polygon vertex counter */ 
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nf, 
mit; 

int n, 
intensity, 
x, y; 
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/* mnnber of fields fran scanf () 
/* boolean: initial vertex? 
/* rn.nnber of vertices in polygon 
/* intensity of polygon 

FIlE *fd, *fopen(); 
/* (x,y) position of a vertex 
/* file descriptor of input 

init graphics(GREYS); 
if (argc != 2) 

punt ("syntax: polygon filename"); 
if «fd = fopen(argv[l], "r"» = NULL) 

po.mt("couldn't open specifie::l file"); 

while «nf = fscanf(fd, "%d%d", &n, &intensity» = 2) { 
if (intensity < 0 II intensity> 1000) 

} 

po.mt("polygon intensity out of range") ; 
setJl9ll(intensity * max_intensity / 1000); 
init = 1; 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { 

if (fscanf(fd, "%d%d", &X, &y) != 2) 
punt("unexpected end of vertex list"); 

if (x < 0 II x > 1000 I I y < 0 I I y > 1000) 
po.mt("out of range vertex"); 

x = «long) x * x size) / 1000; 
Y = Y size - «long) y * y size) / 1000; 
if (iTIit) ( -

init = 0; 
area _lOClVe( (SHORr) x, (SHORr) y); 

} 
else area _ draw ( (SHORr) x, (SHORr) y); 

if (nf != EOF) punt("incamplete polygon header") ; 
felose(fd); 

/* display the polygons am wait for exit */ 
area_eniO; 
exit_graphics(NULL) ; 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/* we want to use ''min'' as a variable name; some CCIIpilers have a pre::lefine::l 
ma= in <stdio.h> named ''min'', so we un::lefine it. */ 

i/ifdef min 
i/urrlef min 
i/endif 

/* 
* An edge structure is used to keep track of the borders of the polygons 
* as we scan down the screen. Each edge structure contains a pointer 
* to the next "active" edge; five variables that allow us to compute the 
* x-position of the line on successive scanlines (x, x frae, x sign, x add, 
* am x base); a SHORr containing the length of the 1:i1le in scSnJ.ines -
* (len) -; am SCIIlE! data relating to the polygon (the polygon id rn.nnber 
* am the intensity of the polygon) . 
*/ 

typedef struct Edge { 
struct Edge *next; 
SHORr x; 
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SHORr x frac; 
SHORr x:::sign; 
SHORr x_add; 

/* next edge on the active edge list */ 
/* current x position */ 
/* pixel fraction (x frae/x base) */ 
/* 1 or -1 (direction of 1:i1le) */ 
/* fraction we lOClVe on each pixel line */ 
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SlKlRT x base; 
SlKlRT len; 
SHORr intensity; 
SHORr id; 

Polygon Filling 

/* unit scal:in;J base for x frac */ 
/* length of line (in scanlines) */ 
/* intensity of polygon we're a line of */ 
/* id number of this polygon */ 

} edge; 

/* 
* Vertex stJ:utures are used to keep track of global vertices-the current 
* position of the "cursor"; the position of the initial vertex (so we can 
* connect the polygon when we have all the vertices); am. two vertices 
* narkin:J the beginnin:J am. end of the first line (which is ignored the 
* first time 1:llrwgh the polygon am. needs to be specially h.ard.led). 
*/ 

typedef struct vertex { 
SHORr x; 
SHORr y; 

} vertex; 

/* variables global to the poly Jrodule */ 

static edge *line[M1IXLINE]; /* scanline array of start:in;J edges */ 

static vertex pos; 
static vertex init; 
static vertex edge1; 
static vertex edge2; 

/* current position of cursor */ 
/* start-point of polygon */ 
/* start-point of 1st non-horiz edge */ 
/* end-point of same edge */ 

static SHORr current _ id; 
static SlKlRT poly stat = 0; 
static SlKlRT poly=intensity; 

/* id counter for polygons */ 
/* current state of polygon draw * / 
/* intensity of the current polygon */ 

/* 
* the area lOOVeO rrutine sinply sets the begi.nnin:J of the first of 
* a series-of area drawO 0ClIIIIIaIXls. If poly stat is set, then we've 
* just finished ctrawirg a polygon, so we calf cioseJlOlygonO to 
* tidy up. '!he initial vertex (init) am. current vertex (pos) are 
* saved, am. the polygon id tag is incremented (current_id). 
*/ 

void area IOOVe(X, y) 
SlKlRT x,y; 
{ 

extern SlKlRT intensity; 

if (poly_stat = 1) closeJlOlygonO; 
poly stat = 0; 
poly-intensity = intensity; 
~t-:-x = pos.x = x; 
~t.y = pos.y = y; 
++current id; 
if (currei1t_id < 0) current_id = 0; 

/* close last polygon */ 
/* reset polygon status */ 

/* save vertex */ 

/* new polygon */ 
/* watch for overflow! * / 

/* 
* the area_drawO rrutine adds an edge structure to the aR'ropriate 
* line[y] list. '!he stJ:ucture is alloc'ed am. initialized a=rding to the 
* start am. end vertices of the edge, the intensity am. the id code. 
* '!he x-catponents use integers to oatp.Ite the position. Note that 
* a certain amount of special-cas:in;J is done to avoid the 'problems 
* that ocx::ur at vertex intersections: the first edge is saved away 
* am. not :inmediately added to the list, to give us a valid value for 
* deltaJ. '!hen for every edge that is added we check to see if it's 
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* goin:J in the same direction as the previous line, and if so we shorten 
* it by a scanline and tamper with the beginnin:J or em of the line. 
*/ 

void area. draw(bx, by) 
register SHoRr bx, by; 
{ 

/* 

static SHORr deltay = 0; /* 0 if (by-ay) > 0, else 1 */ 
register edge *ne'w; /* pointer to edge bejn;J created */ 
register SHORl' ax = pos.x, ay = pos.y; /* beginnin:J of line */ 
register SHORl' tenp; /* variable to allow us to swap */ 
register SHORl' old_delta = deltaj'; /* save old value of deltaj' */ 

pos.x - bX; 
pos.y = by; 
if (ay =- by) return; 
delta....Y = (ay > by); 

/* save the new position! */ 

/* ignore horizontal lines */ 
/* set deltaj' for non-horiz lines */ 

if (poly stat =- 0) { /* special treatment for first edge */ 
~l.X = ax; edgel..y = ay; /* save the errlpoints •• */ 
edge2.x = bX; edge2.y = by; 
poly stat == 1; /* advance poly_stat flag */ 
ret:uin; /* .. and exit * / 

if (deltaj') { /* reverse upside-down lines */ 
temp = ax; ax = bx; bx = terrp; 
temp = ay; ay = by; by = terrp; 

new = (edge *) get item (sizeof (edge) ); /* get a new edge structure */ 
JleW'->len = by - ay; 
JleW'->X _ base = new->len; /* "rise", as in line-draw routines */ 
JleW'->X = ax; /* startin:J value of x */ 
JleW'->X sign = (bX > ax) ? 1 : -1; /* separate sign.. */ 
JleW'->x-add = (bX > ax) ? (bX - ax) : (ax - bx); /* ., and abs. value */ 
JleW'->x-frac = new->x add »1; /* initialize fraction to 0.5 */ 
JleW'->:i1ltensity = poly intensity; /* store polygon-specific stuff... */ 
JleW'->id = current _ id;-

if (old_delta = delta....Y) 
-(new->len) ; 
if (delta....Y = 0) 

++ay; 

/* line is goin:J in the same dir */ 
/* .. so shorten it. */ 
/* if it's heading down adjust start */ 

new->x frac - JleW'->X add; 
while (new->x_frac < 0) { 

/* start next line * / 
/*and fix up x-pos */ 

JleW'->next = line[ay]; 
line[ay] = new; 

new->x += JleW'->X sign; 
new->x_frac += nEM->x_base; 

/* chain new edge into scanline list */ 

* closeyolygonO is called to clean up the polygon, either fran area. m:lVeO 
* or fran area _ emO • We close the polygon by area. _draw' in:J back to the 
* first point, then draw the first edge (which was passed CNer so we could 
* get an initial value for delta....Y) • 
*/ 
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static close JlOlygon () 
( 

/* 

area draw{init.x, init.y); 
if (Init.x != edge1.X II init.y != edge1.y) 

area draw{edge1.x, edge1.y); 
area_draw{edge2.x, edge2.y); 

/* draw back to start */ 
/* only draw to edge1 */ 
/* if necessary * / 

* area_errl{) upjates the active list fran the liner] array of scan line 

* edges, then re-sorts the list an::1 displays the line. Finally, edges 
* with negative len;Jt:h are :rem::wed, an::1 the lines' x-ooordinates are upjated. 
*/ 

void area em 0 
{ -

edge active; /* dummy nc:de base of active list */ 
register edge *last; /* pointer to em of active list */ 
register SfIlRl' y; /* current scanline I'lUIIi:ler */ 
static edge *update listO; /* let CClIpiler know abcut subfw1cs */ 
static void sort_liBtO, write_scanlineO; 

if (poly_stat = 1) closeJlOlygonO; 
poly stat = 0; 
last-= &active; /* pointer to the en:l of the active list */ 
for (y = 0; y < y size; ++y) ( 

last->next = line[y]; /* add line[y] to list */ 
line[y] = 0; /* reinitialize line[y] */ 
sort list (&active) ; /* sort the list */ 
write scanline{active.next, y); /* rutplt the scanline */ 
last ;;; upjate_list{&active); /* an::1 update the list */ 

/* 
* sort active list into x-sorted pairs of same-id edges 
*/ 

static void sort list{base) 
register edge *bise; 
{ 

register SfIlRl' id = -1; /* current polygon id, or -1 for none */ 
register SHORr x; /* x-position of leftloost edge encountered */ 
register edge *p; /* scan pointer into list to be sorted */ 
register edge *next; /* pointer to structure after p */ 
register edge *min; /* pointer to left:loost edge so far */ 

while (base->next) { 
x = OXlfff; /* the largest possible value */ 
for (p = min = base; next = p->next; p = next) 

if ({id = -1 II next->id = id) && (next->x <= x)) 
min = p; 
x = next->x; 

) 
p = min->next; 
if (base != min) ( 

) 

min->next = min->next->next; 
p->next = base->next; 
base->next = p; 

id = (id = -1) ? p->id : -1; 
base = base->next; 

/* chain across */ 
/* chain in fotwarcl */ 
/* .. an::1 backwards */ 

/* toggle id */ 
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} 
if (id != -1) punt ("sort_list: oIIJhaned edge"); 

/* 
* display scan line 
*/ 

static void write scanline(p, y) 
register edge *p;-
register SlI)RI' y; 
( 

/* 

set yen( (SHORr) BrACK); 
m:JVe( (SOOR1') 0, y); 
draw(x size - 1, y); 
while (p) ( 

set yen (p->intensity) ; 
m:JVe(p->x, y); 
p = p->next; 
draw (p->x, y); 
P = p->next; 

/* BIACK out line */ 

/* draw in polygon scanlines 
/* set new intensity 
/* m:JVe to start of scanline 
/* •. am draw to erd of scanline 

/* advance edge pointer 

* update the current scan line 
*/ 

static edge *update list(p) 
register edge *p; -
{ 

/* 

register edge *next; 
while (next = p->next) 

if (-(next->1en) < 0) ( 
p->next = next->next; 
free(next) ; 

} 
else { 

} 
return p; 

next->x frac ~ next->x add; 
while (next->x frac < 0) { 

} 

next->x += next->x sign; 
next->x_frac += ne"Xt->x_base; 

p = next; 

/* update the erd-of-list pointer */ 

* get item() is a general-utility routine that error-checks calloe() 
* am-returns a block of !lII!I\¥:)ry of the specified size. 
*/ 

char *get item(size) 
int size;-
{ 
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if «tenp = calloe(1, size)) = 0) punt("out of memory") ; 
return tenp; 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
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Program 8-2. poly.1 

4 850 
100 300 
300 400 
100 500 
200 300 

3 350 
800 900 
300 700 
600 500 

5 1000 
550 10 
900 100 
400 80 
500 300 
250 200 

Program 8-3. poly.2 

3 0 50 100 
3 63 100 100 
3 125 150 100 
3 188 200 100 
3 250 250 100 
3 313 300 100 
3 375 350 100 
3 438 400 100 
3 500 450 100 
3 563 500 100 
3 625 550 100 
3 688 600 100 
3 750 650 100 
3 813 700 100 
3 875 750 100 
3 938 800 100 
3 1000 850 100 

Polygon Filling 

100 100 500 900 
150 100 500 900 
200 100 500 900 
250 100 500 900 
300 100 500 900 
350 100 500 900 
400 100 500 900 
450 100 500 900 
500 100 500 900 
550 100 500 900 
600 100 500 900 
650 100 500 900 
700 100 500 900 
750 100 500 900 
800 100 500 900 
850 100 500 900 
900 100 500 900 

main( ) and the Data File 
The maine ) function of polygon.c is responsible for reading 
in the data in the polygon file and handling the area-fill 
routines. The init_graphics() routine is called to set up the 
screen as grey shades. (You may compile this program chang
ing the argument for init_graphics() from GllEYS to COL
ORS if you're using a color monitor. We recommend you 
compile the program with GllEYS, as poly .• looks somewhat 
strange in color.) After we've made sure that the -program was 
invoked with a legitimate filename, the data file is read. 

The data file consists of blocks of polygon data; each 
block begins with two values, a vertex count and an intensity. 
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The vertex count is the number of vertices the polygon has; a 
triangle, for example, has three vertices. The intensity is a 
number from 0 (black) to 1000 (white) which is the brightness 
of the polygon. If you choose COLORS, the values 0 to 1000 
will be scaled from color 0 to color 7. After the "polygon 
header" come the vertices. Each vertex is an x,y pair, scaled 
from 0 to 1000. Our coordinate system has y = a at the bot
tom of the screen, rather than at the top; the data is converted 
to normal scan-line order internally. The list of vertices does 
not need to be closed, with an edge returning to the starting 
point. Remember when looking at poly.l and poly.2 that it 
isn't always necessary to have new lines between coordinates 
(or polygons). 

The main() routine reads through data using the C library 
function fscanf(); every line should return a value of 2 until 
the last vertex of the last polygon is read; then EOF will be re
turned. (EOF is usually -lor 0 as defined in the <stdio.h> 
file of your compiler.) Any other value indicates an error in 
the data file. 

The routines used to interface to the area-fill algorithm are 
similar to the ones used internally by the Amiga. To fill an 
area, are&-move() is called to position the cursor, and 
are&-draw( ) to connect to each of the remaining vertices. 
When all the vertices have been entered in this way, are&
end() is called; this is the routine that does all the difficult 
work, and actually displays the polygons. 

As a simple example of how these routines work, let us 
say we wanted to draw the triangle discussed at the beginnning 
of this section, with vertices at (100,50), (200,100), and 
(150,150). Using the routines in polygon.c, we would say 

set_pen{llED); ,. let's draw a red triangle ./ 
area-move(100,80); 
are &-draw(200 , 100); 
are&-draw(lBO, 180); 
are&-end( ); 

and the computer would flash a triangle on the screen. Re
member that are&-move(), are&-draw(), and are&-end() 
expect screen coordinates with (0,0) in the upper left-hand cor
ner of the screen. 
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The are&-draw( ) Routine 
The initial call to areB-move() simply sets aside the param
eters (x and y) and increments currentJd (the reason for 
which we'll discuss in a moment). The initial position is saved 
in init, and the cursor position is saved in pas. 

The area-draw() routine is responsible for creating the 
edges and placing them in the appropriate bucket in the scan
line array. The area-draw() routine takes the passed values, 
and uses that point and the saved pas value to determine the 
line. The new passed value is saved as the current pas. This 
leaves us with the coordinates of the line in (ax,ay) and 
(bx,by). If the line is horizontal, we reject it immediately; hori
zontallines aren't needed to define the area of the polygon, 
since filling the inside of the polygon will define the horizon
tal edges for us. 

The tricky part of the routine is determining when edges 
need to be "shortened." We do this by watching whether the 
edges of the polygon are going up or down on the screen; 
when a line going down is followed by a line going up, or 
vice versa, then we're at a local minimum or maximum, and 
we don't need to tamper with the length of the edge. How
ever, when two consecutive downwards- or upwards-heading 
edges occur, we shorten the latter edge. To be able to make 
this decision we need to know whether the previous line was 
going up or down when we first start.adding edges; otherwise 
we can't know whether or not to shorten the line. 

The y_delta value is calculated for the first edge to deter
mine the direction of the line to be passed (one for up, zero 
for down), save the line away, and return without doing any
thing. Successive edges then have access to the last value of 
y_delta, and can determine whether they need to be short
ened or not. To shorten a line, it's necessary to decrement the 
length counter by 1; for lines going down, it's also necessary 
to actually increment the starting scan line and adjust the 
starting x position accordingly. To do this, adjust x and 
X-frac; we use the algorithm described below. Lastly, we 
check to see if the line is "upside-down," and if so, we reverse 
the coordinates. (Remember when using these routines: The y 
position is at the top of the screen, so upside-down lines have 
ay > by.) 

Now we begin to create our edge structure. We allocate it 
with get-1tem(), which error-checks the call to calloc(). The 
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fields of the new-edge structure (called new) are initialized 
much as the variables in the line() routine were initialized in 
the last chapter. The length of the line (len) is set to by-ay, 
and x-base is set to the same value. Since we're going to be 
incrementing along y, we're going to be adding run I rise to 
x; thus, x-base should be equal to rise. The x field, which 
will hold the intersection of the edge with each successive 
scan line, is initialized to the starting x position, ax. The 
x-sign, x-add, and X-frac fields are calculated as they are in 
the line() routine. 

The remaining two fields, intensity and id, may be 
somewhat puzzling. Why is it necessary to store the intensity 
of the polygon with each edge? It turns out that it is very easy 
to draw all the polygons at once, rather than one by one; it re
quires very little modification of the algorithm. So we do just 
that. Thus, we need to know the intensity of the polygon that 
this edge is associated with. 

We also need to have some way of uniquely identifying 
each polygon, so that when we sort the active-edge list we can 
insure that each pair of edges is from the same polygon. The 
easiest way to do this is to use an id field, which is initialized 
to the value of current-id; current-id is incremented every 
time are&-Jllove() is called to generate a new polygon. We 
do, however, check to make sure current-id is positive, since 
we use -1 as a flag to say "not a polygon" later on in the 
program. Using a SHoaT for current-id means we can have 
up to 32,767 polygons on the screen before the program will 
begin to get confused-a reasonable upper limit considering 
how long it would take to draw a screen that crowded. Fi
nally, we link the structure into the head of the appropriate y
bucket list, and return. 

The close_polygon( ) Routine 
Before the polygon is completed, however, we have to put the 
initial edges of the polygon into the y-bucket array. First of all, 
we have to close the polygon by drawing an edge from the last 
point back to the first point; this makes sure that the data in 
the y-bucket list is internally consistent. We also have to give 
the are&-draw() routine a second chance at the first edge of 
the polygon. The first time around we used that edge to get a 
starting value for delt&-y; however, we have to get the edge 
actually in the y-bucket array as well. The close_polygon() 
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routine handles this; it's called from are8-end() just before 
we begin to draw, and also from areL-move() when we 
switch from drawing one polygon to another. Since we can 
draw several polygons at once using are8-draw() followed 
by an areL-Dlove(), we have to make sure that areL-move() 
calls close_poly,on() before it starts up the next polygon. 
The polY-8tat variable is used to determine this; it holds 0 
before we've drawn anything, 1 before deltL.y is initialized, 
and 2 while we're drawing the polygon. 

The are8-end() Routine 
Now that the y-bucket array has been initialized to point to 
lists of initialized edge structures, we're l!eady to do the actual 
display. The active list is initialized to be empty. The "dummy 
node," active, is used as the base of the active list, so that we 
can perform deletions and insertions arbitrarily on the list . .The 
dummy node points to the active list; when its. next field is 
Jll"ULL, the list is empty. The main loop of the routine is a 
for() loop that increments y from 0 to ,,-8i.e - 1. 

The first action the routine takes is to add the contents of 
the appropriate y-bucket to the active-edge list. Rather than 
copying each of the elements on the list onto the active-edge 
list, we simply point the next field of the last active-edge 
structure at the y-bucket list, and set the y-bucket array 
pointer to Jll"ULL so it will be initialized properly next time we 
call the routine. 

The active list now has a collection of unsorted edges 
tacked onto its end, and edges already on the active list may 
have crossed each other. So, we resort the list. Since we're 
looking for matching edges from the same polygon, we use 
the variable Id to make sure we're picking up a matching 
edge. The first edge, of course, has no polygon to match 
against, so Id is set to -1 as a flag. This indicates that the 
edge with the smallest x value should be selected, regardless 
of the polygon it's associated with. 

The sort itself is a simple selection sort. This might not be 
the fastest sort algorithm, but, for short lists of data, its low 
overhead makes it faster than more complicated algorithms. 
The selection sort works by scanning through the list using 
the base pointer, which always points to the edge before the 
edge we're interested in. Each time we advance the base 
pointer, we scan the remainder of the list with the p pointer, 
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looking for the edge with the lowest x coordinate. If 14 is set • 
to some positive number, we have to find a matching edge .. 
(from the polygon with that ID), but we still look for the low-
est x coordinate with that ID. Once we've found it, if it needs _ 
to be moved, we unlink it from the list and chain it in at the _ 
current base position. 14 is then updated; if we have just fin-
ished looking for specific edges, we set 14 to -1 so the sort 
algorithm will find the leftmost remaining edge, regardless of • 
polygon; otherwise we set 14 to »->14 to force the algorithm 
to match the edge we just found. 

Once the sorting loop is done, we check for an 14 other 
than -1; this is the only error checking in the area fill 
routines. Under normal circumstances, the 1d must be -1 at 
the end of the list, since otherwise we would still be looking 
for a matching polygon edge. If you get an "orphaned edge" 
error, you're probably trying to draw a polygon with zero 
edges, or something equally baroque. 

When the nested for loops are complete, we move on to 
plot the actual lines themselves. You may have noticed that 
our arelL-end() routine never clears the screen. Instead, at 
this point in the program we clear the current scan line. This 
decreases the amount of flicker that would otherwise be no
ticeable if we cleared the screen before redisplaying. However, 
it is possible to see a flickering line sweep down the screen as 
the image is redisplayed. One way to eliminate the flicker 
problem entirely is to draw background-color lines between 
the plotted lines. This method, however, is both slower and 
more difficult to implement, so the current method was chosen. 

The last section of code is that required to update the 
edges themselves. We decrement the len counter for each 
edge, which holds the length of the line in scan lines. When II 
len becomes 0, the line is removed from the list by unlinking 
it from the elements before and after it. Rather than maintain-
ing a pointer to the edge itself as we scan the list, we use a _ 
pointer to the edge before the current one. This way, when we _ 
need to delete an edge, we have a pointer to the previous 
node, and it's easy to "chain" over the node to be deleted. 'II 
After we've removed the edge from the list, we free the mem-
ory it used; if we put this off until we exited the program (and 
let the compiler handle the freeing for us) we would risk run- II 
ning out of memory while the program was executing. 
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Polygon Filling 

The last few lines of code in the loop should look famil
iar. They are a slight modification of the incremental line algo
rithm from the last chapter. Notice that we subtract the 
numerator from the fractional variable in this code, rather than 
adding it; since addition and subtraction are mirror-image op
erations, we can do this, as long as all the subtractions become 
additions and vice versa. In this case, we perform the subtrac
tion so that in the next line we can compare with 0, rather 
than next->:L.base; as in machine language, comparing with 
a constant value is faster than comparing with a variable. 

In this incremental routine, it is possible for next->:L.add 
to be greater than next->:L.base (in essence, an improper 
fraction). Thus, rather than a simple if test, we have to loop 
with whUe. If the line is very close to horizontal, next
>:L.base could be very small and next->:L.add very large, re
quiring us to add next->:L.add to next->X-frac many times 
before next->X-frac became greater than or equal to 0. Each 
time through the loop, we add :L.sign to x, thus computing 
the intersection of the edge with the next scan line. When we 
exit from the whUe loop, next->x holds the intersection value 
for the next line. Finally, once we've updated all the edges, we 
assign the last pointer to next, so that we can add the next 
scan line's edges onto the active list in the right place. 

Since it is important to be able to draw accurate poly
gons-the human eye is notoriously able to spot the shortcuts 
that can be used in graphics-we recommend that you reread 
the above sections before proceeding. 

In our next graphical endeavor, we'll be using the 
areL-move(), areB-draw(), and areB-end() routines as 
black boxes. 

Other Fill Routines 
Before we leave the subject of fill routines, however, it seems 
appropriate to at least mention a few of the other fast routines 
that exist to perform scan-line filling. 

The Edge Fill Algorithm. This algorithm is a marvel of 
simplicity; it is, however, not a fill you'd want to see onscreen. 
The algorithm, in its entirety, is this: For each intersection of 
an edge and a scan line (x,y), perform a logical complement on 
every pixel from (x,y) to the end of the scan line. For each 
pixel, if it was turned on, it is turned off, and vice versa. As 
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you can imagine, the algorithm executes very flashily. The re
sult is that pixels between polygon edges are flipped an odd 
number of times and stay on, while pixels not between edges 
are inverted an even number of times and go off. However, 
since each pixel is potentially inverted many times, the routine 
can be slow. One way to avoid this problem is to break the 
screen in half (separated by a "fence") and treat each half sep
arately. This reduces the number of pixel operations that have 
to be performed, thus increasing the speed. This variant is 
called a "fence fill." 

The Edge Flag Algorithm. This algorithm essentially 
draws the edges of the polygon onscreen, being careful to 
maintain an even number of pixels on each scan line. Then, 
for each scan line intersecting the polygon, the algorithm 
scans left to right across the scan line, maintaining a Boolean 
variable for inside/outside the polygon, and sets the pixels in
side the polygon to their appropriate color. As with the active
edge-list algorithm, there are some complications necessary to 
make sure that there are an even number of pixels on every 
scan line. 

These algorithms are infrequently used on microcomput
ers; rather, they are used on graphics workstations, which 
often maintain internal lists of edges rather than pixel data. 
The complementing and edge-drawing operations are then 
performed in realtime into a "frame buffer," which holds the 
pixel data, and the frame buffer is then sent line by line to the 
display at refresh speed. For such environments, these routines 
are implemented in hardware rather than software; since these 
routines don't require any of the lists or arrays of the active
edge-list algorithm, they can execute one to two orders of 
magnitude faster, making realtime animation possible. 
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In this chapter we will begin discussing the more 
complex and theoretical aspects of computer graphics. The 
idea of portraying three dimensions on the screen is an excit
ing one; all that most computer programs ever portray is a flat 
surface, perhaps with a fixed picture of some apparent depth. 
Now we'll introduce you to the basic methods of portraying 
three-dimensional objects on the screen, in any orientation, at 
any distance, with any perspective. . 

To do this we'll need to study the subject of matrix trans
formations in some detail. The material can be a little difficult, 
but very rewarding once you understand it. We'll begin by de
fining the basic terminology, then discuss the various kinds of 
matrices than can be used to move, rotate, grow, shrink, and 
distort the points that make up our image. 

Objects in Three-Dimensional Space 
The first item that needs to be established is how we're going 
to represent all the three-dimensional data that needs to be 
handled. How can we represent a point, a line, a· surface? 
How can we describe what needs to be done to these objects 
when we rotate them or move them around in space? 

The obvious way to represent a point in space is as a vec
tor with three coordinates-x, y, and z. Thus, using normal 
Cartesian coordinates we could describe the point as x = 1, Y 
= 2, z = -3. We'll be using the words point and vector some
what interchangeably; a point is just the end of a vector, and a 
vector is just a line from the origin to some particular point. In 
general, vectors show a direction, and points describe a loca
tion, but often both descriptions can be applied to a given 
concept. 

We are not, however, going to describe points (and vec
tors) exactly as we did above. For reasons which will shortly 
become clear, we will use a vector of length (or dimension) 4. 
The last coordinate, which we'll call h, will always be equal to 
1 for so-called normalized vectors. Thus, the point above 
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II 
would be (1,2,-3,1) in our programs. This system of using II 
length-4 vectors to describe a point is called a homogenous co-
ordinate system. 

Once the basic concept of points and vectors is fixed, lines _ 
and surfaces follow quickly. A line is described by a pair of -
vectors: a starting and an ending point. A surface (which will 
be limited, as before, to flat polygons) is described by a list of _ 
such points, one for each vertex of the polygon. We might -
represent a triangle as 

(1,3,8,1), (-8,8,0,1), (4,0,1,1) 

Notice the presence of the h, or fourth, coordinate. 

Figure 9-1. A Triangle 

y 

--------~~~~_+-r;-+_----------~x 

Transforming Objects 
We use our position to calculate where on the screen each 
point should be displayed. Computing screen locations for 
each point using a brute-force approach is, unfortunately, very 
difficult. So, we use an equivalent approach, but one that is 
different conceptually. We take the system of points that we're 
looking at and rotate them until we're looking at them down 
the length of the z-axis, and the x-axis is horizontal and the y
axis vertical. Now, although the points all still "look the 
same" to us, our viewpoint is in a convenient position to dis
play the points on the screen. 
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Three Dimensions 

Imagine that we're looking at some collection of points 
(perhaps making up an image of a jet fighter). Our viewpoint 
is somewhere out in space, looking at this system of points 
from (let's say) the point (2,3,4) in three-dimensional space. 
Now we need to rotate these points (and, possibly, shift them 
over as well), until our viewpoint is located somewhere on the 
positive z-axis, looking down the z-axis at the origin. Since 
we've rotated our viewpoint along with the data, the points 
still look the same to us. In effect, we've changed our coordi
nate system so that we can display the points more easily (Fig
ure 9-2). 

Figure 9-2. Rotating the Viewpoint of a Cube 
y y 

viewpoint 

/ 
-q z z 

----~~--~~------------x ~----~---+--------------~x 

Clearly, if we can get the points into such an arrange
ment, it becomes very easy to do a projection onto the screen. 
(A projection is some technique to flatten three dimensions out 
into two.) Now that we're looking down the z-axis at the points, 
their x and y coordinates correspond very straightforwardly to 
the x and y coordinates of the screen. All we have to do is 
scale them so they fit inside the limits of the screen. We also 
have to flip the y coordinate so that the mathematical "posi
tive-goes-up" y-axis corresponds to the computer tradition of 
"positive-goes-down." The z coordinate can simply be thrown 
away (to create a parallel projection). If we want to introduce 
perspective (the idea that parallel lines converge on the hori
zon) into the picture, it becomes somewhat more complicated. 

How can we actually transform these points from one lo
cation to another? The answer is to use matrices. In Chapter 5 
we discussed the concept of transforming vectors with matrices. 
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We'll be using the same fundamental concept, but now we'll II 
be using 4 X 4 matrices instead of the the 2 X 2 matrices we 
used previously. 

In our discussion of rotation matrices, a simple matrix was _ 
used to rotate a two-dimensional vector around the origin by _ 
theta degrees: 

cos(theta) -sin(theta) II 
sin(theta) cos(theta) 

In three dimensions we can rotate points as well. Here, 
however, we don't rotate our points around some other point 
(such as the origin). Instead, we rotate them around a line 
(like the x-axis). For example, we could rotate our points 
around the y-axis as shown in Figure 9-3 or around the z-axis 
(Figure 9-4). 

Figure 9-3. Rotation Around the y-Axis 

y 

z 

--------~~~--~~-------------------.x 
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Three Dimensions 

Figure 9-4. Rotation Around the z-Axis 

y 

z 

----------~~----------~ __ ~------------------------x 

The matrices that perform the rotation are similar to their 
two-dimensional cousins. The following matrix, for example, 
will rotate a three-dimensional point (x,y,z) around the x-axis 
by alpha degrees: 

o o 
cos(alpha) 
-sin(alpha) 

~in(aIPha») 
cos(alpha) 

Using our four-space vectors and matrices we do almost 
the same thing to rotate vectors. The mysterious h coordinate 
is not needed for simple translations, so we preserve it in the 
transformation (it remains equal to 1). Essentially, we ignore 
the fourth row and fourth column when we're doing rotations. 
Thus, to rotate an object around the x-axis by alpha degrees, 
we multiply it by the following matrix: 

o 
cos(alpha) 
-sin(alpha) 
o 

o 
sin(alpha) 
cos(alpha) 
o 
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This matrix keeps the x-axis component of the vector the 
same, and adjusts the y and z. The fourth column and fourth 
row are set entirely to 0, except for the identity 1 in the bot
tom right to preserve the value of the h coordinate. 

Let's use this matrix to rotate the point (1,2,3) around the 
x-axis by 60 degrees. With 60 degrees as the value for alpha, 
the transformation matrix is 

o 0 
.5 .866 

-.866 .5 
o 0 D 

The point (1,2,3) is represented by the vector (1,2,3,1). 
You can either rewrite your matrix-multiplying program from 
Chapter 5 to handle 4-space vectors and matrices,or do it out 
by hand. The result is (I, 1 - 3 .... 866, 2 .... 866 + 1.5, I), or 
(1,-1.598,3.232,1). 

o .5 .866 0 -1.598 
(1 2 3 1) ( 1 0 0 0) (1 ) 

o - .866.5 0 = 3.2332 00011 
As you can see, the x coordinate remains the same, but 

the y and z coordinates have rotated 60 degrees. The h coordi
nate remains unchanged. 

Similar rotation matrices exist for rotations around the y
axis and around the z-axis. Rotating the image alpha degrees 
around the y-axis can be done with this matrix: 

(~OS(alPha) ~ ;sin(alpha) ~~ ) 

sin(alpha) 0 cos(alpha) 
000 

Likewise, the z-axis rotation matrix is 

( 
cos(alpha) sin(alpha) 0 O~l) 
-sin(alpha) cos(alpha) 0 
o 0 1 
o 0 0 

. Remember that in Chapter 5 we discussed the notion of 
composing matrices. We can consider a matrix as a function 
which changes a vector in some way; if we have two matrices, 
we can multiply them together to create a third matrix. Multi-
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Three Dimensions 

plying a vector by this matrix yields the same result as multi
plying the vector separately by the first matrix and then by the 
second. This convenient property allows us to combine many 
matrices together into a single matrix for rotating vectors. This 
way, if we have many vectors, we only have to multiply each 
vector by one matrix. For example, if we wanted to rotate a 
vector first around the z-axis by 30 degrees, then around the 
y-axis by 45 degrees, we could simply multiply the appropri
ate x rotation and y rotation matrices together, then apply the 
result to the vector. 

By this time you may be wondering why we're burdening 
ourselves with an extra coordinate, using up memory and 
slowing down our matrix- and vector-multiplying routines. 
The answer lies in the need for translation. Translation refers 
to, in linear-algebra jargon, moving a point through space; 
rather than rotating it around some center point, we just offset 
its position by some constant amount. Thus, for example, if 
we wanted to translate our point (1,2,3,1) five units along the 
z-axis, we would add five to the z-coordinate to get (1,2,8,1). 

However, in our homogenous coordinate space it turns out 
that there is another way. Rather than adding values directly 
into the vector, we can implement translation as yet another 
matrix multiplication. It turns out, however, that no possible 3 
X 3 matrix can translate a point through space. All that such 
matrices can do is rotate and scale the point, and we need to be 
able to translate if we're to display arbitrary three-dimensional 
graphics. 

We use the fourth coordinate of the vector to provide a 
way to translate vectors. Remember, the fourth coordinate of 
the vector should always be equal to 1. (If it's not, we divide 
the vector by the h coordinate, which leaves the h coordinate 
equal to 1 and the vector normalized.) Consider what effect 
the following matrix would have if we multiplied a vector by it: 

1 000 
o 1 0 0 
001 0 
dx dy dz 1 

Notice that the top 3 X 3 matrix is a simple identity matrix
all l's along the main diagonal; thus, no rotation will be per
formed. But consider the bottom row. As we multiply the vec
tor by each successive column in the matrix, the vector's h 
coordinate, equal to 1, will be successively multiplied by dx, 
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II 
dy, and dz as we calculate the new values of x, y, and z. The II 
result of multiplying the vector (x,y,z,l) by this matrix is (x + 
dx, Y + dy, Z + dz, 1). We've translated the vector. Of course, 
to translate along only one or two dimensions, we can leave II 
the appropriate dx, dy, or dz terms O. 

One legitimate concern with this method is speed. Surely 
doing a complex series of multiplications is bound to be slower II 
than simply adding the dx, dy, dz values directly to x, y, z? This 
is, in fact, true. However, there are several reasons for doing it 
this way. The first is that the translation matrix can be com-
bined with the rotation matrix, and only one matrix multiplica-
tion will be needed to do both the rotation and the translation. 

The second reason relates to professional graphics. In 
some applications, the 4 X 4 matrix multiplication is such an 
important computation that it is computed directly in hard
ware, and at a sufficiently high speed that it is easier to use a 
translation matrix than perform three separate additions. In 
any case, limiting the operations we perform on the data 
makes the code easier to understand and debug, which is an 
advantage in itself. 

Other Transformation Matrices 
Rotation and translation are not the only things that we can 
do with matrices, however. We can also scale vectors with 
these matrices. Thus, if we wanted to move a point to a dis
tance twice as far from the origin as it was to begin with, we 
could multiply it by a scaling matrix: 

o 
2 
o 
o 

o 
o 
2 
o o 

Try applying this matrix to a vector. Notice that the h coordi
nate is not affected. It's also possible, of course, to multiply 
the x, y, and z components of the vector by different values, 
but in our programs we won't be doing any differential scaling, 
only uniform scaling, which leaves the proportions of x, y, and 
z the same; see Figure 9-5. 
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II 
II Figure 9-5. Vector Scaling 
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One useful operation in graphics is the shear transform. 
Once we have rotated a "scene" of points, lines, and polygons 
so that our viewpoint is looking down the z-axis, with the x
axis horizontal and the y-axis pointing up, we still have one 
problem. The x and y coordinates, while properly aligned, do 
not necessarily have their origin in the right place. Suppose we 
want the display to be centered at (10,5); we need to move all 
the points so that what was (10,5) becomes (0,0); see Figure 9-6. 

Figure 9-6. Shearing 
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I 
I I L ______ J 
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To picture this, imagine that we have a square the size of 
the screen, centered at (10,5) on the xy plane, and 10 units 
down the z-axis. Now, we simply move the window so that its 
center is at (O,O)O)-but imagine that all the points are at
tached by a fine line from the origin to the projected point on 
the window. When the window moves, all the points move 
with it. The points close to the origin don't have to move very 
much; the points near the window move along with the win
dow. Look at a sample transform matrix and consider the 
problem again: 

o ~ [ D 
The two 2's in the third row make up the mechanism of 

the shear transform. When we multiply a point by this matrix, 
we are adding twice the z coordina te to both x and y coordi
nates. Picture a point; the further it is from the origin (with re
spect to the z coordinate) the further it will move when this 
transform is applied. 

Normally, we don't use random numbers (like 2) to deter
mine the shear matrix. Instead, we take the vector pointing 
from the origin to the center of the window (let's call it cw ) 
and use it to build our shear transform. (While cw is actually a 
point on the window, calling it a vector is more convenient in 
this context.) For our window, cw is equal to (10,5,10). To re
fer to the individual x, y, and z components of the vector we 
will use subscript notation, like cWx. 

Consider a point in the plane of the window (that is, with 
the same z coordinate). Remember, we have to move the win
dow -cwx in the x direction and -CWy in the y direction. For 
a point in the window's plane, we can simply move the point 
the same amount. However, for a point closer to the origin, 
we have to move it less vigorously; in fact, the origin itself 
doesn't move at all. So, what we need to do is factor the z dis
tance of the window into the x and y distance in our trans
form. The matrix below does that by adding cWx to each x 
component only in proportion to the z distance: 

( ~cwx/cw, ~CWY/CWZ [ D 
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Three Dimensions 

If we take a point (x,y,z,I) and apply this transform to it, 
we get 

(x - z • cWx/cwz, y - z • CWy/cwz, z, 1) 

This rather confusing result can be understood if you break it 
down and consider some cases. First of all, consider the case 
where our point's Z component is very small. Clearly the re
sulting vector will be very similar to the original vector, since 
the small Z will tend to cancel out the cWx/ cwz and CWy/ cwz 
terms. Now consider the case where the z component of the 
vector (point) is the same as the z component of the window 
itself (that is, the point is in the window's plane). The z and 
cWz terms will be equal and cancel, and the resulting vector 
will be (x - cWx, y - CWy, z, I)-that is, the point will move 
with the window. 

If this all seems confusing to you, don't worry. YOu can 
accept this matrix (and, in fact, the others) as nothing but a 
black box. 

Another, more complex operation is useful in representing 
three dimensions on the screen. If we used the rotation, trans
formation, and shear transforms to bring the scene into alignment 
with the window, we could use the (appropriately scaled) x and 
y coordinates to plot the image, and ignore the z completely. 
This is, in fact, a legitimate way to plot three-dimensional data. 
It's called a parallel transform and is the simplest of the three
dimensional display techniques. 

Figure 9-7. Two Cubes Display: Parallel and Perspective 

/ / / / 

V / / / 
Parallel projection Perspective projection 
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However, the one thing such an image lacks is perspec- II 
tive. In a parallel transform, edges that are parallel in three di
mensions are parallel on the screen (thus the name). For 
example, a skeleton cube would have a very simplistic look to _ 
it, since all four of the edges connecting front and back face 
would be parallel on the screen. As those of you who are fa-
miliar with the basics of art know, perspective involves a van- 8 
ishing point to which all lines parallel to the z-axis appear to 
converge (see Figure 9-7). (In fact, some artistic techniques 
employ multiple vanishing points, but we'll stick to one here.) 

The perspective transform is much more straightforward 
than the shear matrix. To provide perspective, we divide x, y, 
and z by some multiple of z. This will set z to a constant 
value, and will also scale x and y appropriately: The larger the 
value of z (the farther away the point is), the smaller will be 
the resulting x and y, thus creating the vanishing-point effect 
of perspective. Let's use the same cw convention as for the 
shear matrix. We want to divide x, y, and z by (z / cWz), leav
ing z equal to CWz and scaling the x and y to the correct 
values. 

The actual matrix to create this effect may be something 
of a surprise: 

o 
1 
o 
o 

o 
o 
1 
o 

The x, y, and z values are passed untouched. Instead, we 
set the h coordinate to z ... 1/cwz. So when we multiply a nor
mal (x,y,z,1) vector by this matrix, we get (x, y, z, z/cwz ) as a 
result. Earlier we mentioned that the h coordinate always has II 
to be 1 for a normalized vector; having applied a perspective 
transform, we now have to normalize the vector by dividing 
every coordinate by the value of the h coordinate. After we've II 
normalized, we have (x / (z/cwz), y / (z/cwz), cWz, 1). The h 
coordinate is 1 and the z coordinate is set to the z coordinate 
of the window. The x and y coordinates have been set to the II 
appropriate perspective projection. Now we're ready to actu-
ally display the point on the screen. 

II 
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Three Dimensions 

The Screen Transform 
We can't just start plotting x,y coordinates on the screen; the 
points aren't properly scaled. They could range from -1 to I, 
from 12 to 17, or from -10,000 to 10,000. The x,y points must 
be scaled to fit into the screen. This is done by determining 
what the minimum and maximum x,y bounds are and then 
multiplying each x,y coordinate by some constant vector to 
bring it into screen coordinates. 

Let's assume that we've computed the bounding values 
for our scene and placed them in umax and umin for the x 
coordinate, and vmax and vmin for the y coordinate. For ex
ample, a cube with vertices at (+ / -I, + / -I, + / -1) will, it 
turns out, be bounded by 

umax=- a, 
umin = -a; 
vmax= a; 
vmin = -a; 
regardless of how the cube is rotated relative to the display. 
Now, let's further assume that we know the x and y dimen
sions of our display screen, and call them x......si.e and y_size 
(these are, of course, the variables used by machine.c). To 
simplify matters, let's force the screen to be square by ignoring 
the rectangular ends of it (for most display screens, including 
the Amiga and ST, that means we ignore the left- and right
hand sides of the screen, and use a 200 X 200 or 400 X 400 
window in the middle). Let's use the variable si.e to denote 
the smaller dimension of our screen: 200 on the Amiga and 
Atari color displays, or 400 on the Atari monochrome display. 

Our last transform is going to be from a window of size 
(umax-umin) X (vmax-vmin) centered at (0,0) to a win
dow of size si.e X si.e centered at (x......si.e I a, y_si.e I a). 
Remember that up until now we've been using the standard 
mathematical convention of assuming that the y-axis points 
up. Now we have to flip that; on most computer systems y 
values increase as you go down the screen. Here then is the 
screen transform matrix that we need: 

( ~size/(UmaX-Umin) 0 
-size/(vmax-vmin) 0 
o 1 

x-size / 2 Y _size / 2 0 D 
o 
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This matrix is an example of how to combine two simple 
transfoTITIs into one. Notice that the diagonal of the matrix fOTITIS 
a "scale transform," multiplying :x: by size/Cumax-umin) 
and y by -size/Cvmax-vm.in). The bottom row, however, 
consists of the important row of a translation matrix, adding 
x-size/8 to:x: and y_size/8 to y. It's a relatively simple ma
trix: :x: is scaled to be within the size limits, and the x origin is 
shifted over by x-size/8 to be in the middle of our screen. y 
is similarly scaled, although y is also negated so that it runs 
top-to-bottom rather than bottom-to-top, and shifted over by 
y_size/8. z and h are both left untouched. 

These are the fundamentals of matrix transforms. Again, 
it's important to understand these difficult mathematical con
cepts-if necessary reread the above discussion. 

The Viewpoint 
At this point we have given a thorough explanation of the 
basic transformation operations on points. However, one thing 
that's not yet clear is how to actually tell the computer what 
our viewpoint is and how we want the image projected onto 
the screen. The only variable we've employed so far has been 
CW, the center of the window, along with umin, umax, vmin, 
and vmax. 

The concept of our viewpoint needs some refinement. For 
example, merely knowing the "center of the window" won't 
do much good if we want to rotate the display around our line 
of sight; there's no concept of where "up" is in the picture. 
We glossed over that problem when discussing rotation matri
ces, but now must come to terms with it before actually 
putting the problem into code. 

It turns out that four separate vector variables are needed 
to maintain the viewpoint data. The most obvious of these is 
where the viewpoint is located; this vector is called cop, the 
center of projection. However, just knowing where the view
point is doesn't allow us to display any kind of image; we 
have to. know where the screen on which we're displaying the 
image is. Essentially, we project the image onto a viewplane, 
which functions as a window. To get an idea of how the view
plane works, imagine yourself looking through a window at 
an image and tracing its projection out on the window surface. 
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Three Dimensions 

Figure 9-8. Image, Viewplane, and Cop 

image viewscreen - --------- ---
---

-:3> cop --
-----------

If the viewplane is right in front of the cop, the image will 
be very small, since all the points will be projected onto a 
small area clustered around the center of projection. As the 
viewplane moves away from the cop and towards the origin, 
the image gets bigger and bigger. You'll be able to experiment 
with all these phenomena when you type in the next program. 

To determine the location of the viewplane, we use a vec
tor which points to a point on the viewplane itself; this vector 
is called the viewplane reference point, or vrp. Equally impor
tant, of course, is which direction the viewplane is pointing; if 
we're "looking" at the viewplane from an angle, the image 
will become foreshortened. The variable which determines this 
is the viewplane normal, or vpn. In our program the vpn al
ways points directly at the cop, so we don't have any of the 
foreshortening effects in our images. One last vector is neces
sary to determine the viewplane: We need a coordinate system 
on the viewplane itself, to match the coordinate system on the 
screen. Clearly, if the y-axis is pointing down on the view
plane, the image on the physical screen should be upside
down. This last vector is known as the viewplane up, or vup, 
and points down the positive y-axis. 

To recapitulate, then, we have four key vectors which de
termine how we're going to display the scene. The cop (center 
of projection) is essentially our eye. The vrp (viewplane refer
ence point) determines the actual location of the viewplane, in 
conjunction with the vpn (viewplane normal). Finally, the vup 
(viewplane up) determines the orientation of the viewplane's 
coordinate axis. 
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From Viewpoint to Transform 
Now we know where we are in space, and where our view
plane is. How do we get from this information to a transfor
mation matrix? Remember, we want to transform our data so 
that our viewpoint is looking down the z-axis, with vup point
ing up the y-axis. Let's introduce two more terms before pro
ceeding so as to keep the actual data separated in our minds 
from the displayed picture. World coordinates refer to the raw, 
unconverted data; viewing coordinates are what we have when 
we've converted the data into a format suitable to be displayed. 

Figure 9-9. Vectors Define the Display of a Scene 

viewplane 
up 

/" 

viewplane 
normal 

viewplane 
reference 

point 

J> center of 
projection 

One way to figure out the necessary transformations 
would be to calculate for each of x, y, and z the necessary ro
tations needed to bring the vpn all the way around to the z
axis (remember, we want the viewplane normal pointing up 
the z-axis at us). However, this would be slow and difficult to 
code or even understand. Instead, we can use the magic of 
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matrices. It turns out that, given three mutually perpendicular 
unit vectors (such vectors, of length I, are called orthogonal) 
rx, 'rY, and rz, the rotation matrix that brings them into align
ment with the X-, y-, and z-axes is just the following: 

(
rxx 
rxy 
rxz 
o 

ryx 
ryy 
ryz 
o 

rzx 
rzy 
rzz 
o D 

Thus, the rx, 'rY, and rz vectors make up the three first 
columns of the matrix. So, to perform our rotation correctly, 
we merely have to calculate the rx, ry, and rz vectors. These 
vectors are essentially the axes that we're going to rotate 
around into the real X-, y-, and z-axes. 

First, however, we have to translate our data so that we're 
rotating about the right point. Rotating about the origin of our 
data isn't going to help us much; instead, we want to rotate 
the data around the center of projection. So, the first thing we 
need to do is multiply the data by a translation matrix (which 
we'll call T): 

( ~ ~ ~ ~) o 0 1 0 
-copx -COPy -copz 1 

This moves the center of projection to the origin, and all 
the other points move with it. 

At this stage of the game we need to switch from "right
handed" to "left-handed" coordinates. In the normal right
handed system, the z-axis points out of the screen at us, and 
larger z values are actually closer to us. To simplify our picture 
of the image, we switch to left-handed coordinates, in which 
the z-axis points into the screen, and large z values are far 
away. To change coordinate schemes, we can multiply by the 
TBL matrix (Transform Right to Left): 

( ~ ~ -~ ~) 
o 0 0 1 

As you can see, the matrix switches all the z's from positive to 
negative. 
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Calculating the rotation isn't particularly difficult, espe
cially since we already know some of the vectors. Using our 
"matrix magic", all we need to do is figure out where the axes 
are that should be aligned with real x, y, z axes. These vectors 
are called rx, ry, and rz, as above. In our viewplane model 
we can see what rx, ry, and rz are: Essentially, rz is parallel 
to the cop, ry to the viewplane up, and rx is the vector paral
lel to ry and rz. 

Before we can implement this model, we need to refine it 
somewhat. To recapitulate, rz should end up pointing at us, 
ry should end up aligned with the positive y-axis, and rx with 
the positive x-axis. However, since we're applying the right-to
left-hand transform at this point, we need to be somewhat 
careful with how we assign the rz vector. Remember, when 
we've finished the negative z-axis will be pointing at us. So, 
we need to negate the viewplane normal before assigning it to 
rz; that way, when rz is rotated into the positive z-axis, the 
original viewplane normal will be pointing down the negative 
z-axis at us. 

Furthermore, all the vectors need to be orthogonal; that is, 
they have to be of length 1 and mutually perpendicular. We 
can assign vpn to rz and divide by the negative of its magni
tude, normalizing it and negating it at the same time. (This 
kind of optimizing is well regarded in graphics circles.) We can 

Figure 9-10. rx, ry, rz vectors 
y 

rz 

viewplane 
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now proceed to the rx vector. It should be perpendicular to 
both rz and the (as yet uncomputed) ry vector. To do this, we 
can just take the cross product of vpn and vup. Since vpn is 
essentially the z-axis, and vup the y-axis, their cross product 
should be the x-axis, rx. The cross product is not commu
tative. In fact, a X b = - b X a. So, we have to be careful to 
use vpn X vup, not vup X vpn. Using the right-hand rule 
for cross products, you may think that we're assigning rx 
backwards. Remember, though, that rz is not vpn; it's point
ing the other way. Having figured out which way rx points, 
we divide it by its magnitude so as to make it length 1. Now, 
since we've figured out rz and rx, ry is easy. All we need to 
do is assign ry to the cross product of rz and rx (note again 
that we have to use rz X rx, not rx X rz). 

Bear in mind that we can't simply assign vup to ry, vpn 
to rz, and their cross product to rx. We have to make abso
lutely sure that rx, ry, and rz are mutually perpendicular, and 
it's entirely possible for vup and vpn to drift such that they're 
no longer perpendicular. In fact, the vup vector can be set al
most independently of vpn, as long as their cross product 
points correctly towards the viewplane x-axis. 

Now that we have computed rx, ry, and rz, which are 
essentially the screen coordinates mapped onto the viewplane, 
we plug them into our rotation matrix. Now, all we need to do 
is integrate the translation matrix from above into our just
calculated rotation matrix. This translation matrix, as you may 
recall, moves the cop to the origin. When a translation is per
formed after a rotation, creating the composite matrix is very 
easy: All we have to do is copy the last row of the translation 
matrix into the rotation matrix. This, in fact, was what we did 
with the screen-transform matrix. However, in this case, the 
translation has to be performed before the rotation. To figure 
out the resulting composite matrix, we have to actually per
form the matrix multiplication. 

We know what the translation matrix is (matrix T above, 
that moves the cop to the origin). We've just computed the ro
tation matrix, which we'll call matrix R; and we know the 
right-to-left-hand matrix, TBL, which also should be inte
grated into the final matrix. It turns out that we can integrate 
all three matrices into one without doing any matrix-multipli
cation composition. To see this, let's actually perform the mul
tiplication, and examine the result. 
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rxx ryx rzx 
rxy ryy rzy 
rxz ryz rzz 
(-copx*rxx (-copx*ryx (-copx*rzx 
-copy*rxy -copy*ryy -copy*rzy 
-copz*rxZ) -copz*ryZ) -copz*rzZ) 

If you think back to our discussion of the dot-product 
function, you'll realize that the values on the bottom row are 
actually dot products. The first value is -(cop. rx), the next is 
-(cop. ry), and the last is -(cop. rz). 

Now, we have only to multiply this matrix by TIlL and 
we'll be most of the way home. Multiplying our rotation/ 
translation matrix by TIlL is equivalent to negating the third 
column. So, our final matrix (which we'll call A ) looks like 
this: 

(A)=(~~; 
'.:(COp . rx) 

ryx 
ryy 
ryz 
-(cop. ry) 

-rzx 
-rzy 
-rzz 
(cop. rz) 

The A matrix leaves the data in a format almost suitable 
for display. Now we have to multiply A by the shear matrix 
SKI which we derived above, so that we can center the win
dow to be displayed on the actual screen. 

When we talked about the shear matrix, we assumed the 
existence of a point called CW, the center of the window. 
Using our viewplane modet we know that vrp points to the 
window. (In the just-transformed image, we actually have vrp 
• A pointing to the window.) However, since we may want to 
display some other part of the viewplane in the window (cen
tered around (10,5), for example, rather than the origin), we 
have to fiddle with vrp a little before we can arrive at the cw 
vector. It would be somewhat silly to display the center of the 
viewplane on the screen if the image were being projected 
somewhere else. 

The plane of the screen is sometimes referred to as the uv 
plane; that is, instead of using x and y coordinates to refer to 
positions on its surface, we use u and v. So, we can "bound" 
the projected data in a rectangular box, with corners at 
(umin,vm1n) and (umax,vmax). To find the center of the 
box, we just use (umin + ~max)/8, (vmin + vmax)/8. Once 
we determine values for the minimum and maximum u and v, 
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we can offset cw by that amount. Remember, the z coordinate 
has been fixed by this time, and doesn't vary as we change 
our position on the window. Using this new value for cw, we 
can apply the shear matrix. 

It's sometimes appropriate to stop at this point. Parallel 
transforms, while not as realistic-looking as perspective trans
forms, have several useful properties. They're often easier to 
work with than perspective transforms, and in some cases "the 
fact that parallel lines remain parallel can be useful. (The par
allel transform matrix is called .par.) In general, however, one 
final transform, the perspective transform, is applied. We dis
cussed this transform above; it's extremely simple but pro
duces a very realistic appearance of perspective foreshortening. 

So, we can now build a complete transform matrix, which 
takes the world-coordinate data and converts it to a rotated, 
sheared perspective representation in left-handed coordinate 
space. The A matrix can be created "in place" from the trans
late, rotate, and transform right-to-Ieft matrices. We then mul
tiply A by the BE (shear) matrix, and in tum by the perspective 
matrix, P. The result is called .per, the final transform matrix: 

.per .. T • B • TBL • BE • P 

Now we only need to multiply .per by some suitable 
screen-transformation matrix, as discussed above, and we're 
ready to start plotting points. 
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We've progressed from a simple scene to 
a set of data ready for display. But how can it be displayed? 
The obvious method is simply to display the newly trans
formed lines, but more complex display techniques, such as 
hidden line and hidden surface removal, require more compli
cated programming. 

A Sample Object 
In Chapter 9 we made reference to a cube as an example. In 
this chapter, we'll discuss this cube exclusively, since it serves 
our purpose for simple graphics display. We'll define the cube 
as an array of type vector; a vector is defined as an array of 
four floats, x, y, z, and h. A transformation matrix (type 
transform) will be defined as a two-dimensional 4 X 4 array 
of floats. Here are the C definitions: 

typedef FLOAT vector[4]; 
typedef FLOAT transform[4][4]; 

We can now define the cube as a simple array of vectors, 
which will be the vertices of the cube: 

vector cube[] = { 

}; 

-1, -1, -1, 1, 
-1, 1, -1, 1, 

1, 1, -1, 1, 
1, -1, -1, 1, 

-1, -1, 1, 1, 
-1, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 
1, -1, 1, 1, 

Notice that the h coordinate is always 1. 
In our header module base.h (Program 10-1), we not only 

declare the typedefs for vectors and transforms, but also #de
fine a few constants to clarify the use of individual floats 
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within a vector. X, Y, Z, and Hare #defined to the values 0, 
I, 2, and 3, so that we can say, for example, cop[Y] rather 
than cop[8]. 

Transform Code 
We've established all of the basic theoretical underpinnings for 
matrix and vector operations, as well as the basic C type defi
nitions for vectors and matrices. Now let's turn to the standard 
transform module that we'll be using in programs to come. This 
module, called trans.c, is Program 10-5; it contains all the 
low-level subroutines necessary to handle vectors and matrices. 

Each of the first set of operations refers to vectors, and all 
are fairly straightforward. normalize() makes sure that the h 
coordinate of the passed vector is 1; if not, it divides through 
by the h coordinate to normalize the vector. copy_vector() 
simply assigns one vector to another: The source vector is 
the first argument; the destination, the second. scale_copy_ 
vector( ) performs the same service, but multiplies the source 
by some constant value as it assigns it to the destination. 
divide_vector() scales a vector down by the passed argu
ment; it does a check for divide-by-zero and aborts if it finds 
that error. subtract_vector() takes three vector arguments; 
the third is set to the first minus the second. 

The remaining three vector operations are the more stan
dard, textbook functions. The magnitude() function returns a 
floating-point value, the magnitude of the passed vector. The 
dot_product() function likewise returns the dot product of 
the two passed vectors. The cross-product() function is passed 
three vectors, v, W, and result; result is assigned to v X w. 

The matrix operations are all somewhat more compli
cated. The most often called routine is point-transform( ); 
this takes two vectors and a matrix, and multiplies the first 
vector by the matrix, leaving the result in the second vector. 
The code for this routine is very streamlined; no looping is 
done, and thus no computations of array addresses need be 
done. However, it takes a certain amount of typing. An inter
nal vector, temp, is used to hold the result of the calculation; 
this allows us to call point-transform( ) with the same vec
tor as the vector arguments. 

The rotate_transform() routine is used to generate ro
tation matrices. The code is quite simple: The passed trans
form is zeroed; then the appropriate l's, cos(theta)'s, and 
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sin(theta)'s are added to make the correct rotation matrix, as 
specified for x, Y, or Z. For example, calling 

rotate_transform(X, matrix, .3); 

would set matrix to the rotation matrix necessary to rotate 
points by .3 radians around the x-axis. 

The final routine is a simple function to multiply matrices. 
It too has been somewhat streamlined, but not to the extent of 
point-transform(). The routine should be passed three ma
trices, a, b, and result. result is set to a • b. 

The perspect.c Module 
Now that you have both an understanding of theoretical mod
els of three-dimensional transforms, and a list of the low-level 
vector and matrix calls, it's time to look at the perspect.c 
module, Program 10-4. This module follows the discussion in 
the last chapter very closely, so we won't discuss it extensively 
here. The module consists of one function, get-perspectiv8-
transform(), which returns a pointer to a transform (that is, 
a pointer to the 4 X 4 array of floats). 

There's one difference from what we discussed in Chapter 
9. There, as you recall, we showed that it was possible to put 
the T, B., and TllL matrices into a single matrix, without any 
matrix multiplication. In the code we put that principle into ef
fect, not just for T * B. * TIlL, but also for 8& * P, which can 
be combined into one matrix even more straightforwardly. 
Normally, the 8& matrix is an identity matrix with two vari
able values; the P matrix is a 3 X 3 identity matrix (the bot
tom right corner is 0 instead of the usual1) with a single 
variable value. It turns out that if we simply take a 3 X 3 
identity matrix and put both SH's and P's values into it, the 
result is the same as if we had multiplied 8H and P together. 
Here is the matrix that we'll use as a result (try multiplying 
8H and P together if you're not sure of the result): 

(
1 0 0 0 ) o 1 0 0 
-cwx/cwz -CWy/CWz 1 1/cwz 
o 0 0 0 

Notice that this matrix is declared statically. This allows 
us to predefine all the static O's and l's, so we don't have to 
explicitly assign each one while the program is running. 
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Displaying the Data 
With what we know now, it's fairly easy to create the eight 
transformed points of the cube. The actual displaying of the 
data is done by the display.c module, Program 10-3. The 
display_update() routine handles the displaying; it gets the 
key transform matrix (lfper) from the perspect.c module 
(Program 10-4), and multiplies it by the screen transform to 
get a single transform to apply to all the points. Each of the 
eight points is multiplied by this matrix and normalized, leav
ing the result in another array of vectors (called points in our 
code). A global variable, fill, is used to determine how to dis
play the data; we can display all the lines, display only the 
visible lines, or display the visible surfaces of the cube. 

The display.c module includes one rather ugly piece of 
code. When display.c is compiled under the Lattice compiler, 
a small check is inserted into the program. The bottom right 
value of the final matrix is always exactly equal to 2.0, as a re
sult of a variety of matching computations. However, the Lat
tice compiler has one extremely subtle bug in the floating
point package. When this bug manifests itself, a likely result is 
that this value will no longer equal 2.0. At this point, the pro
gram exits, since it cannot display the cube from the requested 
position. 

Displaying all the lines is simplicity itself; we clear the 
screen, set the pen color to WHITB, and draw lines between 
the appropriate vertices to create the 12 edges of the cube. The 
result is a "wire mesh" picture; it's as if the cube were made 
from toothpicks. The draw_outline_cube() routine is re
sponsible for drawing the cube outline; it draws nine edges 
with a continuous draw, then the remaining three with sepa
rate move/draw commands. Notice that the FLOAT values of 
the vector coordinates are cast to SHORT before being passed 
to the move() and draw() routines. Some improvement in 
accuracy (and decrease in speed) could be made by adding 0.5 
to each value before truncating it to SHORT, but the improve
ment didn't seem worth the extra overhead. 

Very few of the shapes we see in the real world are made 
of toothpicks. What is needed is some form of hidden line 
elimination. When you're looking at one face of the cube, for 
example, the face that lies on the far side shouldn't be dis
played. In the general case, this is a difficult proposition, but 
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for a cube it's possible to work out a simple algorithm to re
move hidden lines. 

The easiest way to remove hidden lines is to consider 
which faces of the cube are visible, and plot the edges which 
make up the boundary of the cube. It may at first seem diffi
cult to determine which faces of the cube are visible; after all, 
when you're looking at the cube straight on, only one face is 
visible, but if you're looking at it from an angle, then as many 
as three faces can be seen. The solution turns out to be quite 
straightforward. We know that each face of the cube has x, y, z 
equal to + / -1; so, if your x coordinate is greater than I, the 
face with x = 1 must be visible. Likewise, if your x is less 
than -I, the x = -1 face is visible. When x is between -1 
and I, neither face can be seen. Similar computations are used 
to display the faces with y = +/-1 and z = +/-1. 

In general, however, figuring out which lines are hidden 
is a difficult process. Lines may be partially hidden by other 
lines; lines may be visible through "holes" in other polygons. 
Hidden lines in general require a lot of computation and anal
ysis which we won't be going into here. However, in 
di8play.c we use this simple algorithm to erase hidden edges. 

The problem of hidden surfaces is also a nontrivial one, 
but one that we will be addressing in chapters to come. For 
the moment, we'll use the same algorithm as above to deter
mine which faces of the cube are visible, and simply plot them 
with our areL-move(), area-draw(), and area-end() 
functions from the last program. We'll arbitrarily assign the 
colors white and yellow, red and purple, and blue and green 
to opposite sides of the cube. 

In di8play.c, the draw-fUled-cube() routine is used to 
determine which faces are visible. For hidden-line display, the 
display is cleared, and each call to adcL.face() results in a paral
lelogram being drawn on the screen with move() and draw(). 
For hidden-surface display, we pass draw-filled-cube() a 
parameter of 1, and it uses the area-move(), area-draw(), 
and area-end( ) routines instead. 

The parameters to adcL.face() are the four vertices that 
make up the parallelogram that we want to display, with an 
additional color parameter. The color parameter is ignored by 
the hidden-line code (which draws everything in WHITE), but 
the hidden-surface code uses the color parameter to choose 
what color to draw the polygon surfaces in. (For a discussion 
of the area-fill routines, refer to Chapter 8.) 
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The main.c module 
The remaining module is main.c, Program 10-2; this module 
runs the command interface to the cube, allowing you to ro
tate in various directions, scale your point-of-view closer and 
farther from the cube, change the perspective (by moving the 
viewplane), and set the position of cop, the center of projec
tion, in absolute coordinates. The menu code is quite straight
forward, and we don't need any code to read data files, since 
all the data is internal, in display.c, Program 10-3. 

The program begins by initializing all the various external 
variables that are used. The definitions appear in base.h, 
along with definitions of the various value-returning functions 
that are used in the code. The umin, umax, vm.in, vmax 
variables are assigned to + / - 2, and aren't changed after that; 
since we know what we're displaying, and where it is, we 
know the possible range of the u, v coordinates on the 
viewscreen. The fUl variable is set to 1, which is the 
"wireframe" display mode; the other modes are "2" for hid
den line, and "3" for hidden surface. The persp variable con
trols how close the viewscreen is to the center of projection, 
cop. If persp is 1.0, the viewscreen is at the center of projec
tion; if persp is 0.0, the viewscreen is at the origin. 

The screen matrix is initialized here as well, partly by 
static initialization, and partly depending on the size of the 
screen we're using. The size variable holds the smaller of 
lL-size and y_size (typically y-Bize); the screen matrix is ini
tialized here as we discussed in Chapter 9. The cop is assigned 
to an initial position of (0,0,10), the vrp to (0,0,10 * persp), 
the vpn to -vrp, and vup to point to the positive y-axis. 
Then we call display_update() to get a picture on the 
screen, and enter the main loop. 

The get-input() routine, as you have seen, returns a 
command line typed by the user; this command line consists 
of a one-letter command and, possibly, some arguments. The 
command is forced to lowercase, and we call the parse() rou
tine to examine the possible cases. Each command is syntax
checked by scanf, and sometimes value-checked, where 
appropriate. The a command yields a call to cop-1ocate(); 
the x, y, and z commands invoke cop-rotate(); s invokes 
cop_scale(); f sets the fill mode appropriately and calls 
display_update() to redraw the picture; r updates the dis
play; p sets the perspective to a value between ° and 1, setting 
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persp and vrp; q exits the program; and h prints out a sum
mary of the available commands. If you're using an Atari ST, 
you can switch between the text and graphics screens by 
pressing return on a blank input line. Amiga users can switch 
between the screen with the closed-Amiga-N and -M key 
combinations. 

The cop-1ocate{) function takes three FLOAT argu
ments, x, y, and z. If any of the arguments is between -1 
and 1, the move_cop request is ignored, since you don't want 
to move inside the cube; the display would get a little con
fused. Otherwise, we reset cop, vrp, and vpn, all of which are 
closely related in our simple display model. The vup vector is 
somewhat more difficult to set. In theory, one might attempt 
to set it by calculating the rotation that had been performed 
on the cop, and doing the same rotation on vup. In fact, this 
is difficult and unnecessary; since vup doesn't really need to 
be perpendicular to cop, we simply set vup to point straight 
up the y-axis (unless the cop is actually on the y-axis, in which 
case we set it to point up the x-axis). This has the advantage 
of realigning the display's y-axis with the v-axis (the 
viewscreen's y-axis), so every time you do an a command, 
"up" on the screen is "up" in world coordinates as well. 

The cop-rotate{) function is somewhat more straight
forward. It's passed a char value, x, y, or z; a FLOAT value, 
the total angle to rotate by; and an int value, the number of 
steps to perform the rotation in. An appropriate rotation trans
form is created by calling rotate_transform{), and the 
update-viewpoint{) routine is called n times to perform n 
rotations on the data. We'll discuss the update_viewpoint{) 
routine in a moment; notice that it returns a value-O for 
"good" transformations, 1 for "bad" transformations. 

The last of the three "locating" routines is the simplest; 
the cop_scale{) routine simply creates a scaling transform 
matrix statically, then calls update_viewpoint{ ) to apply it. 

The update-viewpoint{) routine is used by cop-rotate{) 
and cop_scale{). It takes a transform matrix as a parameter, 
and transforms the cop using this matrix. If the result is within 
the cube, the transform is rejected, an error message is displayed, 
and the function returns with value 1. However, if the trans
form is legal, we set the cop to its just-calculated new value, 
then transform the vrp, vpn, and vup values in the same way 
we transformed the cop. Finally, we call display_update{ ) to 
actually calculate the new points and redraw the screen. 
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Other Modules 
Two other modules have been provided, amigapoly.c and 
stpoly.c (Programs 10-7 and 10-8), both of which have fast 
built-in polygon-filling routines. These two modules serve as 
replacements for the standard poly.c module (Program 10-6) 
on the Amiga and the ST. The Amiga uses a coprocessor chip, 
the blitter, to generate filled areas, which results in blindingly 
fast area fills. The ST, although it doesn't have a blitter, has 
fast, dedicated machine language code which handles the fill 
routines. 

To use the amigapoly.c routine, it's necessary to make a 
new copy of the machine.c module, with the exit-graphics() 
function removed. The amigapoly.c module includes its own 
version of the exit-graphics() call, which handles de-allocating 
the extra memory space the Amiga needs to do the filling, and 
the extra screen that we use to double-buffer the display. The 
stpoly.c module can be compiled and linked, in lieu of poly.c, 
without altering machine.c. 

Program 10-1. base.h 
/* 

* type definitions for cube. 
*/ 

typedef FIDAT vector[4); /* vector in homogenous 4-spa.ce */ 
typedef FIDAT transform[4) [4); /* transformation matrix */ 

#define X 0 /* defines for the vector type */ 
#define Y 1 
#define Z 2 
#define H 3 

extern vector cop, vrp, vpn, vup; 
extern FIDAT mrax, vrnax, umin, vmin; 
extern FIDAT persp; 
extern SHORr fill; 
extern transform screen t; 
extern transform *getJl9rspective transform() ; 
extern FIDAT magnitu:le(), dotyroduct(); 
extern char *get _ item () ; 

Program 10-2. main.c 

/* 
* '!his lOCldule contains the main program loop as well as most of 
* the key top-level functions. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include ''machine.hlt 

#include ''base.hlt 

vector cop, 
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vzp, 
vpn, 
vup; 

Displaying Three Dimensions 

/* viewplane reference point */ 
/* viewplane nonnal */ 
/* viewplane up */ 

F1.OAT umax = 2, vmax = 2, umin = -2, vmin = -2; /* win:iow I:Jounjs */ 
transform screen t = 1,0,0,0, 0,1,0,0, 0,0,1,0, 0,0,0,1 }; 
SHORr fill =-1; /* fill m:x:le (wire JOOde) */ 
F1.OAT persp; /* l=ation of viewplane relative to cop */ 

main () 
( 

F1.OAT size; 
char input[256); 

/* size of win:iow */ 
/* ~ buffer */ 

init graphics (OJIDRS) ; 
size-= (F1.OAT) «x_size> y_size) ? y_size : x_size); 
fill = 1; /* wiremode fill */ 
persp = 0.5; /* perspective (positive of vzp) */ 

/* create screen t matrix (projection to screen) */ 
screen teO) [0) =-size / (umax-umin); /* scale ..• */ 
screen=t[l)[l) = -size / (vmax-vmin); 
screen_t[3J[O) «F1.OAT) x_size) / 2; /* .. am translate */ 
screen_t[3J[l) = «FlOAT) y_size} /2; 

vup[Y) = 1; /* vup points to +y */ 
cop(Z) = 10; /* cop points to +z */ 
vzp[Z) = cop[Z) * persp; /* vzp is between cop am the origin */ 
vpn[Z) = ZERO - vzp[Z); /* vpn points towards us */ 
vpn[H) = vzp[H) = cop[H) = vup[H) = 1; 

/* start with saret:.hi:cg on screen */ 

for (;;) { /*inputloop*/ 
get input(input); 
if (inp.lt[O] >= 'A' && inplt[O] <= 'Z') 1* force lowercase */ 

input[O] += ('a' - 'A'); 
parse(inp.lt[O], &input[l]); 

/* 
* !he parse routine is passed a carnmarrl (as a char) am its arguments 
* (a str~). A switch() statement selects the code to syntax-dJ.eck 
* the CCII1II1aI'l:i am call the appropriate support routine. 

* * Note that Atari Alcyon' s compiler will always fill in 
* the variables, even if there aren't any values to put in them, so 
* the syntax checking fails am zeros are returned for the absent variables. 
*/ 

parse(e, s) 
register char e, *s; 
{ 

/* note: these variables can't be register; we need their addresses */ 
float x, y, z, theta, n; /* carnmarrl line inplt variables */ 

switch (e) { 
case 'a': 

if (sscanf(s, "%f%f%f", &X, &y, &z) != 3) 
printf("syntax: a xpos ypos zpos\n"); 

else cop l=ate«F1.OAT) x, (F1.OAT) y, (F1.OAT) z); 
break; -
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case 'x': 
case 'y': 
case 'z': 
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if (sscanf(s, "%f%f", &theta, &n) != 2) 
printf ("syntax: %c ClIBle n-steps\n", C); 

else if «int) n <= 0) 
printf(IIn nrust be positive! \n") ; 

else cop rotate(c, (FLOAT) theta, (int) n); 
break; -

case's' : 
if (sscanf(s, "%f", &n) != 1) 

printf("syntax: s scale-factor\n"); 
else cop scale«FlOAT) n); 
break; -

case 'f': 
n = 0; 
sscanf(s, "%f", &n); 
if (n == 0) n = (fill < 3) ? 3 : 1; /* default */ 
if (n < 1 II n > 3) ( 

} 

printf("f: fill JOOde 1, 2, or 3\n") ; 
break; 

fill = n; 
redraw display () ; 
break;-

case 'r': 
redraw display () ; 
break;-

case 'p': 
sscanf(s, "%f", &n); 
if (n < 0.0 I I n >= 1.0) ( 

printf("p: nrust be between 0 and l\n"); 
break; 

persp = n; 
vrp[X) = cop[X] * persp; 
vrp[Y) = cop[Y] * persp; 
vrp[Z) = cop[Z] * persp; 
display update () ; 
break; -

case 'q': 
case IDF: 

exit graphics (NULL) ; 
exit(O) ; 

case 111: 
case 'h': 

printf("A x y z specify absolute coordinates for CDP\n") ; 
printf(IIX ClIBle nsteps rotate CDP arourxi x axis\n") 
printf("Y ClIBle nsteps rotate CDP arourxi Y axis\n") 
printf("Z ClIBle nsteps rotate CDP around z axis\n") 
printf("S factor scale CDP by 'factor'\n"); 
printf("P perspective set closeness of viewplane from 0.0 to 1.0\n"); 
printf("F [n) toggle fill-JOOde / wire-mesh display\n"); 
printf(" 1 = wire-mesh\l1") ; 
printf(" 2 = hidden-line\n") ; 
printf(" 3 = fill-JOOde\n") ; 
printf("R refresh display\n"); 
printf("Q quit\n"); 

break; 
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case '\0': 
break; 

default: 
printf(IIunknown ClCI\IlTICII'rl '%c'\n", c); 

/* 
* '!he 'a' cammand rel=ates the CDP. '!his function checks 
* the requested position to make sure it's a::r.rsIDE the cube, 
* then adjusts CDP, sets VRP to CDP/2, arrl VIN to -VRP. VUP is 
* hacked to point to +y all the tilne except when it's on the y-axis, 
* when it points to +x. 
*/ 

cop l=ate(x, y, z) 
FIDAT x, y, z; 
{ 

if (x <= 1 && x >= -1 && Y <= 1 && Y >= -1 && z <= 1 && z >= -1) 
printf("a: can't move within cube\n"); 

else { /* Megarnax bug * / 
cop[X] = x; vrp[X] = cop[X] * persp; vpn[X] = ZERO - =p[X] 
cop[Y] = y; vrp[Y] = cop[Y] * persp; vpn[Y] = ZERO - =p[Y] 
cop[Z] = z; vrp[Z] = cop[Z] * persp; vpn[Z] = ZERO - cop[Z] 
if (cop[X] == 0 && cop[Z] == 0) vup[X] = 1; 
else vup[X] = 0; 
vup[Y] = 1. 0 - vup[X]; 
vup[Z] = 0.0; 
disp1ay_update(); 

/* 
* =p rotate() uses the rotate transformO routine from transform.c 
* to create a rotation matrix, -which it applies successively to 
* the key vectors via update_viewpoint (). Note that rotate_transform 
* takes a 0,1,2 first parameter for dilnension number. 
*/ 

cop rotate(c, theta, n) 
chaT c; 
FLOAT theta; 
int n; 
{ 

transfonn rotate; 
register SHORr i; 

rotate transfonn( (SHORr) c - 'x', 
(FloAT) (theta/ (FLOAT) n / 180 * 3.14159265), rotate); 

for (i = n; i; i--) 
if (update_viewpoint (rotate» break; 

/* 
* cop scale() is analogous to cop rotate(). It creates the scale 
* transfonn matrix then calls updite viewpoint () to apply it to 
* the key vectors am update the screen. 
*/ 

cop scale(n) 
FIDAT n; 
{ 

static transfonn scale = { 0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,1 }; 
scale[O][O] = scale[l] [1] = scale[2] [2] = n; 
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/* 
* update viewpointO applies the given transform to COP, VRP, 
* vm, aIrl VUP, then updates the display via display updateO. 
* If we try to rotate or scale into the cube, it's rejected. 
*/ 

int update viewpoint (m) 
transform iii; 
{ 

vector new_cop; 

point transform(cop, new cop, m); 
if (new cop[X] <= 1 && new cop[X] >= -1 && new cop[Y] <= 1 

&& new_COP[Y] >= -1 &&-new_cop[Z] <= 1 && new_COP[Z] >= -1) 
printf("can't move within cube\n"); 
return 1; 

} 
else 

cop[X] = new cop[X]; cop[Y] = new cop[Y]; cop[Z] = new_cop[Z]; 
point transform(vzp, vzp, m); -
point-transform (vpn, vpn, m); 
point-transform(vup, vup, m); 
display updateO; 
return 0; 

Program 10-3. display.c 

/* 
* '!his package handles the cube's high-level graphics interactions 
* with the screen. 
*/ 

ilinclude "machine.h" 
#include "base.h" 

static vector cube[8] 
-1, -1, -1, 1, 

} ; 

-1, 1, -1, 1, 
1, 1, -1, 1, 
1, -1, -1, 1, 

-1, -1, 1, 1, 
-1, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 
1, -1, 1, 1 

static vector points[8]; 

/* 

/* define our cube */ 

* display updateO calls perspective transformO to get the 
* key transfonn matrix, I!II.l1.tiplies it with the device driver 
* matrix screen t, applies the transfonn to the cube of the cube, 
* then calls redraw display() to invoke the proper drawin1 routine. 
*/ -

display update () 
{ -
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transfonn m; 
register SIiORl' i; 
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#if IATl'ICE 
FIOAT delta; 

#errlif 

matrix_nul.tiply(get~ive_transform(), screen_t, m); 

#if IATl'ICE 
/* check the matrix's internal consistency: we kncM mathematically 

that the value of m[3] [3] must be I / (1 - persp). */ 
delta = 1 / (1 - persp); 
delta = (delta - m[3] [3]) / delta; 
if (delta> .01 II delta < -.01) 

#errlif 
p.mt("Iattice float bug has manifested •• data =n:uptecl") ; 

/* 

for (i = 0; i < 8; i++) ( 
point_transform(cube[i], points[i], m); 
normalize(points[i]); 

* redraw displayO calls either draw filled cube() or draw_outline_cuheO 
* to actiial.ly remer the image. - -
*/ 

redraw _ display ( ) 
{ 

switch (fill) ( 
case 1: draw outline cube(); break; 
case 2: draw-filled <:;.me (0) ; break; 
case 3: draw=filled=cube(1); break; 

/* 
* draw outline cube() draws the edges of the cube. 
*/ - -

draw outline cube () 
(- -

/* 

clear() ; 
set yen ((sa>Rl') WHITE); 
lOCNe( (SHORr) points [0] [X], (SHORr) points [0] [Y]) ; 
draw( (SHORr) points [1][X] , (SHORr) points[l][YJ); 
draw( (SHORr) points[2] [X], (SHORr) points [2] [Y]) ; 
draw( (SHORr) points[3][X], (SHORr) points [3][YJ) ; 
draw( (sa>Rl') points [O][X] , (SHORr) points[O][YJ); 
draw( (SHORr) points [4][X] , (SHORr) points [4][YJ) ; 
draw ( (SHORr) points [5][X] , (SHORr) points [5][Y] ); 
draw ((SHORr) points [6][X] , (SHORr) points[6][YJ); 
draw( (SHORr) points[7] [X], (SHORr) points [7] [Y]) ; 
draw«SHORr) points[4][X], (SHORr) points[4][Y]); 
JOCNe( (SHORr) points [1] [X], (SHORr) points [1] [Y]) ; 
draw( (SHORr) points [5][X] , (SHORr) points [5][Y] ) ; 
lOCNe( (sa>Rl') points [2] [X], (SHORr) points [2] [Y]); 
draw( (SHORr) points [6][X] , (SHORr) points[6](YJ); 
JOCNe( (sa>Rl') points [3][X] , (SHORr) points [3][Y] ) ; 
draw( (SHORr) points[7] [X], (SHORr) points[7] [Y]) ; 

* draw filled cube() checks to see which faces are visible 
* by nOting the position of the COP. If we are IlDre than 1 away 
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II 
* from any given plane (xy, xz, yz), then we can see the II 
* appropriate face of the cube. add_face() is called with four vertex 
* argurrents and an intensity to =eate the polygons or draw the edges. 
*/ 

draw filled cube(mcxle) 
~iSter stiORr mcxle; /* 1 = fill, 0 = display visible edges */ _ 

if (mcxle = 0) clear(); 
if (cop [X] < -1) add face(mcxle, 0, 1, 5, 4, WHITE); 
else if (cop [X] > I)-add face(mcxle, 2, 3, 7, 6, YELLC:M); II 
if (cop[Y] < -1) add faoe(mcxle, 3, 0, 4, 7, RED); 
else if (cop[Y] > l)-add face(mcxle, 1, 2, 6, 5, MAGENTA); 
if (cop[Z] < -1) add faoe(mcxle, 0, 1, 2, 3, GREEN); 
else if (cop[Z] > l)-add_face(mcxle, 4, 5, 6, 7, BIDE); 
if (mcxle = 1) area_end(); 

/* 
* add_face() calls the area-fill routines in poly.c to add the actual 
* polygon to the scan list, or else just draws the lines defining the face, 
* depending on the fill setting. 
*/ 

add_face (mcxle, e1, e2, e3, e4, intensity) 
SHORr mcxle, e1, e2, e3, e4, intensity; 
{ 

if (mode = 1) ( 
setJlE!l1(intensity) ; 

} 
else 

area_lOOVe( (SHORr) points[e1] [X], (SHORr) points[e1] [Y]) 
area_draw( (SHORr) points[e2] [X], (SHORr) points[e2] [Y]) 
area_draw( (SHORr) points [e3] [X], (SHORr) points[e3] [Y]) 
area_draw( (SHORr) points [e4] [X], (SHORr) points [e4] [Y]) 

setJlE!l1( (SHORr) WHITE); 
JOOVe( (SHORr) points[e1] [X], (SHORr) points[e1] [Y]) ; 
draw( (SHORr) points[e2] [X], (SHORr) points[e2] [Y]) ; 
draw( (SHORr) points[e3] [X], (SHORr) points[e3] [Y]) ; 
draw ( (SHORr) points[e4][X], (SHORr) points[e4][Y]); 
draw( (SHORr) points[e1] [X], (SHORr) points [e1] [Y]); 

Program 10-4. perspect.c 

1* 
* perspect.c is the mcxlule which generates the perspective transfonn. 
*/ 

#include ''machine.h'' 
#include "base.h" 

transfonn *get yerspecti ve _ transfonn ( ) 
{ 

static transfonn perspect; /* static returned matrix */ 
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vector rx, ry, rz, cw; 
static transfonn p = { 1,0,0,0, 0,1,0,0, 0,0,1,0, 0,0,0,0 }; 
transform a; 
register SHORr i; 

copy vector(vpn, rz); 
divide_vector(rz, -magnitude (rz) ) ; 

/* conpose rx ry rz vectors *1 
/* vpn => -z axis */ 
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crossyroduct(vpn, vup, rx); 
divide vector(rx, magnitude(rx»; 
crossyroduct(rz, rx, ry); 

/* projected vup => +y axis */ 

for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) { /* create A = T R TRL */ 
ali] [0] = rx[i]; 
a[i][l] = ry[i]; 
a[i][2] = ZERO - rz[i]; 
a[i][3] = 0; 

/* negated by the TRL matrix */ 

} 
a[3] [0] = ZERO - dotyroduct(cop, rx); 
a[3] [1] = ZERO - dotyroduct(cop, ry); 
a[3] [2] = dotyroduct(cop, rz); /* negated by the TRL matrix */ 
a[3][3] = 1; 

point transfonn(vrp, ON, a); 
:::W[X]-+= (umin+-umax)/2; 
ON[Y] += (vmin+vmax)/2; 

/* ON marks the center of */ 
/* the windoo */ 

if (ON[Z] = 0) p.mt("ON[Z] is zero; can I t create transfonn"); 

p[2] [0] = -c"W"[X]/ON[Z]; 
p[2][1] = -c"W"[Y]/ON[Z]; 
p[2][3] = l/ON[Z]; 

/* do shearing c:anponents •• */ 

/* .. am perspective */ 

matrix multiply(a, p, perspect); 
return-(transfonn *) perspect; 

/* =eate N-per matrix */ 

Program 10-5. trans.c 
/* 
* '!his JOOdule contains all the basic vector am matrix operations. 
*/ 

#include "machine.h" 
#include "base.h" 
double sqrtO, cosO, sinO; 

/*------------------- VECTOR OPERATIONS ------------------------*/ 

/* 
* normalize vector v in place 
*/ 

normalize (v) 
register vector v; 
{ 

register FLOAT h = v[H]; 

if (h = 0) punt("normalize: H coordinate is zero! ") ; 
if (h != 1) ( 

veX] /= h 
v[Y] /= h 
V[Z] /= h 
v[H] = 1; 

copy vector(v, w) 
register vector v,w; 
{ 

w[X] = veX]; 

/* copy vector v to w */ 
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wrY] = v[Y] 
w[Z] = v[Z] 
w[H] = v[H] 
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scale copy vector{v, w, s) /* copy vector v to w, scaling by s */ 
register vE!ctor v,w; 
register FLOAT s; 
( 

w[X] = v[X] * s; 
wrY] = v[Y] * s; 
w[Z] = v[Z] * s; 
w[H] = v[H]; 

divide vector{v, a) 
regist:er vector v; 
register FLOAT a; 

/* scale vector v down by a */ 

{ 
if (a = 0) p.mt{"divide_vector: att.enpt to divide by zero"); 
else ( 

v[X] /= a; 
v[Y] /= a; 
v[Z] /= a; 
v[H] = 1; 

subtract vector{v, w, result) /* set result to v - w */ 
register-vector v, w, result; 
( 

result [X] = v[X] - W[X] ; 
result[Y] = v[Y] - wry] ; 
result[Z] = v[Z] - w[Z]; 
result[H] = 1; 

/* Note: this routine is typically where the lattice float bug shows up */ 
FLOAT magnitude{v) /* retw:n magnitude of vector v */ 
register vector v; 
( 

retw:n (F1.DAT) sqrt{v[X]*v[X] + v[Y]*v[Y] + v[Z] *v[Z]); 

FLOAT dot""prcxiuct{v, w) 
register vector v, w; 

/* retw:n dot prcxiuct of v and w */ 

( 
retw:n v[X]*w[X] + v[Y]*w[Y] + v[ZJ*w[Z]; 

cross""prcxiuct{v, w, result) /* set result to cross prcxiuct of v and w */ 
register vector v, w, result; 
{ 
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result [X] = v[Y]*w[Z] - v[Z]*w[Y] 
result[Y] = v[Z]*w[X] - v[X]*w[Z] 
result[Z] = v[X]*w[Y] - v[Y]*w[X] 
result[H] = 1; 
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/* MATRIX OPERATIONS -------------*/ 

/* 
* the point transfonnO routine takes v and m (a vector and a 
* transfoz:miltion matrix) am sets result to the result of their 
* product. Note that tenp is used internally so we can have v = result. 
* To inprove speed, no looping is done. 
*/ 

point transfonn(v, result, m) 
register vector v; 
vector result; 
register transfonn m; 
( 

vector tenp; 
ternp[)(] = v[X]krn[O][X] + v[Y]*m[l][X] + v[Z]*m[2][X] + v[H]*m[3][X) 
tenp[Y] = v[X]*m[O][Y] + v[Y]*m[l][Y] + v[ZJ*m[2J[Y) + v[HJ*m[3][Y] 
tenp[Z] = V[X]*m[O][Z] + v[Y]*m[l][Z] + v[ZJ*m[2J[Z] + v[HJ*m[3][Z] 
tenp[HJ = v[X]*m[O][H] + v[Y]*m[l][H] + v[Z]*m[2][HJ + v[H]*m[3][HJ 
result [X] = tenp[X] ; 
result[Y] = tenp[Y] ; 
result[Z] = tenp[Z]; 
result[H] = tenp[H]; 

/* 
* rotate transfonnO is called fran main.c to provide a rotation 
* matrix-for rotate copO. 'Ihe passed matrix is zeroed, then 
* cos am sin values are appropriately inserted according to the 
* value of d (dilnension), Vlhic:h can be X, Y, or Z. 
*/ 

rotate transfonn(d, theta, m) 
register SHORr d; 
register FIDAT theta; 
register transfonn m; 
{ 

register SfDRI' i, j; 

for (i = 3; i >= 0; i-) for (j = 3; j >= 0; j--) m[i][j] = 0; 
m[O] [0] = m[l] [1] = m[2] [2] = 0.0 + cos(theta); /* Megamax bug!! */ 
m[d][d] = m[3][3] = 1; 

/* 

switch (d) { /* Megaroax bug */ 
case X: m[2] [lJ = ZEro - (m[l] [2] = sin(theta»; break; 
case Y: m[O] [2] = ZEro - (m[2J [0] = sin(theta»; break; 
case Z: m[l] [0] = ZEro - (m[O] [lJ = sin (theta) ); break; 

* matrix multiply() multiplies a and b, leaving the result in "result". 
*/ -

matrix multiply(a, b, result) 
register transfonn a, b, result; 
{ 

register SfDRI' i, j; 
for (i = 0; i <= 3; i++) for (j = 0; j <= 3; j++) 

result[i][j] = a[i][O]*b[O][j] + a[i][l]*b[l][jJ + 
a[i][2]*b[2][j] + a[i][3]*b[3][j]; 
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Program 10-6. poly.c 

/* 
* poly.c handles the ugly work of transfonning polygons into 
* plotted scanlines of the co=ect intensity. 
*/ 

#include ''machine.hl! 
char *get_itern() ; 

/* 
* An edge structure is used to keep track of the borders of the polygons 
* as we scan d= the screen. Each edge structure contains a pointer 
* to the next "active" edge; five variables that allow us to compute the 
* x-position of the line on successive scanlines (x, x_frac, x_sign, x_add, 
* anj x base); a SHORr containlig the length of the line in scanlines 
* (len) -; anj some data relatlig to the polygon (the polygon id number 
* anj the intensity of the polygon). 
*/ 

typedef struct Fdge { 
struct Fdge *next; 
SlK>Rl' x; 

} edge; 

/* 

SlK>Rl' x frac; 
SlK>Rl' x-sign; 
SlK>Rl' x-add; 
SlK>Rl' x-base; 
SlK>Rl' len; 
SlK>Rl' intensity; 
SHORr id; 

/* next edge on the active edge list */ 
/* current x position */ 
/* pixel fraction (x frac/x base) */ 
/* 1 or -1 (direction of line) */ 
/* fraction we move on each pixel line */ 
/* unit scallig base for x frac */ 
/* length of line (in scanIines) */ 
/* intensity of polygon we're a line of */ 
/* id rn.unber of this polygon */ 

* Vertex strutures are used to keep track of global vertices--the current 
* position of the "cursor"; the position of the initial vertex (so we can 
* connect the polygon when we have all the vertices); anj two vertices 
* marking the beginnlig anj end of the first line (which is ignored the 
* first time through the polygon anj needs to be specially handled) • 
*/ 

typedef stnlct vertex { 
SlK>Rl' x; 
SlK>Rl' y; 

} vertex; 

/* variables global to the poly JrOdule */ 

static edge *line[MAXLINE]; 

static vertex pes; 
static vertex ini t; 
static vertex edge1; 
static vertex edge2; 

static SHORr current id; 
static SHORr poly stat = 0; 
static SHORr poly-intensity; 
static void close~lygon(); 

/* 

/* scanline array of startlig edges */ 

/* current position of cursor */ 
/* start-point of polygon */ 
/* start-point of 1st non-horiz edge */ 
/* end-point of same edge */ 

/* id counter for polygons */ 
/* current state of polygon draw */ 
/* intensity of the cu=ent polygon */ 
/* predefine for the corrpiler */ 

* the area_II¥JIIeO routine sinply sets the beginnllg of the first of 
* a series of area drawO commands. If poly stat is set, then we've 
* just finished mawlig a polygon, so we call closeJlOlygonO to 
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* tidy up. '!be initial vertex (init) am current vertex (pos) are 
* saved, am the polygon id tag is incremented (current id). 
*/ -

void area_lOOVe(x, y) 
SHORr x,y; 
{ 

extern SHORr intensity; 

if (polLstat = 1) closeJlOlygonO; 
poly stat = 0; 
I,X>~y=intensity = intensity; 
~t.x = pos.x = x; 
~t.y = pos.y = y; 
++current id; 
if (current_id < 0) current_id = 0; 

/* close last polygon */ 
/* reset polygon status */ 

/* save vertex */ 

/* new polygon */ 
/* watch for overflow! */ 

/* 
* the area_draw () routine adds an edge structure to the appropriate 
* line[y] list. '!be structure is alloc'e:i am initialize:i a=rdin3" to the 
* start am en:} vertices of the Edge, the intensity am the id code. 
* '!be x-ccup:ments use integers to catp.Ite the position. Note that 
* a certain am:::mtt of special-casing is done to avoid the problems 
* that occur at vertex intersections: the first Edge is save:i away 
* am not ilIInediately added to the list, to give us a valid value for 
* deltaj'. '!hen for every Edge that is added we check to see if it's 
* going in the same direction as the previous line, am if so we shorten 
* it by a scanline am t.anp!r with the beginning or en:} of the line. 
*/ 

void area draw(bx, by) 
register SHoRr bx, by; 
{ 

static SHORr deltaj' = 0; /* 0 if (by-ay) > 0, else 1 */ 
register Edge *new; /* pointer to Edge being cre..te:i */ 
register SHORr ax = pos.x, ay = pos.y; /* beginning of line */ 
register SHORr t.en'p; /* variable to allow us to swap */ 
register SHORr old_delta = deltaj'; /* save old value of deltaj' */ 

pos.x = bX; 
pos.y = by; 

/* save the new position! */ 

if (ay = by) retunl; 
deltaj' = (ay > by) ; 

/* ignore horizontal lines */ 
/* set deltaj' for non-horiz lines */ 

if (poly stat = 0) { /* special treatment for first edge */ 
B3ge1.x = ax; Edge1.y = ay; /* save the en:lpoints .. */ 
Edge2.x = bx; Edge2.y = by; 
poly stat = 1; /* advance poly stat flag */ 
return; /* .. am exit - */ 

if (deltaj') { /* reverse upsidEMlown lines */ 
tenp = ax; ax = bx; bx = tenp; 
tenp = ay; ay = by; by = tenp; 

new = (Edge *) get item (sizeof(Edge) ); /* get a new e:ige structure */ 
new->len = by - ay"""; 
new->x_base = new->len; /* "rise", as in line-araw routines */ 
new->x = ax; /* starting value of x */ 
new->x_sign = (bx > ax) ? 1 : -1; /* separate sign.. */ 
new->x add = (bx > ax) ? (bx - ax) : (ax - bx); /* .. am abs. value */ 
new->x=frac = new->x_add »1; /* initialize fraction to 0.5 */ 
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new->intensity = poly intensity; 1* store polygon-spec:ific stuff... *1 _ 
new->id = current_id;- ..., 

1* 

if (old_delta = delta3) 
-(new->len) ; 
if (delta3 = 0) 

++ay; 

1* line is goin;J in the same dir *1 
1* .• so shorten it. *1 
1* if it's headin;J down adjust start *1 

new->x frac ~ new->x add; 
while (new->x_frac < 0) ( 

1* start next line *1 
1* and fix up x-pos *1 

new->next = line[ay]; 
line [ay] = new; 

new->x += new->x sign; 
new->x_frac += new->x_base; 

1* chain new edge into scanline list *1 

* closeJ)Olygon() is called to clean up the polygon, either fran area_1I'DVeO 
* or fran area end(). We close the polygon by area draw'in;J back to the 
* first point, -then draw the first edge (which was Passed Oller so we could 
* get an initial value for delta3). 
*1 

static void closeJ)Olygon() 
( 

area draw(init.x, init.y); 
if (Init.x 1= edgel.x II init.y 1= edgel.y) 

area draw(edgel.x, edgel.y); 
area_draw(edC;Je2.x, edge2.y); 

1* draw back to start *1 
1* only draw to edge1 *1 
1* if necessary *1 

1* 
* area end() updates the active list fran the line [ ] array of scan line 
* edges, then re-sorts the list and displays the line. Finally, edges 
* with negative len;rth are rem:wed, and the lines' x-coordinates are updated. 
*1 

void area_end() 
( 

1* 

edge active; 1* dummy node base of active list 
register edge *last; 1* pointer to end of active list 
register SHORr y; 1* current scanline rn.nnber 
static edge *update_list(); 1* let COII'piler know about subfuncs 
static void sort_list(), write_scanline(); 

if (polLstat = 1) closeJ)Olygon(); 
poly stat = 0; 
last-= &active; 1* pointer to the end of the active list *1 
for (y = 0; y < y size; ++y) ( 

last->next = line[y]; 1* add line[y] to list 
line[y] = 0; 1* reinitialize line[y] 
sort list(&active); 1* sort the list 
wri"te_scanline (active. next, y); 1* output the scanline 
last = update_list(&active) ; 1* and update the list 

* sort active list into x-sorted pairs of same-id edges 
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*/ 
static void sort list(base) 
register edge *J:2se, 
{ 

register SHORl' id = -1, /* current polygon id, or -1 for none */ 
register SHORl' x, /* x-position of leftrrost edge encountered */ 
register edge *p, /* scan pointer into list to be sorted */ 
register edge *next, /* pointer to structure after p */ 
register edge *min, /* pointer to 1eftIrost edge so far */ 

while (base->next) { 
x = OX1fff; /* the largest possible value */ 
for (p = min = base, next = p->next, p = next) 

if «id == -1 II next->id == id) && (next->x <= x)) 
min = p, 
x = next->x, 

} 
p = min->next, 
if (base != min) { 

min->next = min->next->next, 
p->next = base->next, 
base->next = p, 

/* chain across */ 
/* chain in forward */ 
/* .. am backwards */ 

} 
id = (id == -1) ? p->id : -1; 
base = base->next; 

/* toggle id 

} 
if (id != -1) punt (llsort_list: oz:phaned edge"); 

/* 
* display scan line 
*/ 

static void write scanline(p, y) 
register edge *p;-
register SHORl' y; 
( 

setJlell( (SHORr) mACK); 
IOOITE! «SHORr) 0, y), 
draw(x size - 1, y); 
while (p) ( 

/* BIACK out line */ 

/* draw in polygon scanlines 
/* set new intensity 
/* lTOVe to start of scanline 

setJlell(p->intensity) ; 
IOOITE! (p->x, y); 
p = p->next; /* .. am draw to en:l of scanline 
draw (p->x, y); 
P = p->next; /* advance edge pointer 

/* 
* update the =-rent scan line 
*/ 

static edge *update_list(p) 
register edge *p; 
{ 

register edge *next; 
while (next = p->next) 

if (-(next->len) < 0) ( 
p->next = next->next; 
free(next) ; 

} 
else { 
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While (next->x frac < 0) { 

} 

next->x -+= next->x sign; 
next->x_frac -+= neit->x_base; 

p = next; 

/* update the em-of-list pointer */ 

/* 
* get item() is a general-utility routine that error-checks callocO 
* ancC returns a block of I!lE!II'Ory of the specified size. 
*/ 

char *get item (size) 
int size;-
{ 

char *t.enp; 
if «tenp = calloc(l, size» = 0) punt("out of 1!lE!II'Ory"); 
return tenp; 

Program 10-7. amigapoly.c 
/* 

* '!he apoly.c mc:xfule replaces the low-level poly.c file for Aroiga highspeed 
* area-fill operations. When area moveO is first called, it will allocate 
* all necessary struetures; thus, We don't have to change ini t _graphics () • 

* 
* '!his code uses "double-buffering" if possible; that is, it will open 
* another screen the first time area move() is called, and switch screens 
* every time area end() is called so-that the one just rendered into is 
* on top. -

* 
* with Aztec C, you lI\USt make sure that this m::x:lule is linked 
* BEFORE machine.c, since the exit graphicsO in this m::x:lule replaces 
* the one in machine.c; the extra Screen lI\USt be closed and the area fill 
* temporary raster deallocated. Ignore linker error messages about 
* _exit_graphics being multiply defined. 

* 
* with lattice C, you lIIUSt delete the exit graphicsO code in machine.c 
* and c:onpile machine.c for this program separately before linking; alink 
* refuses to behave properly with two functions of the same name. 
*/ 

#include <exec/types.h> 
#include <intuitionjintuition.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include ''machine.h'' 

/* system values */ 
extern PIl\NEPI'R AllocRaster () ; 
extern struet Screen *OpenScreen 0 ; 
extern struet IntuitionBase *IntuitionBase; 
extern struet GfxBase *GfxBase; 

/* global variables */ 
extern SHORT intensity; 
extern {M)RD colonnap[l6]; 
extern struct. Ra.stFort *rp; 
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/* the usual RastR:>rt * / 
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extern struct NeWScreen newscreen; 
extern struct Screen *screen; 

1* the NewScreen structure 
1* the initial screen ptr 

*1 
*1 

1* graphics control variables *1 

#define VECroRS 20 

static DOORn buffer[VECTORS * 5 1 2]; 
static PUINEPI'R plane = NULL; 

1* area buffer for system edge 
1* terrporary bitplane pointer 
1* AreaFill structure 

list *1 
*1 
*1 
*1 
*1 
*1 

static struct TrrpRas trnpras; 
static struct AreaInfo areainfo; 
static struct RastFort *rp2; 

1* ditto 
1* ptr to the "inactive" rastport 
1* ptr to the "inactive" screen static struct Screen *screen2 = NULL; 

1* local code variables *1 
static SH:>RI' done = 1; 1* set to 1 when AreaErrl called *1 

1* intensity when AreaMoVe called *1 static SH:>RI' last_intensity = -1; 

1* 
* '!he area lI'OVe() code creates the new bitlllap the first time it's called 
* (by siltq:>Iy creating a new screen). If we're beginning a new series of 
* area lI'OVe () 's, the screen is cleared; otherwise we AreaErrl () the current 
* polygon, an:i finally AreaMoVe() to the beginning of the new polygon. 
*1 

area_lI'OVe(x, y) 
SHORr x,y; 
{ 

if (rp->TrrpRas = NULL) 1* haven't initialized yet *1 

1* allocate necessary structure to do lImiga AreaFill stuff *1 
if «plane = AllocRaster( (lorg) x size, (lorg) y size» = 0) 

jXll1t("area lI'OVe: not enou9h meJ.OOry for Ai=eaF'ill") ; 
InitTrrpRas(&trnpras~ plane, (lang) RASSIZE(x size, y size»; 
InitArea(&areainfo, buffer, (lang) VECroRS); -
rp->'ntpRas = &tnpras; 
rp->AreaInfo = &areainfo; 

1* allocate an:i initialize a new screen for double-buffering *1 
newscreen. Type 1= SCREENBEHIND; 
if (screen2 = 0penScreen(&newscreen» ( 

IoadRGB4(&screen2->ViewPort, colormap, 16L); 
rp2 = &screen2->RastFort; 

} 
else 

rp2 ->'l'mpRas = &trnpras; 
rp2->AreaInfo = &areainfo; 

printf("warning: not enough meJ.OOry to double-buffer\n") ; 
rp2 = rp; 

if (done) { 1* last call was area en:i(), so *1 

} 
else 

} 

SetFast (rp2, OL); 
done = 0; 

1* clear screen an:i reset "done". *1 

SetAPen(rp2, (lang) last intensity); 
AreaErrl(rp2) ; 7* make sure intensity is correct *1 
SetAPen(rp2, (lorg) intensity); 

last_intensity = intensity; 1* remember the current intensity *1 
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AreaMove(rp2, (lon;J) x, (lon;J) y); 

1* 
* area drawO to another vertex of the same polygon. 
*1 -

area draw(x, y) 
SHORT x, y; 
( 

AreaDraw(rp2, (lon;J) x, (lon;J) y); 

1* 
* area errl() perfOIlllS the AreaEOO.() call to close off the last polygon, 
* then-displays the previously inactive, just-created picture by usin;J 
* the Intuition screertroFrontO call to brin;J it onto the display. 
*1 

area _ errl () 
( 

re;Jister st:ruct Screen *s; 
re;Jister st:ruct RastPort *r; 

Set1IPen(rp2, (lon;J) last_intensity); 
AreaErxi(rp2) ; 
SetAPen(rp2, (lon;J) intensity); 
if (screen2) ( 

) 
done = 1; 

s = screen2; screen2 = screen; screen = s; 
r = rp2; rp2 = rp; rp = r; 
screertroFront(s) ; 

1* 
* our updated exit graIillcs () function frees the extra IreI'OOry needed 
* for AreaFill (with FreeRaster) am closes the extra screen. 
*1 

void exit_gra~cs(s) 
char *s; 
( 

re;Jister char c; 

WBenchToFront() ; 
if (s) printf("%s\n", s); 

II 
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printf(''Hit RElURN to exit fran program (Amiga-M to see picture) -- "); II 
while «c = getd:lar() != '\n' && c != mF); 
if (rp->'nIpRas) 
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FreeRaster(rp->'nIpRas->RasPtr, (lOn:J) x_size, (lOn:J) y_size); 
if (screen2) CloseScreen(screen2); 
if (screen) CloseScreen(screen); II 
if (GfxBase) CloseLibrary(GfxBase); 
if (IntuitionBase) CloseLibrary(IntuitionBase); 
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Program 10-8. stpoly.c 

/* 
* '!he stpoly.c nodule han:lles the Atari's area-fill routines with the 
* brilt-in v fillarea() routine. 
*/ -

#in=lude <osbirrl.h> 
#in=lude <stdio.h> 
#in=lude ''machine.hl! 

/* public variables */ 
exteJ:n SHORr real intensity, han:lle, physscr; 
exteJ:n lon:J graphScr; 

/* local variables */ 
static SHORr pxyarray[256]; 
static SHORr pxyptr = 0; 

/* array of vertices for polygon */ 
/* pointer into the array */ 

static SHORr last intensity = -1; 
static char *map ;;; NULL; 

/* intensity ~ area nove() called */ 
/* pointer to new tneIIDry */ 

static lOl'XJ newgraph; /* the other ~cs screen * / 

/* 
* When area lfOVe() is called for the first tilne, last intensity is -1. We 
* take adval1tage of this fact to initialize the fill style arrl create a 
* block of tneIIDry 1Ne can use as an alternate screen. If a polygon is 
* currently open, 1Ne close it; otherwise 1Ne asstnne that we're beginning 
* to draw on the screen arrl clear it. 
*/ 

area_lfOVe(x, y) 
SHORr x,y; 
{ 

register lor~ t; 

if (last_intensity = -1) 
vsf color(han:lle, 1); /* initialize fill style */ 
vsf-interior(harrlle, 2); 
vs(:-perilneter(harrlle, 0); 
if (map = malloc(65535» /* try to get another screen */ 

newgraph = «unsigned lOl'XJ) map & - (Ox7fffL» + 32768L; 
else /* not enough nteIIX)ry to doublebuffer */ 

newgraph = graphscr; 

} 
if (pxyptr = 0) ( 

} 

t = graphscr; 
graphscr = newgrapll; 
clear() ; 
graphscr = t; 

else 1 area end(); 
last ii1tenslty = real intensity; 
area=draw(x, y); -

/* clear arrl initialize */ 

/* close any open polygons */ 

/* 
* area drawO just adds x arrl Y to the pxyarray table. 
*/ -

area draw(x, y) 
SHORr x, y: 
{ 

pxyarray[pxyptr++ ] = x: 
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pxyarray[pxyptr++] = y; 

/* * 'lhe area emO function calls I area emO to actually draw the last 
* polygon, -then exchanges one graPhics-screen for the other. 
*/ 

area em() 
{ -

/* 

register long t; 

I area em 0 ; 
iii if grapmcs screen being displayed, change the physical screen */ 
if (physscr = 1) setscreen(-lL, newgraph, -1); 
t = newgraph; 
newgraph = grapu;cr; 
graphscr = t; 

* 'lhis Z"Qltine sets the fill style or color (deperDing on the nv:mitor type), 
* then calls the v fillareaO routine, passing it our stored vertices in 
* pxyarray. When We're done, 'We reset the logical screen. 
*/ 

1 area em () C -
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register long logical; 

logical = LcxJbase () ; 
Setscreen(newgraph, -1L, -1); 
if (x size = 640) vsf style(harrlle, (last intensity+l)/2); 
else Vaf color(harrlle,-last intensity); -
v fillarea(harrlle, pxyptr/2-;- pxyarray); 
piyptr = 0; 
setscreen(logical, -lL, -1); 
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_ In this chapter we'll be discussing how to render com

plex three-dimensional objects. The cube program allowed us 
to focus on the fundamental, mathematical issues of three
dimensional perspective: matrix transforms and parallel and 
perspective rendering. In this chapter we'll be focusing more 
on the techniques of displaying an image. 
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Hidden-Surface Routines 
There are many ways to handle the general-case problem of 
removing hidden surfaces. With the cube in the last chapter, it 
was possible to derive a simple algorithm to determine which 
face was visible; the general case is much more difficult. In 
this chapter, we'll discuss one of the simplest techniques, the 
so-called z-buffer algorithm. 

There are two major questions to be considered for hidden
surface elimination routines: which polygons (and what parts 
of each) to display on the screen, and how to shade the poly
gons. We'll be using the simplest possible methods to accom
plish both of these goals, but the work is still not trivial. 

Illumination Models 
Let's begin by tackling the question of how to illuminate a 
given polygon. In cube it was easy; we were using color, and 
assuming that the cube was being lit from all sides. In the 
more typical case, however, there is a light source (possibly 
more than one) illuminating the various polygons. 

Light interacts with surfaces in widely varying ways. 
Some surfaces absorb all light: "black bodies." Some reflect 
different amounts of light at different frequencies, making 
them appear various colors. Some reflect light very precisely, 
like mirrors, while other surfaces, like wood, reflect incident 
light randomly, making them appear uniformly illuminated. 

There are two fundamental kinds of reflected light: the 
diffuse reflection, and the specular reflection. Diffuse reflection 
is the ordinary lighting that an object has when it's in the 
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light. Specular reflection, by contrast, is the precise lighting II 
that mirrors and shiny surfaces give off. A piece of metal, for 
example, will have shiny highlights on its surface where the 
light is reflecting off it into your eyes. This is its specular re- _ 
flection. We won't be using specular reflection in our models 
here, since it adds considerably to the computation time, but it 
is a part of the standard description. II 

The equation we'll be using to determine the diffuse re
flection of a polygon depends on the normal of the polygon. 
It's the vector that is perpendicular to the plane of the poly
gon. It's also an easy vector to compute; if you know the 
equation of the plane as 

Ax + By + Cz + 0 = 0 

(which is the standard form), then the normal is simply 
(A,B,C). Notice that an equally legal normal is (-A, - B, - C); 
every plane has two normals to it, each going in opposite 
directions. 

Lambert's Law is used to determine the amount of diffuse 
reflection. It says that the amount of diffuse reflection from a 
surface is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the 
normal and the light source. Different surfaces have different 
diffuse reflectivity, however, so we include a constant value 
(from 0 to 1) to take that into account. By tradition, such 
constants are k's; the diffuse reflectivity constant is kd. A sur
face that tends to reflect light strongly has a high kd; a duller 
surface has a correspondingly lower one. 

Figure 11-1. Diffuse Illumination 
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The z-buffer Algorithm 

Given a polygon with normal D, and a light source in the 
direction pointed to by vector L, with brightness II, the diffuse 
illumination of a polygon would be: 

I = II kd cos(theta) 

where theta is the angle between the normal and the light 
source, Figure 11-1. 

This simple model is somewhat lacking, however. Even 
when an object is not being exposed directly to a light source, 
it is still illuminated somewhat by the general background 
level of illumination; light rays bouncing off the walls, floor, 
ceiling, and other objects create an ambient intensity which 
must always be factored into calculations of brightness. We 
can call this ambient intensity Ia; the ability of a surface to re
flect this light is ka. For all intents and purposes, kd and ka 
are the same values; we'll treat them that way in our pro
grams. Our revised intensity law is thus: 

I = Ia ka + 11 ltd cos(theta) 

This simple rule for intensity calculations is what our pro
gram will use. Many refinements are possible; a correction for 
the distance to the light source can be applied, for example, 
and various models of specular reflection can be added in. 

The z-buffer Algorithm 
Now that we know what brightness the polygons on the 
screen should be, the question of which polygons to actually 
display has to be dealt with. The problem of calculating visible 
and invisible polygons at first seems to be nearly insurmount
able. The obvious approach is to examine how the polygons 
relate to each other in their x, y, and z coordinates, and chop 
up partially obscured polygons into smaller polygons that are 
either entirely visible or entirely invisible. This technique is 
called depth sorting, and is fairly difficult. 

A much simpler and more straightforward algorithm is as 
follows. We create an array the size of the screen, with each 
pixel on the screen having a matching location in this array. 
The array is initialized to be full of very large values, and rep
resents the distance of every pixel on the screen from us. 
Thus, when the screen is initially cleared, this "depth buffer" 
is set entirely to a very-far-away value. Now, we take each 
polygon, and compute the (x,y) pixel location of all its pixels 
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(as the area-fill routines do). For each pixel thus computed, we 
calculate the depth of the polygon at that point. If its depth is 
nearer to us than the corresponding value in the depth 
buffer-that is, if 

distance_to_point < depth-buffer[x][y]; 

we plot an appropriately colored pixel on the screen at (x,y), 
and update the depth buffer to the just-computed distance of 
the pixel. As we do this for every polygon, only the pixels that 
are closest to us are plotted on the screen. Some polygons are 
drawn on the screen, and then overdrawn by later polygons; 
sometimes the later polygons don't appear on the screen at all, 
if they're further away and in the same place as one that has 
already been drawn. Thus, the routine is called the z-buffer al
gorithm, since the z-depth values are "buffered" while the 
polygons are being drawn. 

The only problem with this technique is that it takes a lot 
of memory to store an entire screen's depth buffer. Take, for 
example, the Atari's 640 X 400 monochrome mode. If we use 
a float (or a long) to store the depth information, that's four 
bytes per pixel; and with 256,000 pixels, we've already used 
up the entire memory of a 1040ST, with no room left for 
screen, program, or operating system. Even a smaller depth 
buffer, using only 16-bit ints for depth information, would still 
require half a megabyte, an extraordinary amount of memory. 

It turns out that a simpler solution exists. The area-fill 
routines that we've already written use a scan-line technique 
to display the polygons. We can use such a technique with the 
z-buffer method as well; then all we need is one line's worth 
of depth information, a mere two or three K at most. How
ever, the z-buffer area-fill routines are significantly more com
plex than the ones we've already written, although the basic 
concept remains much the same. 

The area-z Routines 
To distinguish these z-buffer area-fill routines from their two
dimensional cousins, we'll be calling them area-zmove( ), 
area-zdraw(), and are&-zend(). The basic functionality of 
the routines remains the same; are&-zmove() and are&
zdraw() are used to define the three-dimensional coordinates 
of the polygon, and are&-zend( ) instructs the poly.c module, 
Program 11-5, that it's time to draw the polygons it knows 
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about on the display. Both area-zmove() and area-zdraw() 
do, of course, take three parameters, rather than the two of 
arelL-JD.ove( ) and area-draw( ,. 

We'll be returning to these are8-11 routines fairly soon, 
when we've smoothed out some of the details of data struc
tures and perspective transformations. 

Data Files for zbuf 
Our next program will have the ability to display arbitrary 
polygons. To do this, of course, we need to have some way of 
specifying arbitrary polygons. The simplest method is to return 
to the data-file approach of the first graphics program we 
wrote, polygon.c (see Chapter 8). We can no longer specify 
each polygon with a two-item header (number of vertices and 
intensity) followed by a list of coordinate pairs, as we did 
before. Rather than an absolute intensity value, we'll specify a 
value for kd (and ka, since we're treating them the same). The 
header will then be followed by n coordinate triples, x, y, and 
z. The idea is much the same. 

The data structure that we'll read these points into is 
fairly basic. The basic unit is, of course, the vector, which 
we've been using all along. However, it won't do to just load 
our data into a vector and then start transforming it: We'll lose 
the original, world-coordinate data. So, we define a structure 
called an Ivec'tor (Program 11-1) which has two fields, a and 
w, the "archive" and the "working" copy of the vector: 

tnedef 8t1"1lct Ivector { ,. a 38pace point -/ 
8t1"1lct Ivector -next; 
vector a; ,. archive copy of vector-/ 
vector w; ,. work copy of vector -/ } ivector; 

Notice that the Ivec'tor structure has one additional field, a 
next field to point to another Ivec'tor structure. This allows 
the vertices of a polygon (represented by Ivectors) to be linked 
into a list. 

The polygons, too, have a fairly simple structure. They 
are linked into a list, which is built when the data file is first 
read into memory. Each polygon also has an ivec'tor pointer 
to its list of vertices, a kd field for its diffuse reflectivity con
stant, a normal field to store its normal (which is computed 
when the polygons are being loaded), and an in'tenai'ty field 
which holds the most recently computed intensity value of the 
polygon: 
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typedef struct Ipoly {r a polygon */ 
struct Ipoly *next; 
ivector ·vertez; r first vertez describing polygon */ 
FLOAT kd; ,. reflectivity of polygon */ 
vector normal; r the polygon's normal in absolute space 
SHORT intenSity; r the intensity of this polygon */ } ipo1y; 

The polygons are linked together onto a list whose root is the 
global variable poly-1ist. 

The perspect.c Module 
Let's consider the new perspect.c module, Program 11-4. The 
trans.c module, Program 11-6, is taken byte for byte from the 
vector operations module of the cube program (Program 10-5) 
found in Chapter 10. The perspect.c module is in some ways 
simpler than the one in the cube program. In zbuf we don't 
use the shear and perspective transforms, so the primary 
transform is just the A transform (where, as you recall, A is 
the composition of the T, B., and TBL matrices). The code in 
get_L-transform(), thus, is nearly identical to the code in 
cube's get-perspective_transform(). However, the A trans
form is declared statically so that we can return a pointer to it. 

The second half of the new perspect.c module is a bit 
trickier. In cube, we didn't need to try to establish the umin, 
umax and vmin, vmax boundaries; we simply set them arbi
trarily at + / - 2. For this program, the boundaries must be 
computed; we have no idea what sort of scaling the data was 
generated with. The code to find the boundaries is simple; we 
simply run through every vertex of every polygon, and check 
each vertex against the values of umin, umax, vmin, vmax, 
.min, and zmax. (We need the boundaries for zmin and 
.max too.) When we've finished, we have the boundary 
values. 

The remainder of the code actually creates the screen 
transform. The scale variable is used to determine how large 
we can make the data; given a square on the screen, we make 
the data fill the square out to 80 percent of its size (the 
SCALl!I-DOWll #define is set to 0.8). Then, with this value, 
we create the transform. The diagonal holds the scale value 
(note that the y value is inverted so as to convert from y-up to 
y-down coordinates). The bottom row holds the translation 
values, moving the center of the picture to the center of the 
screen. The z-diagonal value scales the total z distance into 
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hex 7FFFFFFF, the largest value that a long can hold; that al
lows us to use long math instead of float math in poly.c when 
computing the z values. 

The display.c Module 
If we now look at the display.c module (Program 11-2), we 
can see how these two routines from perspect.c are used. The 
display_updated() routine handles redrawing the display, as 
it does in cube. We call get_B-transform() to get the A 
transform (from world coordinates to viewing coordinates); 
then we apply this transform to all the polygons' vertices. 
Once we've done this, we can get the screen transform (with 
geLcrt-transform()) and finish transforming the points. 
Notice that we must apply the A transform to our data before 
calling geLcrt-transform(), since the screen-transform() 
depends on the actual size of the rotated and transformed pic
ture that we're to display. 

The a (archive) and w (work) vectors in the ivector struc
ture come in handy here; the initial A transform is applied to 
convert the a vectors, leaving the results in w. Then when we 
apply the screen transform, we convert the w vectors, leaving 
the results again in w. The w vectors are the ones that are 
then plotted with redraw_display(). 

The redraw_display() routine simply redirects the flow 
of control either to draw-filled() or draw-8dges(), depend
ing on the state of the global "fill flag," which serves a similar 
role in .buf to the one it served in cube. The fill flag can only 
have two states in the .buf program: wire mesh and fill. The 
hidden-line code was left out of .buf, in an attempt to make 
the program somewhat simpler. We use the redraw_display( ) 
call when we change the fill setting, so we can avoid the over
head of recomputing the entire scene. 

The draw_edges() routine is fairly simple. We clear the 
screen and set the pen to its maximum brightness. Then we 
scan through the list of polygons. We move() to the first vertex, 
then scan through the remaining list of vertices, draw( )ing to 
each one. Finally, we draw() back to the first vertex, since 
the polygon data in the data files usually isn't connected back 
to the starting point in this way. 

The draw-fiUed( ) routine is slightly more complex, but 
structurally very similar. We use the intensity field of the poly
gon as an argument to set_pen(). (The intensity field is set 
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by the set-intensities routine, further down in display.c, at 
the very beginning and then every time the light source is 
moved.) Then we pass the first vertex to areL-zmove(). Now 
we scan through the remainder of the vertex list, calling 
areL-zdraw() for each one. Finally, when we've drawn ev
ery polygon, we call are&-zend() to wrap things up and dis
play all the polygons. 

Several other routines are included in display.c. The 
compute-normal() routine is passed three points and an ini
tialized vector. The routine takes the two edges formed by the 
three vertices and assigns the passed vector (the normal) to 
their normalized cross product. 

The other function is set-intensitie8(), which computes 
the Lambert's Law intensity of all the polygons. The intensity 
is set to kd times Ia (the global variable which holds the am
bient intensity, ranging from 0.0 to 1.0). kd is here equal to 
ka. Then we examine the normal of the polygon's plane. If it's 
facing more or less in our direction (that is, if the dot product 
of the light and the cop is greater than 0), then the normal is 
facing the right way. Otherwise, the normal is pointing the 
wrong way (180 degrees reversed), and we use scale_copy_ 
vector( ) to multiply it by -1. We have to have the normal 
facing us when we compute its angle with the light source, 
since the side of the polygon facing us is the side that we're 
going to see. 

Now we take the dot product of the light source and the 
normal. In the code, we don't directly use the C08() routine to 
get the intensity, which is what Lambert's Law prescribes; in
stead, we use the dot product, which is the same as the cosine 
for vectors of length 1. If this dot product (which we set to 
temp) is greater than 0, the light source is in a position to illu
mine this side of the polygon, and we increase the illumina
tion to kd • temp. Now we've expressed Lambert's Law, but 
we need to make sure the resulting intensity is between 0.0 
and 1.0. Values greater than 1.0 are set to 1.0; that way, we 
can make sure that an ambient intensity of 1.0 will flood the 
picture with light, as will direct light on a properly aligned 
polygon. The intensity is scaled to max-intensity before be
ing saved in the "intensity" field of the polygon, so that it can 
be directly passed to the set_pen() routine. 
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The poly.c Module 
Now we have to tackle the actual mechanism of the z-buffer 
polygon plotting code. We've already gone over the basic 
techniques used in the z-buffer algorithm; now we can estab
lish how to code the algorithm itself. 

The areB-llmove() routine is very similar to the are&
move( ) routine. Both routines have a simple task to perform: 
save the passed arguments for the first call to the area-draw 
routine. The areB-lldraw() routine is more complicated. The 
arguments which are passed to it are all floats, so we have to 
convert them into shorts and longs before we can use them. 
The routine is very similar to the area..move() routine, al
though the extra, • component makes things appear a little 
more complex. 

In the Dew edge structure, most of the fields are identical 
to the ones from areL-move(). The new fields are ., .Z, and 
.y. When we discussed the z-buffer algorithm above, we said 
that we would calculate the z coordinate for each point in the 
polygon. However, actually performing the calculations with 
the polygon'S plane function would be extremely slow. So, we 
will emulate the line-draw routine, and calculate the z value 
incrementally. The plane equation, which we mentioned 
above, is 

Ale + By + c. + D = 0 

Solving this for z, we get 

z= -D - Ax - By 

C 

However, if we assume that at the beginning of a poly
gon's segment on a specific scan line, the z value is zo, we can 
easily calculate the z value at successive points (x + A x, y) on 
the scan line: 

A 
Z=Zo _Ax 

C 

Since A/C is a constant, and each successive A x is equal 
to 1, we can incrementally compute the z position as we move 
across the scan line. This value, A/C, is stored as .Z. 
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Likewise, as we move from one scan line to the next, we 
can recompute the new z value based on the old: 

B 
Z=Zo _Ay 

C 

Again, since n y is always equal to 1, the change in z is stored 
as a constant, stored in By. 

In our edge structure, then, we save these values for use 
in area-zend(). The zx value is calculated as - Ale, or, 
using the plane's normal vector, -normal[X]/normal[Z]. 
Likewise, we compute a zy value as -normal[y]/normal[Z]. 
Remember, the (x,y,z) value of the normal vector is the same 
as the (A,B,C) coefficients for the equation of the plane. 

The are8-Zend( ) Routine 
The arell-Bend() routine is significantly more complex than 
the arell-end() routine from polygon.c. However, we al
ready have a fairly good idea of how the routine should work, 
so describing it shouldn't be too hard. 

The routine to do the actual displaying in Bbuf, arell
Bend(), became a little too large and bulky to be one func
tion. So, it was broken up into four, each one called once for 
each scan line. 

The are&-zend() function has the same large structure as 
before. The for() loop is identical, and we update the active 
list from the y-bucket array just as in arell-end(). Notice that 
we now use a pointer into the line[] array that is incre
mented each time through the loop, rather than indexing into 
the array with a subscript; pointer math is significantly faster 
than array calculations. The first function that we call is 
sort-list(). We pass it the base of the list, and it sorts it. 
Aside from a few cosmetic changes performed when we made 
the sorting into a function, the code is identical. 

The next function is make_buffer(). This function runs 
through the list of edges and creates an array of intensities to 
render onto the screen. The z-buffer array is internal to 
make_buffer(), as is the frame buffer, which it returns a 
pointer to. The routine begins by initializing the z-buffer and 
the frame buffer; the z-buffer is set to Z-IlO'INITY, a very 
large and faraway number, and the frame buffer is set to 
BLACK, the background color. Then we loop through the list 
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of active edges. The x and z values to use are pulled off the 
left-hand edge of each pair we examine; we increment x until 
it's greater than the x value of the right-hand edge. As we go, 
we "fix" the z value of the edge by adding IIX to it on each it
eration. IIX, as you recall, is the value we have to add to z for 
"incremental" depth calculations as we change our x position. 
At each pixel, we check the depth value in the z buffer, and if 
our pixel is closer to us we reset the z-buffer value and put our 
pixel's intensity into the frame buffer. Notice that we use 
pointers into the z buffer and the frame buffer to speed things 
along, and register variables for IIX and x-end (the x coordi
nate of the right-hand edge). When we've finished, a pointer 
to the (statically allocated) frame buffer is returned. 

This pointer is then passed, along with the current scan 
line, to writ8-8canlineC). This routine is very straightfor
ward; it simply scans the passed fraine buffer for "spans" of 
same-intensity pixels, and draws the appropriate lines on the 
screen. We avoid the plot() function, since it typically runs 
much slower than the moveC) and draw( ) routines for this 
sort of application. Note that here, too, we use a pointer to the 
frame buffer, rather than using array indexing into it. 

The last routine of are&-JIend() is update-1i8t(). We 
pass this routine a pointer to the base of the active-edge list, 
and, like the sort routine, it returns a pointer to the last item 
on the list. This routine, like 8ort-1i8t(), is very similar to 
the code in area-endC). However, some additional calcula
tions are performed to keep the z values up to date. In the 
loop that calculates our new x position incrementally, by add
ing "x-wrap" to X-frac, we also update the z value by add
ing zx to it. Note that, if x-dir is negative, we negate zx; that 
way when we add zx to z each time through the loop, we add 
the correct value. Once out of the incremental line-drawing 
loop, we add .7 to z and advance our pointer to the next ac
tive edge. The final value of p, which points to the last active 
edge, is returned; this value is then assigned to la8t, so we 
can tack on the new y-bucket edges next time round the scan
line loop. 

Data Files 
We've provided a few data files for IIbuf to get you started, 
and a few small pieces of code to generate more data files. In
cluded in the list of data files are a simple pair of intersecting 
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polygons to play with (_gon), a set of concentric square rings 
(rings), and a simple model of an F15 Eagle (tlS). Also pro
vided are two simple programs to generate close approxima
tions of a sphere and a torus, named, appropriately enough, 
sphere.c and torus.c, Programs 11-7 and 11-8. 

When you use the _buf program on the ST, the data files 
must be in the same folder with _buf.ttp, not in a separate 
folder. The program operates the same as others in this book. 
Use the h command to see a list of the commands available. If 
you're using an Atari ST, you can switch between the text and 
graphics screens by pressing return on a blank input line. 
Amiga users can switch between the screen with the closed
Amiga-N and -M key combinations. 

Program 11-1. base.h 

/* 
* 'lhis file holds the glOOal structures an:i definitions needed by 
* the z-buffer program. 
*/ 

typedef FI.OAT vector[ 4] ; /* harogenoos 4-spaoe vector type * / 
typedef FI.OAT transform[ 4][ 4] ; /* transformation natrix */ 

/* defines to access the vector array nore intuitively */ 
#define X 0 
#define Y 1 
#define Z 2 
#define H 3 

typedef struct lvector { /* a 3spaoe point */ 
struct Ivector *next; 
vector a; /* ardrlve CX1f1Y of vector */ 
vector w; /* work CX1f1Y of vector */ 

} ivector; 

typedef struct lpoly { 
struct lpoly *next; 
ivector *Vertex; 
FI.OAT ltd; 

} ipoly; 

vector normal; 
SH:lRl' intensity; 

/* a polygon */ 

/* first vertex describirq polygon */ 
/* reflectivity of polygon */ 
/* the polygon's normal in absolute spaoe */ 
/* the intensity of this polygon */ 

extern vector ccp, vrp, vpn, VIlp, light; 
extern FI.OAT ia; /* anbient light intensity */ 
extern SHORl' fill; /* fill on,Ioff */ 
extern SHORl' size; /* size of square screen */ 
extern ipoly *poly_list; /* list of polygons in display */ 

extern char *get item ( ) ; 
extern FI.OAT magJrltu:le (), dot yroduct () ; 
extern transform *get_a _transform (), *get_crt _transform () ; 

#define Z_MAX OXlfffffffL 
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Program 11-2. display.c 

/* 
* nus package haniles the high-level grar,ilics interactions 
* with the screen, it contains the rootines to a~ly the necessazy 
* transform matrices to the data points arxi display them either as 
* lines or as areas. '!be global function to call is display_update () , 
* or redraw displayO if fill mode is all that has been c::.banJed. 
* CCI1plteJ.ormalO is also used globally, fran qetJlOl}'9Ol'l_data(). 
*/ 

#include "machine.h" 
#include ''base.h'' 

/* 
* display update 0 updates the work list of vertices via the "A" 
* matrix retun1ed fran get a transfonnO, then updates the list again 
* by apply:in;J the screen t:ransfonn matrix to the work list. It then 
* dispatches the execution to either the fill or wire mode display. 
*/ 

display upc'".t-.e 0 
( -

register ipoly *p, 
register ivector *V, 
register transform *a, 

a = get a transfonnO, 
for (p ~ PolLlist, p, p = p->next) 

for (v = p->vertex; v; v = v->next) 
point transfonn(v->a, v->w, a); 

a = get crt transfonn() ; 
for (p ~ poly list; p; p = p->next) 

for (v = p->vertex, v, v = v->next) 
point transfonn(v->w, v->w, a); 

redraw_display 0 , -

redraw display 0 
( -

/* 

static draw Ed;Jes (), draw filled () ; 
if (fill) dr8w filled(); -
else draw_edgeS () , 

* draw_Ed;JesO runs tl'u:'algh the list of polygons, draw:in;J each one's 
* o:mverted Ed;Jes on the screen. 
*/ 

static draw edges 0 
( -

ipoly *poly; 
ivector *v; 
SB:>Rl' x, y, 

/* can't be register or Megamax dies ...nen call:in;J */ 
/* the drawO routine in machine.h */ 

setJler!{max_intensity) ; 
clearO: 
for (poly = poly_list: poly: poly = poly->next) 

v .. poly->vertex; 
KM!(X = (SID<T) v->w[Xl, y = (smRI') v->W[Yl), 
while (v = v->next) 
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draw( (SfI:Rl') v-:>w[X], (SHORr) v-:>W[Y]); II 
draw(x, y); 1* assume polygon not connected *1 

I: far eadl polygon, draw filledO carp.ttes its nonnal under the current II 
* screen t:rImsfonn, ~ calculates the intensity of each face. '!hen it 
* invokes the area z rc:utines fran poly.c (area ZIIOIIe, area zdraw, area_zen:l) 

*1 
* to blffer am diSplay the polygons to be drawii. - II 

static draw_filled() 
{ 

register ipoly *poly; 
register ivec:tor *V; 
vec:tor n; 

for (poly - poly list; poly; poly - poly->next) 
setJl8l'l(Poly->intensity) ; 
v = poly->vertex; 
0CIIp.lte normal (poly, n); 
area_znDve(v->w[X], v->w[Y], v-:>w[Z], n); 
while (v = v->next) 

area_zdraw(v-:>w[X], v-:>W[Y], v-:>w[Z]); 

1* 
* ocllplbUXlrmalO <XI!p1tes polygat p' s normal fran the first two edges 
* in its ~ list, leav~ the result in vector n. 'lhis rcutine is 
* also called fran readJlOlygaUiataO to deteJ::mine each polygon's normal 
* in absolute space. 
*1 

oaJplt:e_normal(p, n) 
ipoly tip; 
vec:tor n; 
( 

register ivec:tor *V; 
vec:tor a, b; 

v - p->vertex; 
subtract_vec:tor(v->w, v->next->w, a); 
v = v->next; 
subtract_vector(v->w, v->next-:>w, b); 
cress JlI"Oduct (a, b, n); II 
divide_vector(n, magnitude(n»; 

1* II * set_intensities() is called every time we lIOVe the light sooroe. 
* It fin:1s the normal to the polygon P by first normaliz~ it to point 
* at us, then tests to see if the light sooroe is incident to it. If 
: so, the intensity is calculated as: II 
* I.a1Itlert' s law = ](a Ia + ltd (N • L) 

* * where ](a - ltd. If the result of this equation exceeds 1.0, we assume 
* that the surface is "saturated" with light, and c:hcp it dawn to 1.0. II 
* 'lhis allows the ambient intensity to rarge fran 0.0 (no effect on 
* light~) to 1.0 (every surface Mlite), as well as lett~ directly-lit 
* surfaces be Mlite. 
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* * Note that we dcn't use arr:/ transfonned ooordinates in this flmction; 
* both the polygon I'X>rmal an:i the light soorce are in world <XlOrdinates. 
* 'lhus, this ro.ztine only has to be called when the light source 1OCl\IeS, 

* or when we ~ the anbient intensity. 
*/ 

set intensities 0 
{ -

register ipoly *p; /* chain through polygons */ 
register FLOAT intensity, tenp; 

for (p = poly list; p; p = p->next) { 
intenSity = ia * p->kd; 
if (dot....J>rOCluct(cq>, P->l'X)ntal) < 0) 

scale_copy_vector(p->l'X)ntal, P->l'X>rmal, -1.0); 
if «teIIp = dotJlZ'ClCh.lct(light, p->normal» > 0) 

intensity -1<= p->kd * tenp; 
p->intensity = (SH:lRI') (intensity * max intensity + 0.5) ; 
if (p->intensity > max_intensity) -

p->intensity = max_intensity; 

Program 11-3. main.c 
/* 
* 'TIlis module =ntains the main program loop as well as some of 
* the key top-level functions: cop locate 0 , =p rotate() , 
* readjX>lygon_data() . - -
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#inelude ''machine.h'' 
#inelude "base.h" 

/* initial anbient intensity of light */ 
#define IA 0.1 

/* public, exteJ:na1 variables */ 
vector cq>; /* center of projection (where we are) 
vector Vl:p; /* viewplane reference point (where it is) 
vector vpn; /* viewplane nontal (where it faces) 
vector vup; /* viewplane "up" (where "y" goes) 
vector light; /* position of light 
FlOAT ia; /* ambient light intensity 
SHORT fill; /* filIon/off 
ipoly *polLlist = NUIL; /* list of all polygons 
SHORT size; /* size of screen (as a square) 

main (arge, argv) 
int arge; 
char *argv[]; 
( 

char input[256]; 

init_graphics(GREYS) ; 

/* camnanj input buffer */ 

/* activate graphics m:xle */ 

/* initialize global variables */ 
fill = 0; /* wire-frame m:xle */ 
ia = IA; /* ambient intensity */ 
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size = (x size < y size) ? x size : y size; II 
cop[H] = Vrp[H] = Vpn[H] = vUp[H] = IIght[H] = 1; 
vup[X] = 0; vup[Y] = 1; vup[Z] = 0; /* set vup */ 
cop[X] = 0; cop(Y] = 0; cop[Z] = 1; /* cop */ 
vpn[X] '" 0; vpn[Y] = 0; vpn[Z] = -0.5; /* vpn */ 
vtp[X] = 0; vrp[Y] = 0; vtp[Z] = 0.5; /* ani vrp */_ 
light[X] = 1; light[Y] = 0; light[Z] = 0; /* dir to light source */ _ 

/* get data file */ 
if (arge 1= 2) II 
read"p?l=~~k~~;datafilell); " 

/* 

set_intensities(); 

/* start off displayirg picture */ 
displavlpdate () ; 
/* :inp.lt loop */ 
for (n) ( 

if (get_:inp.lt(:inp.lt) = NULL) break; 
if (*:inp.lt >= 'A' && *iIplt <= 'Z') *:inp.lt ~ ('a' - 'A'); 
if (parse (:inp.lt[0] , &:inp.lt[l]» break; 

* pass this function the ocmnarxl ani its argI.IIOOl1ts (a char ani a strirg) . 
* It parses the ocmnarxl and executes it. If it gets a 'q' COIt1!llCmi, it 
* returns one; otherwise it returns zero. 
*/ 

int parse(e, s) 
register char c, *s; 
{ 
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float x, y, z. theta, n; /* CCIl1IIlaI"Xi line iIplt variables */ 

switch (e) { 
case 'a': /* set absolute position of COP */ 

if (sscanf(s, "%f%f%f", &X, &y, &z) != 3) 
printf(IIsyntax: a x-pos y-pos Z-pos\ll") ; 

else cop locate(x, y, z); 
break; -

case 'x': 
case 'y': 
case 'z': 

/* rotate around x, y, or z axes */ 

case 

case 

if (sscanf(s, "%f%f", &theta, &n) != 2) 
printf("syntax: %e angle number-of-steps\n" ,e); 

else if (n <= 0) 
printf("rnnnber of steps must be positive!\n"); 

else cqu:'Otate(e, theta, n); 
break; 

If': 
fill = ! fill; 
redraw_display () ; 

/* toggle fill/wire mode */ 

break; 
'i': 

if 

} 

/* ambient intensity */ 
(sscanf(s, "%f", &n) != 1) ( 

printf("syntax: i ambient_intensity\nll); 
break; 

if (n < 0.0 I In> 1.0) ( 
printf("i: intensity must be 0.0 to 1.0\n"); 
break; 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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} 
ia = n; 
set intensities() ; 
if (fill = 1) display up:late(); 
break; -

case '1': /* direction to light * / 
if (sscanf(s, "%f%f%f", &X, &y, &z) != 3) ( 

printf("syntax: 1 x-pos y-pos z-pos\n"); 
break; 

} 
light [X] = x; lightlY] = y; light[z] = z; light[H] = 1; 
divide vector(light, magnitude (light) ); 
set intensities(); 
if (fill = 1) display up:late(); 
break; -

case 'r': /* redraw display */ 
redraw display () ; 
break;-

case 'w': /* where is everything? */ 
printf("ambient light intensity is %g\n", ia); 
printf("light source is at (%g,%g,%g)\n", 

light[X], lightlY], light[Z]); 
printf("oop is at (%g,%g,%g) \n",oop[X],oop[Y],cop[Z]) ; 
break; 

case EDF: 
case 'q': 

return 1; 
case I?'. 

case 'h': 

/* all done */ 

printf ("A x Y z specify absolute ccx:>rdinates for Q)P\n") ; 
printf ("X an:rle nsteps rotate Q)P arourrl x axis\n") ; 
printf("Y an:rle nsteps rotate CDP arourrl Y axis\n"); 
printf("Z an:rle nsteps rotate Q)P arourrl z axis\n"); 
printf("I intensity set ambient light intensity (0.0 to 1.0)\n"); 
printf("L x y z set absolute ccx:>rdinates for light source\n") ; 
printf("R redraw display\n"); 
printf ("F toggle fill-m:x:l.e / wire-mesh display\n") ; 
printf(''W where are we (status outp.rt:)\n") ; 
printf("Q quit\n") ; 
printf("H -or-? display this help list\n"); 

break; 
case '\0': 

break; 
default: 

printf(lIunknown comman::l. '%e'\n", e); 
} 
return 0; 

/* 
* The 'a' ccmnand relocates the Q)P. 'Illis function 
* adjusts Q)P, sets VRP to Q)P/2, and VFN to -VRP. VUP is hacked; 
* it points to +y all the tilre except when it's on the y-axis, 
* when we hack it to point to +x. 
*/ 

oop locate (x, y, z) 
float x, y, z; 
( 

cop[X] = x; cop[Y] = y; cop[Z] = z; 
divide vector(cop, magnitude (cop) ); 
scale_Copy_vector(C!Op, VIp, 0.5); 

/* set cop */ 

/* .. vrp */ 
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scale copy vector(cop, vpn, -1.0): 
if (cilp[X]- 0 && cop[Z] = 0) vup[X] = 1: 
else vup[X] = 0: 
vup[Y] = 1.0 - vup[X]: 
vup[Z] = 0.0: 
displavlpdate () : 

/* vpn */ 
/* and vup */ 

/* up:late display * / 

/* 
* cop rotate() uses the rotate transfonnO routine fran transform.c 
* to Create a rotation matrix,-whic:h it applies successively to 
* the key vectors. Note that rotate transfonn takes a 0,1,2 first 
* parameter for dirrension rrumber. -
*/ 

cop rotate(c, theta, n) 
chaJ: c: 
float theta, n: 
( 

transform m: 
SHORl' i: 

rotate transfonn«SHORr) c - 'x', theta/n / 180 * 3.14159265, m): 
for (i-- (SHORr) n; i; i-) ( 

point transfonn(cop, cop, m): 
point -transfonn(Vl:p, Vl:p, m): 
point-transfonn(vpn, vpn, m): 
point-transfonn(vup, vup, m): 
displaVlIldate 0 : 

/* 
* the readj"lOlygon_data() routine reads a data file with the follCMln:J 
* syntax: each polygon =nsists of a vector count n, a kd value, and "n" 
* x-y-z vector triplets. 
*/ 
readJlOlyg~data(file) 
char *file; 
{ 

register ivector *V; 
register ipoly *poly: 
register SI:[)Rl' nf: 
register FIIE *fd: 
extern FIIE *fql9l'lO: 
float kd, x, y, z: 
intn; 

/* pointer to the current vector */ 
/* to the current polygon */ 
/* mnnber of fields scanf'ed */ 
/* file descriptor beln:J read * / 
/* declare this so cc::mpiler knCMs */ 
/* floats for scanf to read into */ 
/* mnnber of vertices */ 

II 

II 

II 
if «fd = fql9l'l(file, "r"» = NUIL) 

p..mt("c:alldn't ql9l'l requested data file"): 
while «nf = fscanf(fd, "%d%f", &n, &kd» = 2) { II· 

if (kd < 0.0 II kd > 1.0) 
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p..mt(''bad kd in polygon") : 
if (n < 2) 

p.mt("too few points in polygon") ; II· 
poly = (ipoly *) get item(sizeof(ipoly»: /* create new poly */ 
poly->vertex = NUIL:-
poly->kd = kd: 
poly->next = poly list: /* chain into poly_list */ II 
poly list = poly:-
while (n-) { 

v = (ivector *) get item(sizeof(ivector»: 
if (fscanf(fd, "%f%f%f", &X, &y, &z) != 3) 

p..mt("unexpected en:l of vector list") : II 
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v->a[X] = x; v->a[Y] = y; v->a[Z] = z; v->a[H] = 1; 
v->next = poly->vertex; 1* chain into vector list *1 
poly->vertex = v; 
ocpy_vector(v->a, v->w); 

} 
CXIIp1te_J1Onnal(poly, poly->no:nnal); 

} 
if (nf 1= mF) 

pmt(":incarplete polygon header in polygon data") ; 
fclose(fd) ; 

Program 11-4. perspect.c 

1* 
* '!his rrodule includes the code to generate the "A" matrix ani 
* the screen-transform matrix. 
*1 

#include ''mad:!.ine.h'' 
#include "base.h" 

1* 
* get a transform() is the key routine to create a transform matrix 
* to iOOVe our viewpoint arourxi to look dawn the z-axis. 
*1 

transform *get_a _transform () 
{ 

static transform a; 
vector rx, ry, rz; 
register SHORr i; 

1* matrix returned *1 

copy vector(vpn, rz); 1* c:arpose rx ry rz vectors *1 
divide vector(rz, -magnitude(rz»; 
crossJ)roduct(vpn, vup, Ix); 
divide vector(rx, magnitude(rx»; 
crossJ)roduct(rz, rx, ry); 

for (i = 2; i >= 0; i--) { 1* create A = T R Trl *1 

} 

a[i][O] = rx[i]; 
a[i][1] = ry[i]; 
a[i][2] = ZERO - rz[i]; 

a[3] [0] = ZERO - dotJmldUct(rx, cop); 1* Megamax J::ug *1 
a[3] [1] = ZERO - dotJmldUct(ry, cop); 
a[3] [2] = dotJlroduct(rz, cop); 
a[3][3] = 1; 
1* note: [0][3], [1][3], ani [2][3] are always 0, so aren't c:han;Jed *1 
return (transform *) a; 

1* 
* '!he CRI' transform has to take the parallel data generated by the "a" 
* transform (above), ani convert it into screen coordinates. '!his involves 
* bounding the data in x, y, ani z coordinates, scaling ani transforming 
* in x an:l. Y to fit onto the screen appropriately, ani scaling in z so 
* the value fills a long. 

* * '!he x- ani y- coordinate scaling is done so as to maximize the size 
* of the picture while preserving a one-to-one pixel ratio in x- ani y
* dllnensions. '!his has the effect that if rotating a narrow object in a 
* narrow wirxicM it will seem to grcM an:l. shrink as it rotates. '!he 
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* value SCAlE IXHi detennines how ruch of the screen win::k:Jw is used 
* by the act:uil. data. 
*/ 

transfonn *get_crt _ transform ( ) 

{ 
static transform a; /* again static, since retumed */ 
register ivector *V; 
register ipoly *poly; 
register F'IJ:lAT scale, usize, vsize; 
register F'IJ:lAT umin, umax, vmin, VIDaX, zmin, zmax; 

define SCAlE _1XHi .8 

umin = vmin = zmin = le+l0; /* arbitrary large values */ 
umax .. vmax = zmax = -1e+ 10; 
for (poly = poly list; poly; poly = poly->next) 

for (v =-poly->vert:ex; v; v = v->next) { 

) 

if (v->w[X] < umin) umin = v->w[X]; 
if (v->w[X] > umax) umax = v->w[X]; 
if (v->w[Y] < vmin) vmin = v->w[Y] ; 
if (v->w[Y] > vmax) vmax = v->W[Y]; 
if (v->W[Z] < zmin) zmin - v->w[Z]; 
if (v->w[Z] > zmax) zmax = v->w[Z]; 

usize .. umax - umin; 
vsize .. vmax - vmin; 
if (usize -= 0 II vsize = 0) 

pmt("get_crt_transform: zero-size image! ") ; 
scale = « (F'IJ:lAT) sizejusize < (F'IJ:lAT) size/vsize) ? 

(FI..07\T) size / usize : (F'IJ:lAT) size / vsize) * SCAlE JX:MN; 
a[3] [0] = - umin * scale + «F'IJ:lAT) x size - scale * usize) / 2; 
a[3][1] .. vmax * scale + «F'IJ:lAT) y_slze - scale * vsize) / 2; 
a[l][l] = ZERO - (a[O][O] - scale); 
a[2] [2] = (F'IJ:lAT) Z_MAX / (zmax - zmin); /* scale depth */ 
a[3][2] = ZERO - (zmin * a[2][2]); 
return (transform *) a; 

Program 11-5. poly.c 

/* 
* poly.c han::lles the ugly work of transform:in:j' polygons into 
* plotted scanlineS of the correct intensity. 
*/ 

lIinclude ''machine.h" 
#include ''base.h" 

/* 
* An edge structure is used to keep track of the I:x:>rders of the polygons 
* as we scan Ibm the screen. Each edge structure contains a pointer to 
* the next "active" edge; five variables that allow us to CClIlplte the 
* x-position of the line on successive scanlines (x, x_frac, x_sign, 
* x add, am x base); three lorq.>, z, zx, am zy, conta:ininJ the current 
* villue of z arrl the offsets z takes when the line IOClVes in x or in y, am 
* a SH)RI' conta.iniIq the leIXJth of the line in scanlines (len); am sorre 
* data relatin3' to the polygon (the polygon id rn.nnber am the intensity of 
* the polygm). 
*/ 

typedef struct Dige { 
struct nige *next; /* next edge on the active edge list */ 
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} edge: 

/* 

SH:lRl' x: 
SH:lRl' x frac: 
SH:lRl' x-sign: 
SH:lRl' x-add: 
SH:lRl' x-base: 
long z; 
long zx: 
long zy: 
SH:lRl' len: 
SH:lRl' intensity: 
SH:lRl' id: 

/* current x position */ 
/* pixel fracticn (x_frac/x_base) */ 
/* 1 or -1 (directicn of line) */ 
/* fraction 1Iie !lPITe on each pixel line */ 
/* unit scalin} base for x_frac */ 
/* z-locaticn */ 
/* ~-down delta z for each delta x */ 
/* ditto, for each delta y */ 
/* 1en;Jth of line (in scanlines) */ 
/* intensity of polygon 1Iie're a line of */ 
/* id J'IUII'her of this polygon */ 

* vertex structures are used to keep track of global vertices-the current 
* position of the "cursor": the position of the initial vertex (so 1Iie can 
* connect the polygon when 1Iie have all the vertices): arrl 'bNo vertices 
* marld.n] the beginnin:] arrl end of the first line (which is ignored the 
* first time t:hrcugh the polygon arrl needs to be specially haOOled). 
*/ 

typedef struct vertex 
SH:lRl' x: 
SH:lRl' y: 
long z: 

} vertex: 

/* Z 'IOL is the z "tolerance", Le. how far apart 'bNo points need to be to */ 
/* te CXll'lSidered as actually differentiable. Needed for close decisions. */ 
#define Z _ 'IOL OXlfff 

/* variables global to the poly nv:xlule */ 
static edge *line[MAXLINE]; /* scanline array of startin} edges */ 

static vertex pos: 
static vertex init; 
static vertex edgel: 
static vertex edge2; 
static vector normal; 

static SHORr current id; 
static SHORr poly stat = 0; 
static SHORr poly-intensity: 
static void close~lygon(): 

/* 

/* current position of cursor */ 
/* start-point of polygon */ 
/* start-point of 1st non-horiz edge */ 
/* end-point of sarre edge */ 
/* normal vector to polygon */ 

/* id counter for polygons */ 
/* current state of polygon draw */ 
/* intensity of the current polygon */ 
/* predefine for the a:nnpiler */ 

* the area znoveO routine simply sets the beginning of the first of 
* a series-of area zdrawO commands. If poly stat is set, then we've 
* just finished crrawin} a polygon, so we call-closeJ'OlygonO to 
* tidy up. The initial vertex (init), the current vertex (pos), arrl the 
* normal are saved, arrl the polygon id tag is incremented (current id). 
*/ -

void area znove(x, y, z, n) 
FlOAT x, y, z; 
vector *n; 
{ 

extern SHORr intensity: 

if (poly_stat = 1) closeJ'OlygonO: 
poly stat = 0: 
poly-intensity = intensity: 
init-:-x = pos.x = (SHORr) x: 
init.y = pos.y = (SHORr) y: 

/* close last polygon */ 
/* reset polygon status */ 

1* save vertex */ ' 
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init. z = pos. z = (long) z; 
normal[XJ = (*n) [XJ; 
normal[YJ = (*n) [YJ; 
normal[ZJ = (*n) [ZJ; 
++current id; 
if (current_id < 0) current_id = 0; 

/* save new normal away */ 

/* new polygon */ 
/* watch for overflow! */ 

II 

II 

II 

II 
/* 

* the area zdrawO routine adds an edge structure to the appropriate IJ 
* line[YJ list. 'Ihe structure is alloc'ed and initialized a=rding to the 
* start and end vertices of the edge, the intensity and the id code. 
* 'Ihe x-components use integers to compute the position. Note that 
* a certain amount of special-casing is done to avoid the problems 
* that = at vertex intersections: the first edge is saved away 
* and not bnmediately added to the list, to give us a valid value for 
* deltay. 'Ihen for every edge that is added we check to see if it's 
* going in the same direction as the previous line, and if so we shorten 
* it by a scanline and tamper with the beginning or end of the line. 
*/ 

void area zdraw(x in, y in, z in) 
FIDAT x ill, y in,-z in;- -
{ - - -
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/* 0 if (by-ay) > 0, else 1 */ static SHORT deltay = 0; 
register SHORT bx = x in, 
register long bz = z In; 
register edge *new; -
register SHORT ax = pes.x, 
register long az = pes.z; 
SHORT terrq;l; 

by = y_in; /* convert to integer */ 

SHORT old_delta = deltay; 
long zx; 

/* pointer to edge being created */ 
ay = pos.y; /* beginning of line */ 

/* variable to allow us to swap */ 
/* save old value of deltay */ 
/* value of zx to adjust z by at end */ 

pos.x = bx; pos.y = by; pos.z = bz; /* save the new position! */ 
if (ay = by) return; /* ignore horizontal lines */ 
if (normal[ZJ = 0) return; /* ignore planes that are edge-on */ 
deltay = (ay > by); /* set deltay for non-horiz lines */ 

if (poly stat = 0) { /* special treatment for first edge */ 
Erlgel.x = ax; edgel.y = ay; edgel.z = az; /* save en::1points */ 
edge2.x = bx; edge2.y = by; edge2.z = bz; 
poly stat = 1; /* set poly stat flag */ 
return; /* .. and exit- */ 

if (deltay) { 
tenp = ax; ax = bx; 
tenp = ay; ay = by; 
az = bz; 

/* reverse upside-uown lines 
bx = tenp; 
by = tenp; 

/* don't need bz so we don't swap 

*/ 

*/ 

new = (edge *) get item (sizeof (edge) ); /* get a new edge structure */ 
new->len = by - ay; 
new->x_base = new->len; /* "rise" I as in line-draw routines */ 
new->x = ax; /* starting value of x */ 
new->x sign = (bx > ax) ? 1 : -1; /* separate sign.. */ 
new->x-add = (bx > ax) ? (bx - ax) : (ax - bx); /* .• and abs. value */ 
new->x::::frac = new->x_add »1; /* initialize fraction to 0.5 */ 
new->z = az; 
new->zy = -normal [YJ/normal [ZJ ; 
new->zx = -normal[XJ/normal[ZJ; 
new->intensity = poly_intensity; /* store polygon-specific stuff... */ 

II 

II 

II 
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if (old delta = deltay) /* line is goin:J in the same dir */ 
- -(new->len); /* .. so shorten it. */ 

/* 

if (deltay = 0) /* if it's hea~ down adjust start */ 
++ay; /* start next line */ 
new->x frac ~ new->x add; /* am fix up pos */ 
zx = (new->x sign > 0) ? new->zx : -new->zx; 
while (new->x frac < 0) ( 

new->x += new->X sign; 
new->z ~ zx; 

new->next = line[ay]; 
line[ay] = new; 

new->x_frac += new->x_base; 

/* chain new edge into scanline list */ 

* closeJXllygon() is called to clean up the polygon, either f~ ::ti:o",U=:'!:''''''O 
* or fram area zerrl(). We close the polygon by area zdn:w' in:J back to the 
* first point,-then draw the first edge (which was piffised over so we could 
* get an initial value for delta y) . 
*/ 

static void closeJXllygon() 
( 

/* 

area zdraw((FUlAT) init.x, (FlOAT) init.y, (FUlAT) init. z) ; 
if (Init.x != edgel.X II init.y != edgel.y II init.z != edgel.z) 

area zdraw«FlOAT) edge1.x, (FlOAT) edge1.y, (FlOAT) edge1.z); 
area_zdraw((FrDAT) edge2.x, (FlOAT) edge2.y, (FUlAT) edge2.z); 

* area zerrlO updates the active list from the liner] array of scan line 
* edges, then re-sorts the list am displays the line. Finally, edges 
* with negative len:Jth are rem::JVed, am the lines' x- am z-ooordinates 
* are updated. 
*/ 

void area_zerrlO 
{ 

edge active: /* dummy node base of active list */ 
register edge *last: /* pointer to ern of active list */ 
register SHORr y; /* current scanline number */ 
static edge *update list 0 : /* let =npiler kncM about subfuncs */ 
static SHORr *make bufferO: /* subfunctions */ 
static void sort_lIst 0, write _ scanline 0 : 

if (poly_stat = 1) closeJXllygonO; 
poly stat = 0; 
last - = &active; /* pointer to the errl of the active list */ 
for (y = 0; y < y size; ++y) ( 

last->next = line[y]: /* add line[y] to list */ 
line[y] = 0; /* reinitialize line[y] */ 
sort list(&active): 
write scanline(make buffer(active.next), y): 
last ;;; update_list(&"active); 
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/* 
* sort list pointed to by p into pairs of x-sorted edges 
*/ 

static void sort list(base) 
register edge *biise; 
{ 

register SHORr id = -1; 
register edge *next; 
register SHORr x; 
register edge *p; 
register SHORr intensity = 0; 
register edge *Xmin; 

/* id of polygon edge to match */ 
/* edge urrler scrutiny */ 
/* minimum x-value in search */ 
/* search pointer * / 
/* we're locking for low intensity */ 
/* pointer for smallest edge */ 

for (; base->next; base = base->next) { 
x = OXlfff; /* largest possible short */ 

} 

for (p = xmin = base; next = p->next; p = next) { 

} 

if (id != -1 && next->id != id) continue; 
if (next->x > x) continue; 
if (next->x = x && next->intensity > intensity) 

continue; 
x = next->x; 
intensity = next->intensity; 
xmin = p; 

p = xmin->next; 
if (xmin != base) { 

xmin->next = p->next; 
p->next = base->next; 
base->next = p; 

/* delete it from list, */ 
/* chain it in ahead, */ 
/* & chain it in from behind */ 

} 
id = (id = -1) ? p->id : -1; /* toggle id */ 

if (id != -1) punt ("sort_list: orphaned edge") ; 

/* 
* run through the active list to set up the frame buffer, which is returned. 
*/ 

static SHORr *make buffer(p) 
register edge *p; -
{ 

register lorq *zp; /* pointer to the z-buffer */ 
register SHORr *fp; /* pointer into frame buffer */ 
register lorq z; /* current line's current z-pos */ 

II 

II 

register SHORr x; /* current line's current x-pos */ _ 
register SHORr x end; /* end of x-span */ . . 
lorq z buffer[MAXPlXEIB]; /* holds z-coord of each pixel */ 
static-SHORr frame_buffer[MAXPIXEIS]; /* .. intensity of each pixel */ 

for (zp = z buffer, fp = frame buffer, x = x size; x; ++zp,++fp,--x) _ 
*zp-= Z MAX; - /* z buffer Is far away */ '. 
*fp = BlACK; /* frame_buffer is background. color */ 

} 
while (p) { 

x = p->x; /* can't directly m::x:lify these two */ II 
z = p->z; 
p = p->next; /* pull off other edge of pair */ 
x end = p->x; 
zP = &z buffer[x]; /* use pointers, not array indices */ 
fp = &frame_buffer[x]; II 
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for (; x <= x ern; ++x, ++zp, ++fp, 
if (z-< *zp) ( 

} 

*zp = z - Z 'roL; 
*fp = p->intensity; 

p = p->next; 

Z t= p->zx) 

/* set z buffer */ 
/* •. fraire_buffer */ 

/* let the world know about our work */ 

/* 
* display frame buffer 
*/ 

static void write scanline(frame, y) 
register SB:>RI' *frame; /* pointer to start of frame buffer */ 
register SB:>RI' y; /* current pixel line */ 
( 

/* 

register SHORr x; /* current pixel coltm1l1 */ 
register SHORr intensity; /* intensjty of current span */ 
register SB:>RI' x_ern = x_size - 1; /* last pixel on reM */ 

m::Ne( (SHORr) 0, y); /* start drawing at left */ 
setJJeIl(intensity = *fran-e); 
for (x = 1; x <= x ern; ++x) 

if (*++fraiiie != intensity) 

} 
draw(x_en:i, y); 

draw (x, y); /* draw one teo far */ 
setJJeIl(intensity = *fran-e); 

* update active list 
*/ 

static edge *update list(p) 
register edge *p; -
( 

register edge *next; 
register SHORr x sign; 
register SHORr x-base; 
register lorq zx; 

while (next = p->next) 

/* edge bei.rq examined * / 
/* registers to speed things up .. */ 

if (-(next->len) < 0) ( /* line is negative length */ 

} 
else 

} 
return p; 

p->next = next->next; /* chain CNer it .• */ 
free ( (char *) next); /* am free its I1lE!ll'Ory */ 

if «next->x frac ~ next->x add) < 0) ( 
x sign = next->x sign; /* use registers! */ 
x-base = next->x-base; 
zx = (~sign > 0) ? next->zx : -next->zx; 
do { 

} 

next->x t= x sign; 
next->z t= zx; 

} while «next->xJrac t= x_base) < 0); 

next->z t= next->zy; 
p = next; 
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1* 
* get item() is a general-utility ro.rt:ine that error-checks rrelloc() 
* alllCreturns a block of I'IleIIOrY of the specifie::l. size. 
*1 

char *get item(size) 
int size;-
( 

1* Atari Megamax rrellocO works am GEMOOS Malloc() doesn't *1 
#ifdef MEGl\Ml\X 
#if MEGl\Ml\X 
#un:lef malloc 
extern char *rrelloc () I 
#eooif 
#eooif 

char *tatp; 
if «taIp - rrelloc(size» = 0) 

pmt(IICAJt of lIIE!ll'Ory") ; 
return talpl 

Program 11-6. trans.c 

1* * '!his !rodule contains all the basic vector and matrix operations. 
*1 

#include ''machine.h" 
#include "base.h" 
double sqrt () I cos 0 I sin () I 

1*--------- VECIOR OPERATICNS ------------*1 

1* 
* nonnalize vector v in place 
*1 

nonnalize(v) 
register vector VI 
{ 

register FI.OM' h - v [H] I 

if (h - 0) pmt("normalize: H coordinate is zero 1 ") I 
if (h 1- 1) { 

v[X] 1= h; 
v[Y] 1= h; 
v[Z] 1= h; 
v[H] = 1; 

oopy vector (v I w) 
register vector v I w; 
( 

W[X] .. v[X] I 
w[Y] - v[Y] I 
w[Z] - v[Z] I 
w[H] - v[H] I 

1* cqsy vector v to W *1 

scale_ccpy_vector(v, W, s) 1* cqsy vector v to W, scalirq by s *1 
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The z-buffer Algorithm 

raqister vactor v, WI 
req1ater FU».T S I 
( 

W[X] - VeX] * SI 
wrY] - V[Y] * s; 
wCZ] - V[Z] * s; 
wCH] - vCH]; 

divide_vac:t:or(v, a) 
reqister vector v; 
reqister FIOAT a; 

/* scale vector v dcMn by a */ 

{ 
if (a -- 0) pmt("divide_vector: attenpt to divide by zero"); 
else ( 

veX] /= a: 
v[Y] /= a: 
v[Z] /= a; 
v[H] = 1; 

subtract vector(v, w, result) /* set result to v - w */ 
register-vector v, w, result; 
( 

result [X] = veX] - w[X]; 
result[Y] == v[Y] - w[Y]; 
result[Z] = v[Z] - w[Z]; 
result[H] = 1; 

/* Note: this rc:utine is typically where the lattice float rug shows up */ 
FIOAT magnitude(v) /* :return magnitude of vector v */ 
register vector v; 
( 

return (FIOAT) sqrt(V[X]*V[X] + v[Y]*V[Y] + v[Z]*V[Z]); 

FIOAT dot JIl:'OdUct (v, w) 
register vector v, w; 

/* :return dot product of v an:! w */ 

( 
return v[X]*W[X] + v[Y]*W[Y] + v[Z]*W[Z]: 

crossJmlduct(v, w, result) /* set result to cross product of v an:! w */ 
register vac:t:or v, w, result; 
( 

result [X] ~ v[Y]*W[Z] - v[Zl*W[Y]; 
result[Y] = v[Z] *W[X] - veX] *W[Z]; 
result[Z] == v[X]*W[Y] - v[Y]*W[X]; 
result[H] == 1; 

/* ,------- MATRIX OPERATIOOS --- -----*/ 
/* * the point transform() rcutine takes v an:! m (a vector an:! a 
* transfomation matrix) an:! sets result to the result of their 
* product. Note that t:enp is used internally so ....e can have v = result. 
* 'lb ilrprove speed, no locpirx;J is done. 
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*/ 
point_transform (v, result, m) 
register vector v; 
vector result; 
register transform m; 
( 

vector teItp; 
temp[X] = v[X]*m[O][X] + v[Y]*m[l] [X] + v[Z]*m[2] [X] + v[H]*m[3] [X] 
teItp[Y] = v[X]*m[O][Y] + v[Y]*m[l][Y] + v[Z]*m[2][Y] + v[H]*m[3][Y] 
teItp[Z] = v[X]*m[O][Z] + v[Y]*m[l][Z] + v[Z]*m[2][Z] + v[H]*m[3][Z] 
tenp[H] = v[X]*m[O][H] + v[Y]*m[l][H] + v[Z]*m[2][H] + v[H]*m[3][H] 
result[X] = teup[X]; 
result[Y] - teItp[Y]; 
result[Z] = teItp[Z]; 
result[H] = teItp[H]; 

/* 
* rotate transform() is called fran main.e to provide a rotation 
* matrix-for rotate oop(). '!be passed matrix is zeroed, then 
* oos am sin valueS are aWrq:>riately inserted a~ to the 
* value of d (dimension), 1oihi.ch can be X, Y, or Z. 
*/ 

rotate transformed, theta, m) 
register SJK)RI' d; 
register F'I.OM' theta; 
register transform m; 
{ 

register SHORr i, j; 

for (i = 3; i >= 0; i--) for (j = 3; j >= 0; j--) m[i][j] = 0; 
m[o] [0] = m[l] [1] = m[2] [2] = 0.0 + oos(theta); /* Megamax bug!! */ 
m[d][d] = m[3][3] = 1; 
switch (d) { /* Megamax bug */ 

case X: m[2] [1] = ZERO - (m[l] [2] = sin (theta) ); break; 
case Y: m[o] [2] = ZERO - (m[2] [0] = sin (theta) ); break; 
case Z: ro[l] [0] = ZERO - (ro[O] [1] = sin (theta) ); break; 

/* 
* matrix nultiplyO nultiplies a arxi b, leavin:J the result in "result". 
*/ -

II 

• 
II 

matrix nultiply(a, b, result) _ 
register transform a, b, result; _ 
{ 

register SHORr i, j; 
for (i = 0; i <= 3; i++) for (j = 0; j <= 3; j++) 

result[i][j] = a[i] [O]*b[O][j] + a[i][l]*b[l][j] + 
a[i][2]*b[2][j] + a[i][3]*b[3][j]; 

Program 11-7. sphere.c 
/* 

* program to generate a zruf data file 1oihi.ch looks like a good sphere 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

extent double sin 0, oos 0, sqrt 0 ; 
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extern int atoi () ; 

FILE *outfile; 

main(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 
{ 

float theta, alpha, th_step, aI_step; 
int i, j, res; 

if (argc != 2) ( 

) 

fprintf(stderr, "usage: sphere <m.nnber of polygons>\n") ; 
exit(l) ; 

res = atoi(argv[1]); 
if (res < 8) ( 

fprintf(stderr,"too few polygons, must be at least 8.\n"); 
exit(1) i 

res = (int) sqrt( (double) res); 
if ((outfile = fopen("nsphere", "w'I» = NUIL) ( 

fprintf(stderr,"Couldnlt open nsphere as output file\n"); 
exit(1); . 

} 
th step = 6.283 / res; 
aI-step = 3.1415 / res; 
for ( i = 0, theta = 0.0; i < res; i++, theta += th_step ) 

fprintf(outfile, "3\t1\n"); 
point(O.O, theta); 
point(al step, theta); 
point (al:::: step, theta + th _step) ; 

} 
for j = 1, alpha = al step; j < (res - 1) i j++, alpha += al step) 
for i = 0, theta = 0.0; i < res; i++, theta += th step ) ( 

} 

fprintf(outfile, "4\t1\n"); -
point (alpha, theta); 
point(alpha + al_step, theta); 
point(alpha + al_step, theta + th_step); 
point (alpha, theta + th_step); 

for i = 0, theta = 0.0; i < res; i++, theta += th_step ) 
fprintf(outfile, "3\tl\n"); 
point (alpha, theta); 
point (alpha, theta + th_step); 
point (alpha + aI_step, theta); 

} 
fclose(outfile) ; 

point(al, th) 
float al, th; 
( 

fprintf(outfile, "%.4f\t%.4f\t%.4f\n", 
(float) (cos(th)*sin(al», 
(float) cos(al), 
(float) (sin(th)*sin(al»); 
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Program 11-8. torus.c 

/* 
* produce a torriod figure 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#define MAXRES 30 

FILE *outfile: 

extern double sin (), cos () : 
extern int atoi () ; 
extern float atof () ; 

struct { 
float Iho, z; 

} ci= [MAXRES] ; 

main (argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 
{ 

282 

float theta, step, rho, z, imler, outer; 
int i, j, res: 

if (argc != 4) { 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"usage: tor <res> <inner> <outer>\n"); 
exit(1) : 

res = atoi(argv[1]); 
imler = atof(argv[2]); 
outer = atof(argv[3]) ; 
if (res < 3 I I res > MAXRFS) ( 

} 

fprintf(stderr, "<res> nrust be between 3 and %d. \n", MAXRES); 
exit(1) ; 

if (outer <= imler II outer <= 0.0 II inner <= 0.0) { 
fprintf(stderr, "<inner> and/or <outer> values are bad. \n") : 
e.xit(1); 

} 
if «outfile = fopen("ntor", "w"» = NULL) { 

fprintf(stderr,"Couldn't open ntor for writing\n"); 
exit(1) ; 

} 
step = 6.28 / res: 
init ci=(step, res, imler, outer); 
for (" i = 0, theta = 0.0; i < res; i++, theta += step) 

for ( j = 0; j < res; j++) { 
fprintf(outfile, "4\t1\n"): 
rho = ci=[j].rho: 

} 
fclose(outfile); 

z = ci=[j].z; 
point (theta, rho, z); 
point(theta + step, rho, z): 
rho = ci=[ (j + 1) % res].rho: 
z = ci=[(j + 1) % res].z; 
point(theta + step, rho, z); 
point (theta, rho, z); 
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The z-buffer Algorithm 

mit ci=(step, res, inner, outer) 
float step, inner, outer; 
{ 

float theta, scale; 
int i; 

scale = (outer - inner)/2.0; 
for ( i = 0, theta = 0.0; i < res; i++, theta += step) ( 

circ[i].rtlo = scale*cos(theta) + inner + scale; 
ci=[i].z = scale*sin(theta); 

point(ang, rad, z) 
float ang, rad, z; 
( 

fprintf(outfile, "%.2f\t%.2f\t%.2f\n", 
(float) rad*cos( (double) ang), 
(float) rad*sin( (double) ang), 
z) ; 

Program 11-9. zgon 

4 1 
10 10 0 
10 -10 0 

-10 -10 0 
-10 10 0 

3 1 
-8 -1 -3 

7 -5 4 
556 
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Program 11·10. 3 3 -3 Program 11·11. --3 3 -3 f15 rings 

4 0.6 3 .8 
-3 -3 -3 0 0 0 

4 1.0 -3 3 -3 7 -1 2 --1 -5 1 -3 3 3 7 -1 -2 
1 -5 1 -3 -3 3 
151 3 .8 
-1 5 1 4 0.6 0 0 0 -3 -3 -3 7 -1 -2 
4 1.0 3 3 -3 7 3 -2 
-1 -5 -1 333 
1 -5 -1 3 -3 3 3 .8 
1 5 -1 0 0 0 
-1 5 -1 4 0.4 7 -1 2 

-4 -2 4 7 3 2 
4 1.0 4 -2 4 
-1 -5 -1 4 2 4 3 .8 
-1 5 -1 -4 2 4 0 0 0 
-1 5 1 7 3 -2 
-1 -5 1 4 0.4 7 4 -1 

-4 -2 -4 
4 1.0 4 -2 -4 3 .8 
1 -5 -1 4 2 -4 0 0 0 
1 5 -1 -4 2 -4 7 3 2 
151 7 4 1 
1 -5 1 4 0.4 

-4 -2 -4 3 .8 
4 0.8 -4 2 -4 0 0 0 
-2 -4 2 -4 2 4 7 4 -1 
2 -4 2 -4 -2 4 7 4 1 
242 
-2 4 2 4 0.4 4 .8 

4 -2 -4 7 -1 -2 
4 0.8 4 2 -4 7 3 -2 
-2 -4 -2 424 14 3 -2 
2 -4 -2 4 -2 4 14 -1 -2 
2 4 -2 
-2 4 -2 4 0.2 4 .8 

-5 -1 5 7 -1 2 
4 0.8 5 -1 5 7 3 2 
-2 -4 -2 515 14 3 2 
-2 4 -2 -5 1 5 14 -1 2 
-2 4 2 --2 -4 2 4 0.2 4 .8 

-5 -1 -5 7 3 -2 
4 0.8 5 -1 -5 7 4 -1 
2 -4 -2 5 1 -5 11 4 -1 
2 4 -2 -5 1 -5 11 3 -2 -242 
2 -4 2 4 0.2 4 .8 

-5 -1 -5 7 3 2 
4 0.6 -5 1 -5 7 4 1 • -3 -3 3 -5 1 5 11 4 1 
3 -3 3 -5 -1 5 11 3 2 
333 
-3 3 3 4 0.2 4 .8 

5 -1 -5 7 4 1 -4 0.6 5 1 -5 11 4 1 
-3 -3 -3 515 11 4 -1 
3 -3 -3 5 -1 5 7 4 -1 
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II 

II 
3 .8 4 .8 29 3 5 
11 3 -2 12 3 2 29 2.8 5 
11 4 -1 12 3 5 29 2.8 8 
16 3 0 12 2.8 5 

12 2.8 2 4 .8 

II 3 .8 32 1 -5 
11 3 2 4 .8 35 1 -11 
11 4 1 12 3 -5 39 1 -10 
16 3 0 17 3 -7 39 1 -5 

II 
17 2.8 -7 

3 .8 12 2.8 -5 4 .8 
11 4 1 32 1 5 
11 4 -1 4 .8 35 1 11 
16 3 0 12 3 5 39 1 10 

17 3 7 39 1 5 
19 .8 17 2.8 7 
16 3 0 12 2.8 5 4 .8 
11 3 -2 32 1.2 -5 
12 3 -2 4 .8 35 1.2 -11 
12 3 -5 17 3 -7 39 1.2 -10 
17 3 -7 25 3 -19 39 1.2 -5 
25 3 -19 25 2.8 -19 
30 3 -18 17 2.8 -7 4 .8 
29 3 -8 32 1.2 5 
29 3 -5 4 .8 35 1.2 11 
39 3 -5 17 3 7 39 1.2 10 
39 3 5 25 3 19 39 1.2 5 
29 3 5 25 2.8 19 
29 3 8 17 2.8 7 4 .8 
30 3 18 35 1 -11 
25 3 19 4 .8 39 1 -10 
17 3 7 25 3 -19 39 1.2 -10 
12 3 5 30 3 -18 35 1.2 -11 
12 3 2 30 2.8 -18 
11 3 2 25 2.8 -19 4 .8 

39 1 -10 
19 .8 4 .8 39 1 -5 
16 2.8 0 25 3 19 39 1.2 -5 
11 2.8 -2 30 3 18 39 1.2 -10 
12 2.8 -2 30 2.8 18 
12 2.8 -5 25 2.8 19 4 .8 
17 2.8 -7 32 1 -5 
25 2.8 -19 4 .8 35 1 -11 
30 2.8 -18 30 3 -18 35 1.2 -11 
29 2.8 -8 29 3 -8 32 1.2 -5 

II 29 2.8 -5 29 2.8 -8 

39 2.8 -5 30 3 -18 4 .8 
39 2.8 5 35 1 11 
29 2.8 5 4 .8 39 1 10 - 29 2.8 8 30 3 18 39 1.2 10 .. 30 2.8 18 29 3 8 35 1.2 11 
25 2.8 19 29 2.8 8 

17 2.8 7 30 3 18 4 .8 

II 
12 2.8 5 39 1 10 
12 2.8 2 4 .8 39 1 5 
11 2.8 2 29 3 -8 39 1.2 5 

29 3 -5 39 1.2 10 
4 .8 29 2.8 -5 

II 12 3 -2 29 2.8 -8 4 .8 
12 3 -5 32 1 5 
12 2.8 -5 4 .8 35 1 11 
12 2.8 -2 29 3 8 35 1.2 11 - 285 
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32 1.2 5 33 10 5 3 .8 

29 -1 2 II 3 .8 4 .8 39 -1 2 
29 3 -3 29 3 4.9 39 0 1 

I 
39 3 -4 39 3 4.9 
39 4 -3 39 10 4.9 4 .9 II I 

33 10 4.9 29 -1 -2 
3 .8 39 0 -1 
29 3 3 4 .8 39 0 1 
39 3 4 29 3 5 29 -1 2 -39 4 3 39 3 5 

39 3 4.9 8 .2 
4 .8 29 3 4.9 39 3 -4 
29 3 -3 39 4 -3 
39 4 -3 4 .8 39 4 -2 
39 4 -2 39 3 5 39 3 -1 
29 3 -2 39 10 5 39 0 -1 

39 10 4.9 39 -1 -2 
4 .8 39 3 4.9 39 -1 -3 
29 3 3 39 0 -4 
39 4 3 4 .8 
39 4 2 39 10 5 8 .2 
29 3 2 33 10 5 39 3 4 

33 10 4.9 39 4 3 
3 .8 39 10 4.9 39 4 2 
29 3 -2 39 3 1 
39 4 -2 4 .8 39 0 1 
39 3 -1 29 3 -5 39 -1 2 

39 3 -5 39 -1 3 
3 .8 39 3 -4.9 39 0 4 
29 3 2 29 3 -4.9 
39 4 2 4 .2 
39 3 1 4 .8 12 3 -2 

39 3 -5 14 -1 -2 
4 .8 39 10 -5 14 -1 -5 
12 3 -5 39 10 -4.9 12 3 -5 
14 -1 -5 39 3 -4.9 
39 -1 -5 4 .2 
39 3 -5 4 .8 12 3 2 

39 10 -5 14 -1 2 
4 .8 33 10 -5 14 -1 5 
12 3 5 33 10 -4.9 12 3 5 
14 -1 5 39 10 -4.9 
39 -1 5 4 .7 
39 3 5 12 .9 39 3 -1 

7 -1 2 39 3 1 -I 4 .8 14 -1 2 39 0 1 
29 3 -5 14 -1 5 39 0 -1 
39 3 -5 39 -1 5 
39 10 -5 39 -1 2 5 .7 

II 33 10 -5 29 -1 2 39 3 -4 
29 -1 -2 39 3 -5 

4 .8 39 -1 -2 39 -1 -5 
29 3 -4.9 39 -1 -5 39 -1 -3 
39 3 -4.9 14 -1 -5 39 0 -4 II 39 10 -4.9 14 -1 -2 
33 10 -4.9 7 -1 -2 5 .7 

39 3 4 

4 .8 3 .8 39 3 5 II 29 3 5 29 -1 -2 39 -1 5 
39 3 5 39 -1 -2 39 -1 3 

39 10 5 39 0 -1 39 0 4 
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We've gotten this far without worrying about 
what to do when lines go off the screen. In polygon.c, we re
jected lines that went off the screen initially. In _buf, we al
ways made sure that the screen was big enough to hold the 
entire picture. However, it's not always desirable to scale the 
image down until it fits on the screen. In cube.c we observed 
that if you got close enough to the cube, the lines drawn on 
the screen would extend off it; on the Amiga this sort of be
havior usually results in a crash. 

How, then, can we avoid drawing lines off the screen? 
This, and other related topics, is an important question in 
computer graphics. Keeping the lines on the screen-clipping 
them so that they fit-is crucial for all drawing applications. 
Some computers take care of clipping for you; the Amiga will 
do this if you use windows rather than screens for the display. 
However, even when the computer can do the operation, it's 
usually better to do it ourselves, since it gives a greater degree 
of control. It's also necessary, sometimes, to clip the image in 
ways in which the computer can't operate. 

Two-Dimensional Clipping 
The simplest form of clipping is clipping points so that they 
fall on the screen. The problem is a simple one, and is easily 
solved. Let's say we have a point (x,y) that we want to plot on 
the screen, and the size of the screen is (,,-size, y_size). To 
determine if the point is on the screen, all we have to do is 
make sure that all the following tests are true: 

x < ,,-size 
x >= 0 
y < y-size 
y >= 0 

If so, the point is on the screen, and we can plot it. Let's write 
a "front end" to the plot() routine in machine.c, which 
checks these conditions for us: 
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clip_plot(x, y) SHORT x, y; 
{ 

if (x < x-size && x >= 0 && y < y_size && y >= 0) 
plot(x, y); 

} 
Now, as long as we stick to plotting points, we can be sure 
that we won't be plotting off the screen. 

Clipping Lines Onto the Screen 
A harder question is how to insure that a line is drawn only 
on the screen. We could, of course, simply check every point 
that our line algorithm produces by plotting each point with 
the clip_plot() routine above. However, this is a bad solu
tion. Using the clip_plot() routine will slow things down, 
even when it's used to plot arbitrary points. However, if we 
have to throw out our built-in line-drawing routines to use a 
slow plot-drawing algorithm such as the one above, all of our 
graphics will slow down enormously. 

The solution is to keep using our built-in line-draw 
routines, but to calculate exactly where it should be drawn on 
the screen, and only draw it there. Suppose, for instance, that 
we wanted to draw a line from (-1000,100) to (1000,100). If 
our screen is 640 pixels wide X 400 pixels deep, we obviously 
can't fit the whole line on the display. Instead, we should ask 
the computer to draw only the visible part of the line, from 
(0,100) to (639,100). 

Actually computing the visibility or invisibility of a line is 
a more difficult matter. Much care must be given to the algo
rithm chosen, since line drawing is done frequently in graphics 
programs and an efficient line-drawing routine is therefore a 
necessity. 

To decide how visible a given line is, we look at its end
points. One conclusion, at least, is easy. If both of the line's 
endpoints are inside the screen boundaries, then the line is en
tirely visible from end to end, and we can go ahead and plot 
it. If one of the line's endpoints is on the screen, and one is off 
it, it's necessary to calculate where the line intersects the 
boundaries of the screen, and "clip" the line at that point. The 
remaining possibility is that both endpoints are off the screen. 
Does this mean that the entire line is offscreen? Not necessar
ily. Consider our line above. Both of its endpoints are way off 
the screen, but a part of the line does appear on the screen. 
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Clipping 

Clearly we want to minimize the number of times we 
compute the intersections of lines with the screen. So, the 
more lines we can class as totally visible or totally invisible ini
tially, the easier our job will be. It turns out that it's possible 
to class some lines as totally invisible without actually com
puting the intersection with the screen. If both endpoints of 
the line are above the screen, or both are below, or both to the 
left or right, there's no way the line could appear on the 
screen. So, we can throw out lines like these without further 
analysis. 

A simple algorithm might be the following: 

1. If both endpoints are on the screen, draw the line. 
2. If both endpoints are off the same side of the screen, throw 

the line away. 
3. Calculate the intersections and plot the resulting line. 

We can add one refinement to step 2 above. The Cohen
Sutherland algorithm provides a consistent method of check
ing to see if the endpoints of the line make it totally invisible. 
The technique consists of setting up a four-digit code (typically 
stored in a single byte) which has its low four bits set in the 
following manner: 

bit 0 is set: if the point is to the left of the window 
bit 1 is set: if the point is to the right of the window 
bit 2 is set: if the point is below the window 
bit 3 is set: if the point is above the window 

Now, if we have the two codes for the two endpoints of 
the line, it's possible to make the check in step 2 very easily. 
We can simply do a bitwise AND of the two bytes; if the result 
is nonzero, the line is totally invisible. A nonzero result means 
that somewhere, two matching bits were set; for example, the 
bit for "the point is to the right of the window" was set for 
both endpoints. Clearly, in this case the line is invisible. 

Notice that this algorithm also simplifies step 1 above. If 
both of the codes for the endpoints are 0, then both endpoints 
of the line are within the window, and the line itself is trivially 
visible. So, we can rewrite the algorithm above in a simpler way: 

1. Calculate the Cohen-Sutherland code for each of the lines. 
2. If both codes are 0, the line is trivially visible. 
3. If the bitwise AND of the codes is nonzero, the line is 

invisible. 
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4. Calculate the intersections and plot whatever is visible. _ 

Now that we've eliminated some lines by drawing them, 
and some lines by throwing them away, we still have some 
lines whose intersections with the window must be calculated. t_ 
Some lines may have one endpoint in the window and the other 
outside of it; then the line must be clipped and only the visi- II 
ble portion of it drawn. Some lines, even though they pass the 
test above, aren't displayed at all, like line Q in Figure 12-l. 

Figure 12-1. Lines to be Displayed 

D 

c 

The obvious method to calculate the intersections of the 
remaining lines with the edges of the windows is to calculate 
the intersections of the line with the lines that make up the 
borders of the window. Some of these intersections may lie 
outside the window itself; consider the intersections of line Q 
with the lines that make up the window border (see Figure 12-
2). 
When an intersection of the line and a window borderline lies 
within the window itself, we use that as the new endpoint of 
the line. 

However, this process is difficult and time-consuming. 
Calculating the intersections with the various window border
lines is difficult, since we have to solve parallel equations to 
calculate the slope and take special care of vertical lines. This 
is a difficult process, and, as it turns out, an unnecessarily dif
ficult one. The Cohen-Sutherland algorithm provides a simpler 
method of determining intersection. 
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Figure 12-2. Line Intersecting Window 

Q 
I 
I intersection 
II with right edge 

intersection 

,........ __________ ---. ____ I_:~:pedge 

Essentially, we clip the line successively against each border
line, as necessary, using the code computed in step 1 to figure 
out which sides we need to clip against. 

For example, we can begin with the left side of the win
dow. For the moment, let's consider endpoint 1 only. If bit 0 
of the code is set, we know the endpoint is outside the win
dow. So, we have to figure out where it intersects the left edge 
of the window. Let's assume for the moment that our line runs 
from (xl,yl) to (x2,y2), and that the left edge of the window is 
at x = O. Then, we have to calculate the y-intercept of our line 
at x = O. Remember, the formula for a line can be expressed 
in two ways: 

y = yl + slope * (x - xl) 
x = xl + Ijslope * (y - yl) 

where slope = rise/run = (y2 - yl)/(x2 - xl). 
To calculate the intersect of the line with x = 0, then, we 

have to calculate a new value for yl. To do this, we plug in 0 
for x in the equation for y above. The result is the new value 
of yl, and the new value for xl is O. The equation we use to 
arrive at the new value for yl is thus 

yl + (y2 - yl)j(x2 - xl) * (0 - xl) 

We now have a new value for (xI,yl). The new line seg
ment from (xl,yl) to (x2,y2) is not guaranteed to be visible; all 
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II 
we know now is that it doesn't go outside the window at the II 
left. To figure out the visibility of the new line, we simply re-
apply the Cohen-Sutherland code technique. If the line has 
been clipped to within the window boundaries, both end- _ 
points will now have a code of 0, and we can plot the clipped -
line. If, however, the clipped line is now entirely outside the 
window (as would be the case when we clipped line Q), we _ 
can reject the line and exit from the routine. However, if the -
line is still only potentially visible, we proceed to clip the line 
against the other borders of the window-right, top, and bot-
tom. By the time we've clipped the line against all four edges, 
the line is guaranteed to be either entirely visible or entirely 
invisible. The equations for calculating the intersections of the 
line with the other three borders are similar to the one shown 
above for the left border. 

Notice that we have to make sure to replace the correct 
endpoint with the newly computed line/window intersection 
point. In the typical situation, one end of the line is onscreen 
and the other end is offscreen. In this case, the decision is 
easy; we simply use the offscreen endpoint in our calculations. 
When both endpoints are offscreen, however, it's still an easy 
decision. Whichever endpoint we decide to examine will tell 
us which window edge to intersect it with, simply by examin
ing its Cohen-Sutherland code. 

Here is a routine, clippeCLline() (Program 12-1), which 
takes four parameters, xl, yl, x2, and y2, and clips the line 
into a screen of size L-size, y_size with (0,0) at the top left. 

Program 12-1. clipline.c 

#include "Il'achine.h" 

#define LEFT OxOI 
#define RIGHT Ox02 
#define ro:rroM Ox04 
#define TOP ox08 

SHORT find_code(); 

/* 
* clipped line() will draw a line on the s=een by first clipping it 
* to the Screen borders. The screen is assumed to have x-borders at 
* 0 and x size-l, and y-borders at 0 and Y size-I. The Cohen-Sutherland 
* algorithm is used to accomplish the clipping. 
*/ 

void clipped line(xl, yl, x2, y2) 
register SHORr xl, yl, x2, y2; 
{ 
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register SHORr code1 = find code (xl, y1); 
register SHORr code2 = find-code(x2, y2); 
register SHORr code, x, y; -

while (code1 1 code2) { /* not a trivial accept */ 

} 

if (code1 & code2) return; 

if (code1) code = code1; 
else code = code2; 

/* trivial rejection */ 

/* use an outside endpoint */ 

/* intersect the line with one of the edges and calculate */ 
/* the new (x,y) position of that intersection. We have */ 
/* to use float math to calculate the slope and figure out */ 
/* the new intersection, which slows things down somewhat. */ 

if (code & lEFT) 
x = 0; 
y = y1 + (SHORT) «FlOAT) (y2 - y1)/(x2 - x1)*(-x1»; 

} 
else if (code & RIGHI') { 

x = x size - 1; 
y = yi + (SHORT) «FlOAT) (y2 - y1)/(x2 - x1)*(x - xl»; 

} 
else if (code & BOTTOM) { 

Y = Y size - 1; 
x = xi + (SHORT) «FlOAT) (x2 - x1)/(y2 - y1)*(y - y1»; 

} 
else if (code & TOP) { 

Y = 0; 
x = xl + (SHORT) «FlOAT) (x2 - x1)/(y2 - y1)*(-y1»; 

/* Now reset (x1,y1) or (x2,y2) as appropriate, and */ 

/* calculate the new code for the revised endpoint. */ 

if (code = code1) code1 = find code (xl = x, y1 = y) ; 
else code2 = find_code(x2 = x, y2 = y) ; 

/* if we exit from the while loop here, that means that the */ 
/* line is now visible; so, we use the primitives to draw it. */ 
move (xl, y1); 
draw(x2, y2); 

/* calculate the Cohen-Sutherland code for the given point. Notice that */ 
/* we minimize the number of comparisons by not bothering to see if it's */ 
/* out of bounds to the RIGHI' if we already know it's out of bounds to */ 
/* the lEFT; likewise for TOP and BOTTOM. */ 

SHORT find code (x, y) 
register SHORT x, y; 
{ 

register SHORT code; 
if (x < 0) code = lEFT; 
else if (x >= x size) code = RIGHI'; 
else code = 0; -
if (y >= y size) code 1= BOTTOM; 
else if (y-< 0) code 1= TOP; 
return code; 
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Accompanying this module is a variation on the mandala pro
gram we used in Chapter 7 with the original line-drawing pro
gram. This version, Program 12.7, draws six "mandala" 
patterns on the screen, with most of them going off the screen 
borders. With some compilers you can see where the window
intersection routines are applied, as the line drawing slows 
down. However, since most lines are fully visible, the usual 
penalty is only eight integer comparisons, which doesn't re
quire much time. 

Some of the compilers (notably Aztec and Alcyon C) use 
what's known as Fast Floating-Point arithmetic (or FFP) to do 
float calculations. The FFP package works extremely fast and 
thus slows down the line-drawing routine very little. Some 
compilers, however, use the slower IEEE-standard floating
point package, and with these compilers the slowdown when 
lines need to be clipped is very evident. 

Another way to clip lines does exist; it uses no floating
point math, and can thus run very fast, especially on dedi
cated hardware. However, for most software applications, it 
doesn't run much faster than the straightforward intersection 
algorithm. This algorithm is called midpoint subdivision, and 
is similar in concept to binary search routines used to home in 
quickly on a specific value in a sorted list. In the standard clip
ping algorithm, if a line cannot be trivially accepted or re
jected, it is divided by a window edge-half thrown away and 
the other half examined to see if it can how be trivially ac
cepted or rejected. If not, the routine repeats. 

The midpoint subdivision routine, by contrast, divides all 
questionable lines exactly in half, and then examines both 
halves to see if they can be accepted or rejected, or whether 
one or both need to be divided again. The advantage of mid
point subdivision is that it is an operation that can be per
formed very quickly; all that is needed is to divide by 2,which 
is the same as performing a Boolean shift-right operation. To 
find the midpoint of a line from (xl,yl) to (x2,y2), all that's 
necessary is to calculate: 

xm = (xl + x2) » 1; 
ym = (y1 + y2) » 1; 

Normally, when a line is subdivided in this manner, one of 
the resulting halves is immediately accepted (line A of Figure 
12-3) or rejected (line B of Figure 12-3). For some lines (like 
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line C in Figure 12-3), both halves may be rejected, or, like 
line D in Figure 12-3, both halves may require further checking. 

Figure 12-3. Midpoint Subdivision Clipping 

accepted rejected 

\ 
B 

Since this is a Boolean operation, the routine has to repeat 
about log(n) times for a typical line (where n is the length of 
the line in pixels). For a line of length 200, then, the algorithm 
would have to loop about eight times; for a machine with slow 
floating-point operations, this might be faster than calculating 
the intersection. As an exercise, you might want to try imple
menting this algorithm on your computer. For efficiency, you 
should probably not plot the intermediate line segments. In
stead, you can use the same basic algorithm to find the two 
visible points on the line that are farthest from their respective 
opposite endpoints, and then draw only the one line segment. 

Notice that we didn't implement any of these routines 
directly in machine.c. Rather than slow down our display 
with checks, we decided it would be worthwhile to allow the 
Amiga and Atari to run at full speed. This can cause prob
lems-the cube program will crash the Amiga if you try to get 
too close to it-but the advantage of simplicity (and speed) was 
convincing. 

Three-Dimensional Line Clipping 
Sometimes we want to clip lines into a "volume" of space 
rather than onto a flat surface like a screen. For example, most 
of the algorithms for displaying a three-dimensional surface 
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II 
don't worry about whether it's in front of you or behind you. II 
If it's behind you, chances are it will be displayed just as if it 
were in front of you. So we need to be able to clip lines that 
go behind the viewpoint. Sometimes it's also necessary to clip _ 
lines that are too far away from the viewpoint; we may want -
to look only at some local part of the picture, and not be both-
ered with faraway details. II 

The answer is simply to generalize the Cohen-Sutherland 
line-clipping algorithm that we used above. Rather than four 
bits to represent left, right, below, and above, we can use six 
bits. The extra two bits will represent "near" and "far." If an 
endpoint is too near-if its z coordinate is too small-we set 
the near bit. If it's too far away-too large a z coordinate-we 
set the far bit. The new bit patterns follow: 

a too far left 
1 too far right 
2 too far below 
3 too far above 
4 too close (or behind the viewpoint) 
5 too far 

To clip a line in three-dimensional space, all we have to do is 
generalize the algorithm we used above. We'll check all six 
bits, instead of just four. We also have to calculate not just the 
(x,y) intersection, but the (x,y,z) intersection, as well. So, for 
example, we'll need to calculate a new y and z if the line is too 
far left. As an exercise, you might want to try to write this rou
tine. We won't be using it, since our three-dimensional clip
ping will be limited to larger figures. 

Clipping Polygons 
Clipping polygons is not a trivial problem. Line-clipping is es
sentially an easy problem; all you have to do is figure out 
where the line intersects the window, and you've got your an
swer. Polygon clipping can sometimes be done simply by line 
clipping: If you're just drawing the outline of the polygon, 
using a clip-line routine like the one above will give you a: 
nicely clipped polygon. 

However, as we have seen in earlier chapters, polygons 
are also useful for scan-line fill routines. For this purpose we 
need to actually clip our polygon; that is, if a polygon goes off 
the screen, we need to replace the "missing" edges of the 
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polygon with the edges of the screen. 
For simple polygons, such as the one shown in Figure 12-

4, the idea is not too complicated; we just replace a few of the 
polygon's edges with new ones. However, some polygons 
present more of a problem to this simple approach. The poly
gon shown in Figure 12-5, when clipped, actually turDs into 
two polygons. 

Figure 12-4. Clipped Polygon 

screen 

unclipped polygon clipped polygon 

Figure 12-5. Clipping Convex Polygons 

unclipped polygon clipped polygons 
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The Sutherland-Hodgman Algorithm 
This algorithm breaks the polygon-clipping problem down into 
smaller pieces (much like the Cohen-Sutherland line-clipping 
algorithm already discussed). Rather than trying to clip the 
polygon to the window all at once, we clip the polygon by one 
window edge at a time. When we've finished, the polygon has 
been clipped to every edge, and can be displayed on the 
screen. 

This algorithm is fairly flexible; you can clip any polygon 
(convex or concave) into any convex clipping area (not just a 
rectangular screen). However, as we'll see, the routine doesn't 
treat concave polygons as well as one might like. The routine 
can also do three-dimensional clipping (clipping a three
dimensional polygon into a convex polyhedron, like a cube or a 
pyramid). 

To clip the polygon, the routine starts with the first vertex 
and progresses around the polygon until it's back at the begin
ning. At each step the routine examines the relationship of the 
current vertex, the previous vertex, and the edge that the poly
gon is being clipped against. As the routine runs it outputs a 
list of new vertices: sometimes one vertex for every vertex it 
examines, sometimes two, sometimes none. There are four 
cases for every polygon edge that we're trying to clip: 

A. The polygon edge is entirely on the screen. 
B. The polygon edge is leaving the screen. 
C. The polygon edge is entirely off the screen. 
D. The polygon edge is entering the screen. 

For cases Band D, remember that each edge has a "direction" 
because we're moving around the polygon from beginning to 
end. The four cases are shown in Figure 12-6. The routine is 
always looking at the current vertex and the previous vertex, 
which means that we're at the "end" of the polygon edge. 

When the polygon edge is entirely on the screen, our 
problem is simple; all we have to do is output the vertex we're 
sitting on and proceed to the next one. Likewise, if the poly
gon edge is entirely off the screen, our problem is also easy; 
we don't do anything, and move on to the next vertex. 

However, when the polygon edge is entering or leaving 
the screen, we have to do some clipping. If the edge is head
ing off the screen, the new, clipped polygon should have a 
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_ Figure 12-6. Polygon Edges 
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1 

edge A 
entirely visible 
output point 2 

edge C 
entirely invisible 

no output 

3 

2 

edge B 
leaving screen 

output intersection 

5 

edge 0 
entering screen 

output intersection 
output point 5 

3 

vertex right where the polygon edge is leaving the screen, so 
we output the intersection of the polygon edge and the screen 
edge as the "new vertex." When the polygon edge is coming 
back onto the screen, we have to output the intersection of the 
edge with the screen, and we have to output the vertex itself. 
When the line is going off the screen, we know its first vertex 
(at the beginning of the line) has already been output, so all 
we need to do is output the intersection. However, when the 
line is coming back onto the screen, we need to output both 
the intersection and the end vertex. 

Some special-casing has to be done for the first and last 
vertices of the polygon. For example, we certainly don't want 
to go looking at the "previous" vertex of the polygon the first 
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time through the loop. Similarly, we have to remember to con
nect the last vertex to the first vertex before we've finished. 
(These two problems are more or less the same thing.) 

We can calculate intersections the same way we did for 
the Cohen-Sutherland routine. For the general case, when 
we're clipping a polygon against another polygon, things get 
more complicated. Determining what is "inside" and "out
side" becomes somewhat more difficult (often requiring cross 
products to figure out) and intersections become harder as 
well. We're not going to worry about that, but will limit this 
discussion to rectangular windows. 

One problem with this routine that you may have noticed 
is that it needs a lot of intermediate storage. We have to clip a 
polygon against all four edges of a window before we've fin
ished, and the above routine only clips against one edge. So, it 
would seem that we need to keep a whole polygon, partly 
clipped, in memory while we compute intermediate clippings 
(see Figure 12-7). 

In fact, however, this isn't true. If you think about the 
routine above, you'll realize that all it needs to get started are 
a couple of vertices of the polygon. This makes it possible to 
do what's called pipelining: We pass the output values from 
the first clip to the routine that does the second clip, whose 
output values in turn go to the third-clip routine, and so forth. 
Of course, we don't actually want to have separate routines for 
clipping each of the four edges, since they're essentially the 
same problem. However, pipe lining in this method is suited 
more to a hardware than a software implementation; writing 
code to handle pipe lining is fairly difficult. 

Take a moment to think about the Sutherland-Hodgman 
algorithm, since it's fairly tricky. Then go to the sample pro
gram and look through it to make sure you understand what's 
going on. 

Now that we have discussed the algorithm, let's take a 
look at some of its failings. The most obvious example of this 
is in concave polygons that intersect the window in more than 
one place, like our example above. How does the Sutherland
Hodgman algorithm deal with this problem? Unfortunately, 
not very well. Although the output is clipped, it also contains 
degenerate edges (Figure 12-8). 
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II Figure 12-7. Four-Step Clipping Process 
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left edge clipped 

top edge clipped 

unclipped polygon 

right edge clipped 

bottom edge clipped 
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Figure 12-8. Sutherland-Hodgman Algorithm Failing 

degenerate 
edges ...--

Let's trace the clipping of a simple concave shape, both as 
an example of Sutherland-Hodgman clipping, and to show 
how the degenerate edges are created. 

In Figure 12-9 we've labeled the polygon arbitrarily; we 
start at point 1. We'll detail only the first clipping pass, clip
ping against the bottom edge. The first point is treated some
what specially; we save its value for later use, and output it 
only if it's visible. In this case, it's "visible" (as far as the bot
tom edge is concerned, at least), so we output it. This point is 
immediately clipped against the left, right, and upper edges in 
the same way we're discussing here; during these later stages 
the point is declared "invisible." 

Moving to point 2 we cross the "clipping edge" (the bot
tom edge), leaving the screen. By our rules above; this means 
we output the intersection (point la in Figure 12-10) and not 
point 2 itself. As we move to point 3, we cross back into the 
visible area, so we output the intersection of the bottom edge 
with the line from 2 to 3 (called 2a in Figure 12-10) and point 
3 itself. The line from 3 to 4 is visible from the clipping edge, 
so we output vertex 4 and continue. Going to 5 we cross the 
clipping edge again, so we output point 5a (see Figure 12-10) 
and go on. Since both points 5 and 6 are invisible, we don't 
output anything until we get to point 7; here we output an in
tersection and a vertex. Going to 8 we remain visible above 
the bottom edge, so we output 8. Finally, we tie the polygon 
back to I, remaining entirely visible en route, and thus output-
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II Figure 12-9. Polygon Being Clipped 
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ting 1. Seem a little confusing? Examine the picture carefully 
and consider the four cases which we have to check for with 
each edge. 

Successive clips against the figure bring it entirely within 
the window. However, even after the first clip, the polygon 
has become separated into two separate polygons. They are 
connected by lines along the bottom of the edge, much as if 
the polygons were still connected, but by a bridge of 0 width. 
Follow the border of the clipped polygon around to understand. 

This problem can yield some strange results. If a clipped 
polygon like'this is drawn onscreen with our area-fill routines, 
a line can be seen connecting the two polygons, running 
around the border of the screen. However, in the interest of 
speed and simplicity, we will be using this routine. More com
plicated routines work better for concave polygons, but con
cave polygons aren't common enough for us to worry about it. 
We'll briefly discuss one of the more complicated routines, the 
Weiler-Atherton clip algorithm, but we won't implement it in C. 

Program 12-2 is a revised version of the first area-fill pro
gram. It uses the poly.c module that we used in cube.c to do 
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Figure 12-10. Polygon After First Clip 
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the are&-m.ove() command and the like. The program reads 
in a data file in the same format as the ones for polygon.c, 
but rather than scale the polygons to a 0-1000 screen, we sim
ply clip them onto the screen. Note that intensity still has to 
be in the 0-1000 range or the program will abort. Programs 
12-2 and 12-3 make up the polyclip program. Programs 12-4, 
12-5, and 12-6 are script files to be used with the polyclip 
program. Atari ST users should be sure to create a . TTP file. 

Try running some of the data files from polygon.c with 
polyclip.c. 

The Weiler-Atherton Algorithm 
This algorithm provides a more general approach to clipping 
polygons. It's more complex, but does allow any kind of poly
gon (concave or convex) to clip any other kind of polygon. 
We'll explain it briefly here, but not actually implement it. 
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The routine works by following edges around. It starts on 
the subject polygon (the one being clipped) at an intersection 
entering the clip polygon, heading in a clockwise direction. 
Every time the subject polygon and the clip polygon intersect, 
the routine makes a right turn, following the other polygon in
stead. When it gets back to the starting point, it's clipped a 
polygon. However, for some shapes (concave polygons like the 
ones discussed above) the routine has to output several poly
gons. The Weiler-Atherton algorithm simply remembers the 
edges it has already traversed, and when it completes one 
polygon it looks for more edges to follow. When all the edges 
have been followed, all the polygons have been output, and 
the routine is done. 

Three-Dimensional Polygon Clipping 
The Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm can be generalized to 
three dimensions without too much trouble. Rather than clip
ping the polygon against each of the screen's four edges, we 
clip it against each of the six planes that make up a rectangle. 
The technique is essentially identical. The only difficulty lies 
in actually computing the intersections of polygon edges with 
the planes. 

Let's assume that we want to clip our polygons into a 
cube with vertices at (+ / - A, + / - A, + / - A). More general 
clipping is easy to generalize. To watch for intersections with a 
given side of the cube is fairly straightforward; we can watch 
the x, y, or z coordinate of the polygon (as appropriate) and 
see if it goes from one side of the plane defined by the cube's 
face to the other. Once it does, we need to compute the inter
section. To figure out the intersection point, we can simply 
generalize the equation for two dimensions. For example, let's 
examine the "left" plane (the plane parallel to the yz plane at 
x = - A). If our line runs from (xl,yl,zl) to (x2,y2,z2), we can 
calculate the x,y,z coordinates of the intersection by: 

x = -Ai 
Y = yl + (y2 - yl)/(x2 - xl) • (-A - x1); 
z = zl + (z2 - z1)/(x2 - xl) • (-A - xl); 

(These are the same equations we used above when figuring 
out the Cohen-Sutherland line-clipping algorithm.) 

A clipping algorithm of this nature would be a very useful 
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addition to our zbuf program of Chapter 11. Rather than actu- II 
ally including the code to this, however, we'll leave it as an 
exercise to the reader. The advantage of clipping is that there 
aren't any arbitrary restrictions on where your viewpoint can _ 
and cannot go; clipping is a necessary and powerful addition _ 
to any serious graphics program. 

Program 12-2. poly.c II 
/* 

* poly.c handles the ugly work of transfonning polygons into 
* plottErl scanlines of the correct intensity. 
*/ 

#include ''machine.h'' 
char *get_item(); 

/* 
* An Erlge structure is used to keep track of the borders of the polygons 
* as we scan down the screen. Each Erlge structure contains a pointer 
* to the next "active" edge; five variables that allow us to compute the 
* x-position of the line on successive scanlines (x, x frac, x sign, x add, 
* an:i x base); a SHORr containing the length of the lii1e in scaru.ines -
* (len) -; an:i some data relating to the polygon (the polygon id number 
* an:i the intensity of the polygon). 
*/ 

typErlef struct Edge { 
struct Edge *next; 
SHORr x; 

} Erlge; 

/* 

SHORr x frac; 
SHORr x-sign; 
SHORr x-add; 
SHORr x-base; 
SHORr len; 
SHORr intensity; 
SHORr id; 

/* next edge on the active Erlge list */ 
/* current x position */ 
/* pixel fraction (x frac/x base) */ 
/* 1 or -1 (direction of lille) */ 
/* fraction we JOClVe on each pixel line */ 
/* unit scaling base for x frac */ 
/* length of line (in scanIines) */ 
/* intensity of polygon we're a line of */ 
/* id rrumber of this polygon */ 

* Vertex strutures are used to keep track of global vertices--the cu=ent 
* position of the "=-sar"; the position of the initial vertex (so we can 
* connect the polygon when we have all the vertices); an:i two vertices 
* marking the beginning an:i en:l of the first line (which is ignorErl the 
* first tiJre through the polygon an:i needs to be specially harrllErl) . 
*/ 

typedef struct vertex { 
SHORr x; 
SHORr y; 

} vertex; 

/* variables global to the poly module */ 

static Erlge *line[MAXLINE]; 

II 

II 
static vertex pes; 
static vertex init; 
static vertex edge1; 
static vertex edge2; 

/* scanline array of starting Erlges */ 

/* current position of cursor */ 
/* start-point of polygon */ II 
/* start-point of 1st non-horiz Erlge */ 
/* en:l-point of same Erlge */ 
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static SHORr current id: 
static SHORr poly_stat = 0: 

/* id oounter for polygons */ 
/* cu=ent state of polygon draw */ 

static SHORr poly intensity: 
static void close=rolygon() : 

/* intensity of the current polygon */ 
/* predefine for the compiler */ 

/* 
* the area move() routine simply sets the beginning of the first of 
* a series-of area draw () cammands. If poly stat is set, then we've 
* just finished driiwing a polygon, so we call closeyolygon() to 
* tidy up. '!he initial vertex (init) and cu=ent vertex (pos) are 
* saved, and the polygon id tag is incremented (=ent_id). 
*/ 

void area move(x, y) 
SHORr x,y; 
( 

extern SHORr intensity: 

if (poly_stat = 1) closeyolygon(): 
poly stat = 0: 
poly-intensity = intensity; 
init-:-x = pos.x = x; 
init.y = pos.y = y; 
++current id; 
if (current_id < 0) cu=ent_id = 0; 

/* close last polygon */ 
/* reset polygon status */ 

/* save vertex */ 

/* new polygon */ 
/* watch for overflow! */ 

/* 
* the area draw() routine adds an edge structure to the appropriate 
* line[y] list. The structure is alloc'ed and initialized a=rcting to the 
* start and end vertices of the edge, the intensity and the id code. 
* '!he x-corrp:ments use integers to compute the position. Note that 
* a certain all'OUIlt of special-casing is done to avoid the problems 
* that occur at vertex intersections: the first edge is saved away 
* and not iInmediately added to the list, to give us a valid value for 
* delta...Y' Then for every edge that is added we check to see if it's 
* going in the same direction as the previous line, and if so we shorten 
* it by a scanline and tamper with the beginning or end of the line. 
*/ 

void area draw(bx, by) 
register SHoRr bx, by; 
( 

static SHORr delta...Y = 0; /* 0 if (by-ay) > 0, else 1 */ 
register edge *new; /* pointer to edge being created */ 
register SHORr ax = pos.x, ay = pos.y; /* beginning of line */ 
register SHORr terrp; /* variable to allow us to swap */ 
register SHORr old_delta = delta...Y; /* save old value of delta...Y */ 

pos.x = bx; 
pos.y = by; 
if (ay = by) return; 
delta...Y = (ay > by); 

/* save the new position! */ 

/* ignore horizontal lines */ 
/* set delta...Y for non-horiz lines */ 

if (poly stat = 0) ( /* special treatment for first edge */ 
Edgel.X = ax; edgel.y = ay; /* save the endpoints.. */ 

edge2.x = bx; edge2.y = by; 
poly stat = 1; 
return; 

/* 
/* 

advance poly stat flag */ 
and exit - */ 

if (delta...Y) ( /* reverse upside-down lines */ 
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temp = ax; ax = bx; bx = temp; 
temp = ay; ay = by; by = temp; _ 

new = (edge *) get item (sizeof (edge»; /* get a new edge stJ:ucture */ 
new->len = by - ay; _ 
new->x_base = new->len; /* "rise", as in line-draw routines */ _ 
new->x = ax; /* starting value of x */ 
new->x sign = (bx > ax) ? 1 : -1; /* separate sign.. */ 
new->x-add = (bx > ax) ? (bx - ax) : (ax - bx); /* .. and abs. value */ II 
new->x-frac = new->x add» 1; /* initialize fraction to 0.5 */.. 
new->iiltensity = poly intensity; /* store polygon-specific stuff... */ 

If 

new->id = current_id;-

if (old delta = deltay) 
- -(new->len) ; 
if (deltay = 0) 

++ay; 

/* line is going in the same dir */ 
/* .. so shorten it. */ 
/* if it's heading down adjust start */ 

/* start next line */ 
/* am fix up x-pos */ new->x frac ~ new->x add; 

While (new->x frac < 0) ( 
new->x += new->x sign; 
new->x_frac += nE!W->X_base; 

new->next = line [ay] ; 
line [ay] = new; 

/* chain new edge into scanline list */ 

If closeyolygon() is called to clean up the polygon, either fran area lIPVeO 
If or fran area errlO. We close the polygon by area draw'ing back to the 
If first point, -then draw the first edge (Which was Passeci over so we could 
* get an initial value for delta y) . 
*/ 
tatic void closeyolygonO 

* 

area_draw(init.x, init.y); 
if (init.x != edgel.x II init.y != edgel.y) 

area_draw(edgel.x, edge1.y); 
area~draw(edge2.x, edge2.y); 

/* draw back to start */ 
/* only draw to edge1 * / 
/* if necessary If / 

* area_en:i() updates the active list fran the liner] array of scan line 
* edges, then re-sorts the list am displays the line. Finally, edges 
* with negative lergth are renoved, am the lines I x--coordinates are updated. 
*/ 

void area en:i () 
{ -

edge active; /* dunmy node base of active list */ 
register edge *last; /* pointer to en:i of active list */ 
register SHORI' y; /* current scanline number */ 
static edge *update listO; /* let oornpiler know alxJut subfuncs */ 
static void sort_liStO, write_scanlineO; 

if (polLstat = 1) closeyolygonO; 
poly stat = 0; 
last-= &active; /* pointer to the en:i of the active list */ 
for (y = 0; y < y_size; ++y) ( 
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last->next = line[y]; /* add line[y] to list 
line[y] = 0; /* reinitialize line[y] 
sort list (&active) ; /* sort the list 
write scanline(active.next, y); /* outp..lt the scanline 
last;; update_list(&active) ; /* an::l update the list 

/* 
* sort active list into x-sorted pairs of same-id edges 
*/ 

static void sort list(base) 
register edge *bBse; 
{ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

register SIDRl' id = -1; /* current polygon id, or -1 for none */ 
register SIDRl' X; /* x-position of leftIoost edge encountered */ 
register edge *p; /* scan pointer into list to be sorted */ 
register edge *next; /* pointer to structure after p */ 
register edge *min; /* pointer to le:ftltDSt edge so far */ 

while (base->next) { 

) 

x = OX7fff; /* the largest possible value */ 
for (p = min = base; next = p->next; p = next) 

if «id = -1 II next->id = id) && (next->x <= x» 
min = p; 
x = next->x; 

} 
p = min->next; 
if (base != min) { 

min->next = min->next->next; 
p->next = base->next; 
base->next = p; 

/* chain across */ 
/* chain in forward */ 
/* .. an::l backwards */ 

} 
id = (id = -1) ? p->id : -1; 
base = base->next; 

/* toggle id */ 

if (id != -1) punt ("sort_list: o~ edge"); 

/* 
* display scan line 
*/ 

static void write scanline(p, y) 
register edge *p;-
register SHORr y; 
( 

set yen ( (SHORr) BIACK); 
JrDIIe (( SHORI') 0 , y); 
draw(x size - 1, y); 
while (p) { 

set yen (p->intensity) ; 
JrDIIe (p->x, y); 
p = p->next; 
draw (p->x, y); 
p = p->next; 

/* 
* update the current scan line 
*/ 

/* BIACK out line */ 

/* draw in polygon scanlines 
/* set new intensity 
/* JrDIIe to start of scanline 
/* .. an::l draw to errl of scanline 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/* advance edge pointer */ 
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static edge *update list(p) 
register edge *p; -
{ 

register edge *next; 
while (next = p->next) 

if (-(next->len) < 0) ( 
p->next = next->next; 
free(next) ; 

/* 

} 
else 

} 
return p; 

next->x frac -= next->x add; 
while (next->x frac < 0) { 

} 

next->x += next->x sign; 
next->x_frac += neXt.->x_base; 

p = next; 

/* update the end-of-list pointer */ 

* get iternO is a general-utility routine that error-checks callocO 
* and-returns a block of merrory of the specified size. 
*/ 

char *get itern(size) 
int size;-
{ 

char *ternp; 
if «ternp = calloc(l, size)) = 0) punt(ltout of IllE!lOC>rylt) ; 
return ternp; 

Program 12-3. main.c 

/* 
* 'Ibis program displays filled polygons. Input is from a file (specified 
* on the connnand line) containing polygon descriptions. '!he output 
* polygons are clipped to fit on the screen. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include ''machine.hlt 
char *get item(); 
void area:::: move 0 , area_draw 0 , area_end 0 ; 

struct vertex { 
SHORr x; 
SHORr y; 

} ; 

/* x-coordinate of point */ 
/* y-coordinate of point */ 

/* V SIZE specifies the largest possible polygon the program can handle */ 
#defIne V_SIZE 1000 

main (argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char **argv; 
{ 
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/* intensity of polygon */ 
/* (x,y) position of vertex */ 
/* file handle */ FILE *fd, *fopen(); 

struct Vertex *buffer_1, *buffer _2 I /* pointers to arrays * / 

init graphics(GREYS) I 
if (1IrgC != 2) 

pmt("syntax: po1yclip filename"); 
if ((fd = fopen(argv[l], "r"» = NULL) 

pmt("couldn't open specified file") ; 

buffer_l = (struct vertex *) /* two looo-item vertex buffers */ 
get item(V SIZE * sizeof(struct Vertex» ; 

buffer_2 = (struct Vertex *) 
get item(V SIZE * sizeof(struct Vertex» I 

Wile anf = fScanf(fd, "%d%d", &n, &intensity» = 2) { 
if (n >= V SIZE) 

~("interna1 error: too many vertices in polygon") ; 
if (intensity < 0 II intensity> 1000) 

/* 

} 

punt("polygon intensity out of range") ; 
setJlE!ll(intensity * nax intensity / 1000) I 
for (i = 0; i < nl i++)-{ 

} 

if (fscanf(fd, "%d%d", &X, &y) != 2) 
pmt("unexpected erx:l of vertex list") I 

buffer l[i].x = XI 
buffer=l[i].y = YI 

poly_draw (buffer_1, buffer_2, n, 0); 

if (nf != EDF) pmt("in<:x:mplete polygon header") ; 
fclose (fd) ; 

area errl () ; 
exit=graphics(NULL) I 

* 'Ihe poly_draw() routine recursively clips a polygon to within the screen 
* boun::laries. 'Ihe routine is passed two ''vertex buffers", one Wich 
* vertices are read fran am one which the newly-clipped vertices are 
* written out to, as well as a coont of the rn.nnber of vertices in the 
* inp..lt buffer. 'Ihe last parameter is "erlge", a number fran 0 to 3, which 
* specifies which edge (left, right, bottan, top) to clip against. 

* * 'Ihe main loop of the program runs through each polygon edge, testing 
* it for intersection arx:l visibility. 'Ihe first edge checked is the 
* edge from the last vertex to the first; then the program sequentially 
* checks the edge from the first to the second vertex, the second to the 
* third, arx:l so forth. 'Ihe intersect() routine is used to check if 
* the edge urrler consideration intersects the clip edge; if so, it 
* updates the output-buffer, am we increment the output-buffer index. 
* 'Ihe visible() routine checks the polygon edge's en::lpoint for visibility, 
* am, if visible, we update the ClllUFAlt-buffer and increment the index. 

* 
* Once we've clipped all the vertices to a given edge, we check the edge 
* rn.nnber we've just clipped to. If it's the last edge (edge 3) we use 
* the area_nv:JVeO am area_drawO cormnand to actually display the fully
* clipped polygon. Otherwise, we recurse, swappin::J the roles of the 
* "in" am "out" buffers am passin::J an updated vertex-count. 
*/ 

poly draw(in, out, mnn, edge) 
struCt Vertex *in, *out; 
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register SHORr num, edge; 
( 

/* 

register struct vertex *p1, *P2; 
register SHORr i, j = 0; 

/* endpoints of poly edge */ 
/* input and output indices */ 

p1 = &in[num-1]; /* start p1 on lAST point to connect poly */ 
p2 = &in[O]; /* p2 starts on FIRST point and increments */ 
for (i = 0; i < num; ++i) { 

} 

if (intersect(p1->x, pl->y, p2->x, p2->y, edge, &out[j]» 
++j; 

if (visible (p2->X, p2->y, edge» { 
out[j].x = p2->x; 
out[j].y = p2->y; 
++j; 

} 
p1 = p2++; /* p1 takes p2's old value, p2 increments */ 

if (edge < 3) poILdraw(out, in, j, ++edge); /* clip next edge */ 
else if (j > 0) { /* make sure the polygon has SCME points! */ 

area rrove(out[O].x, out[O].y); 
for (i = 1, p1 = &out[l]; i < j; ++i, ++p1) 

area_draw (p1->x , p1->y); 

* '!he intersect() function handles intersectin3' a polygon edge with a screen 
* edge. It's passed the four coordinates definin3' the edge; a SHORr holdin3' 
* the m.nnber of the edge (0-3); and a Vertex structure to put the answer in. 
* If there IS no intersection, the function returns 0; otherwise, it puts 
* the (x,y) intersection point into the "result" structure and returns 1-
* 'Ibis function is largely the srure as the Cohen-SUtherland routine. 

* 
* Notice the method of canparing the results of comparisons, as in 
* «xl < 0) = (x2 < 0». 'Ibis test is true only when both xl and 
* x2 are less than zero, or when both are greater than zero. '!hus, 
* when this test is false, xl and x2 are on opposite sides of the 
* zero line, and an intersection is returned. 
*/ 

intersect (xl, y1, x2, y2, edge, result) 
register SHORr xl, y1, x2, y2; 
SHORr edge; 
register struct vertex *result; 
{ 

register SHORr m = x_size - 1, yb = y size - 1; /* speed-up */ 

switch (edge) { 
case 0: 

case 1: 

if «xl < 0) = (x2 < 0» return 0; 
result->x = 0; 
result->y = y1 + (SHORr) ( (FIDAT) (y2-y1) / (x2-xl) * (-xl) ) ; 
return 1; 

II 

II 

II 
if «xl> m) = (x2 > m» return 0; II 
result->x = m; 
result->y = y1 + (SHORr) ( (FIOAT) (y2-y1) / (x2-xl) * (xb - xl» ; 
return 1; 

case 2: 
if «y1 > yb) = (y2 > yb» return 0; II 
result->x = xl + (SHORr) «FIOAT) (x2-x1)/(y2-y1)*(yb - y1»; 
result->y = yb; 
return 1; 
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case 3: 
if «y1 < 0) = (y2 < 0)) return 0; 
result->x = xl + (SHJRI') «FlDAT) (x2-xl)/(y2-y1) * (-y1)) ; 
result->y = 0; 
return 1; 

/* 
* '!his silrple routine is passed the x- arrl y-coordinate of a point along 
* with the SlKIRl' which defines which edge is being clipped against. It 
* returns 1 or a for visible/invisible. 
*/ 

visible(x, y, edge) 
register SlKIRl' x, y; 
SlKIRl' edge; 
{ 

switch (edge) { 
case 0: if (x < 0) return 0; break; 

} 

case 1: if (x >= x size) return 0; break; 
case 2: if (y >= y-size) return 0; break; 
case 3: if (y < a)-return 0; break; 

return 1; 

Program 12-4. poly.l 

4 850 
100 300 
300 400 
100 500 
200 300 

3 350 
800 900 
300 700 
600 500 

5 1000 
550 10 
900 100 
400 80 
500 300 
250 200 

Program 12-5. poly.2 

3 a 50 100 
3 63 100 100 
3 125 150 100 
3 188 200 100 
3 250 250 100 
3 313 300 100 
3 375 350 100 
3 438 400 100 
3 500 450 100 
3 563 500 100 

100 100 500 900 
150 100 500 900 
200 100 500 900 
250 100 500 900 
300 100 500 900 
350 100 500 900 
400 100 500 900 
450 100 500 900 
500 100 500 900 
550 100 500 900 
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3 625 550 100 600 100 500 900 
3 688 600 100 650 100 500 900 
3 750 650 100 700 100 500 900 
3 813 700 100 750 100 500 900 
3 875 750 100 800 100 500 900 
3 938 800 100 850 100 500 900 
3 1000 850 100 900 100 500 900 

Program 12-6. poly.3 

4 200 8 1000 
40 40 360 180 
130 20 310 250 
120 75 220 170 
80 80 120 170 

200 300 
3 300 450 300 
240 -40 350 100 
360 -10 290 140 
280 30 

4 700 
4 500 -50 100 
500 0 50 100 
550 50 50 140 
500 100 -50 140 
450 50 

Program 12-7. mandalas.c 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include ''machine.h'' 
double sin 0, cos 0 ; 
#define PI 3.14159265359 

/* 
* Use the cliplineO routine to draw the "spokes" of six "wheels." 
*/ 

main 0 
{ 
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static FLOAT x center (6) 
static FLOAT y - center[ 6) 
static FLOAT radius(6) 
static SHORT color(6) 
SlDRI' i, x, y; 
FlDAT j; 

init graphics (CXlIDRS) ; 
for (i = 0; i < 6; ++i) { 

set~(co1or[i)) ; 

.50, .25, .80, .10, .60, .80 }; 

.50, .15, .20, .70,1.7, .80}; 

.40, .20, .25, .25, .80, .10 }; 
WHITE, BIllE, YELU:M, GREEN, CYAN, RED }; 

x = x size * x center[i); 
y = y-size * y-center[i); 
for (J = 0; j ::: 2*PI; j += PI/180) 

clipped line(x, y, 
x +-(SlDRI') (x size * radius[i) * oos(j)) , 
y + (SlDRI') (y=size * radius[i) * sin(j))); 

II 
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In this book we've only scratched the surface of the 
world of computer graphics. We've discussed the basics of 
graphics (plotting points and drawing lines); the basic polygon
fill algorithm (the active-edge-list fill); the fundamentals of ho
mogenous coordinate space and mathematical transforms; the 
simplest of the methods of drawing three-dimensional pictures 
(the z-buffer algorithm); and the fundamental techniques of 
clipping images. In this chapter we're going to take a quick 
look at the rest of the field of computer graphics. 

The images that we have produced up to this point have 
been, at best, very rough approximations of real life. Our pic
tures have been made of flat polygons, displayed on a jagged 
rasterized display, with only the simplest of illumination. 
Many refinements can be made, resulting in the extreme in 
such detailed works as the X-Wing fighters from Star Wars, 
which were created entirely by computer. 

Antialiasing 
Let's start at the lowest level, and consider how to limit the 
jaggedness of a raster display. You've seen how a polygon 
with edges that are nearly horizontal or nearly vertical ends 
up looking staircased (see Figure 13-1). 

Figure 13-1. Staircased Polygon 
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This problem (often called the jaggies) is a typical give- • 

away for computer graphics. The way to solve the problem is • 
by using grey shades to blur the edges where intensities 
change sharply. For example, for a simple polygon like the _ 
one in Figure 13-1, the edges are dearly computer-generated. 
However, if we fiddle with the intensity of the edges, the 
polygon will look much smoother, as shown in Figure 13-2. _ 

Figure 13-2. Antialiased Polygon 

The techniques used to accomplish this smoothing are 
called antialiasing. Essentially, we're using extra grey shades to 
increase the visual resolution of the picture. One fairly easy 
way to perform antialiasing is to compute the image at a reso
lution higher than the display actually supports, and then 
combine adjacent pixels together to get an intensity value for 
the real screen pixels (see Figure 13-3). 

Figure 13-3. Computing the Image at High Resolution 
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It's also possible to do antialiasing by using a special ver
sion of our line-draw program to draw the edges of the poly
gon. You may recall that our line-draw routine had an integer 
part and a fractional part for the x,y coordinate. Essentially, as 
we draw the polygon, we can keep an eye on the fractional 
part, and the further off our plotted point is from the location 
of the real polygon edge, the dimmer a point we plot. 

Finally, antialiasing can be achieved by a rather arcane 
mathematical operation known as the convolution integral, 
which is applied to the picture as it's being created to smooth 
out jumps in the display. Essentially, it minimizes the abrupt 
contrasts to create a more pleasing effect. 

Curved Surfaces 
Another topic that we've neglected in this book is curvature. 
Many surfaces can be modeled by flat polygons, but the re
sults are never quite perfect. The sphere and torus programs, 
for example, generate fairly realistic images, but ones that are 
clearly of computer origin. 

There are several methods of generating curved surfaces. 
The complicated method involves calculating actual curved 
surfaces, and requires you to be able to talk knowledgeably 
about such things as Hermite curves, Bezier forms, and B
spline cubic representations. Another method, considerably 
simpler, uses the flat polygons we know about, and simply al
ters their intensity to make them appear smoother. 

These shading techniques are not particularly difficult to 
implement. To compute the intensity of a given point on a 
polygon, we first find the intensity of the polygon vertices by 
averaging together the normals of all the polygons meeting at 
that vertex. Then, for the polygon in question, we calculate the 
intensity along the edges by averaging from one vertex to the 
other on each line. In Figure 13-4, we have several adjacent 
polygons. We compute the intensity at vertices A, B, and C by 
averaging the normals of the adjacent polygons with the nor
mal of the central polygon. Then, to compute the intensity at 
point D, we interpolate from A to B. Finally, to compute the 
intensity of point P, being plotted on a scan line, we interpo
late from D to E. 
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Figure 13-4. Gouraud Shading 

"n averaged /' 
normal 

............ 

scan line 

This technique is called Gouraud shading, and can be 
startlingly effective at smoothing out discontinuities in an im
age. Another technique, known as Phong shading, is some
what more computationally expensive, but produces better 
results. Rather than the intensities being averaged, the normal 
is averaged. This tends to produce better approximations of lo
cal curvature, and therefore better intensity values. 

More Complex Illumination Models 
Another enhancement we can make to the display process is 
to implement a more realistic model of illumination. The 
model we discussed in Chapter 11 used only diffuse and am
bient reflections to generate the surface intensity. One initial 
refinement we can make is to take the polygon's distance from 
the light source into consideration. Normally, the further 
something is from the light source, the dimmer it will be. In 
our simple illumination model, we didn't worry about it (the 
light was infinitely far away in any case), but in general it can 
be useful to correct for the distance of the light. Since light be
comes dimmer with the square of the distance from the light 
source, we might simply divide the diffuse reflection by R2, 
where R is the distance from the light source. In fact, however, 
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this tends to exaggerate the difference between near and far 
surfaces, so in practice we divide the illumination value by (R 
+ k), where k is a constant. Strangely enough, this "rule of 
thumb" looks better than the more accurate R2 model. 

A further improvement can be had by including specular 
reflection in the lighting model. Essentially, specular reflection 
is the highlighting that can be seen on shiny surfaces when 
the light is bouncing off it directly into your eyes. It is, as a re
sult, determined by the angle between the viewpoint and the 
reflected light, .not the angle between the polygon normal and 
the light source. We'll call the first angle alpha, and the sec
ond theta. 

Phong Bui-Tuong, whose curved-surface shading model 
we mentioned above, is also responsible for a simple specular
reflection model, using the equation 

I = ks • cosD(alpha) 

In this model, the specular illumination falls off the further 
you are from the reflected light. When n is a very large value, 
the specular illumination falls off very fast (as in, for example, 
a mirror); when n is low, the reflected light forms a blurred 
patch on the surface, rather than a focused dot of light. An
other model, the Torrance-Sparrow method, is derived from 
theoretical considerations of how surfaces reflect light, and is 
more accurate if not as fast. 

Additional Realism 
In the real world, we see more than uniformly illuminated 
opaque surfaces. In graphics, we often want to model these 
details: color, shadows, transparency, translucency, surface de
tail, and texture, for example. When all of these elements are 
present in a picture, it can achieve a startling level of realism. 

Color can be applied to a picture very easily. Rather than 
dealing with an illumination model that uses only one value 
of kd, ka, and ks, each of red, green, and blue has a separate 
kd, ka, and ks. Thus, if a surface has a high kd for blue light, 
and a low kd for red and green light, it appears blue. If the 
surface has a higher ks for green, it has green highlights. Color 
can be applied to any image without much added complexity. 

Shadowing, too, is conceptually very simple. Normally, 
when we compute which polygons are visible in a scene, we 
end up obscuring parts of some polygons, and other polygons 
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entirely. To add shadowing to the scene, we figure out which 
polygons (and parts of polygons) are obscured when we look 
from the light source's position. Since our viewpoint is the 
same as the light source, anything we can't see is in shadow. 
Then, we display the scene from the real viewpoint, remem
bering what parts of the scene were in shadow. This algorithm 
(and, in fact, most of the ones described below) does not work 
as well with our z-buffer algorithm as with other methods' of 
three-dimensional display. 

Transparency is another issue that needs to be addressed 
in computer graphics; not all surfaces are opaque. Simple 
transparent polygons can be rendered by (for example) slightly 
dimming the polygons behind. However, when we try to ren
der transparent objects that are curved or are thick, we need to 
take refraction effects into consideration. To account for this, 
we can model refraction with an approximation based on the z 
component of the surface normal, making sharply curved sur
faces appear much dimmer. 

Related to transparency is translucency. Transparency is a 
specular effect; light rays pass cleanly through transparent ob
jects, allowing us to see through them. Translucency, by con
trast, is a diffuse effect; internal irregularities in translucent 
materials jumble the light and blur the images behind it. 
Translucency, though a significant real-world phenomenon, 
has not been extensively studied. 

One last issue is surface detail and texture. Real-world ob
jects are rarely simple monotone surfaces. Desktops have a 
wood grain; paintings have intricate images on them; even 
walls often have a light texturing on them. Some surface de
tails can be modeled with polygons (a window in a door, per
haps). At a certain level of fine detail, however, this becomes 
impractical, and another approach is used: mapping a bit
mapped pixel image onto a polygon surface. This allows arbi
trarily complex images to be displayed as surface detail. 

Patterning the surface of a polygon affects its coloration, 
but it continues to have a smooth surface. Several different 
methods of actual texturing are possible. The simplest involves 
simply randomizing the normal of the surface slightly as the 
intensity of the polygon is computed. Although this sort of 
texturing doesn't affect the image's silhouette, it provides a 
very convincing texturing effect. It's also possible to use a reg
ular texturing effect, for surfaces such as a grill. 
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Ray Tracing 
All of the approaches we've discussed so far attempt to ap
proximate the illumination of surfaces by various formulas
some theoretical, some empirical. There is one method of com
puting illumination, which, although very computationally ex
pensive, is also very simple. Essentially, the program traces 
light rays, following them from their start in the light source 
until they hit the screen. In some applications, light rays are 
traced backwards, figuring out where each light ray that hit 
the screen must have come from. 

This technique simplifies questions of reflection and re
fraction. Each transparent polygon is modeled precisely by ray 
tracing; the rules of optics can be applied every time a light 
ray intersects a transparent object. The resulting images are 
very accurate, but often take very long to compute. The ray
tracing model can generate intricate images of objects reflect
ing other objects back and forth, something no other hidden
surface algorithm can do. 

Conclusion 
This book only begins to describe the field of computer graph
ics. Much of the subject has at least been touched upon here; 
some of it we've implemented on the Atari or Amiga. The 
field is a fascinating one, and one that will continue to grow 
and expand in years to come. Computer graphics is likely to 
become more and more a part of our day-to-day experience 
with computers; the day will no doubt come when computer 
graphics is so much taken for granted that no one will be able 
to conceive of using a computer without it. 

Conceptually, computer graphics need not be the frighten
ing thing that it is often seen as. In this book, we've described 
many algorithms that perform difficult-seeming tasks. Though 
sometimes difficult to absorb at first glance, the routines pre
sented here soon become second nature, and allow one to ren
der images on the screen that would have been unbelievable 
before. From here, we encourage you to pursue the field of 
computer graphics through one of the many graphics text
books available on the market. 
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- Appendix A 

II Tables of ASCII, Hex, 

II Binary, Octal 

- Table A-l. The Powers of Two 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 1 20 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0010 2 21 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000000000000100 4 22 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1000 8 23 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 16 24 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 32 25 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0100 0000 64 26 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 128 27 
0000 0000 0000 0000 00000001 0000 0000 256 28 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 512 29 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 01000000 0000 1,024 210 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 0000 2,048 211 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 4,096 212 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 0000 8,192 213 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0100 0000 0000 0000 16,284 214 
0000 0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 0000 0000 32,768 215 
0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 65,536 216 
0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 131,072 217 
0000 0000 0000 0100 0000 0000 0000 0000 262,144 218 
0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 524,288 219 
0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1,048,576 220 
0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 2,097,152 221 
0000 0000 0100 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 4,194,304 222 
0000 0000 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 8,388,608 223 
0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 16,777,216 224 

II 0000 0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 33,554,432 225 
0000 0100 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 67,108,864 226 
0000 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 134,217,728 227 - 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 268,435,456 228 
0010 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 536,870,912 229 
0100 0000 0000 0000 000000000000 0000 1,073,741,824 230 

- 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 2,147,483,648 231 

II 
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Table A-2. Character, Binary, Octal, Hex, and Decimal II CHAR BINARY OCT HEX DECIMAL 
NUL 00000000 000 00 0 
SOH 00000001 001 01 1 II STX 00000010 002 02 2 
ETX 00000011 003 03 3 
EaT 00000100 004 04 4 -ENQ 00000101 005 05 5 
ACK 00000110 006 06 6 
BEL 00000111 007 07 7 
BS 00001000 010 08 8 
HT 00001001 011 09 9 
NL 00001010 012 OA 10 
VT 00001011 013 OB 11 
NP 00001100 014 OC 12 
CR 00001101 015 00 13 
SO 00001110 016 OE 14 
51 00001111 017 OF 15 
OLE 00010000 020 10 16 
OC1 00010001 021 11 17 
OC2 00010010 022 12 18 
OC3 00010011 023 13 19 
OC4 00010100 024 14 20 
NAK 00010101 025 15 21 
SYN 00010110 026 16 22 
ETB 00010111 027 17 23 
CAN 00011000 030 18 24 
EM 00011001 031 19 25 
SUB 00011010 032 1A 26 
ESC 00011011 033 IB 27 
FS 00011100 034 lC 28 
GS 00011101 035 10 29 
RS 00011110 036 IE 30 

II us 00011111 037 IF 31 
SP 00100000 040 20 32 

00100001 041 21 33 
00100010 042 22 34 II 

# 00100011 043 23 35 
$ 00100100 044 24 36 
% 00100101 045 25 37 II & 00100110 046 26 38 

00100111 047 27 39 
00101000 050 28 40 II 00101001 051 29 41 

... 00101010 052 2A 42 
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II 

II 
CHAR BINARY OCT HEX DECIMAL 
+ 00101011 053 2B 43 

00101100 054 2C 44 

II 
00101101 055 20 45 
00101110 056 2E 46 

/ 00101111 057 2F 47 
0 00110000 060 30 48 

II 1 00110001 061 31 49 
2 00110010 062 32 50 
3 00110011 063 33 51 
4 00110100 064 34 52 
5 00110101 065 35 53 
6 00110110 066 36 54 
7 00110111 067 37 55 
8 00111000 070 38 56 
9 00111001 071 39 57 

00111010 072 3A 58 
00111011 073 3B 59 

< 00111100 074 3C 60 
00111101 075 3D 61 

> 00111110 076 3E 62 
? 00111111 077 3F 63 
@ 01000000 100 40 64 
A 01000001 101 41 65 
B 01000010 102 42 66 
C 01000011 103 43 67 
0 01000100 104 44 68 
E 01000101 105 45 69 
F 01000110 106 46 70 
G 01000111 107 47 71 
H 01001000 110 48 72 
I 01001001 111 49 73 
J 01001010 112 4A 74 

II K 01001011 113 4B 75 
L 01001100 114 4C 76 
M 01001101 115 40 77 

II N 01001110 116 4E 78 
0 01001111 117 4F 79 
P 01010000 120 50 80 

II 
Q 01010001 121 51 81 
R 01010010 122 52 82 
S 01010011 123 53 83 
T 01010100 124 54 84 

II U 01010101 125 55 85 
V 01010110 126 56 86 
W 01010111 127 57 87 
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II 
CHAR BINARY OCT HEX DECIMAL II X 01011000 130 58 88 
Y 01011001 131 59 89 
Z 01011010 132 SA 90 II [ 01011011 133 5B 91 
"- 01011100 134 5C 92 

! 01011101 135 5D 93 
II 01011110 136 5E 94 

01011111 137 SF 95 
01100000 140 60 96 

a 01100001 141 61 97 
b 01100010 142 62 98 
c 01100011 143 63 99 
d 01100100 144 64 100 
e 01100101 145 65 101 
f 01100110 146 66 102 
g 01100111 147 67 103 
h 01101000 150 68 104 

01101001 151 69 105 
j 01101010 152 6A 106 
k 01101011 153 6B 107 
1 01101100 154 6C 108 
III 01101101 155 60 109 
n 01101110 156 6E 110 
0 01101111 157 6F 111 
P 01110000 160 70 112 
q 01110001 161 71 113 
r 01110010 162 72 114 
s 01110011 163 73 115 
t 01110100 164 74 116 
u 01110101 165 75 117 
v 01110110 166 76 118 
w 01110111 167 77 119 
x 01111000 170 78 120 II y 01111001 171 79 121 
z 01111010 172 7A 122 
{ 01111011 173 7B 123 II I 01111100 174 7C 124 
} 01111101 175 70 125 

01111110 176 7E 126 
II DEL 01111111 177 7F 127 

II 
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Table of C Operator 
Precedence 

Table of all operators, in order of their precedence (from high
est to lowest), and associativity. 

Operator 
() 
[ 1 
-> 

++ 

& 
sizeof( ) 
(type) 

/ 
% 

+ 

« 
» 

< 
<= 
> 
>= 

function call 
array element reference 
pointer to structure member 
reference 
structure member reference 

negation 
increment 
decrement 
bitwise not (one's 
complement) 
logical negation 
pointer reference 
(indirection) 
address 
size of an object 
type casting 

multiplication 
division 
modulus 

addition 
subtraction 

shift left 
shift right 

less than 
less than or equal 
greater than 
greater than or equal 

Associativity 
left to right 

right to left 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

Precedence 
highest 
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II 
Operator Associati vity Precedence II 

equality left to right 
!= inequality -& bitwise and left to right 

bitwise xor left to right II 
bitwise or left to right 

&& logical and left to right 

II logical or left to right 

?: conditional operator right to left 

assignment operators right to left 
+= 

*= 

/= 
%= 

comma operator left to right lowest 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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Binary Numbers 

Our numbering system is called decimal. Each place in a deci
mal number, as we move to the left, is ten times more signifi
cant than the preceding place. In the number 4782, we have a 
l's place, a 10's place, a 100's place, and a 1000's place, each 
with a value ten times the preceding one. In other words, we 
have what is called a base-lO numbering system. 

4782 could be represented as 

(4 X 1000) + (7 X 100) + (8 X 10) + (2 X 1) 

A computer is essentially a complex group of switches. 
Each switch is either on or off. For this reason, almost all com
puters use the base-2 (or binary) numbering system. In a bi
nary number, each place, as we move to the left, has a value 
two times that of the preceding place. Thus, a binary number 
has a l's place, a 2's place, a 4's place, an 8's place, a 16's 
place, and so on. 

Let's take a look at a binary number: 

10011 

Reading from right to left, this number has one 1, one 2, 
no 4's or 8's, and one 16. Or: 

(1 X 16) + (0 X 8) + (0 X 4) + (1 X 2) + (1 X 1) 

Adding all of them up (16 + 0 + 0 + 2 + 1) gives us 19. 
Thus 10011 in binary is the same as 19 in decimal. Appendix 
A lists all of the binary numbers from 0 to 127. 

Unfortunately, C doesn't give us any way of entering a bi
nary number. Instead, C relies on two other numbering 
schemes which are common among computer scientists. The 
more common of these is called hexadecimal, or base 16. In a 
hexadecimal number, each place has 16 times the weight of 
the place to its right. So a hexadecimal number has aI's 
place, a 16's place, a 256's place, and so on. For example, the 
number 43 is 

(4 X 16) + (3 X 1) 
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II 
In the decimal numbering system, we have 10 distinct II 

digits (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9). For a binary numbering 
system, we only need 2 digits (0 and 1). It follows, then, that 
for hexadecimal numbering we're going to need 16 digits. We II 
borrow the first 10 from decimal. The next 6 we take from the 
beginning of the alphabet. Thus, A is hexadecimal for 10 (dec-
imal), B is 11 (decimal), and so on. Hexadecimal numbers in C _ 
language are preceded by Ox. Thus Ox31 is 31 (hexadecimal) or 
49 (decimal). 

The other number system we use in C is base 8, or octal. 
As you might expect, in octal, we have a l's place, an 8's 
place, a 64's place, and so forth. Since we only need eight dif
ferent digits, we just use the normal numbers (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, and 7). Octal numbers in C are preceded by O. Thus 023 is 
23 (octal) or 19 (decimal). Some compilers don't support octal 
numbers, so they'll take numbers starting with 0 as normal, 
decimal numbers. This can cause problems, so be careful. 

Now, let's look more closely at the relationship between 
octal, hexadecimal, and binary numbers. As you can see from 
Table C-1, a single place in a hexadecimal number is worth 
four places in a binary number, while a single place in an oc
tal number is worth three places in a binary number. Look 
closely at the numbers around 15 and 7 (decimal). Notice that 
15 (decimal) is 1111 (binary), which is OxOf. At 16 (decimal), 
the binary number becomes 10000, which is Ox10. The lower 
four binary places represent the lowest place of the hexadeci
mal number. Now look at 7 (decimal). This is 111 (binary), or 
07. At 8 (decimal), or 1000 (binary), the octal number is 010. 
Thus, the lowest octal place is the same as the lowest three bi
nary places. 
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Table C-l. Table of Decimal, Binary, Octal, and 
Hexadecimal 

Decimal 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Binary 
00000000 
00000001 
00000010 
00000011 
00000100 
00000101 
00000110 
00000111 
00001000 
00001001 
00001010 
00001011 
00001100 
00001101 
00001110 
00001111 
00010000 
00010001 
00010010 
00010011 
00010100 

Odal 
o 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 

Hexadecimal 
OxOO 
Ox01 
Ox02 
Ox03 
Ox04 
Ox05 
Ox06 
Ox07 
Ox08 
Ox09 
OxOa 
OxOb 
OxOc 
OxOd 
OxOe 
OxOf 
Ox 10 
Ox 11 
Ox12 
Ox13 
Ox14 

There is a more complete table of binary numbers in Appendix A. 
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Setting Up Your 
Programming Environment 

Even if you're an experienced C programmer, the variety of 
disks, files, and utilities which comes with your C compiler 
can be somewhat bewildering. In this appendix, we'll provide 
some information you might find useful in setting up pro
gramming environments for each of the compilers we've sup
ported in this book. The goal of each section is to get all of the 
files you need to use the compiler onto one floppy, so you 
don't have to change disks while you're compiling. But, before 
you do anything, we recommend that you make copies of 
your original disks, and put the originals away for safekeep
ing. Only work from the copies. That way, if you make a mis
take, you always have the originals to fall back on. 

The Amiga 
The Aztec and Lattice working environments are very similar. 
Neither can be used from the Workbench, so you'll have to 
get used to working with the CLI (command line interpreter). 
To set up your working copy of either compiler, begin by for
matting a new disk. Create the c, devs, include, lib, I, liba, 
and a directories. 

Copy all of the commands which you use regularly into 
the c directory (copy, liat, rename, makedir, delete, and 
type, for example). You probably won't need commands like 
preferences, format, diakcopy, aay, and so forth. You can 
leave those on another disk for those times you really need 
them. 

You only need to have port-handler, disk-validator, and 
ram-handler in the 1 directory. The only file you really need in 
the deva directory is aystem-configuration. Copy this file 
from your Workbench disk. If you use a printer with your Amiga, 
you'll have to include aerial. device or parallel. device (de
pending on where your printer is attached) and printer. device 
as well as the appropriate file in the printer directory. 
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The libs directory only needs to have the files 
mathtrans.library and mathieeedoubbas.library. You'll 
need info.library, icon.library, and diskfont.library to 
work in the Workbench effectively. The translator. library is 
only needed if you're going to be using the speech synthesizer. 

Copy all of the files in the include directory of the original 
compiler disk into the include directory of your working disk. 
Later, if you find that you don't have enough room on the disk, 
you can try to reduce the size of these files by removing as 
many of the comments as you can without compromising their 
integrity. As an exercise, you might try writing a program 
which strips the comments and extra "white space" from the 
file. Remember, you don't want to change anything which is 
important, like text between quotes. 

Aztec C (v3.2, dated February 1986) for the 
Amiga 
The Aztec C compiler can be purchased bundled with a variety 
of different programming systems. What we describe here is a 
programming environment for what Manx calls the "commer
cial" system. The "commercial" system has the most bundled 
with it; it is also the most expensive. 

Copy the Aztec C compiler commands make, grep, ln, 
set, as, diff, cc, and cmp into the c directory. You don't need 
both z and ed. z is the editor supplied with the compiler and 
is designed to work like the editor vi on UNIX systems. ed is 
the editor which came with AmigaDOS. Use whichever you 
like more. Now copy m.lib and c.lib from the compiler disk 
into the lib directory (if you ever use the +1 option of the 
compiler, you'll need to copy the mS8.lib and cS8.lib files as 
well). The s directory is used to hold the files which the "exe
cute" command uses. We've changed the startup sequence to 
the following: 

addbuffers dfO: 16 
addbuffers df1: 50 
stack 10240 
set CLIB=dfO:lib/ INCIIJDE=dfO:include CCI'EMP=ram: 
failat 1 
echo "Aztec C v3.2Oa 02/27/86" 
date 
date ? 
date >s: lastboot 
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We've also included two other script files for the execute 
command: lib. and path. lib. copies the libraries into the 
RAM disk, making In run much faster. path copies some of 
the more commonly used commands into the RAM disk, so 
they are loaded much more quickly. 

s:lib 
copy sys:lib/c.lib ram: 
copy sys:lib/m.lib ram: 
set CLIB=ram: 

s: path 
makedir ram: c 
path ram:c 
copy c: copy ram: c 
copy c:delete ram:c 
copy c:list ram:c 
copy c:cxl ram:c 

Lattice C (v3.03) and the Amiga 
The Lattice C compiler was the "official" compiler for Amiga 
developers. Begin by copying the compiler programs into the c 
directory. These are alink lcl, and lc8. You'll need the pro
gram ed to edit your files, since the Lattice C compiler doesn't 
come bundled with a special editor. The lib directory needs to 
have the files lstartup.obj, amiga.lib, and lc.lib. We've 
changed the startup sequence to read as follows: 

addJ::uffers dfO: 16 
addbuffers df1: 50 
echo "Lattice C development system vI. 20" 
stack 10240 
assign I: include 
assign LIB: lib 
date 
date ? 
date >s: lastboot 

We've also include three other script files, cc, link, and 
path. path is the same as the path listed with the Aztec com
piler. It copies some of the more commonly used commands 
into the RAM disk, so they load faster. cc is designed to com
pile a single program module. You use it by typing execute cc 
<filename>, where <filename> is the name of the file you 
want to compile. So, if you want to compile the program 
hello.c, you issue the command execute cc hello. Don't in
clude an extension at the end of the filename; it's added for 
you automatically. 

s:cc 
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.Key file,pI,p2,p3 II 
; Campile a C program Version 3.00 
, Works with lattice version 3.02 ard above 
failat 1 
leI <pI> <p2> <p3> -cram: -ii: -ii:lattice/ <file> _ 
lc2 -v -o<file>.o ram:<file> .... 

link makes it easier to link files under the Lattice pro-
gramming environment. To link a single object module to the II 
C libraries, you type execute link <object module>.o. So to 
link hello.o, you type execute link hello.o. Notice that, this 
time, you have to include the extension .0, or the script file 
won't work. 

s:link 

.Key file,exec 
Link an object IOOdule version 3.00 

; Works with lattice version 3.02 ard above 
alink lib:Istartup.obj+<file> library lib:le.libtlib:amiga.lib to <exec$a.out> 
map nil: faster 

The program will be linked into an executable called 
a.out (just like a UNIX compiler). If you want to change the 
executable's name, just specify a second argument. So to link 
the hello.o module into the program hello, you type execute 
link hello.o hello. 

The Atari ST 
Unlike the Amiga compilers, the 5T compilers have provided a 
means for compiling programs from the Desktop. The reason 
for this is the Atari's lack of a bundled command line inter
preter. Describing how to set up a programming environment 
on the Atari is more complicated than on the Amiga since 
there are so many different configurations available to Atari 
owners. To write the programs for this book, we used Atari 
1040s, an external double-sided floppy disk drive, and a 
monochrome monitor. Our general scheme was to create a 
large RAM disk (about SOOK), copy all of the commonly used 
files into it, invoke a public domain command line interpreter, 
and work from there. Unfortunately, not all of you have that 
option. Therefore, what we're going to describe is which files 
you really need to compile the programs in this book, and 
where they should go. 
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Alcyon C (v4.14) for the ST 
These notes apply to the Alcyon C compiler, the "official" C 
compiler for the Atari ST. The Aleyon C should work as it is 
supplied on the original disks. If you have double-sided disk 
drives, you can copy all of the files on both disks onto a single 
floppy. The Atari developer's kit comes with a command line 
interpreter. The upgraded compiler did not. Presumably, Atari 
is now shipping the Alcyon compiler version 4.14 with the de
veloper's kit and new developers will still receive the command 
line interpreter. 

You should use the of.bat file to compile the programs in 
this book. This will force Alcyon C to use Motorola's library of 
Fast Floating Point routines rather than its own, slower ones. 

To link your programs, you should use the following 
batch file: 

link68.prg %1.68k = gemstart,%l,machine, 
linea,osbind,aesbind, vdibind,gemlib,libf 

relmod.prg %1.68k 
rm.prg %1.68k 
wait.prg 

For programs which don't use any graphics, you don't 
need to include ABSBIlVD and VDIBIlVD. You're generally 
safe to leave out OSBIlVD as well. If you don't use any 
routines in the graphics library, you can leave out lIIIACHIlUI 
and LINEA, but the first file must be GBMSTART, and the 
last two must be GBlIILIB and LIB!'. If you include lIIIACHIlOI 
and LIlUIA, you have to include ABSBIBD, VDIBIlVD, and 
OSBIlVD as well. In any event, link.bat lets you link simple 
(one module) C programs. For large programs, it's usually sim
plest to write a customized link.bat. We've supplied the ones 
you need for the programs presented in this book. Please refer 
to Appendix F. 

You won't need the Resource Construction Set to compile 
any of the programs in this book. You can delete it from your 
working disk if you need more disk space. But, you will need 
a program editor. The developer's kit comes with a copy of 
micro-emacs, a small version of the editor emacs found on 
many large computers. You may also use 1ST Word or any 
other word processor which allows files to be saved as ASCII 
files. 
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Lattice C (v3.03) and the ST 
You shouldn't have any trouble setting up a working Lattice C 
compiler disk. However, there are some things which you 
might find useful: You don't need to have the .0 files. These 
are object files and libraries which are compatible with the 
Alcyon C compiler. All you really need are the .bin files. 

The program le.ttp is a front-end to le1 and le8, the two 
halves of the compiler. le.ttp doesn't look very hard to find 
le1 and lei, so they all have to be in the same directory. It's 
easiest if the include files are also in the same directory as 
le.ttp, but they don't have to be. You can specify where the 
compiler should look for the include files with the - 1 switch. 
If you've moved the include files into the directory include on 
drive a:, you invoke the compiler with: Ie -I a: "include 
<program>.e. 

The file e.lnk is used as a kind of linking program. Lines 
which begin with'" are comments, and are supposed to be ig
nored by the linker. The rest of the lines are commands which 
the linker follows in putting together your program. We once 
tried to remove all of the comments from the .lnk files, and 
found, much to our bewilderment, that the linker subsequently 
failed to work. After a great deal of pain and agony, we traced 
the problem to the missing comments. In short, don't remove 
the comments; doing so seems to break the linker. In any 
event, the e.lnk file is well commented, and you shouldn't 
have any trouble modifying it as need be. Another note about 
the linker: At times it might be instructional to look at a .MAP 
file produced by the linker. Generally, it's just a waste of time. 
Adding the option -nolist to link's arguments speeds up the 
linking process quite a bit. 

Lattice C comes bundled with an editor called ed. As it 
turns out, this ed is almost exactly like ed on the Amiga. You 
aren't provided with a command line interpreter. 

Megamax C (v1.1) and the ST 
There are a number of things you should know before you 
start building a working environment for the Megamax C com
piler. First, the compiler and the directory MEGAMAX must 
be on the same disk. If you decide to move the compiler to a 
RAM disk, you must move the MEGAMAX directory there 
also. To use just the linker and the compiler, you don't have 
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to include the .rae files which are also in the MEGAMAX di
rectory. Furthermore, none of the programs in this book use 
routines from aee.l or double.l. They can be deleted if you 
need more room. 

Megamax comes with a graphical shell, which is supposed 
to speed up the task of compiling and linking a program. For 
the most part, it does what it should. You're also provided 
with a graphics-oriented editor. 
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Typing and Compiling the 
Machine-Specific Files 
Appendix D will give you some tips on setting up your own 
working environment for the various compilers we've sup
ported with this book. This appendix explains how to compile 
the graphics library of routines. The first step is to type in the 
machine.c source-code file appropriate to your computer. If 
you have an Atari ST, use Program E-2. Amiga programmers 
should use Program E-1. Check the files over carefully to 
make sure you don't have any typing errors. 

Next you need to type in the appropriate machine.h 
header file. If you have an Atari ST, use Program E-5. Amiga 
users, type in Program E-4. You'll need to adapt machine.h 
for your compiler. The machine.h files have some lines to
wards the beginning which look like: 

#define ALCTOlV' 0 
#define LATTICE 0 
#define MJlGAMAX 0 

Find the compiler which you're using and change the 0 to 
a 1. For example, if you're using the Megamax compiler on the 
Atari, you change the line which reads #define MJlGAMAX 0 
to #define lIIIEGAMAX 1. 

Atari St users will also need Program E-3, linea.c. 
Now you're ready to try compiling machine.c. Save the 

files, and return to the command shell. Find your compiler in 
the next section, and issue the specified commands to get the 
machine.c compiled. In all cases, machine.c should compile 
without issuing any error or warning messages from the com
piler. If you get some, then you've probably mistyped a line 
somewhere. 

Compiling machine.c 
Amiga Aztec 
Enter the command cc machine.c, and the computer should 
load and execute the compiler and assembler. That's it. 
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Amiga Lattice 
Enter the command execute cc machine. The cc script (see 
Appendix D) should load and run lcl and lca. If all goes well, 
you'll have a working copy of machine.c. 

ST Alcyon 
Double-click the batch.ttp program and give it the arguments 
cf machine. When it's finished you should have a file called 
machine.o. Watch carefully, since batch.ttp doesn't stop if 
there's been any kind of error. 

ST Lattice 
Double-click the lc.ttp program and give it the arguments 
machine.c. If you've moved the include files into another di
rectory, you have to use the -I option to tell the compiler 
where to find them. 

ST Megamax 
From within the graphical shell, select the compiler option in 
the execute menu, and indicate that you want to compile 
machine.c. Remember, you have to tell the shell where it can 
find all of the files before you try compiling anything (see the 
Megamax manual for more details). 

machine.c isn't a complete program. Instead, it's just a set 
of functions which other programs can use to create graphics 
displays. For Alcyan compiler users, it also corrects some prob
lems which exist in the supplied library of functions. 

Program E-l Amiga machine.c 

#include <exec/types.h> 
#include <intuitionjintuition.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "machine.h" 

/* This is the machine-depen:ient module for graphics on the Amiga. 
* Included in this module are the functions 

* 
* init_graphics(); 

* exit graphics() ; 

* get_Input () ; 

* setyen() ; 

* move() ; 

* draw() ; 

* plot() ; 

* clear() ; 

* punt() ; 

* 

initialize graphics environment 
return to normal working environment 
get user input into a buffer 
set pen color/grey shade intensity 
move to a given pixel position 
draw a line to a given position 
plot a pixel at a given location 
clear display screen 
exit with error 

* init graphics() sets global variables x_size, y_size, and max_intensity. 
*/ -
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/* system functions */ 
extern struct Screen *OpenScreen () ; 
extern struct Library *Ope:nLibraryO; 
extern struct ViewPort *ViewPort1\ddress 0 ; 

/* system variables */ 
struct IntuitionBase *IntuitionBase = NULL; 
stru.ct GfxBase *GfxBase = NULL; 

/* public to system */ 

stru.ct Screen *screen = NULL; /* screen an:! its rastport */ 
stru.ct RastPort *rp; 

/* public variables */ 
SHORI' x_size, y_size, max_intensity, intensity; 

/* 
* init_graphics sets up the graphics bitmap for use. 
*/ 

struct New8creen newscreen = { 
0, 0, MAXPIXEIS, MAXLlNE, 0, 0, I, NULL, 
CUS'D:M3CREEN, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL 

} ; 

/* standard colonnap (GEM map with black an:! white reversed) */ 
tM:>RD colonnap[16]; 

void init_graphics(recr...IOOde) 
int recr...IOOde; 
{ 

} ; 

long i; 
static UWORD colors[] 
0x0000 /* black */, 
OxOfOO /* red */, 
OXOOOf /* blue */, 
OXOffO /* yellow */, 

= { 
OxOfff /* white */, 
OXOOfO /* green */, 
OxOOff /* cyan */, 
OXOfOf /* magenta */, 

newscreen.Depth = (recr...IOOde = GREYS) ? 4 : 3; 
x size = MAXPIXEIS; 
y-size = MAXLlNE; 
max intensity = (1 « newscreen.Depth) - 1; 
1nbmsity = -1; 

/* qlE!l1 libraries an:! screen */ 
if ((IntuitionBase = (struct IntuitionBase *) 

OpenLi.brary("intuition.library", OLl) = NULL) 
punt("couldn't open intuition"); 

if ((GfxBase = (stru.ct GfxBase *) 
OpenLi.brary("graphics.library", OL» = NULL) 

punt("couldn't open graphics library"); 
if ((screen = CpenScreen(&newscreen» = NULL) 

punt("couldn't open screen"); 
rp = & (screen->RastPort) ; 
zp->'n!pRas = NULL; /* small hack for AJniga AreaFill hack */ 

/* assign colors (either as grey-shades or colors) */ 
if (recr...IOOde = GREYS) 

for (i = 0; i <= max intensity; ++i) 
colonnap[i] ~ i I (i« 4) I (i« 8); 

else for (i = 0; i < 8; ++i) colormap[i] = colors[i]; 
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J:oadR:;B4 (&screen->viewPort, =lonnap, 16L); 

clearO; 

/* 
* exit graphicsO is called to tenninate the gra);irics environment. 
* If pissed a non-rrull str:i.rg, it prints that as an error message. 
* otheJ:Wise, you just get the nonnal exit-fram-program message. 
*/ 

void exit graphics(s) 
char *s; -
( 

/* 

register char c; 
WEenchToFront () ; 
if (s) printf("%s\n", s); 
printf(''Hit RElURN to exit from program (Amiga-M to see picture) 
while ((c = getcharO) 1= '\n' && c != IDF); 
if (screen) Close5creen(screen); 
if (GfxBase) CloseLibrary(GfxBase); 
if (IntuitionBase) CloseLibrary(IntuitionBase); 

* get_inplt returns a line of inplt in buffer "S". '!he prcmpt "=> " 

-- "); 

* is displayed. If en:i-of-file or error is encountered, NULL is returned. 
*/ 

char *get :inplt(s) 
char *s; -
( 

extern char *gets () ; 
printf ("=> "); 
return gets (s) ; 

/* 
* set yen 0 , !IOVeO, drawO, plotO am clearO are used as a sinple interface 
* to the Amiga drawin;J routines. In set yen 0 , we avoid callin;J the 
* (SICM) system routine if the color is already what is requested. 
* Note that absolutely no cliW:i.rg is perfonned, am the system may 
* crash if an attenpt is made to draw outside the WirrlCM. It is thus 
* the responsibility of the call:i.rg program to ensure that any 
* necessary cliw:i.rg is done. 
*/ 

void set yen (new_intensity) 
SHORr new intensity; 
{ -

if (new intensity != intensity) ( 
-SetAPen(rp, (long) new intensity); 

intensity = new_intensIty; 

void 1OOVe(x, y) SHORr x, y; (Move(rp, (long) x, (long) y); } 
void draw(x, y) SHORr x, y; ( Draw(rp, (long) x, (long) y); } 
void plot(x, y) SHORr x, y; ( WritePixel(rp, (long) x, (long) y); 
void clearO ( setRast(rp, OL); } 
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/* 
* ~o takes a strjn;J parameter which it passes to exit graIhicsO 
* am then exits with an e=. -
*/ 

void pmt(s) 
char *s; 
( 

exit graphics(s) ; 
exit(l) ; 

Program E-2. ST machine.c 

#include <osbini.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "machine.h" 

/* 'Ibis is the machine-dependent module for graphics on the Atari ST. 
* Included in this module are the functions 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

init_graphics() ; 
exit graphics(); 
get_Input () ; 
set JleI1 () ; 
mcveO; 
drawO; 
plot() ; 
clearO; 
punt() ; 

initialize graphics environment 
return to nomal working environment 
get user input into a buffer. 
set pen =lor/grey shade intensity 
move to a given pixel position 
draw a line to a given position 
plot a pixel at a given location 
clear display screen 
exit with error 

* init graphics() sets global variables x_size, y_size, am max_intensity. 
*/ -

/* system variables */ 
SHORr contrl(12), intin(128), ptsin(128), intout(128), ptsout(128); 

/* public variables */ 
SHORr x size, y size, max intensity; /* declared in machine.h */ 
SHORr iIitensity~ real_:inteiJsity, harrlle; 
SHORr physscr; 
lOn;} graphscr; 

/* locals */ 
#define DITHER 4 
#define TEln' a 
#define GRAPH 1 
static unsigned SHORr *Pattern = NULL; 
static SHORr offsets[DITHER); 
static SHORr x save, y save; 
static SHORr cOlor_mode; 

/* size of dither matrix */ 
1* text or graphics mode * / 
/* calloc'ed bitmap patterns */ 
/* offsets into this table */ 
/* pen position */ 
/* GREYS or OOWRS */ 

static SHORr mono_=1[8) = ( 0, 16, 4, 8, 6, 12, 14, 10 ); 

static SHORr =lors[8][3) = ( 
0,0,0, /* black */ 
1000,0,0, /* red */ 
0,0,1000, /* blue */ 
1000,1000,0, /* yellow */ 

) ; 

1000,1000,1000, /* white */ 
0,1000,0, /* green */ 
0,1000,1000, /* cyan */ 
1000,0,1000 /* magenta */ 
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static SHORr oldcolors[16] [3]; /* array for original color values */ 

static SHORr logscr = TEXT; 
static Ion; textscr; 
static char *screernnap; 
static void showscreenO, usescreenO; 
#include <linea.h> 
#define 1NIT 0 lineaO 0 
#define IUl'PIX(p) linea10 
#define ~(p) linea3() 

#else 

/* defines for the LINEA calls */ 
char *la base, *INIT(); 
int IUl'PIxO, ABLINEO; 

#define CXlNl'RL 
#define INI'IN 
#define PTSIN 
#define nmxJT 
#define PISOOT 
#def ine <XllBrrG 
#define <XllBITI 
#define <XllBIT2 
#define <XllBITJ 
#define ISl'L!N 
#define INMASK 
#define WMJDE 
#define X1 
#define Yl 
#define X2 
#define Y2 

#enllf 

/* 

(*(SHORT **)&la base[4]) 
(*(SHORT **)&la-base[8]) 
(*(SHORr **)&la-base[12]) 
(*(SHORT **)&la-base[16]) 
(*(SHORT **)&la-base[20]) 
(*(SHORT *)&la base[24]) 
(*(SHORT *)&la-base[26]) 
(*(SHORT *)&la-base[28]) 
(*(SHORT *)&la-base[30]) 
(*(SHORT *)&la-base[32]) 
(*(SHORT *)&la-base[34]) 
(*(SHORr *)&la-base[36]) 
(*(SHORr *)&la-base[38]) 
(*(SHORT *)&la-base[40]) 
(*(SHORT *)&la-base[42]) 
(*(SHORr *)&la=base[44]) 

* init graphics sets up the graphics bitmap for use. 
*/ -

void init_graphics(re<Lmode) 
int I"eCLmode; 
{ 
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SHORT dummy, work in[ll], work_out[57], rgb_in[3]; 
register SHORT i;-

textscr = (lonq) Fhysbase 0 ; 
if «screernnap = rnalloc(65535» = NULL) ( 

) 

printf(IIcouldn't allocate memory for new screen. \n"); 
exit(l) ; 

graphscr = «unsigned lonq) screenmap & - (Ox7fffL» + 32768L; 
if (appl init() < 0) ( 

) 

printf("couldn't initialize application!\n"); 
exit(l) ; 

han:lle = graf handle(&dummy, &dummy, &dummy, &dummy); 
for (i = 0; i-< 10; i++) work in[i] = 1; 
work in[10] = 2; -
if (v opnvwk(work in, &handle, work out) = 0) 

- pmt("couIdn't open virtual-workstation"); 
for (i = 0; i < 8; ++i) 

YgLcolor(handle, i, 1, &oldcolors[i] [0]) ; 
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X size = work out(O]+l; 
y-size = work-out(l]+l; 
if (x size ---640 && Y size == 200) 

- ~("can't rui1 in medium resolution!"); 
v enter cur(handle); 1* need text on screen *1 
v-hide c(handle); 
mtenslty = -1; 
color_mode = I"eCL mode; 
if (x size == 640) ( 1* running on monoc:hrcme screen *1 

} 
else 

- vsl type(handle, (SHORr) 7); 
max-intensity = DI'IHER * DI'IHER; 
init ditherO; 
VS cillor(handle, (SHORr) 0, &colors(O] (0]) ; 
vs=color(handle, (SHORr) 1, &colors[l] [0]); 

for (i = 0; i < 8; ++i) { 
if (I'eCLmode == rolDRS) 

vs_color(handle, i, &colors[i][O]); 
else 

rgb in[O] = rgb in[l] = rgb in[2] = i*1000/7; 
vs3:olor(handle-;- i, rgb_in); 

#if MWC 

#else 

#erxii.f 

1* 

) 
max_intensity = 7; 

INTIO; 

la base = INTI(); 
c:x::NrnL = contr 1 ; 
INI'IN = intin; 
Pl'SIN = ptsin; 
INI'CXJl' = intout; 
PI'SOOT = ptsout; 

clearO; 
showscree:n(GRAm) ; 

* '!he dither pattern matrix that is set up is suitable for direct 
* pixel dither operations. '!he "dmatrix" array is dynamically 
* =eated for the aR'ropriate-size dither pattern (DITHER). 
* '!hen, the pattern an-ay is created by going through all the 
* possible intensity/line CCI11binations am creating the bit 
* patterns aR'ropriate for the columns. '!he pattern array must 
* be accessed by adding offsets to the base pointer, since its 
* size is dynamically created. To expedite the routine, a 
* side-vector an-ay (offsets) is =eated so that we don't have 
* to multiply (it's statically allocated to save trouble) . 
*1 

init dither 0 
( -

register SHORr i, j, k, s, d; 
register unsigned SHORr *P, n; 
register SHORr size sqr; 
SHORr drnatrix[DI'lliER] [DI'IHER]; 1* temp dither matrix *1 

dmatrix[O] (0) = 0; 1* initial state *1 
for (s = 1; s < DI'lHER; s *= 2) 
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for (j = 0; j < s; j++) for (k = 0; k < s; k++) { 
d = (dmatrix[j][k] «= 2); 
dmatrix[j+s] [k+s] = ++d; 
dmatrix[j] [k+S] = ++d; 
dmatrix[j+s] [k] = ++d; 

} 
if {s 1= DI'lHER} 

~(IIinit_graIiUcs: illegal dither size\n"); 

/* allocate pattern space */ 
size sqr = DI'lHER * DI'lHER + 1; /* bitmap patterns per roN */ 
if ((pattern = (unsigned SHORr *) 

calloc( (unsigned) Dl'IHER*size sqr, sizeof(SHORr}) = NUIL) 
~("cculdn't allocate dither pattern spacell ); 

/* calOllate bitmap patterns am offsets */ 
for (i = d = 0, P = pattern; i < Dl'IHER; i++, d += size_sqr) 

offsets[i] = d; 
for (j = 0; j < size sqr; j++) { 

n = 0; -
for (k = 0; k < 16; k++) 

n «= 1; 
n 1= (j > dmatrix[i) [k & (DI'IllER-1)]); 

*p++ = n; 

/* 
* exit ~cs is called to terminate the graphics environment. 
* If pissed a non-null str:in;J, it prints that as an error message. 
* otherwise, you just get the normal exit-fram-program message. 
*/ 

void exit graIiUcs(s) 
char *s; -
( 

} 

/* 

register SHJRI' i; 

showscreen (TEXT) ; 
usescreen (TEXT) ; 
if (s) printf("%s\n", s); 
printf("Hit space to see graphics •.. \nany other key to exit -- "); 
fflush(stdoot) ; 
while «Cra1olCin() & Oxff) = , ') showscreen( !physscr) ; 
showscreen (TEXT) ; 
for (i = 0; i < 8; ++i) 

vs color(haJx:lle, i, &oldcolors[i] [0) ; 
v exit =rhaJx:lle); 
v-clsvWk(tWxne} ; 
aiJpl exit () ; 
eursConf(l, 0); /* turn cursor on just to make sure */ 

* get inpJ.t returns a line of inpJ.t in buffer "s" 
*/ -

char *get inpJt (s) 
char *s; -
( 
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printf ("=> "); 
if (gets(s) = NULL) return NULL; 
if (*s) break; 
showscreen ( ! J;hysscr) ; 

return s; 

* for m:mochrome, setJleIl() sets a global register which will be checked 
* at draw-time for the appropriate dither pattern. In color mcx::le, it calls 
* vsl color() at this point. 
*/ -

void setJleIl(color) 
SHORr color; 
{ 

if (color> max intensity II color < 0) 
punt("setJleIl: bad intensity\n"); 

if (x size = 320) { 

} 
else 

- if (intensity != color) vsl_color(handle, color); 
real_intensity = color; 

if (color_mcx::le = CDIDRS) real_intensity = mono_col [color] ; 
else real_intensity = color; 

} 
intensity = color; 

/* 
* since the Sf doesn't use a move/draw line-draw style, we fake it. 
*/ 

void move(x, y) 
SHORr x,y; 
( 

x save = Xi 
y_save = y; 

/* 
* draw() plots a line in the appropriate intensity. '!he appropriate 
* pattern is fetched into "pat" out of the pattern array, then 
* shifted to natch its position on the screen. 
*/ 

void draw(x2, y2) 
register SHORr x2, y2; 
{ 

register SHORr xl = x save, y1 = y_ save; 

x save = x2; 
i~_ save = y2; 
Xl = xl; 
X2 = x2; 
Yl = yl; 
Y2 = y2; 
if (x size = 640) { 

- LNMASK = *(pattern+offsets[y1&(DrTHER-1)]+real intensity); 

else 

CDIBITO = 1; -

CDIBITO = intensity & 1; 
CDIBIT1 = (intensity» 1) & 1; 
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CXlIBIT2 = (intensity» 2) & 1; 
CXlIBIT3 = (intensity» 3) & 1; 
INMASK = Oxffff; 

} 
VMlDE = 0; 
usescreen(GRAFH) ; 
ABLINE(la base); 
usescreen(TElIT) ; 

/* 
* Plot the point x,y. 
*/ 

void plot(x, y) 
( 

lNTIN[O] = intensity; 
Pl'SIN[O] = x; 
PI'SIN[lJ = y; 
usescreen(GRAFH) ; 
PUI'PIX(la base) ; 
usescreen (TElIT) ; 

/* 
* Clear the screen. 
*/ 

void clear () 
{ 

register int i; 
register long *p; 

p = (long *) graphscr; 
for (i = 8000; i; --i) *(p++) = OL; 

/* 
* punt() takes a string parameter which it passes to exit_graphics() 
* and then exits with an error. 
*/ 

void punt(s) 
char *s; 
( 

exit graphics(s); 
exit(l) ; 

/* 
* set the logical screen to GRAFH or TElIT 
*/ 

static void ~(a) 
register int a; 
{ 

/* 

if (a = logscr) return; 
if (a = GRAFH) Setscreen(graphscr,-lL,-l); 
else if (a = TElIT) Setscreen(~,-lL,-l); 
else return; 
logscr = a; 

* set the physical screen to GRAFH or TElIT 
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*/ 
static void showscreen(a) 
register int a; 
{ 

if (a =~) return; 
if (a = GRAm) Setscreen(-lL,grarmcr,-l); 
else if (a = TEXT) Setscreen(-lL,textscr,-l); 
else retmn; . 
IilYSS= = a; 

lIif AIC'lOO 
/* 

* the missing atoi ( ) function: convert a string into an integer 
*/ 

int atoi(p) 
register char *p; 
{ 

reqister unsigned int i = 0; 
reqister int neg = 0; /* default to positive number */ 

while (*p = ' , 
++p; 

II *p = '\t') /* ignore leading white space */ 

if (*p = '-') ( 
neg = 1; 
++p; 

} 
else if (*P = '+') ++p; 
while (*P >= '0' && *p <= '9') 

i = i*10 + (*P - '0'); 
++p; 

) 
retmn neg ? -i : i; 

/* look for - sign */ 
/* number is negative */ 

/* number is positive */ 
( 

/* 
* function gets () since the one fram Atari is broken. Check for 
* If, =, or EOF for ard of input line. Return NULL if EOF is 
* sent. Han:ile "H am "?:rubout. can't get at the re--directed stdin. 
*/ 

char *gets(p) 
char *p; 
{ 

reqister unsigned char *c = p; 
reqister unsigned char in; 

while «(in = cnecinO) != '\n' && in != '\r' && in != 26) 
if (in = '\b' II in = OX7f) { 

if (c != p) { 
Cconout ( '\b'); Cconout (' '); C=nout ( '\b' ) ; 
--C; 

} 
lIardif 

) 
else Cconout(*C++ = in) ; 

COOnout('\r'); e=nout('\n'); 
*c = '\0'; 
return (in = 26) ? NULL : p; 
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Program E-3. ST linea.c 

/* 
* 'Ibese are the actual linea routines themselves. The assembly code for 
* the INIT routine consists of the initializing trap, $AOOO, followed 
* by an RI'S. IX) (and thus the return value) holds the pointer to the 
* line-a base. 'Ibis base value should be passed to the other routines. 
*/ 

/* 
* since Mark williams C handles the linea calls directly, we don't 
* need this IOOdule. 
*/ 

#include "machine.h" 
#if MWC = 0 

#if MEGAMAX 
char *INIT () 
{ 

asm { OC.W OxAOOO } 

ruTPIX(base) 
char *base; 
{ 

asm ( 

ABLINE (base) 
char *base; 
{ 

} 
#endif 

asm ( 

#if AlCYON 
char *INIT () 
( 

MJVE.L 8 (A6) ,AO 
DC.W OxAOOl 

MJVE.L 8 (A6) ,AO 
DC.W OxA003 

asm("DC.W $AOOO") 

ruTPIX (base) 
char *base; 
( 

asm("MJVE.L 8 (A6) ,AO"); 
asm("DC.W $A001"); 

ABLINE(base) 
char *base; 
( 

} 
#endif 
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/* 
* '!his code works for lattice and should work for other c:anpilers 
* which don't support imine assembly. 
*/ 

#if MEX;AMAX = 0 && ALCYON = 0 
SHORr INIT[] = { oxaooo, Ox4e75 }; 
SHORr PUTPIX[] {0x206f, 0x0004, oxa001, Ox4e75 }; 
SHORI' ABLINE [] = { 0X206f, Ox0004, Oxa003, Ox4e75 }; 
#endif 

#endif 

Program E-4. Amiga machine.h 
/* 

* Defines for machine-deperrlent information 
*/ 

/* define OCII'piler type */ 
#define AZTEC 1 
#define IATl'ICE 0 

/* use l6-bit SHORr's and don't wony about the ZERO bug */ 
#define SHORr short 
#define ZERO 

/* allow IATl'ICE to use doubles for spee:i and functionality */ 
#if IATl'ICE 
#define FLOAT double 
#else 
#define FlOAT float 
#endif 

/* defines for call to init graphicsO */ 
#define GREYS 0 -
#define mWRS 1 

#define BIACK 0 
#define WHITE 1 
#define RED 2 
#define GREEN 3 
#define BllJE 4 
#define crAN 5 
#define YELU:M 6 
#define Ml\GENl'A 7 

extern SHORI' x size, y size, max intensity; 
extern void inIt grBI:tiicso, exit gra~csO; 
extern void setJieno, m::I\le(), chiw(), plot(), clearO, puntO; 
extern char *get input () ; 
extern char *malIoc 0, *calloc 0 ; 

/* define this as the machine's screen's x- and y-size */ 
#define MAXLINE 200 
#define MAXPIXEIS 320 

Program E-5. ST machine.h 

/* 
* Defines for machine-deperrlent information 
*/ 
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/* define compiler type */ 
#define MEGlIMAX 1 
#define IATI'ICE 0 
#define AICYON 0 
#define MWC 0 

#it MEGIMAX 
#define SHORr 
#define ZERO 
#define void 
#else 
#define SHORr 
#define ZERO 
#endif 

#if IATITCE 
#define FIDAT 
#else 
#define FIDAT 
#endif 

#ifndef NULL 
#define NULL OL 
#endif 

int 
0.0 
int 

short 

double 

float 

Appendix E 

/* Megamax version 1.1 
/* Lattice version 3.03 
/* DR! DeVeloper's compiler 4.14 
/* Mark williams C 

/* shorts are 16 bits 
/* avoid negation bug 
/* Megamax doesn't use the void type 

/* shorts are the standard 16 bits 
/* no negation bug 

/* floats work best as doubles 

/* normally float is faster 

/* Notice we avoid the #else construct since Megamax becoJnes confused */ 
#if (AICYON I MEX;AMAX) = 0 
extern char *mallocO, *ca11ocO; 
#endif 

#if AICYON I MEXi1IMAX 
#define malloc(s) 
#define free(p) 

(char *) Ma11oc( (lorg) (s» 
Mfree«char *) (p» 

# itndef Rlysbase 
# include <osbind.h> 
# endit 
#endif 

/* see if osbini.h has been loaded 

/* defines for call to init graphics() */ 
#define GREYS 0 -
#define COIDRS 1 

#define BLACK 0 
#define WHITE 1 
#define RED 2 
#define GREEN 3 
#define BIDE 4 
#define CYAN 5 
#define YELIJ:M 6 
#define MAGENl'A 7 

extern SHORr x size, y size, max intensity; 
extern void inIt graphIcs(), exit graphics() ; 
extern void setjleno, move(), clriiwo, plot(), clear(), punt(); 
extern char *get _input () ; 

/* define this as the machine's screen's x- and y-size */ 
#define MAXLINE 400 
#define MAXPlXElS 640 
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Special Compiling 
Instructions 

This appendix explains how most of the sample programs in 
this book should be compiled. If there's a program which 
doesn't have explicit instructions, you should use the previous 
examples as illustrations. In all cases, the Atari ST programs 
should be renamed .TOS, or installed as TOS programs. 

If you're using the Alcyon compiler on the ST, you should 
consider changing the default stack size in the gemstart.s file. 
If you haven't done so already, we recommend that you 
change the stack to be 4K (you need to change the $500 to 
$1100; the file is well commented and the change you need to 
make is towards the top of the file). 

Programmers using the ST without a command line inter
preter are faced with a small problem. Most of the programs 
don't wait for you to press a key when they exit. When run 
from the GEM desktop, the program prints its output, and 
then returns to the desktop. This means the output flashes on 
the screen briefly, and is cleared in order to redraw the desk
top. If you don't have a command line interpreter, we suggest 
that you add the following lines to the ends of the programs 
(just before the last closing brace at the end of maine )): 

printf("Press BETUlU'f to exit:"); 
getchar( ); 

Make sure that the line #include <stdio.h> has been included 
in the program. That line has to be there for this fix to work. 

We haven't included instructions on how to compile every 
program in the book. The instructions for each program ex
pand on the instructions from the last. Only those programs 
which have to be compiled in a special or new way have been 
included . 
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II 
Compiling hello.c II 
In all cases, you should get no errors from either the compiler 
or the linker. At this stage of the game, you don't have to 
have machine.c or machine.h files ready, since neither is _ 
used by hello.c. If you're using the Atari ST, you have to 
watch the screen carefully when you run hello.c. There's no 
pause between the time the program leaves and when the II 
screen is cleared. 

Amiga Aztec 
From the CLI use the commands: 

cc hello.c 
In hello.o -lc 

To run the program, issue the command hello. 

Amiga Lattice 
From the CLI use the commands: 

execute cc hello 
execute link hello.o hello 

To run the program, issue the command hello. The execute 
scripts cc and link are listed in Appendix D. 

ST Alcyon 
Double-click BATCH.TTP, and give it the arguments cf hello. 
When the ST has finished compiling hello.c, double-click 
BATCH.TTP again, and give it the arguments linkf hello. Re
name the program from HELLO.PB.G to HELLO.TOB (by using 
Show Info in the File menu). Run the program by double
clicking HELLO.TOB. 

ST Lattice 
Double-click LC.TTP, and give it the arguments hello.c. Don't 
forget to specify where the include files are, if they're not in 
the same directory as lc.ttp. Once the program is compiled, 
double-click LINK. TTP and type 

hello -with c -nolist 

Rename the program from HELLO.PB.G to HELLO. TOB (by 
using Show Info in the File menu). Run the program by double
clicking HELLO.TOB. 
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ST Megamax 
From within the graphical shell, select the compiler in the Exe
cute menu and select HBLLO.C from the filename dialog box. 
Once it's finished compiling (it won't take long), select the 
linker out of the Execute menu and select HlIILLO.O as the file 
to link (select the file and click on ADD); set the output filename 
to HlIILLO.TOS by pressing ESC and then typing Hl!JLLO.TOS; 
then click on OK. To run the program, leave the graphical 
shell and double-click the program HELLO.TOS. 

Compiling figs.c 
In all cases, compile figs.c as you did the other C programs. 
The only step which is different is linking, since this is the 
first program which uses the graphics library. 

Amiga Aztec 
Use the command 

In figs.o machine.o -lc 

to link the program figs. 

Amiga Lattice 
Issue the command 

execute linke figs.o+machlne.o figs 

to link the program. 

ST Alcyon 
Use the following batch file to link the program: 

link68.prg figs.68k = gemstart,figs,machine,linea, 
aesbind, vdibind,osbind,gemlib,libf 

relmod.prg figs.68k 
rm.prg figs.68k 
wait.prg 

The first line of the batch file is very long. It goes all the 
way from link68 to the libf. You may have to add drive speci
fiers to the beginning of each line so that batch.ttp can find 
the executables. Don't forget to rename figs.prg as figs.tos. 

ST Lattice 
Change the c.lnk file as follows: Delete the line which reads 
IlfPUT • and add, in its place, these three lines: 
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INPUT machine.bin . 
IlfPUT linea.bin 

Go to the end of the file and remove the • in front of the I 
line which reads LIBB.AB.Y GBlIIILIB (this un comments that 
line). Save the modified c.Ink as figs.Ink. Run link.ttp with 
the arguements _ 

- with l'IGS.LNX -nolist 

Don't forget to rename the figs.prg, figs.tos. 

ST Megamax 
Select the link option from the execute menu, and use the file
description dialog box to select figs.o, machine.o, and 
linea.o. Change the name of the output file to figs.tos, and 
run the linker. Rename the figs.prg, figs.tos. 

Compiling divide.c 
ST Alcyon 
You need to change the program to read as shown in Program 
F-l. 

Program F-l. ST Alcyon Version of divide.c 

/* 
* divide.c - fractional division using integers 
*/ 

/* 
* include file; we're using printfO and scanfO, so we should 
* get SOll'e of the definitions from stdio.h so the compiler 
* knows what's going on. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

main 0 
{ 

/* 

char buffer[256]; 
int divd, 

divs, 
quot, 
remain; 

/* space for the input line 
/* dividend 
/* divisor 
/* quotient 
/* remainder 

* get the number to be divided using scant 0; the use of 
* scanf ( ) and the & operator will be discussed later. 
*/ 
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printf("Input the dividend: "); 
gets (buffer) ; 
sscanf(buffer, "%d", &divd); 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
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/* 
* get the number to divide by using scanf () 
*1 

/* 

printf("Inp.:tt the divisor: "); 
gets (buffer) ; 
sscanf (buffer, "%d", &divs); 

quot = divd 1 divs; 
remain = divd % divs; 

/* calculate the quotient 
/* and the remainder 

* print the results using printfO. Notice that we have to 
* keep the arguments ordered the same way we want them to 
* fill in the "%d" escapes. Notice also that we're allowed 
* to break program lines if they get too long to fit 
* on the screen. 
*/ 

printf(lI%d divided by %d is %d %dj%d\n", 
divd, divs, quot, remain, divs); 

Compile the program the same way you compiled 
hello.c. To link the program, use the following batch file: 

link68.lIrg 
divide.68k = gemstart,divide,machine,linea, 
aesbind, vdibind,osbind,gemlib,libf 

relmod.prg divide.68k 
rm.llrg divide.68k 
wait·llrg 

This links the divide.o file with machine.o since the 
functions atoi(), and gets() are needed by this program 
(sscanf() calls atoi( ». 
Other Compilers 
Follow the instructions for ~ello.c. 

Compiling fact.c 
Lattice 

*/ 
*/ 

This applies to both the Amiga and the ST: The compiler will 
generate a "function return type mismatch" warning. The pro
gram is all right as it stands. 

ST Alcyon 
The IIrintf() function doesn't appear to support the %.Of very 
well. For all of the numbers, it prints one digit after the deci
mal. This makes some of the numbers nonsensical. 

Other Compilers 
There should be no warnings or errors from the other 
compilers. 
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Compiling plot.c II 
ST Alcyon 
Build a batch file for plot.c like the one you used for figs.c. 
Use it to link the program. Note that you won't be able to use • 
input/output redirection with this program. If you really want 
to have the ability to redirect input to the graphics programs, 
you must recompile machine.c without the getse) function. • 
This will make the linker use the getse) function in GBlIIILm. 
If you do this, you must terminate input lines with a ctrl-J 
rather than a carriage return. 

ST Lattice 
Modify figs.lnk by changing the line which reads IlfPUT 
figs.o to IlV'PUT plot.o. Then proceed as you did with figs.c. 

ST Megamax 
If you want to redirect input into the program, you have to 
modify the declaration of maine) to read as follows: 

maineargc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 

We explain what this does for most C programs in Chap
ter 6. If you've declared maine) this way, Megamax includes 
the code to handle input and output redirection. If you declare 
maine) with no arguments, then Megamax doesn't include the 
redirection code. 

Other Compilers 
Refer to the instructions you used for figs.c. 

Compiling vector.c II 
Amiga Aztec 
Link vector.c using the following line: 

In vector.o machine.o -1m -lc II 
The -1m makes the linker include the floating-point li

brary. It must precede the -lc. Whenever you link a program 
which uses any floating-point operations, you should link with II 
the -1m option. 

II 
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Other Compilers 
Refer to the notes you used to compile plot.c and ligs.c. 

Compiling graph.c 
This is the first program which has many object modules. Ac
tually, you already know how to deal with this problem, since 
you know how to link programs which call functions in 
machine.o. In any event, we've included instructions here on 
how to link the graphing program. 

Amiga Aztec 
Use the following command line to link the graphing program: 

Ie graph.o draw.o Illeio.o math.o help.o machine.o -1m -Ie 

Amiga Lattice 
Issue the command 

execute link 
graph. 0 + draw. 0 +Illeio.o + math. 0 +help.o +machine.o 
graph 

to link the graphing program. 

ST Alcyon 
Use the following batch file to link the graphing program: 

linkS8.prg 
graph.S8k .... gem.tart,graph,draw,llleio,math, 
help,machine,linea,aesbind,vdibind,osbind,gemlib,libl 

relmod.prg graph.S8k 
rm.prg graph.S8k 

ST Lattice 
Modify ligs.lnk by removing the line which reads INPUT 
lig •• bin and adding an INPUT line for each of the following 
modules: 

graph.bin 
math.bin 
Illeio.bin 
help.bin 
draw.bin 

Then proceed as with figs.c. 
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II 
ST Megamax II 
From within the graphical shell, select the linker from the Exe-
cute menu, and indicate with the dialog box that the following 
modules need to be linked together: II 
graph.o 
math. 0 

fUeio.o II 
help.o 
draw.o 

Don't forget to include machine.o and linea.o. Change the 
name of the output file to graph.toB and execute the linker. 
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U sing the Graphics Library 

This appendix was written to document the routines in the 
graphics library. Each entry has at least four parts: 

Name The name of the function and a one-line description of 
what it does. 

Synopsis Indicates how the function should be used, and what ar-
guments it expects. 

Discussion Describes, in detail, what the function does. 
Example Gives one way in which the function can be used. 

Some entries might also include: 

See also 
Bugs 

Where related reference material might be found. 
Anything that might be wrong or misleading about the 
function. 

The graphics library includes three global variables and 
some definitions which you might find useful. The global vari
ables are as follows: 

It....size is the number of pixel columns on the graphics display 
screen. 
y_size is the number of pixel rows on the graphics display screen. 
max...intensity is the largest value you can pass to set-color( ). 

Generally, max...intensity is used tQdetermine the num
ber of grey shades your program can use. The two definitions 
which are provided are JlI.AXPIXlIIL, which is the largest value 
It....8ize might hold, and ¥A'XJ.IlDIS,. the largest value y_size 
might hold. 

Name: 
clear() 
Clear the graphics screen 

Synopsis: 
void clear(); r takes no arguments ./ 

Discussion: 
Clears the screen on which the graphics rendering is be

ing performed. 
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Example: 
clear( ); r clear the screen ., 

Name: 
draw() 
Draw a line 

Synopsis: 
void draw(x, y); 
SHORT x, y; r draw line to (x, y) ., 

Discussion: 
The line is drawn from the point specified by the last call 

to move() or draw(). It is drawn in the color last specified by 
a call to set_pen(). For the S T on a monochrome screen, the 
line will be patterned according to which color was requested. 

x can vary from 0 to (x-size-l), and y can vary from 0 
to (y_s1ze-l). X-8ize and y_size are global variables which 
are set when 1nit-graphics() is called. 

Example: 
set-pen(GB.EEB); 
move(100,100); 
draw(IBO,IBO); 

See also: 

r draw a green line ., 
r diagonally from (100,100)·, 
r to (180,180) ., 

init_graphlcs(), move(), plot(), set-pen() 

Bugs: 
On the Atari ST with a monochrome monitor, some lines 

might not plot very well; they may appear very fragmented. 
The reason for this is the dithering. 

Name: 
exit_graphics( ) 
Clean up the graphics routines 

Synopsis: 
void exit-graphics(x); 
char ·x; r message to print ., 

Discussion: 
This routine cleans up after init-graphics(). Use it 

when you've finished making calls to the graphics library. If x 
is not RULL, then the string is printed before the graphics li
brary shuts down. Whether or not you specify a message, 
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exit-iraphics() will print a closing message. Amiga users 
can use Closed-Amiga-N and -M to switch between the text 
and graphics screens. Atari users press the space bar. Any 
other key will erase the graphics screen and finish the cleanup 
operation. 

Example: 
r leave without any message ./ 
exit-graphics(lV"ULL); 

r leave with a generic error message ./ 
exit-graphics("Graphics Brror"); 

See also: 
init-graphics(), punt() 

Name: 
get-input( ) 
Get input from the user 

Synopsis: 
int get-input(x); 
char ·x; ,. returned input string ./ 

Discussion: 
x must point to a buffer (an array of char) which will 

hold the string input by the user. get-input() uses the func
tion gets(). The prompt is =>. 

For Atari users, entering a blank line (just pressing Re
turn) will switch between the graphics and text displays. 
Amiga users can use Closed-Amiga-N and -M to do the same 
thing. 

get-input( ) will return EOF, as defined in stdio.h, if an 
end-of-file or error is detected. Otherwise, the function returns O. 

Example: 
char inUne[1084]; 

get-input(inline); ,. ask for input ./ 

Bugs: 
The Atari get-input() function looks for blank input 

lines to switch between the graphics and text screens. This 
means it will never return a blank input line. The Amiga ver
sion doesn't do these checks, so it may return a blank input 
line. For maximum compatibility, your programs should con
sider the case of a blank input line. 
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Initialize the graphics routines 

Synopsis: 
void init-graphics(mode); 
int mode; r graphics mode to enter *' 

Discussion: 
The routine init_graphics( ) initializes the machine

independent graphics routines. mode is either COLORS or 
GB.l!IYS as defined in the file machine.h. What is actually 
performed differs on the Amiga and the ST. 

In both cases, the end result is a clear graphics screen, 
ready to be used by any of the other graphics routines. 

The global variables x-size and y_size are set to the di
mensions of the screen. lII1AXPlXEL and MAXI·IB1!IS are set 
to the largest possible screen for that computer. 

Example: 
init-graphic.CCOLORS); ,. initialize for color drawing */ 

See also: 
exit_graphics( ); 

Bugs: 
It's not an error to specify GB.l!IYS and try to draw in col

ors. init_graphics() also doesn't know if it's been called 
more than once without calling exit_graphics(). The Amiga 
could lose vast amounts of memory this way. 

The ST version allocates 64K in order to get a continuous 
piece of memory which is 32K long and aligned on a 32K 
boundary. It should have to allot so much memory per screen. 

An error while initializing the screen exits the program. 
The initial drawing color is not set. 

Name: 
move() 
Move the drawing pen 

Synopsis: 
void move(x, y); 
SHORT x, y; r coordinates to move to *' 
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Discussion: 
move() locates the drawing pen at the specified position. 

The next draw() command will draw a line from this point to 
the point specified with draw(). 

x can vary from 0 to (lL8ize-1) and 7 can vary from 0 to 
(7_8ize-1). lL81ze and 7_81ze are global variables which are 
set when 1n1t_graphic8() is called. 

This command is only simulated on the Atari. 

Example: 
move(l8&, 18); ,. move drawin, cursor to (18&,18) ./ 

See also: 
draw(), init_graphic8(), plot() 

Name: 
plot( ) 
Draw a point 

Synopsis: 
void plot(x, 7); 
SHORT x, 7; ,. coordinate8 to plot a paint ./ 

Discussion: 
plot() draws a point at the location specified by x and 7. 

The point is plotted in the color specified by the last call to 
8eLpen(). 

x can vary from 0 to (lL8ize-1) and 7 can vary from 0 to 
(7_8ize-1). lL8ize and 7-8ize are global variables which are 
set when init_graphic8() is called. 

Example: 
plot(l86,18); ,. plot a point at (186,18) ./ 

See also: 
draw(), move(), 8et-peD() 

Name: 
punt() 
Exit the program 

Synopsis: 
punt(8); 
char -8; ,. error me88age -/ 
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Discussion: 
Calls eld.t-iraphics() with the string s, and then leaves 

the program via a call to exit(). The exit code is set to 1. 

Example: 
punt("lIrror has occurred"); r leave with an error·/ 

See also: 
exit_graphics( ) 

Name: 
set_pen() 
Change the current drawing color 

Synopsis: 
void seLpen(x); 
SHOBT x; r colorfgrey shade to draw·/ 

Discussion: 
set_pen() changes the current drawing color. All follow

ing calls to plot( ) and draw( ) will render in the color last 
specified by set_pen(). The following colors are permitted: 
BLACK, WHITE, RED, GREEN, BLUE, CYAN, YELLOW, and 
MAGENTA. If you are using grey shades, x can vary from 0 
(black) to mBX-intensity (white). 

The colors are defined in the file machine.h. 
maX-intensity is set when init_graphics() is called. 

If you're using an Atari ST with a monochrome screen, 
the colors are simulated with a dither pattern. 

Example: 
set_pen(BLUJJ); r render in blue from now on ./ 

See also: 
draw(), point() 
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stdio.h Functions 

Throughout the book we've introduced you to the input/ 
output functions which are available from the standard C li
brary of functions. This appendix puts all of that information 
together. In Chapter 6 we explained the general scheme of 
UNIX-style input and output. Here, we'll just discuss what the 
input/output functions can do for you. Each function is dis
cussed in the format we used to describe the functions in the 
graphics library. To use any of these functions, you should in
clude the stdio.h file in your program. 

Name: 
fclose() 
Close an open stream 

Synopsis: 
int fclose(stream); 
J'ILJI -stream; 

Discussion: 
fclose() closes the stream associated with the file pointer 

stream. The J'ILJI type is defined in the file stdio.h. The 
buffers which are associated with the closed stream are 
flushed (written out) before the stream is closed. fclose() re
turns EOF to indicate that an error has occurred. If the file 
closes without incident, fclose() returns O. EOF is defined in 
stdio.h. 

Example: 
J'ILJI -infDe; 
infDe = fopen("fDe.dat", "r"); r open "fDe.dat" -, 

r work with the fDe-, 

fClose(infDe); r close the fDe -, 

See also: 
mush(), fopen() 
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Write out the buffer of stream 

Synopsis: 

int fflush(stream); 
FILE ·stream; 

Discussion: 
fflush() writes out the buffer of the specified stream to 

the associated file. A return value of 0 means that there was 
no error. If an error did occur, fflush() returns EOF. EOF and 
the FILE type are defined in stdio.h. 

Example: 
fflush(stdout); r write all pending output for stdout 0, 

See also: 
fclose() 

Name: 
fgets( ) 
Get an input line from a stream 

Synopsis: 
char ofgets(x, count, stream); 
char ·x; r buffer to hold input ./ 
int count; ,. length of input buffer ./ 
FILE ·stream; ,. stream to take input from ./ 

Discussion: 
fgets( ) reads in a string from stream and stores it in the 

buffer pointed to by x. The characters are read from the 
stream up to the first new-line character ('n) or until 
count-l characters have been read. The resulting string is 
stored in the buffer pointed to by x. If the input line was 
ended with a new-line, then that character will be the last 
character in the string. fgets() returns a pointer to the string. 
If an error has occurred, or the end of the file has been 
reached, then fgets() returns NULL. 

Example: 
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FILE ·infilej 
char buffer[8S6]; 
infile = fopen("file.dat", "r"); r open file ./ 
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fgets(buffer, sizeof(buffer), infile); ,. read input ./ 
fclose(infile); ,. close file ./ 

See also: 
scanf(), gets() 

Name: 
fopen() 
Open a stream 

Synopsis: 
J'ILE ·fopen(filename, mode); 
char ·filename; ,. name of the file to open ./ 
char ·mode; ,. how the file should be opened·/ 

Discussion: 
fopen() opens the file named by filename. The mode in

dicates what type of access we want on the file. The following 
are always valid: 

r Open the file for reading. The file must already exist. 
w Open the file for writing. If the file already exists, it is de

leted first. If the file doesn't exist, then one is created. 
a Open the file for writing, but append the output to the end 

of an existing file. If the file doesn't exist, a new one is 
created. 

On the ST, most of the compilers support a translated and 
untranslated mode (these are sometimes called ASCII and bi
nary modes). This refers to cr-lf to new-line translation. Often, 
you can add more to the mode string to indicate what kind of 
translation you want performed. The Amiga doesn't need a 
translation mode, since it uses new-line characters to terminate 
lines in a file. 

If the file is opened successfully, fopen() returns a 
pointer to the open FILE structure. If fopen() returns NULL, 
this means that the file couldn't be opened. 

See also: 
fclose( ) 

Bugs: 
The stdlo.h file for the Alcyon C compiler doesn't define 

fopen() as returning a pointer to a FILl!l type. You have to 
include the definition (insert the line extern FILE ·fopen(); 
in your program before you first use fopen( ». 
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Name: 
gets( ) 
Get an input line from stdin 

Synopsis: 
char • gets(x); 
char ·x; r buffer to hold input ./ 

Discussion: 
gets( ) reads a line of input from the stream stdin and 

stores the input in the buffer pointed to by x. The input line 
consists of all of the characters up to the first new-line ('n). 
The new-line is read in, but will not be included in the input 
buffer. gets() returns a pointer to the string, or NULL if an 
error has occurred or the end of the file has been reached. 

See also: 
scanf(), fgets( ) 

Bugs: 
The ST Alcyan version of gets() doesn't work very well 

when it tries to get input from the keyboard. All carriage re
turns are ignored, which means you have to end input lines 
with a linefeed (control-n. We've included a better gets() 
function in the machineoc file for Alcyan users; however, this 
gets() can't get at input from a redirected file. 

Name: 
printf() 
Output a formatted string to stdout 

fprintf() 
Output a formatted string to a stream 

sprintf( ) 
Format a string into a buffer 

Synopsis: 
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int printf(format [, arguments .. oJ); 
char ·format; r formatting string ./ 

int fprintf(stream, format [, arguments .. oJ); 
FILE ·stream; r output stream·/ 
char ·format; r formatting string ./ 

int sprintf(buffer, format [, arguments .. oJ); 
char ·buffer; r formatted output string·/ 
char ·format; r formatting string ./ 
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Discussion: 
printf() sends its output to the stream stdout. fprintf() 

sends its output to the specified stream. sprintf() writes its 
output into the buffer pointed to by buffer. For all of these 
functions, the formatting string has the same meaning. format 
contains printable characters as well as the following format
ting commands: 

%[fiags][width][.precision][size]type 

There must be one additional argument to match each 
formatting command. Every field except type is optional. The 
optional fields allow you to specify the following: 

fiags Set justification of the output. 
width The minimum number of characters that should be 

output. If the width is specified as ., then the width 
field is taken from the argument list. 

precision The precision of the output for a floating-point 
number. 

size The size of the argument. 

The type can be one of the following: 

d The integer argument is converted into signed decimal 
output. 

u The integer argument is converted into unsigned decimal 
output. 

x The integer argument is converted into hexadecimal output. 
o The integer argument is converted into octal output. 
s The argument is taken as a pointer to char, which is 

treated as a null terminated string. The output will be the 
characters up to the "0 byte in the string, or up to the 
width specified by the precision. 

c The argument is treated like a single character. 
f The argument is taken as a fioat. The output will have the 

general form [-]ddd.ddd. The precision indicates the 
number of digits which should be printed. 

e The argument is taken as a fioat. The output will have the 
general form [-]d.ddde[-]dd, where there is one digit 
before the decimal point and precision number of digits 
after. 

g The argument is taken as a fioat, and printf( ) picks d, f, 
or e format, whichever will give the maximum precision for 
the minimum amount of space. 
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II 
Only one flag is generally supported. - indicates that the _ 

result should be left-justified within its output field. Without 
the - flag, the output will be right-justified within the field. 

The only optional size is 1. This means that all integer _ 
formatting options are being used on long values. Thus %ld 
lets you print a long int as a signed decimal quantity. 

To print a %, use the character sequence %%. _ 
Each routine returns the number of characters it has writ- -

ten, or a negative number if an error has occurred. 

Example: 
float a - 83.1, b - 34.1; 
char Une[ ] .. "hi there'n"; 
int k = 3; 
lon, 4; 

printf("9{" 9{,4.8f'n", a, b); ,. output two floats */ 
printf("message: 9{,-80s", line); ,. output a string */ 
printf("I count 9{,4 item9{,s. 'n", k, k>l ? "s" : ""); 
printf("number: 9{,*4 'n", B, k); ,. print k in wi4th of B */ 
printf("long value: 9{,14 'n", 4); ,. print long value */ 

See also: 
scanf(), fopen() 

Bugs: 
Some compilers don't support %g. 

Name: 
puts() 
Write a string to stdout 

fputsC) 
Write a string to a stream 

Synopsis: 
int puts(x); 
char *x; ,. string to output */ 

int fputs(x, stream); 
char *x; ,. string to output */ 
FILE -stream; ,. output stream to write to */ 

Discussion: 
puts() writes the null terminated string pointed to by x 

to the stdout stream. The last character is followed by a new
line, to start any new output on the next line of the file. 
fputs() does the same thing as puts(), except the output is 
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sent to the stream pointed to by stream. For either routine, if 
an error occurs, EOF is returned. 

Example: 
char output[] = "line to output"; 
puts(output); r write line to stdout -, 

See also: 
printf() 

Name: 
scant() 
Read formatted input from stdin 

fscanf() 
Read formatted input from a stream 

sscanf() 
Translate a formatted buffer 

Synopsis: 
int scanf(format [, arguments,..D; 
char -format; r translation string -, 

int fscanf(stream, format [, arguments ... D; 
I'ILB -stream; r stream to take input from-, 
char -format; r translation string-, 

int sscanf(buffer, format [, arguments ... D; 
char -buffer; r buffer holding formatted input -, 
char *format; r translation string *' 

Discussion: 
The scant() functions are the complement of the 

printf() functions. scant() takes its input from the stream 
stdin. fscanf() reads its input from the named stream, and 
sscanf( ) uses the string pointed to by buffer. The formatting 
string has the same meaning for each routine. scanf(), 
fscant(), and sscanf() attempt to match the input they read 
with the formatting string. 

Any "white space" (spaces, tabs, or new-line characters) 
in the formatting string force the scant() functions to read up 
to the next non-white-space character. Ordinary characters 
(not the" or white space) must match in the format string and 
the input. " marks where input is to be translated and stored 
in the memory pointed to by the matching argument. As with 
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the printf() formatting string, you may specify a maximum 
field width, and the size option 1 for long ints. If • is used di
rectly after the %, then that field is not assigned to a variable. 
This lets you describe what an input line is supposed to look 
like, but only use those fields which you need at that moment. 

The following "types" of translation are supported by all 
compilers: 

d The input is a decimal. The corresponding argument 
should be a pointer to an into 

o The input is in octal. The corresponding argument should 
be a pointer to an into 

x The input is in hexadecimal. The corresponding argument 
should be a pointer to an into 

f The input is a floating-point number. Any floating-point 
format is acceptable. The corresponding argument should 
be a pointer to a fioat. 

s The input is a string. Strings are separated by white space. 
The corresponding argument should be an array of char (a 
pointer to an array of char). 

c The input is a single character. The corresponding argu
ment should be a pointer to char. 

The scanf() functions return the number of fields they 
were able to successfully translate. If there has been an error, 
the functions return EOF. scanf() and fscanf() will try to fill 
all of the fields, and wait for input until all of the fields are 
filled, an end-of-file marker is read, or an input character 
doesn't match the format string. 

Example: 
char inline[188]; 
int a, b; 
fioat c; 
long d; 

1* read in a Btring *' Bcanf("%s", inline); 
Bcanf("%d%d", 4oa, 4ob); 
Bcanf(" • %f", 4oc); 
Bcanf("%ld", 401); 
scanf("%*d%d", 4ob); 

1* read in two decimal numbers *' 
1* match for ., then read in fioat *' 

r read in a long *' 
r ignore the first number *' 
r and read in the second *' 

See also: 
printf(), pen() 
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Bugs: 
The most common bug when a scanfe) function is being 

used is to pass scante) the value of the variables, rather than 
pointers to them. It's extremely easy to forget to add the & op
erators to the arguments. 

scante) on Megamax doesn't work very well when the 
format string is %s%s%s. 
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Amiga Graphics 

The purpose of this appendix is to explain the Amiga version 
of the graphics library. To do so, we will begin by briefly ex
plaining the organization of the graphics hierarchy on the 
Amiga. 

At the lowest level of the graphics hierarchy is the mem
ory which represents what's being displayed on the screen. By 
changing the contents of this memory, we change the picture 
we see. Graphics screens can be placed anywhere in the lower 
512K of the Amiga's addressing space and they can also be a 
variety of different sizes. 

The reason for the flexibility of the Amiga's graphics is its 
powerful set of graphics-support chips. These represent the 
next level of the graphics heirarchy. The chips can draw lines, 
fill areas, and move blocks of memory faster than the central 
processor; and, for the most part, they stay out of the proces
sor's way, leaving the processor more time to run programs. 

But all of this hardware isn't anything without the soft
ware to support it. The Amiga Kernel routines act as an inter
face between the hardware and the software. This lets 
programs access the hardware functions without working with 
the chips directly. When we want to draw a line, for example, 
we call a Kernel routine, which, in turn, gets the hardware to 
draw the line. The level above the Kernel is Intuition. Intuition 
handles the screens, windows, menus, and requesters. It does 
this by making calls to the Kernel. So, whenever Intuition 
needs to put something on the screen, it calls the Kerne1, 
which sends the commands to the support hardware, which 
changes the display memory, which changes what we see. 

Figure 1-1. Amiga Graphics Hierarchy 

application 
Intuition 

Kernel 
graphics hardware 

display memory 
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All of the Amiga's graphics routines are relocatable. This 
means that they could be anywhere in the computer's mem
ory. But your program has to have some way of finding them 
if it's going to use them. To solve this problem, the Amiga 
software designers created something called a library. This 
isn't the same kind of library as the one you link to your C 
programs. Instead, these libraries are sets of functions which 
are loaded into memory when they are needed. Some libraries 
are used so often that they are included in ROM. You gain ac
cess to these libraries of routines with a call to OpenLibrary( ). 
OpenLibrary() checks to see if the library is already in mem
ory. If it isn't, the library is loaded. 

When you've finished using the library, you call 
CloseLibrary() to tell the Amiga's operating system that 
you've finished using the library. The library will stay in mem
ory until the memory is needed for something else. In other 
words, the library is kept in memory as long as possible. That 
way, the Amiga doesn't have to load it every time it's needed
only when it's not there. 

Graphics Library 
Now that you have a basic understanding of how the Amiga 
handles graphics, let's look at the graphics library in detail. 
After the include files and the header comments, we define 
three system functions: OpenScreen(), OpenLibrary(), and 
ViewPortAddress(). The OpenScreen() command is an In
tuition routine which builds a new screen. We use this routine 
to open the graphics screen on which we'll render our graph
ics. We've already explained the OpenLibrary() command. 
ViewPortAddress() gives us a way of using both the Intu
ition and Kernel routines to draw things on the screen. 

Next, we define some system variables. IntuitionBase is a 
pointer to the Intuition library of routines. GfxBase points to 
the base of the graphics library (part of the Kernel). These two 
declarations might look a little strange because the name of 
the structure and the name of the variable are the same. 
screen is a pointer to our Screen structure. This structure 
holds all of the information Intuition needs to deal with our 
screen. rp, a pointer to a RastPort structure, is to the Kernel 
what the screen pointer is to Intuition. It points to the infor
mation which the Kernel routines need to deal with our dis
play memory. 
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The declarations which follow set up the public variables. 
These are the variables which the application programs are al
lowed to use. They are all initialized inside init-graphics(). 

intensity is the current drawing color. Next, we declare 
the newscreen structure with the values we need for our new 
screen. We'll pass this structure to Intuition, and it will use the 
newscreen structure to create a new screen. Finally, we de
clare colormap[]. This is an array of UWOBDS (unsigned 
SHORTs) which will make up the colors which can be dis
played on the screen. When you call init-graphics() with 
GBl!IYS, this table will be filled with a grey shade. If you call 
iniLgraphics( ) with COLOB.S, colormap[] is filled with a 
set of colors. 

iniLgraphics( ) 
This is the first routine we're going to look at. The main pur
pose of init_graphics() is to initialize the graphics environ
ment. Statically declared within init_graphics() is the 
default color map. This will be copied into colormap[] if we 
called init_graphics() with COLORS. The first thing we do 
is set the Depth field in the newscreen structure. This tells 
Intuition how many bit planes we want to use. If you request 
COLOB.S, then three bit planes are requested. This gives you 
eight colors. If you requested GBl!IYS, then four bit planes are 
used. This permits sixteen grey shades. 

In the next few lines, x........size, Y-Bize, and mRX-intensity 
are initialized to the appropriate values. The mRX-intensity 
is set to 2 to the power of the number of bit planes less one 
(notice how well this corresponds to the maximum we've just 
mentioned). Finally, we give intensity an unlikely value. in
tensity is used to hold the current drawing color. It turns out 
that the Kernel call to change the drawing color is very slow. 
Using the intensity variable lets us check to see if the color 
really needs to be changed. This will be clearer when we look 
at the set_pen() routine. 

Next, we try to open the library of Intuition routines 
(intuition. library) and the library of graphics routines 
(graphics.library). If this works, then we open the new 
screen. rp is assigned to the B.astPort which is associated 
with the screen we just opened. We need to have the RastPort 
of the screen in order to use the Kernel routines on it. Once 
that's done, we load in the appropriate color map and call the 
Kernel routine LoaclB.GB4() to set the colors. Finally, we clear 
the screen and return. 
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II 
exit_graphics() II 
exit_graphics() does just about the opposite of what 
init_graphics( ) does. First, it brings the Workbench screen 
to the front using the Intuition call WBenchToFront(). Next, _ 
it prints any error message which might have been passed to • 
it, and then prompts the user to leave the graphics library. 
Once a key has been pressed, it closes the screen, graphics li- _ 
brary, and the Intuition library. Notice how this is done. If the _ 
screen or any of the libraries have been opened successfully, 
their pointers will have some value. If they have a value, then 
we close them. Otherwise (if they're NULL), they haven't 
been opened. You don't want to close something which hasn't 
been opened; the Amiga tends to crash if you do. 

geL3nput( ) 
This function really isn't much to look at on the Amiga, but 
was provided because some versions of the graphics library 
have to do special things in order to get input from the user. 
On the Amiga, this function simply prints a prompt and calls 
gets(). Note that gets() will generally return a pointer to the 
string it just read in. If the user enters end-of-file, or if an er
ror occurs, gets() returns lI11LL. 

set_pen( ) 
This routine first checks to see if it really has to change the 
drawing color. If it does, it calls the Kernel function 
SetAPen( ) and then updates intensity to reflect the change. 
This is the reason for initializing intensity to -1. We are 
guaranteed that new-intensity can't be -1 (because the 
color can't be a negative number), so SetAPen() will be 
called the first time set_pen() is called. Note that almost all 
Amiga routines which take ints expect Lattice ints. Under the _ 
Aztec compiler, these are longs. This is why we cast _ 
new-intensity to a long before it is passed to SetAPen(). 

move( ), draw( ), point( ), clear( ) II 
These four routines map directly into Kernel functions. Again, 
notice that we have to cast the arguments to these functions to 
long, since they expect Lattice-sized ints. II 
punt() 
This short function gives you a quick way out of the program. _ 
It first calls exit_graphics() to clean up the graphics func- _ 
tions. Then it leaves the program with a call to exit(). 
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machine.h 
The machine.h file should be included in your program 
whenever you use any functions in the graphics library. This 
file defines the colors, GBETS and COLOB.S, as well as 
MAXI·llrE and MADIXl!ILS. Furthermore, it includes defini
tions of the global variables x-size, y_8ize, and maX-pixels. 
This lets you access them without including the external refer
ence yourself. machine.h also defines malloc() and calloc( ) 
to return pointers to char. Thus, you don't have to do that in 
any program which includes machine.h. 
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ST Graphics 
The purpose of this appendix is to explain the Atari ST ver
sion of the graphics library. We'll begin by examining the hi
erarchy of graphics support on the ST, and then go on to 
discuss the graphics library functions in detail. 

At the lowest level is the display memory. The display 
memory can be anywhere in the address space of the ST, but 
it must be on a 32K boundary. The ST only has three graphics 
modes, but each (conveniently) uses 32K of memory. If we 
change the contents of this memory, we change what we see. 
The ST maintains two different screen pointers for dealing 
with the display memory. One is called the logical screen. This 
is the screen in which all of the graphics routines do their ren
dering. The other screen is called the physical screen. This is 
the screen which is being displayed on the monitor. This sepa
ration lets us draw on one screen memory map while another 
is being displayed. 

Unlike the Amiga, the ST doesn't have an advanced set of 
graphics-support chips. Instead, all of the graphics rendering is 
performed by the 5T's central processor with a set of software 
routines called linea. The name doesn't come from some 
fancy graphics package. Instead linea refers to the type of 
processor "exception" which is used to call these routines. The 
68000 has several different "illegal" instructions. These are 
commands which cause the 68000 to stop the program it's 
working on and jump to some special routines to handle the 
problem. These routines can examine the state the processor 
was in when it hit the "illegal" instruction, and take some ap
propriate action. Here, the illegal instructions called linea are 
used to call the graphics routines. The linea routines can draw 
lines, fill areas, and do other basic graphics functions. 

Sitting on top of the linea routines is the GEM VDI. The 
VDI (Virtual Display Interface) lets programs perform graphics 
operations without really knowing how the graphics are being 
done. The VDI acts something like our own graphics library, 
in that it lets programs which can interface to the VDI run on 
any computer which supports GEM VDI. On top of the VDI 
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are the GEM AES (Application Environment Services) 
routines. These are the routines which deal with windows, 
menus, and dialog boxes. Whenever something needs to be 
put on the screen, GEM AES calls GEM VDI, which calls li
nea, which changes the display memory, which changes the 
display. 

Figure J-l. ST Graphics Hierarchy 

Graphics Library 

application 
GEMAES 
GEMVDI 

linea 
display memory 

At first glance, the ST version of the graphics library looks far 
more complicated than the Amiga version. Most of the added 
complexity is due to the monochrome screen. We've had to in
clude code to handle dithering and patterned lines in order to 
use the monochrome screen effectively. There is also some 
added complexity because we have to deal with separate 
graphics and text screens. The ST's software wasn't designed 
to deal with this kind of separation. We've had to trick some 
of the routines into working correctly on their appropriate 
screens. 

The first thing in the machine.c file for the ST is the dec
laration of the system variables. These are the arrays which 
we need to set up in order to communicate with the linea 
functions. Next, we declare the public variables: x-size and 
y_size are the size of the graphics screen which we're using. 
maX-intensity is the largest color value you can use when 
you call set_pene). physscr indicates which screen, graphics 
or text, is currently displayed on the screen. graphscr points 
to the memory which was allocated to hold the graphics screen. 

Next, we define the size of dither matrix (DITHER), and 
two definitions we need to handle the graphics and text 
screens. pattern is a pointer to the different line and fill pat
terns. We'll use this if we're working with the monochrome 
screen. offsets[ J is used to reference the pattern table. We 
could recalculate the offsets every time we need them, but that 
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would be a waste of time. Instead, we calculate all of the off
sets once, and store the results in this table. x-save and 
y_save are used to fake the move() command; we'll talk 
about that shortly. color-mode will tell us if init_graphics( ) 
was called with G1ll!IYS or COLOB,S. intensity is the current 
drawing color; reaLintensity holds the color to plot in if 
we're using a monochrome screen. And handle holds the 
graphics handle to the display screen. This is simply a num
ber we need to tell AES and VDI which display we're working 
with. In some ways, the graphics handle is to GEM graphics 
programming what the "FILE pointer" is to input/output 
processing. 

mono_col[] is a table which lets the monochrome screen 
pretend that it's the color monitor. It translates the eight dif
ferent colors into eight different patterns. colors[][] is the ta
ble which specifies the different colors for the GEM routines. 
The numbers specify the intensities of the red, green, and blue 
guns in the monitor. Thus, the color red will be { 1000,0,0 }, 
all red, no green, and no blue. The other colors (like yellow) 
are made by mixing red, green, and blue. 

logscr (along with the public physscr) gives the graphics 
routines a quick way to determine which display is currently 
the "logical" screen (and which is the "physical" screen). Re
member, the physical screen is the one which is being dis
played on the monitor, while the logical screen is the one 
which is being drawn on. textscr holds the addresses of the 
text screen. Remember, graphscr holds the address of the 
graphics screen. Note that textscr and graphscr are longs 
rather than pointers. The reason we use longs is that many of 
the routines which use these values expect longs, not pointers. 
A long and a pointer are the same length, so type casting be
tween them is no problem. screenmap is a pointer to the 
memory which was allocated to hold the graphics screen. 
We'll discuss the showscreen() and usescreen() routines 
shortly. 

la-base is a pointer to a block of memory which is 
needed by the linea routines. INIT(), PUTPIX() and 
ABLINE() are routines which interface C with the linea 
functions. They're described below. The #defines which follow 
these declarations create names for the various fields in the 
structure pointed to by la-base. This simply makes it easier to 
use the linea functions. 
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init_graphics( ) 
work-in[ ], work-out[], and rgb-in[] are needed to work 
with the GEM functions. The first thing we do is get the ad
dress of the physical screen (the call to Physbase( )). Next we 
try to allocate 64K of memory. But we said before that a 
graphics screen only takes 32K, so why are we trying to allo
cate 64K? Unfortunately, the 32K for the screen memory also 
has to be on a 32K boundary. There's no way to tell malloc() 
that. Thus, we allocate twice as much memory as we need, 
and try to find the 32K boundary in it. Somewhere in the 64K 
that we've allocated, there has to be a 32K block of memory 
which is aligned on a 32K boundary. This is what the next 
line does. The idea is to mask off the lower 15 bits. This will 
give us a pointer which is aligned on a 32K boundary. Next, 
we add 32K to it, so that it points somewhere inside our allo
cated memory. We now have a pointer to memory which is 
32K aligned, and which we've allocated from the system. 

Next, we try to initialize the application handling soft
ware. This is a GEM AES call. We call graf-handle() to get 
the handle of the GEM workstation. GEM only lets you open 
a particular workstation once. Since it has already opened the 
only workstation for you, you have to rely on the workstation 
it has set up to do any graphics work. Next, we set up input 
parameters to v_opnvwk(). We're simply going to rely on all 
of the system defaults. This is a VDI call which stands for open 
virtual workstation. You're allowed to open as many virtual 
workstations as you want. These are all opened onto the real 
workstation. This makes one real workstation pretend to be 
many workstations at the same time. x-size and y_size are 
initialized to the size of the workstation, as reported by the 
call to v_opnvwk(). 

v_enter_cur( ) puts the workstation into text mode, and 
v-hide_c() hides the cursor. We initialize intensity to an 
unlikely value. This will force the first call to set_pen() to 
actually change the plotting (see below). Next, we set the 
value of color-mode to the mode which was requested. This 
will be important later. If we're running on the monochrome 
screen, we set the style of the line to "user defined" (the call 
to vsLtype( )). We set the maximum allowed intensity, 
maX-intensity, and then set up the dither matrix with the 
call to init_dither(). 
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If we're not using the monochrome screen, then we set up 
the colors. If we ask for COLORS, then the table colors[][] is 
used to set up the system's color table. Otherwise, we use a 
grey shade which we calculate on the fly. In either case, we 
set mlllLintensity appropriately. 

The last bit of initialization is used to set up the linea 
routines. nn:T() returns a pointer to the base of memory the 
linea routines use to hold their parameters and variables. 
Next, we set up pointers to the six arrays which we mentioned 
before. Finally, we clear the screen, and call showscreen() to 
put the graphics screen on the display. 

The iniL4ither() routine sets up a dither matrix, as de
scribed in the text. init_dither() also sets up the pattern and 
offset tables. The pattern is built by simulating the drawing of 
a short 16-pixelline, and looking at the pattern of bits which 
results. The pattern is put together by bit shifting and ORing. 
Note that p is a, pointer into the pattern matrix . • p+ + = n 
stores what's in n in what p is pointing to (that's the .p) part. 
Next, it increments p so that it points to the next element in 
the array. This is a common C idiom. 

exit_graphics( ) 
This routine is supposed to undo everything which init_ 
graphics( ) did to get the graphics up and running. It starts 
out by displaying the text screen. It also makes sure that the 
text screen is the logical screen. Next, it prints the message it 
was passed (if it exists), and then another message to indicate 
that exit_graphics() has been called. It flushes stdout to 
make sure all pending output has been written to stdout. This 
is needed because the Megamax stdio.h functions might not 
flush their buffers at this point, and the message wouldn't be 
displayed on the screen. 

Next, we wait for characters to be typed from the key
board. If the spacebar has been pressed, the graphics and text 
screens are toggled. Notice how this works. physscr holds the 
current physical screen-O for text, and 1 for graphics. The ex
pression Iphysscr calls showscreen() with the opposite dis
play. If physscr holds 1, showscreen() gets a 0, and vice
versa. If a key other than the spacebar is pressed, then we 
display the text screen (just in case we switched the display by 
pressing the spacebar), leave the text mode, clear the work
station, and exit the application routines. 
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geLinput( ) 
At first glance, the get-input() function might look like an 
infinite loop. At least, it starts out like one. At the beginning 
of the loop, we print the prompt string =>. Next, we read in a 
line of text, into the buffer pointed to by s. If gets() returns a 
NULL, then we read the end-of-file marker, or there was an 
error. We have to tell the routine which called us that, so we 
return NULL. If we read in a string, then the first character of 
the array (pointed to by s) will have some value, so we break 
out of the loop and return a pointer to the string. If the first 
character of the array is 0, we've read in a blank line, so we 
switch which screen is displayed. 

set_pen( ) 
This routine does different things depending on whether it's 
running on a color or a monochome monitor. If x-size is 320, 
then we're using a color display, so we call the VDI routine 
vsLcolor() to set the current drawing color. We also set 
real-intensity to be consistent with what happens with the 
monochrome monitor. If we're on the monochrome monitor, 
we simply put the value of the color in real-intensity. The 
pattern of the line will be set when the line is actually drawn. 
Notice that we use the translation table mOll-color[] to build 
the colors out of the different grey shades. 

move( ), draw( ), plot( ) 
The move() command is only simulated on the Atari. We 
simply set the x-save and y_save variables to the values of 
the passed :x: and y. When draw( ) is called, we draw a line 
from (x-save, y_save) to the (x,y) coordinates passed into 
draw(). draw() also sets the pattern of the line if it's being 
used on the monochrome screen. The pattern is determined by 
the value of real-intensity. Notice that the call to 
ABLINE() (the linea line-drawing function) is surrounded by 
calls to usescreen(). This makes the ABLINE() draw the 
line on the graphics screen rather than the text screen. We 
have to keep the text screen the current display; otherwise 
printf()s outside the graphics library might go to the wrong 
display. 

plot() is much like draw(). Notice that the calling con
ventions for ABLIlDl() and PUTPIX() are entirely different 
from one another. As with the call to ABLIlDl(), we've sur
rounded the call to PUTPIX( ) in calls to usescreen(). 
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c1ear( ) 
The clear() command is a true software hack. It violates all 
of the rules of AES, VOl, and even linea. Unfortunately, it 
was entirely necessary. It turns out that the VOl routine to 
clear the screen destroys some of the pointers we've set up to 
use linea. To avoid this problem, we simply replaced the VOl 
function with a short loop which writes zeros directly into 
screen memory. We use a long pointer so that four bytes are 
written for each iteration of the loop. This means we only 
have to write to memory 8000 times to clear the screen. 

punt( ) 
punt( ) offers a very quick way out of a program. It calls 
exit-graphics( ) with the string it was passed, and then exits 
the program with an error code of 1. 

usescreen( ), showscreen( ) 
usescreen( ) changes the logical screen with a call to the ex
tended bios function Setscreen(). Note that Setscreen() is 
really a macro defined in the file osblnd.h. showscreen() is 
almost identical to usescreen(), but changes the physical 
screen, rather than the logical one. Remember, the physical 
screen is the one which is being displayed on the monitor, 
while the logical screen is the one which is being drawn in by 
the linea functions. 

atoi( ), gets( ) 
These two functions have been added to the library for the 
users of Alcyon C. atoi() was left out of the gemlib library, 
and the gets() function which is provided is faulty. 

linea.c 
It turns out that there is no way to generate a linea instruc
tion in C. Most of the compilers offer access to an assembler. 
The linea.c module is the assembly language interface to the 
linea functions. The syntax for assembly language program
ming in the Megamax and Alcyon compilers differs, but the as
sembly code is identical. Note that the Lattice compiler doesn't 
offer an interface to the assembler; thus we've had to hand as
semble the small functions. We've declared them as arrays. 
This is generally poor practice, but we were somewhat desper
ate. If you're using a compiler we didn't support explicitly, try 
writing your own assembly language interface first. If that 
doesn't work, try using the arrays. 
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II 
machine.h II 
The opening of the Atari maehine.h is somewhat more con-
fusing than the Amiga version. Most of this confusion comes 
from the "!fdef8 at the beginning to get all of the definitions _ 
out of the way. For Alcyon and Megamax, we define malloe(), 
eaUoe(), and free() to get the GEMDOS equivalent func-
tions. This is necessary since neither compiler's built-in dy- II 
namic memory functions work very well. Malloe() and 
Mfree() are, themselves, macros, which are defined in 
o8bind.h. Thus, we have to make sure that it's been loaded. 
For the Lattice compiler, maUoe(), eaUoe(), and free( ) work 
just fine, but we still have to define malloe() and eaUoe() to 
return pointers to char so the compiler doesn't think they re-
turn ints. 

Next, we define COLOBS and GBlIIYS, and the eight dif
ferent colors. We also define the global variables x....8ize, 
y_8ille, and max....inten8ity, so you don't have to in your 
programs. Next, we define all of the functions which are in 
the graphics library which other programs might want to use. 
Finally, we define lIIlAXPIXlDLS and MAXJ.IlDI. 
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Glossary 

active edge 
A polygon edge which intersects the scan line currently being 
drawn. 

address operators 
The operators which relate to the addressing of variables. 

AES 
Application Environment Services. This is the highest level in 
the GEM programming environment. 

ambient lighting 
The general, background lighting by which all objects are 
slightly illuminated, no matter where the light source may be. 

AmigaDOS 
The operating system used by the Amiga. AmigaDOS takes 
care of the files and disk access. 

angle brackets 
The "<" and ">" pair. 

antialiasing 
Using grey shades to smooth the edges of polygons or lines; 
more generally, smoothing out the jagged appearance of an 
image on a raster display. 

arbitrary constants 
Limitations which are inherent in a program for no particular 
reason. For example, the length of an input line or the maxi
mum number of elements in some dynamic array. 

argument 
A piece of data passed to a function or a program. 

arithmetic operators 
The operators which relate to the arithmetic operations, such 
as +, -, 11<, and j. 

assembly language 
The mnemonic codes which are converted into machine lan
guage by an assembler program, the only language the com
puter can execute directly. 
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associativity 
The order of evaluation-either from left to right, or from 
right to left. 

auto variable 
A variable which is declared inside a compound statement and 
is not declared as static. Auto variables are created and de
stroyed dynamically as you enter and leave the statement; 
thus, auto variables can't retain values from one run through a 
compound statement to another. 

backslash 
The 1/ \ 1/ character. Used to signify special characters to the 
compiler. 

BASIC 
Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code; one high
level computer language. 

binary 
Refers to base-2 numbering system. 

binary operators 
Operators which take two operands. 

bitwise operators 
Operators which deal with the all of the bits of a number. 

black bodies 
Objects which don't reflect any light. 

black box 
Something which you use and which works, but you don't 
need to understand why. 

central processor 
The brain of the computer; often this is called the central pro
cessing unit or CPU. 

clipping 
Making sure that a given point, line, or polygon is within the 
legal area for display. If it isn't, it is either discarded entirely 
(if necessary) or cut off at the screen boundaries so that it can 
be legally displayed on the screen. 

command line arguments 
Arguments which are passed into a program when you run it. 
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compatible 
Describes functions which can be used on many different com
pilers and computers, and do the same thing regardless of 
where they're used. See portable. 

compiler 
The program which translates a program written in a high
level language into a machine language program the computer 
can execute directly. Contrast with interpreter. 

conditional expression 
C's only trinary operator: "?:" 

CPU 
See central processor. 

cross product 
A way of multiplying two vectors. It also finds the per
pendicular to a plane. 

decimal 
Refers to base-IO numbering system. 

declare 
Declaring a variable or a function not only tells the compiler 
how the variable should be interpreted, but also causes the 
compiler to allocate space for the variables, and, for functions, 
assemble the code which makes the functions work. 

decrement 
To reduce by one. When the " __ " (decrement) operator is used 
on a pointer, the pointer is made to point to the preceding ele
ment in an array. 

default 
The assumed value, or state which exists if no other value is 
assigned. 

define 
Defining a variable or function tells the compiler how each 
should be interpreted, but it doesn't allocate any space for 
either, or, for functions, say what the function should do. This 
allows you to utilize library routines or global variables which 
aren't declared in a particular module. 

diffuse reflection 
The light that any surface reflects when it's facing a light 
source. 
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dithering 
A technique of displaying grey shades on a monochrome 
monitor by carefully distributing the location of the "on" 
pixels. 

dot product 
A way of multiplying two vectors. 

executable 
A program which can be run. On the Atari, executables have 
the suffix .TOS, .TTP, or .PRG. Under AmigaDOS, executables 
have no such special suffix, and look like ordinary files. 

expression 
A series of values and operators. 

external 
Describes things which are outside the current object module. 

float 
Floating point. A number which may have a fractional part. 
The precision of the number depends on the implementation 
of C and your machine. 

formal parameter 
The arguments to a function. 

front-end 

II 

II 

II 

Something which is in front of something else. With reference 
to programs, a front-end is a program which calls other pro
grams. Using some of the compilers can be difficult because 
they are broken into several small programs which have to be 
run in sequence on a given source file. The front-end will run 
all of these programs for you, so you won't have to worry 
about it. II 
function 
A part of the program which accepts values and returns oth- II 
ers, or performs some kind of action. 

GEM 
The Graphics Environment Manager. It consists of two parts, , 
the VOl and the AES. It is the set of routines which make up 
the windowing environment on the Atari ST. 

global variable _ 
A variable which can be used throughout the program. 
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half toning 
Any of a number of techniques to display shades of grey on a 
monochrome display monitor. 

heap 
The section of memory available for a program to use . 

hexadecimal 
Refers to the base-16 numbering system. 

hidden-surface removal 
The three-dimensional display technique that generates 
onscreen only that part of an image which is visible to the 
viewer. Hidden surfaces are removed. 

high-level language 
BASIC and Pascal are examples of high-level languages. These 
are languages which are separate from the machine on which 
they are being used. Programmers who use high-level lan
guages must use an interpreter or a compiler to convert their 
high-level programs into the binary coded instructions the 
computer can run. High-level languages are often subject to 
national and international standardization committees. 

homogenous coordinate system 
The coordinate system used in computer graphics to allow 
generalized matrix multiplication to transform vectors. Rather 
than just an (x,y,z) triplet of numbers, in a homogenous co
ordinate system each vector or point is defined by four values, 
(x,y,z,h). 

increment 
To increase by one. When the" + +" (increment) operator is 
used on a pointer, the pointer is made to point to the succeed
ing element in the array. 

integer 
Number with no fractional part. 

interpreter 
A program which reads in complex instructions and interprets 
them for the processor, so that it seems the processor is exe
cuting your high-level language program directly. 

Intuition 
The highest level in the Amiga's graphics system. Intuition is 
responsible for the windows, icons, and screens. 
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Kernel II 
The lowest level in the Amiga's graphics system. The Kernel 
interfaces directly with the hardware to draw the lines and 
boxes which make up Intuition's windows and screens. _ 

Lambert's Law 
The illumination law for shading surfaces that takes into ac- _ 
count both diffuse and ambient lighting. _ 

library 
A set of routines which make up the standard functions sup
plied with most C compilers. See object module. 

linear algebra 
One field of mathematics which relies heavily on vectors and 
matrices. 

local variable 
A variable which can only be used within a particular function 
or compound statement and which is not preserved upon 
exiting that function or compound statement. 

logical operators 
The Boolean operators which work with only the individual 
bit settings of a number (0 or 1). 

machine language 
The only language which the computer can execute directly. It 
is no more than a sequence of binary codes which the proces
sor interprets as instructions. Programmers rarely program in 
machine language, but instead use the mnemonic codes of
fered by assembly language, which are translated by the as
sembler program into the actual binary instructions. 

machine-dependent 
Something which is machine-dependent relies on some feature 
of a particular model of computer. 

machine-independent 
Something which is machine-independent can be made to 
work on any computer and doesn't rely on any of the features 
of a particular machine. 

magnitude 
The length of a vector. 
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mask 
To eliminate certain bits of a number, leaving only the ones 
you want to work with. 

multitasking 
The ability to run more than one program at a time. 

normal 
Perpendicular. 

normalized 
Of magnitude 1. 

object module 
The ".0" or ".bin" file generated by your compiler. This file 
has all the essential components of your program except any 
external references. The linker program takes the object mod
ules which make up your program and the C libraries, and re
solves the external references. In doing so, it builds an 
executable program. 

octal 
Refers to the base-8 numbering system. 

operand 
The argument to an operator. 

operator 
A symbol which means lido something", such as +, -, ., 
and j. 

orthogonal 
Orthogonal vectors are mutually perpendicular and 
normalized. 

parallel projection 
A projection that preserves parallel lines in the image. 

Pascal 
A structured and highly typed language orginally developed 
by Niklaus Wirth as an instruction language to teach program
ming. It has since become widely used in academic and indus
trial circles. 

pass arguments 
To give a function parameters to work with. 
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patterning II 
The use of a small group of pixels (typically a 2 X 2 or 3 X 3 
group) to display different "intensities" on the screen by vary-
ing the number of pixels turned on within the block. II 
permanence 
When and how long a variable holds a value. Contrast with II 
scope. 

perpendicular 
At a right angle to. 

perspective projection 
A projection that creates an illusion of perspective by making 
all lines disappear towards infinity. 

perspective transform 
A transform which warps an image in such a way that, when 
displayed with a parallel projection, it looks as if it has been 
displayed with a perspective projection. 

pipelining 
Feeding the output of one program or function directly into 
another, without waiting for the first to complete outputting 
everything. 

pixel 
The smallest dot you can get on a screen; an individual picture 
element. 

pointers 
Variables which hold the address of other variables. 

polygon 
Any shape made up of a connected outline of line segments. 

portable 
Functions which are portable can be used on many different 
compilers and computers and will always do the same thing 
regardless of where they are used. 

precedence 
The order in which operators and expressions are evaluated. 
This is sometimes called binding. 

preprocessor 
The first pass through the source code when the compiler is 
working on the program. It strips comments out, and executes 
the preprocessor commands. 
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processor 
See central processor. 

projection 
A flattening of a three-dimensional object into two dimensions 
so that it can be displayed on a computer screen. The standard 
projections are the parallel and perspective projections. 

protected memory 
A computer with protected memory has the ability to isolate 
the various programs running on it. If a program steps out of 
its allocated memory, the computer forces the program to stop 
running. This prevents one faulty program from corrupting the 
others. 

quotes 
Quotes come in three varieties: /I (double), I (single), and' 
(back). In C, only double and single quotes have any special 
meaning. 

RAM 
Random Access Memory; computer memory which can be 
written to and read from very quickly. 

raster graphics 
A display that uses only pixels to render information on the 
screen. All microcomputers use raster-graphics displays. 

recursive 
A· function which is recursive calls itself over and over again. 

reference 
Function arguments which are passed by reference are passed 
by handing the function the location of the variable rather 
than the variable's actual value. Contrast with value. 

register 
A special location within the processor which can hold a small 
amount of information. Access to processor registers is much 
faster than access to memory. 

relational operators 
Operators which let you compare one value against another. 

result 
The value passed back by a function. 
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rise 
The amount by which a line "rises"; formally, the difference 
between the y-coordinates at the ends of the line. 

ROM 
Read-Only Memory; computer memory which can only be 
read from and cannot be written to. 

rotation matrix 
A matrix which will rotate a vector around a particular axis. 

run 
The difference between the x coordinates at the ends of a line. 

scalar 
A simple number, not a vector. 

scan line 
One line on the screen. 

scope 
When a variable can be used. This is different from when a 
variable holds a value. Contrast with permanence. 

screen transform 
The transformation matrix used to transform the final object 
data into plottable points on the screen. 

self-documenting 
A program which is self-documenting is written in such a way 
that you don't need any special comments to understand how 
the program works. This means variables have real names that 
describe what they do and the program's arbitrary constants 
are named in such a way that they explain what they are. 

shading 
The techniques used to display objects with the proper light
ing and shadowing in three-dimensional graphics. 

shear transform 
The transform used to skew an image in one direction or 
another. 

single-tasking 
A computer which is single-tasking can only run one program 
at a time. 
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size 
Of an int; the number of bits which it uses. 

slope 
The angle at which a line rises. For horizontal lines, the slope 
is 0; diagonal lines have a slope of 1; and vertical lines have 
an infinite slope. 

source code 
The text of the program which you feed to the compiler. 

specular reflection 
The light that reflects directly off an object into your eyes; on 
shiny surfaces, it's seen as a bright spot. 

statement 
The smallest unit in a C program, terminated with a 
semicolon. 

static 
A variable or a function which is declared or defined as static 
may be either internal or externaL Internal static variables are 
local only to a particular object module, and they remain in 
existence rather than disappearing when the function is exited. 
Static variables are not available to the entire program, but 
provide private, permanent storage within a function. 

string 
An array of char. 

TOS 
Tramiel Operating System,- the primary operating system of 
the Atari ST, including GEM and GEMDOS. 

transform 
To alter a vector in some fashion-for example, to rotate, 
translate, shrink, grow, skew, or project it. 

translation 
Moving from one point to anotl'~r. 

trinary operator 
An operator which takes three operands. 

type (of variable) 
What kind of value the variable holds. 
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type casting II 
Forcing the compiler to convert a variable from one type to 
another. 

unary operator II 
An operator which takes only one operand. 

undefined 
The value of an auto variable before it is initialized; it will _ 
hold an unknown and unpredictable value. 

UNIX 
A popular operating system from AT&T. It is used widely in 
industry and academia. 

unsigned 
Describes a number which is always considered positive. 

value 
Arguments which are passed by value are passed to a function 
by handing it the actual values stored in the variable, not an 
address to the variable. Contrast with reference. 

VDI 
Virtual Display Interface. The lowest portable access to graph
ics in the Atari ST. 

vertex 
The point where two edges of a polygon intersect. 

viewing coordinates 
The location of the transformed objects in the space in which 
the projection takes place. 

viewpoint 
The location that we are "looking from" in the space. _ 

viewscreen 
The "screen" on which the image is projected. Equivalent to _ 
the screen of the computer. _ 

white space 
Spaces, tabs, or new-lines-those characters which don't con- II 
tribute anything to the file except to space it out and make it 
more readable. 

II 
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window 
Part of the screen which has been put aside for a special 
purpose. 

workstation 
A specialized computer terminal. Generally, workstations have 
large screens and offer a powerful windowing environment 
which interfaces to a large mainframe computer. 

world coordinates 
The actual locations of the objects in the space in which they 
are defined. For contrast, see viewing coordinates. 
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& 51,52, 70, 105. See also and operator 
> See angle brackets 

121. See also assignment operator 
j* * j 13 
{} See braces 
?: 59. See also conditional expression 
!= See inequality 
&& 57, 72. See also logical Boolean 

operators 
. 119, 126. See also member operator 
% 40. See also modulus operator 
! 57. See also not operator 
# 24,72 
I 51,52,57. See also or operator 
* 105, 126. See also pointer operator 
-> 126. See also structure pointer operator 
A 52. See also xor operator 
A transform 258-59 
active-edge-list fill 182-85 
addnode( ) 126 
address in memory 105 
address operator 64 
addressing registers 34 
Alcyon C 3, 26, 296, 343 
ambient intensity 255. See also intensity 
Amiga 3, 339-42 
Amiga graphics 385-89 
"amigapoly.c" 232 

program listing 246-48 
and operator 50-51 
and (Truth Table for) 50 
angle brackets 14, 24 
antialiasing 319-21 
arbitrary constants 24 
area 177 
areadraw( ) 177 
area_draw( ) 192, 193-94 
areaend( ) 177 
areCLend( ) 192, 195-97 
areafill 1 77 
areamove( ) 17 
area-Ill.ove( ) 192 
area-z routines 256-57 
area-zend( ) 262-63 
argc 135-36 
arguments 11, 21-22 

and expressions 22-23 
argv[ 1 135-36 
arithmetic operators 40-44, 45, 46 
array 83-115, 121, 122 

one-dimensional 86 

three-dimensional 92-93 
two-dimensional 86-87, 96 
using as arguments 85 

assignment operator 44-45, 47 
Atari ST 3, 342-45 
Atari ST graphics 391-98 
Atari ST without command line interpreter 

19,21,23,28,37,43,69, 164, 165 
auto variable 19,35,36,39, 87 

pre-initialized 22 
Aztec C 3, 296, 340-41 
backslash escape 15, 31 
"base.h" program listing 232, 264 
binary numbers 335-36 
binary operators 39 
binary search 296 
bit shifting 48, 49-50 
bitwise assignment operators 52 
bitwise not 48 
bitwise operators 45, 47, 48-49 
black bodies 253 
black box function 12 
blitter 232 
body of the function 14, 17-19 
Boolean and operator 64 
Boolean functions 48 
Boolean mathematics 50 
braces 14, 60 
brackets 85 
break 67-68, 132 
bucket 185 
buffer 70 
"Calling show_val( )" program listing 18 
calloc( ) 125, 193 
Cartesian coordinate system 87 
case 132-33 
case-sensitive 14 
cast operator 48 
center of projection (cop) 214 
C functions 

using 14-15 
writing 16-17 

char 31, 45-47, 83, 106-7, 123 
Character, Binary, Octal, Hex, and Decimal 

(table) 330-32 
characters 31 
"dipline.c" program listing 294-95 
clipping 289-308 

four-step process figure 303 
lines onto the screen 290-97 
points 289-97 
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polygons 298-308 
three-dimensional line 297-98 
three-dimensional polygon 307-8 
two-dimensional 389-97 

close_polygon() 194 
Cohen-Sutherland algorithm 291, 292, 294, 

302,307 
color 323 
comma 17 
comma operator 66-67 
command 17 
command line arguments 135-36 
compatible function 13 
compiler 3 
Compiler-Dependent Information (table) 35 
Compiler Information (table) 35 
compiling instructions 361-68 
compiling machine-specific files 347-48 
composing matrices 206 
composite matrix 219-20 
compound statement 60-61 

nested 60 
concave polygons 300, 302, 306 
conditional compilation 74-75 
conditional expression 59 
continue 67-68 
conversion specification 17 
convex polygons 300, 306 
convex polyhedron 300 
convolution integral 321 
coordinate space 98 
cop 214, 230. See also center of projection 
copy_vector( ) 226 
cos() 164 
C programming language 4 

features 5 
history of 5 

cross product 92-95 
cross_product( ) 226 
curved surfaces 321-22 
cw 214, 220 
data file 191-92 
data points 136 
data registers 34 
data types 31 
debugging commands 75 
decimal 335 
Decimal, Binary, Octal, and Hexadecimal 

(table) 337 
decimal point 32 
decision making 55 
declare 21 
decrement 43 
define 21 
#define 72, 135 
degenerate edges 302-5 
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depth buffer 255-56 
depth sorting 255 
destination vector 226 
differential scaling 208 
diffuse reflection 253-55 
dimension 201 
"display.c" 228, 259-60 

program listing 236-38, 265-67 
distance 90 
dithering 171-72 
dither matrix 171-72 
dither plots 162 
"divide.c" 

compiling 364-65 
program listing 42-43 

divide_vector( ) 226 
division-by-zero error 68 
do loop 64, 65-67 
domath( ) 132 
dot product 92, 96 
dOLproduct( ) 226 
dot-product function 220 
double 31 
double quotes 24, 103 
double-precision floating-point number 31 
draw( ) 25, 26, 71, 170 
"draw.c" program listing 153-57 
edge fill algorithm 197-98 
edge flag algorithm 198 
else 55, 61, 63 
#else 74-75 
else if 62-63, 71, 132 
#endif 74-75 
entry structure 122, 124, 126 
escape sequences 15 
exclusive or 51 
execu te( ) 72 
exit( ) 71 
exiLgraphic( ) 26 
exponent 32 
expressions 40-43 

as arguments 22-23 
extern 21 
"fact.c" 

compiling 365 
program listing 69 

fast floating-point arithmetic (FFP) 296 
fclose() 134 
"f15" program listing 284-86 
"figs.c" 

compiling 363-64 
program listing 27 

file 134, 135 
"fileio.c" program listing 149-50 
fill 175, 259 
filling 175 
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float 31, 32, 45-47, 83, 107 
floating point 31-32 
floating-point math 165-66, 296 
flood( ) 175 
Floyd-Steinberg algorithm 170-71 
fopen() 134 
for 64, 66-67 
formal parameter 17, 39 
fprintf( ) 134 
frame buffer 263 
free( ) 125 
fscanf( ) 192 
function 11-27 
function arguments 21-22 
functiQn name 130 
function, naming 16 
geUnput( ) 71, 72 
geUtem( ) 193 
"global.c" program listing 37 
global variable 36-39, 70, 87, 130 
glossary 401-13 
Gouraud shading 322 
"graph.c" 

compiling 367-68 
program listing 141-48 

"graph.h" program listing 140-41 
graphics 161-70,319 

on the Amiga 385-89 
on the Atari ST 391-98 
raster 161-62 
three-dimensional 201-21, 225-32 

graphicS library 6, 23 
Amiga 386-89 
Atari ST 392-98 
using 369-74 

graphics programming v 
graph program 

commands 137-38 
using 136-40 

half toning 170 
header files 72 
head to tail method 90 
"hello.c" 

compiling 362-63 
program listing 6 

"help.c" program listing 157 
hexadecimal 17, 335 
hidden-line code 229 
hidden-line elimination 228-29 
hidden-surface code 229 
hidden surfaces 253 
homogenous coordinate space 207 
homogenous coordinate system 202 
id 194 
identity matrix 99 
IEEE-standard floating-point 296 

if 55,59,61-63, 74, 132 
nested 63 

#if 74 
#ifdef 74-75 
#ifndef 74-75 
illuminating a polygon 253-55 
illumination 322-25 
#include 72 
include path 24 
inclusive or 51 
increment 43 
indenting 60 
index 84 
inequality 56 
infunc 132 
iniLgraphics() 24, 26, 191 
inline[ 1 70 
input/output routines 133 
int 31, 32,45-47, 83, 123 
integer 17, 32-35 

size 32-33 
integer math 166-70 
intensity 192, 194, 255, 257, 260, 321 
interlacing 162 
invisible lines 290, 304 
jaggies 320 
Lambert's Law 254, 260 
Lattice C 3, 22, 33, 46, 71, 96, 125, 169, 

228, 341-42, 344 
left-handed coordinate system 93 
library 4 
light 253 
light ray (tracing) 325 
line( ) 164 
line 202 
"line2.c" program listing 164 
"line3.c" program listing 166-67 
"line4.c" program listing 168-69 
"line5.c" program listing 169 
"linea.c" program listing, ST 358-59 
line drawing 162-70 
linked list 122, 125-30 

circular 129 
double 129 
figure 129 
single 128, 130 

linker 4 
LISP 39 
local variable 36, 38, 61 
logical Boolean operators 55, 57-58 
logic expressions 55 
log-log graphs 130 
long 33 
looping command 108 
loops 64-70 

control commands 67-68 
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lowercase 14, 73 
"machine.c" v, 232, 347 

compiling 347-48 
program listing, Amiga 348-51 
program listing, Atari ST 351-57 

machine dependencies 12-13 
machine-dependent functions v 
"machine.h" 347 

program listing, Amiga 359 
program listing, Atari ST 359-60 

machine-independent graphics v 
machine-specific files 347 
MacPaint 175 
macros 72-73 
magnitude( ) 226 
magnitude 90, 95 
main() 13-14, 135, 191-92 
"main.c" 230-31 

program listing 232-36, 267-71 312-15 
malloc( ) 123-25 
"mandala.c" program listing 165 
mandala program 296 
"mandalas.c" program listing 316 
mask 51 
"math.c" program listing 150-53 
matrix 96-102 

multiplying by a vector 101 
matrix transformations 201 
Megamax C 3, 33, 71, 76, 344-45 
member 119 
member operator 119-20 
memory 105 
memory allocation, dynamic 122-25 
midpoint subdivision 296-97 
modules 130 
modulus operator 40, 45 
monochrome monitor 170 
move( ) 25, 26, 71, 170 
multidimensional arrays 86 
multiplicands 97 
multitasking environment 123 
nested if 63 
new-line character 15 
"newsub" program listing 23 
next 125 
node 

adding figure 127 
removing figure 128 

normalize( ) 226 
normalized vectors 90-92, 201 
not equal to relational operator 107. See also 

inequality 
not operator 58 
Npa< 221 
Npe, 221 
null 72, 106, 124, 125, 126 
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numerator 168 
numeric variable types 83 
object module 3 
object-module library 130 
octal 17 
operands 39 
operator precedence table, C 333-34 
operators 39-52, 55 
"options .c" program listing 136 
ordered edge list 180 
ordered-edge-Iist fill 179-82 
or operator 51 
orthogonal 217, 218 
or (Truth Table for) 51 
paint 175 
painting 175 
parallel projection 203 
parallel transform 211-12, 221 
parentheses 16, 41, 59, 73 
patterning 170, 172, 324 
percent escape 17-19, 64 
percent sign 104 
persp 230 
"perspect.c" 227, 258 

program listing 238-39, 271-72 
perspective 203, 212 
perspective transform 28, 212, 221 
Phong Bui-Tuong 323 
Phong shading 322 
pipelining 302 
pixels 161 
plane of the screen 220 
plot( ) 71, 162, 170, 263 
"plot.c" 

compiling 366 
program listing 77-80 
using 75-76 

"plot.c script file" program listing 80 
point 201 
pointer math 262 
pointer operator 105, 106, 121 
pointers 34, 105-7, 120-22 

self-referential 122 
suitably aligned 123 

pOinLtransform( ) 226-27 
"poly.1" program listing 191, 315 
"poly.2" program listing 191, 315-16 
"poly.3" program listing 316 
"poly.c" 261-62 

program listing 242-46, 272-78, 308-12 
"pol yclip" 306 
"polygon.c" 257, 306 

program listing 185-90 
polygons 

clipping 298-308 
filling 175-98 
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portable function 13 
position vectors 87 
postflx operator 43 
Powers of Two (table) 329 
precedence 56, 58-59 
Precedence, Abbreviated Table of 41 
prefix operator 43 
preprocessor 72-75 
preprocessor commands 24 
preprocessor directive 14 
printf( ) 14-15, 64, 133 
processor chip 4 
programming environment, setting up 

339-45 
projection 203 
quit 72 
quotes (quotation marks) 15 
radial coordinates 90 
radial system 88 
record 119 
recursion 68 
reflected light 253 
refraction 324 
register 33-34 
register variables 101, 105 
relational operators 55, 56 
remnode( ) 128 
right-handed coordinate system 93 
"rings" program listing 284 
Ritchie, Dennis 5 
rotate_transform( ) 226 
rotation matrices 99, 204-7, 226-27 
"Sample Graphing Script" program listing 

158 
scalar quantity 92, 93, 98 
scale factor 108 
scale vectors 208 
scanf( ) 63-64, 133 
scan-line fill 175, 176-79 
scan-line technique 256 
scientific notation 32 
screen matrix 230 
screens 289 
screen transform 213-14 
screen-transform matrix 219, 221 
seed fill 175-76 
semicolon 17, 60 
semi-log graphs 130 
seLpen() 25 
shadowing 323-24 
shear matrix 220 
shear transform 209-11, 258 
short 33, 71 
show_val( ) 16-17 
sin( ) 164 
"sine.c" program listing 157-58 

single-precision floating-point number 31 
single quotes 31 
single-tasking environment 123 
sizeof 124 
slope of a line 162 
source code 3 
source vector 226 
specular reflection 253-54, 323 

equation 323 
"sphere.c" 321 

program listing 280-81 
sscanf( ) 70 
standard transform module 226 
statement 17, 60-61 
statement, compound 60-61 
static 122, 130 
static arrays 87 
static variable 36, 38, 39, 61 
stdin 133 
stdio.h 133-34 
stdio.h functions 375-83 
stdout 133 
"stpoly.c" 232 

program listing 249-50 
strcat( ) 105 
strcmp() 105 
strcpy( ) 104, 121 
strderr 133-34 
string 14, 102-5 
string functions 104 
strlen( ) 104, 124 
struct 119-20 
structure 119-57 

defming 119-20 
structure pointer operator 126 
sub() 19-21 
"sub( )" program listing 20-21 
subtracLvector() 226 
surface 202 
surface detail 324 
Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm 300-306, 

307 
switch 132-33 
system variable 386 
tag 119 
ternary operator 59 
texture 324 
three-dimensional array 92-93 
three-dimensional line clipping 297-98 
three-dimensional polygon clipping 307-8 
thresholding 170 
Torrance-Sparrow method 323 
"torus.c" 321 

program listing 282-83 
"trans.c" 226, 258 

program listing 239-41, 278-80 
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transformation matrix 216-21, 225 
transforming vectors with matrices 203-14 
transform right to left (T RU 217 
translation 207 
translucency 324 
transparency 324 
trinary operators 40 
TRL matrix 217, 220 
two-dimensional array 86-87, 96 
type casting 71, 124 
type-casting operators 47-48 
typedef 135 
typing in machine-specific files 347 
umax 213 
umin 213 
unary operators 39 
undefined variable 32 
uniform scaling 208 
unit vector 91 
unsigned 33 
uppercase 73 
variables 31-39, 105, 119 

declaring 35-36 
global 36-39 
static 36 

v _contourfill( ) 175 
vector 201, 225 
vector( ) 226 
I'vector.e/l 

compiling 366 
program listing 109-15 

vectors 87-96 
defming 95-96 
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normalized 90-92 
reflecting 98 
rotating 99, 100 
scaling 90-92, 100 
three-dimensional 92-93 
transforming 99 
using 88-90 

vertex count 192 
v ---1illarea( ) 177 
viewing coordinates 216 
viewplane 214 
viewplane normal 215 
viewplane reference point 215 
viewplane up 215 
viewpoint 214-16 
visible lines 290, 304 
vmax 213 
vmin 213 
void 70 
vpn 215, 216 
vrp 214 
vup 215, 216 
Weiler-Atherton algorithm 306-7 
while 64,65-67 
windows 289 
wire mesh 259 
world coordinates 216 
xor operator 51 
xor (Truth Table for) 52 
z-buffer algOrithm 253, 255-64 

data files 257, 263-64 
zero byte 103 
"zgon" program listing 283 
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To order your copy of Learning C: Programming Graphics 
on the Amiga and A tari ST Disk, call our toll-free US order 
line: 1-800-346-6767 (in NY 212-887-8525) or send your pre
paid order to: 

Learning C: Programming Graphics on the 
Amigo and A tori ST Disk 

COMPUTE I Publications 
P.O. Box 5038 
FD.R. Station 
New York, NY 1 0150 

All orders must be prepaid (check, charge, or money order). NC 
residents add 5% sales tax. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax. 

Please check the version you need. 
__ Amiga (645DSK1) $15.95 
__ Atari ST (645DSK2) $15.95 

Subtotal $ ___ _ 

Shipping and Handling: $2.00jdisk $ ___ _ 

Sales tax (if applicable) $ ___ _ 

Total payment enclosed $ ___ _ 

o Payment enclosed 
o Charge 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 

Acct. No. ____________ Exp. Date __ _ 
(Required) 

Name 

Address 

City __________ State Zip __ _ 

Please allow 4-5 weeks for delivery. 
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II COMPUTE! Books 

II 

Ask your retailer for these COMPUTEI Books or order directly from 
COMPUTEI. 
Call toll free (in US) 1-800-346-6767 (in NY 212-887-8525) or write COM
PUTEI Books, P.O. Box 5038, F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10150. 
Quantity Title 

COMPUTEI's ST Artist (070-X) 
COMPUTE!'s First Book of the Atari ST (020-3) 
COMPUTE!'s Kids and the Atari ST (038-6) 
COMPUTE!'s ST Applications Guide: 
Programming in C (078-5) 
COMPUTEI's ST Applications (067-X) 
COMPUTE!'s ST Programmer's Guide (023-8) 
The Elementary Atari ST (024-6) 
Elementary ST BASIC (034-3) 
Introduction to Sound and Graphics 
on the Atari ST (035-1) 
Learning C: Programming Graphics on the 
Amiga and Atari ST (064-5) 

Price' Total 

118.95 --
16.95 __ 
14.95 __ 
19.95 __ 

116.95 -
17.95 __ 
18.95 __ 
14.95 __ 
16.95 __ 

$18.95 __ 

'Add $2.00 per book for shipping and handling. 
Outside US add $5.00 air mail or $2.00 surface mail. 

NC resident. add 50/0 sale. tax. ____ _ 
NY re.ldents add 8.25% .ale. tax ____ _ 
Shipping. handling: $2.00jbook ____ _ 

Total payment ____ _ 

All orders must be prepaid (check, charge, or money order). 
All payments must be in US funds. 
o Payment enclosed. 
Charge 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 
Acct. No. _____________ _ Exp. Date ___ _ 

(Required) Name _____________________ ___ 

Address _____________________ __ 

City ___________ _ 
'Allow 4-5 weeks for delivery. 
Prices and availability subject to change. 
Current catalog available upon request. 

State ___ _ Zip __ _ 
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C Programming 
Programmers new to C as well as those experienced with the C lan
guage will find Learning C: Programming Graphics on the Amiga and 
Atari ST full of useful information on programming graphics in C on 
the Commodore Amiga and the Atari ST. Written for those who 
have experience working with the ST or Amiga, this book first ex
plores the fundamentals of the C language, then shows how to use 
C to create dramatic graphics on the Amiga and ST. 

The authors have supplied specific libraries of routines for the 
Amiga and the ST. Each of the program examples will run, without 
modifications, on both the Amiga and ST. The appendices include 
clear explanations of how to use these libraries in your own pro
grams. You'll be able to write your own exciting graphics programs 
once you've mastered the fundamentals of C. And, as an extra bo
nus, your code will work on either the Amiga or ST. 

Here is some of what's included: 

• Thorough explanations of each of the C commands needed to 
write graphics 

• How to create three-dimensional graphics 
• machine.c, a powerful graphics library for the Amiga and ST 
• Clear explanations of how to translate advanced mathematics con

cepts into usable C language program code 
• How to use C structures and arrays to write efficient programs 
• Explanations of how to compile and link each program included in 

this book on the most popular compilers for the Amiga and ST 

Learning C: Programming Graphics on the Amiga and Atari ST 
expects that you've programmed your Atari ST or Commodore 
Amiga and are familiar with its operating system. 

Written in a clear and concise style, Learning C: Programming 
Graphics on the Amiga and Atari ST includes all the programs, fully 
tested and ready to type in, compile, and link. If you prefer, there 
are companion disks available for purchase for the Amiga and ST 
which include all the C source code and executable files from 
the book. 

All the source code from this book is available on a companion disk. See the 
coupon in the back of the book for details. 

ISBN 0-87455-064-5 
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